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Beyond the Ice ancient and wise 
Palace and to the spirits of the 
North, legend tells woods. A decision 
of a mystical land was made to 
where strange appoint a single 
creatures dwell. It person to be 
is a land of fantasy responsible for 
and magic, of returning the 
goblins and ghosts, balance to the 
of good and evil. lands once again 

by banishing the 
Recently, there has evil back from 
been great upset in where it came, 
the balance of They blessed a 
good and evil in sacred arrow with 
these lands. The the powers of the 
forces of evil have woods, which 
been burning down would summon a 
the forests, spirit in times of 
destroying the need, and shot it 
homes and lives of into the air; 
the simple whoever found the 
woodcutters. arrow would find L 

themselves in an I 
One night, a adventure of 
meeting was held fantastic 
between the importance . . . 
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Spectrum 
Spectrum 
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Commodore 64 
Commodore 64 

Atari ST 

Cassette 
Disc 

Cassette 
Disc 

Cassette 
Disc 

£7.99 
£12.99 

£9.99 
£14.99 

£9.99 
£11.99 
£19.99 
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ALL THE LATEST COIN-OPS 
IN OUR FREE ARCADE 

BOOKLET 
In our fabulous free booklet we take a look at all the 
arcade machines you'll likely to be playing this sum-
mer. Lots of colourful pictures and criticalcomment 
from the country's top arcade players. PLUS pages of 

MICROPROSE REVEALED!! 

hints 'n' tips on all your old favourites. Our com-
prehensive C01N-M NOW! booklet provides EVERY-
THING you need to know! 

Despite a mere three releases 
on the Spectrum, MicroProse 
are arguably the leaders in 
home computer simulation 
games. In our first company 
profile we take a look at the 

US-based company. CRASH vis-
ited their Tetbury-based UK 
headquarters to find out what 
makes them tick. 
Read all about them on page 

30 

DO IT YOURSELF 
32 A C C O L A D E G O C R A Z Y . . . 

. . . and give away a terrific sports bag and tracksuit 
68 RECEIVE PICTURES F R O M SPACE 

. . . thanks to Elite and their satellite TV dish 
79 G A I N STREET CRED . . . 

. . . with a pair of booted roller skates from Gremlin 
85 T I D Y UP Y O U R H O M E . . . 

. . . with a fab computer desk from The Power House 
94 G A I N STRENGTH . . . 

. . . from a crate of Im-Bru 
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WE AIM TO 

Following a series of letters 
debating the CRASH reviewing 
process, I feel the need has arisen 
for a fresh overview of the 
proceedings. The part-time 
reviewing team that was in 
operation a few months ago had 
their individual ratings at the 
bottom of their comments boxes. 
In many cases, the fact that they 
were not reviewing full-time meant 
that when major discrepancies 
occurred, such as one reviewer 
giving 80%, and another 20%, it 
was often difficult to discuss the 
ratings given, and it was often felt 
that such a large range of marlts 
was detrimental to the overall 
effectiveness of the review. The 
individual ratings were thus 
dropped. 

Since this decision was made, 
letters have been pouring into the 
CRASH office pleading for their 
return. I myself have also felt that 
the reviews seem a little faceless 
and occasionally ambiguous with 
no specif ic rating on each 
comment. Well. since our new full-
time reviewing team is now in 
operation there should be fewer 
problems in co-ordinating and 
comparing their feelings towards 
different games (and in truth, their 
individual ratings are pretty close 
most of the time anyway), so the 
individual percentages are back 
on! 

Once more, you will be able to 
follow the trends of one reviewer if 
you desire, but there should be 
less variation in the individual 
marks which often gave the feel i ng 
of, 'Which one do I believe'. The 
increased size of the comments 
should also allow you to make up 
your own mind whenever 
differences of opinion do occur. 

Phew! That's got that out of the 
way. If you have any feelings as 
regards this matter, drop Uoyd a 
note - I'm sure he'll pass them on 
tome. 

Apologies to wargamers 
everywhere for the lack of 
Philippa's FRONTLINE column. A 
dearth in the flow of wargames has 
meant that she has simply had no 
new games to review; hopefully 
this should be remedied by next 
month. 

I hope you caught your free 

arcade booklet as it slithered out 
of the mag! My thanks go to Julian 
Rignall who helped compile it and 
proffered most of the hints and 
tips. We certainly enjoyed putting 
it together - 1 hope you enjoy 
reading it. 

Well, that's all for this month -
next month, as if you didn't already 
know, features another cover 
mount cassette. This double A-
side playable demo tape gives you 
a sneak preview of two of the 
biggest up-and-coming games. At 
only 25p extra, you'd be crazy to 
miss it! 

Until the next full moon . , . 

STEVE JARRATT 

REVIEWS 
Goodies for JUNE 

18 BIONIC COMMANDO 
What do you get if you cross Lee Majors with Arnold 
Schwarzenegger? 

10 EARTHLIQHT 
Moonlight mayhem as Pete Cooke does it again! 

90 VENOM STRIKES BACK 
Those cartoon characters save their best performance for last 

HOT SHOTS 
7 0 % a n d o v < 

84 BEYOND THE ICE PALACE 
Journey to a land of mystical 
monsters , . . and very cold nights! 

89 BUGGYBOY 
The long-awarted coin-op conversion 
arrives 

89 CERIUS 
The men from Atlantis come up with a 
credible, budget Exolon clone 

96 PSYCHO PIG UXB 
. . . saves US Gold's bacon (groan) 

47 Achat on Topologtka 
Beyond The Ice Palace Elite 

13 Gutz Ocean/Special FX 
84 

Achat on Topologtka 
Beyond The Ice Palace Elite 48 The Jade Stone Martin Games 
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10 Earthlight Firebird 20 Starring Charlie Chaplin US 
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21 Freedom Fighter The Power 
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Graphics 
m Frontline Zeppelin Games 49 Virus S A-E C 
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M M T i M V t y S 
T H E I S N W I S : 

Chris and Tim Stamper, the mystery men behind Ultimate's success 

ULTIMATE PLAY THE GAME AGAIN 
AND AGAIN AND AGAIN 

The collected works of Ultimate 
Play the Game, one of the most 
consistently successful software 
houses ever, are set to be released 
in one massrve package. The Ulti-
mate compilation, which has been 
endorsed by CRASH, will include 
Jetpac, Pssst, Atic Atac (92%. Issue 
1), Lunar Jetman (9536. Issue 1), 
Cookie. Tram-Am, Knight Lore 
(94%. Issue 12), Alien 8 (95*. Issue 
15), Nightshade (91*. Issue 21). 
GunfnghH92%. Issue 25) and Sabre 
Wutf (unrateable CRASH Smash, 
Issue 6). This Rare gaming opportu-
nity will be available in the shops 
sometime earty in August at £ 12.99 
on cassette and £14.99 on disk. 
Don't miss it! 

NEW PRODUCTS FROM 
OLD SOFTIES 
The programming language and utility 
specialists HI Soft have modified four 
of their Spectrum titles to run on the 
+3. HiSoft BASIC turns most of 
Spectrum BASIC, with one or two 
exceptions, into fast machine-code. 
HiSoft C is an integer-only one-pass 
compiler, with interactive line editor; 
Devpac (the assembler/debugger} now 

assembles dtskto-disk and HiSoft 
Pascal, a one pass compiler, supports 
all the features of Standard Pascal as 
well as extensions to allow low level 
access to the machine. They retail at 
£28.95, £29.00, £19.95 and £35.00 
respectively and are available in shops 
or by mail from: HiSoft. The Old School, 
Greenfield. Bedford. MK45 5DE. 

POWER TO THE 
PEOPLE 
The Power House have launched a 
competition designed to find the games 
player of the year. The company are 
inviting the public to send in details of 
their highest scores on The Power 
House games. Entrants should send 
their name and address as well as 

photographic evidence of their score 
to Andy Blazdell. The Power House. 
204 Worple Road. Wimbledon, London 
SW208PN by October 10. Each game 
champion will receive 20 free games 
while 30 games plus a Sony personal 
stereo await the overall winner. 

RIBBON AND BLUES 
Blue Ribbon s latest re-release is a 
sports special. The first of a series of 
Take 3 compilations features Steve 
Davis Snooker {77%. Issue 12), a Rugby 

Union simulation and CDS Software 
Pool[77% Issue 6) The disk costs £9.99 
and should be available soon. 

CASCADING BACK 
Gamebusters the new budget label should be available in the shops now. 
fror Cascade Games kicks off with retails at £2.99 on cassette and £4.99 
t he re release of their flight simulator on disk. 
Ace (8IX, Issue 32). The game, which 

THE GOOD 
COMPANION 
A new company, which claims to pro-
duce many original utility programs for 
the Spectrum, has been set up in Cum-
bria. Known as Companion, t also 
sells hardware, including blank casset-
tes in bulk. Spectrum components 
including ROMs, ULAs and all kinds of 
keyboard membranes. For further infor-

mation see the advertisement due to 
be placed in the July issue of CRASH 
The first five people to spend over £30 
within a month of the publication of the 
advert, will receive an electronic push 
button telephone free. Companion can 
be contacted at 193 Brampton Road, 
Carlisle. Cumbria. CA3 9AX 

SIR CLIVE GOES TO 
OREGON 
US marketing and distribution of Sir 
Clive Sinclair's portable Z88 computer 
has been placed firmty in the hands of 
an American company Diversified 
Foods, which is based In Portland, Ore-
gon, has set up a subsidiary company 
called Sinclair Systems Inc. designed 
to sell the computer nationwide. Sir 
Clive's firm has only a 25% stake in the 

new company. The deal was set in 
motion by Atari's founder, Nolan 
Bushnell, who had hoped to take on the 
Z88's US distribution himself. The Z88 
will retail for $549 and Is being mar-
keted with the emphasis on the original-
ity of the product rather than In terms 
of competition with other laptops. 

8 CRASH June 1988 

HOOK, 
LINE I 
AND 
SINKER 
MacMillan Publishing have 
decided to close down their 18-
monttvold games label Piranha 
Current turnover was not consid-
ered sufficient to justify further 
investment. Launched at the 1986 
PCW show. Piranha was responsi-
ble for such releases as Trap Door 

(88%. Issue 33). Strike Force Cobra 
(63%. Issue 33) and Yogi Bear (62%, 
Issue 47). These programs and 
others have already been bought 
up by the budget label Alternative 
At least the better games won't go 
down with the name. 



Even the safest mission can turn into 
a space nightmare... 

As space fleet squad member Slaatn your mission seems like an almost boring 
routine until the moment warning tights glow on your instrument panel. In milli-
seconds your ship is dragged away from the squadron by an alien magneticforce to 
land on a small moon, badly damaging your outer shield. 

You are alone, your ship useless — your only hope is to eliminate the moon's 
transmitters and neutralise the force field. May sound simple but enemy droids and 
nasties patrol the moon's surface, their task — to keep the transmitters sending. 

Get moonstruck with this amazing game from Peter Cooke bringing you fast, 
lunatic action and graphics that are simply out of this world! 
for mail order pleese send your order and remittance (cheques payable to British Telecom pic or 
direct debit from Access/Visa card by stating card number and expiry date) to:-
The Marketing Department. Telecomsoft First Floor, 64-76 New Oxford Street 
London WC1A IRS. 

© Spectrum Cassette £7.95 
Telecomsoft First Floor, 64-76 New Oxford St London WC1A IPS. 
firebird and firebird Logo arw trademarks offridsh ft Ircommurma Won i Pi C. 

A LEGEND IN GAMES SOFTWARE 
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Retail price: E7.95 
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J » laatn. an ordinary alien from 
PJ the planet Acturian, is on a 

routine intergalactic gar-
bage collecting mission. Suddenly 
he's drawn off course by a strong 
sideways force emanating from 

" The comfortless surface 
of the moon bathed in a 
weird and eerie light is 
excellently portrayed in 
Pete Cooke's latest game. 
Parallax scrolling and 
realistically changing 
shadows create a polished 
and professional 3-D 
effect. The perspective is 
still not fine enough to 
make pinpointing of a 
craft's exact position possi-
ble, but on most levels the 
planet's grid-like surface 
avoids any problems of 
alignment. You simply line 
up your own craft with the 
enemy's to make sure of a 
direct hit The presentation 
is faultless and the sound is 
atmospheric; a few care-
fully composed spot 
effects can be just as effec-
tive as a more complicated 
soundtrack. The controls of 
Slaatn's craft are smooth 
and generally quick to 
respond. Adventurous 
aliens should find plenty to 
keep them occupied. 
Negotiating a fleet of alien 
podshtps, while trying to 
collect a box and avoid a 
dangerous, deadly obsta-
cle as you watch your fuel 
counter flashing low, 
requires more than the 
average measure of inter-
galactic spirit. Whether 
you're confident or Just 
curious, it's one of those 
games you just shouldn't 
miss. " 
KAT1 90% 

Earth and is forced to make an 
unscheduled landing on the moon. 
Alone and friendless. Slaatn has 
only one chance of escape: he 
must neutralise the moon's box-
like transmitters and eliminate the 
offending force field. 

The mission takes place over 
four levels, each of which is 
divided into eight zones to be tack-
led in any order. The moon's 3-D. 
horizontally scrolling checker-
board surface consists of a series 
of regular squares pitted with crat-
ers. and marked by upright obsta-
cles. The planet earth, rotating in 
distant space, is clearly visible, 
and bathes the moon in its eerie 
glow. 

Slaatn has managed to steal a 
saucer-like alien craft which 
begins each round perched on a 
hemispherical platform base. Hov-
ering above or skimming along the 
moon's surface and making use of 
occasional transporter platforms, 
Slaatn must colled a specified 
number of transmitters before 

returning to base. Alien saucers, 
spheres and podships do not hesi-
tate to attack. However, Slaatn's 
ship is equipped with shields, fuel 
and missiles. Before entering each 
2one, the player can alter the ratio 
of these supplies; opting for more 
fuel, for example, means a reduc-
tion in the number of missiles car-
ried. 

Collision with aliens or obsta-
cles damages shields, and staying 
too long on the planet's surface 
inevitably results in a loss of fuel 
Should shields fail completely or 
fuel run, out one of three lives is 
lost. Astatus panel at the top of the 
screen shows shield and fuel 
panels - which flash when danger-
ously low - current zone, score, 
lives left, present level and missiles 
remaining. 

Returning to base before all the 
transmitters have been collected 
gives an instant breakdown of 
Slaatn's performance so far. 
including the number of transmit-

" Earthlight is yet another 
one of Pete Cooke's mas-
terpieces to put of your 
shelf, along with Tau Ceti 
and Academy. The game is 
excellently presented right 
from the start, and the 
graphics and sound (espe-
cially on the 128K) make it 
instantly addictive. Behind 
the game is a wickedly sim-
ple idea, but the way Pete 
has interpreted it makes it 
worthy of a Smash. The 
main scrolling area is seen 
3-D, and each level holds 
it's own colours. But if you 
don't like the one's Pete has 
chosen then a quick trip to 
the CONFIGURE GAME 
option allows you to 
change them and other 
aspects of the game. The 
controls are confusing for 
a while because you have 
to increase and decrease 
the height of the ship as 
well as go forward, back-
wards, left and right. But 
after a couple of goes it all 
becomes easier and you 
can start and collect the 
cubes. Earthlight is much 
more than eight sectors of 
addictiveness - buy it 
today. " 
MICK 91% 

ters still to collect and the number 
and type of aliens still alive. 

Once Slaatn has cleared all the 
zones and returned to base he is 
whisked onto the next level. The 
more transmitters he collects the 
more realistic the possibility of his 
escape from this dark and danger-
ous moon becomes. 

" When I heard that Pete 
Cooke was doing a shoot 
'em up I feared the worst. 
Was Pete Cooke finally sel-
ling out and copying other 
people's Ideas? Certainly 
not! I couldn't have been 
more wrong. Earthlight (like 
Knight Lore and Manic 
Miner) can easily make 
claims of 'breaking new 
barriers' and having 'In-
novative gameplay' - the 
whole perspective of the 
game is so original. The 
basic concept of the game 
follows Uridium very closely 
- albeit from a different 
angle - and contains the 
same addictive gameplay 
and detailed graphics of 
Hewson's space shoot 'em 
up. Pete Cooke has always 
been known for the true 
perspective of his games 
(Ski Star 2000 and Micronaut 
One are prime examples) 
but Earthlight is not only 
accurate it is also fast Any 
old fool can fly around each 
zone at horrendous speeds 
firing aimlessly, but the real 
skill is knowing when to 
add that extra burst of 
speed and when to dodge 
the enemy or shoot It -
EVERYTHING is limited and 
must be preserved! Mind-
less fools need not bother 
with Earthlight - it requires 
skill and restraint. It'll take 
much time and energy but 
Is well worth persevering 
with. " 
PAUL 90% 

Joysticks: Cursor, 
Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: impressive 3-D 
effect with realistic 
shadows 
Sound: superb 128K title 
tune. Good spot effects on 
both versions 
Options: definable keys, 
colour/mono, sound on/ 
off, selectable panel colour, 
three quarters view off/on, 
border FX off/on, separate 
128K version 
General rating: could 
(hopefully) set a whole new 
trend in shoot 'em ups 

Presentation 95% 
Graphics 87% 
Payability 92% 
Addictive qualities 91% 
OVERALL 90% 
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Producer: GO! 
Retail price: £8.99 cassette, £12.99 disk 
Authors: Tiertex from a Capcom coin-op 

Street fighting has taken on 
international status. Across 
the world candidates are 

lining up to take on Ryu. a skilled 

J PAUL L 
" There's no doubting the 
quality of Street Fighter's 
large and detailed graphics, 
but when It comes to 
playabiltty and addictiveness 
the game is sadly lacking in 
both aspects. The main fault 
for this lies wtth the poor 
animation on the characters 
and the dumb computer 
opponent. There are very few 
frames of animation and the 
computer opponent is easily 
beaten by constantly 
ducking and kicking - a very 
old method. There are a few 
variations in opponents but 
the basic gameptay 
characteristics need not be 
changed on each level for 
guaranteed success - thus 
quickly inducing a state of 
boredom at the 
repetitiveness of the game. 
At a pound under a tenner it 
doesn't represent very good 
value for money. " 

M% 

oriental fighter, in various forms of 
unorthodox urban combat. 

The contest is set against 
horizontally scrolling backdrops 
from five different countries which 
are loaded individually. 

Ryu has a catalogue of different 
moves at his disposal. Leaping, 
zero without iosing too much of his 
own. The best of three timed bouts 
wins a match. 

At the end of each level the 
player tests his strength i n a bonus 
game. Ryu is seated before a pile 
of bricks where an energy bar at 
the top of the screen flashes 
rapidly between maximum and 
minimum strength. A press of the 
fire button halts the energy bar to 
determine the number of bricks 
Ryu can break. 
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JKATI L 
" What there is of Street 
Fighter is enjoyable and well 

Cresented. The monochrome 
ackdrops are finely drawn 

and detailed enough to create 
a distinctive international 
atmosphere. All the different 
challengers have their own 
distinguishing and humourous 
characteristics. Gameplay is 
smooth (except for some 
awkward scrolling) and initially 
very addictive - it's just that 
there isn't anywhere near 
enough of it. My third go got 
me to the fifth level; the game 
as a whole isn't likely to take 
anyone more than two or three 
hours to complete. Once 
you've sussed that it's best to 
crouch down and keep 
punching, none of the ten 
opponents present more than 
a passing challenge. The two-
player option adds just one 
extra and fairly redundant 
match. All the ingredients of an 

aam< 
somehow GO! have managed 
to bum the cake. " 

m 

jumping, punching, crouching and 
side-kicking, he attempts to 
reduce his opponent's strength to 

J NICK L 
" Yet another great Capcom 
arcade game comes to the 
Spectrum, and Street Fighter 
has survived It s conversion 
quite well. The backgrounds 
are all excellently drawn and 
the various characters move 
around on-screen with all the 
elegance and might of real 
street fighters. The moves 
that you can use on your 
opponent are the same as In 
older games such as Way Of 
The Exploding Fist and the 
more recent IK+ but this 
doesn't mean that Street 
Fighter holds nothing new. 
The wide variety of enemies 
that challenge you ere 
enough to keep any hard guy 
happy for an hour or two. If 
you're looking for a quick trip 
around the world beating 
people up, then look no 
further - Street Fighter is 
here. " 

C M 

LAZER TAG 
Producer: GO! 
Retail price: £8.99 cassette, £12.99 disk 
Authors: Probe 

Fresh from its success as a 
light game. Lazer Tag makes 
its appearance In 

computerised form. 

One or two alternating players 
take the part of a cadet undergoing 
rigorous instruction at the Lazer 
Tag training school. Training is 

J NICK L 
" Lazer Tag Is an extremely plain game that holds nothing new -
a few little nasties that look like garden gnomes shooting at you 
tent my idea of fun. The whole play area Is monochromatic which 
merely changes to red when you've been tagged. The majority of 
the graphics are simply made up of different types of shading and 
the tiny enemies and vehicles that run around on ft only serve to 
make it look worse. The only way you can tell where you are on 
the screen Is by looking for the lazer tagger with the flashing 
helmet, otherwise you look like the opponents! Coming from 
Probe, who also did Trantor The Last Storm Trooper, this is a great 
disappointment. I'd stick to the real thing If I was you! " 

44% 

J PAUL L 
" Perhaps GO! should have 
renamed this Rubber Bullet -
K seems to be closer to firing 
rubber projectiles than the 
sophisticated lazer system 
on which it's baaed. Lazer 
Tag Is no more than a 
monochromatic ikari Warriors 
- albeit an above average 
one. The main section of the 
game Is fun to play and mildly 
addictive, but the real skill is 
exercised on the target 
section, in which accuracy 
takes over from mayhem. 
Here lies a competitive and 
compelling test of skill and 
judgement. Lazer Tag Is 
immediately addictive and 
enjoyable to play for a couple 
of hours (which cannot be 
said of most games 
nowadays) but whether It'll 
hold an attraction for more 
than a few weeks is another 
matter. " 

70% 

divided into two disciplines: Shoot 
Out and Target. Both take place 
against the background of a 
vertically scrolling, futuristic 
practice arena. 

In Shoot Out , 'tagger' 
opponents advance from all sides 
firing lazers. The player attempts 
to make his way through the 

J KATI L 
" When they were first 
introduced, light games like 
Lazer Tag came across as a 
comparatively original 
concept. In the form of a 
computer game none of 
these innovations really have 
much impact and Lazer Tag 
turns out to be a fairfy 
standard shoot 'em up. The 
graphics are finely detailed 
but create no real sense of 
tension. The original Lazer 
Tag simulate* the sound of a 
beating heart - had this been 
included It might have 
contributed to a more 
motivating atmosphere of 
suspense. Target practice is 
the only slightly unusual 
feature and even this only 
generates a small amount of 
curiosity. Otherwise Lazer 
Tag Is carefully programmed, 
scrolls smoothly and plays 
quite well. You could do 
worse than this 
unexceptional, but 
competent tag 'em up. 

complex within a given time limit, 
shooting as many of his 
opponents as possible. 

The arena features spinning 
terminals which deflect the lazer 
and double or quadruple the beam 
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The player is permitted to lose 
up to three matches before he is 
Knocked out of the contest and the 
game ends. If the two-player 
option has been selected, the 
winner of an initial match between 
Ryu and Ken goes forward to play 
all the other champions. 

ICOMMENTS L 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: large characters 
with poor animation. Attractive 
backgrounds 
Sound: mini-tunes on each 
level, with mediocre crunch 
effects 
Options: multiload on/off, one 
or two players, selectable 
background colour 
General rating: well 
converted, but too easy to be 
of any lasting interest 

Presentation 80% 
Graphics 73% 
Payability 65% 
Addictive qualities 60% 
OVERALL 69% 

when hit. and certain walls 
ricochet shots around the arena. 

Target is designed to test 
shooting accuracy. The player is 
automatically transported through 
the arena and attempts to shoot 
as many taggers as possible. He 
controls the direction in which he 
fires but not the route taken 
through each room. 

At the end of each practice 
session the player is given a rating: 
his skill determines the degree of 
promotion obtained. 

I COMMENTS t 

Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: poor on the first 
stage, but improve as you 
progress 
Sound: average title tune and 
spot effects 
Options: definable keys 
General rating: nothing more 
than a simple shoot 'em up 

Presentation 
Graphics 
Playabifity 
Addictive qualities 
OVERALL 

GUTZ r 
Producer: Ocean/Special FX 
Retail price: £7.95 
Authors: Jim Bagley and Chas Davies 

Y 
ou've been swallowed up by 
a ten million tonne space 
being with an equally large 

appetite, mis mega-monstrosity 
also has its greedy eye on Earth, 
so you have no choice but to try 
and escape by shutting down the 
body's major organs - otherwise 
your home planet is about to end 
life as an undignified midday 
snack. 

around different sectors of each 
level. 

Antibodies attack from all sides 
shooting pellets. Contact depletes 
energy, and once it reaches zero 
one of four lives is lost. A variety of 
weapons are collected by moving 
over weapon holds hidden in the 
tissue walls. 

Other bonus icons include spare 
helmets, for extra protection and 

The treacherous quest takes 
place over four levels, inside a vast 
four-way scrolling complex of 
interconnecting tubes. Each of the 
four major organs (kidneys, lungs, 
heart and brain) must be 
destroyed in turn. As they are each 
encased in a tough membrane, an 
appropriately powerful weapon 
needs to be assembled first, and 
its three parts are found scattered 
crystals for increased fire-power. 
Keys enable you to open the Super 
Weapon door hidden inside each 
of the major organ rooms. 

A map of the current quadrant 
can be called up via the keyboard. 
A status display indicates score, 
gives a large-scale grid map of the 
playfield, shows energy and lives 
remaining. 

J PAUL L 
" Gutz is all very well if you're 
one of those rambler types 
that enjoys walking 
thousands of miles through 
picturesque terrain, but 
when it comes to an 
addictive and compelling 
computer game, Special 
FX's latest sadly misses the 
mark. There's no addictive 
goal to aim for and no tough 
characters to overcome -
just constant trogging 
around getting very, very 
bored. Hardly the frantic 
action of Firefly, more like a 
walk in the country. " 

60% 
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J NICK L 
" What a name! What a 
game! Gutz spoils Special 
FX's reputation, well in my 
mind at least The graphics 
are all simply drawn and with 
monochromatic colour over 
the top of that, it's just a 
recipe for disaster. There are 
some options to make the 
game a bit more bearable 
like the option to select 
either sound effects or a 
great rapping tune, but other 
than that Gutz it a very basic 
game. There is no real 
objective behind i t Just 
shoot all the little spiders, 
drainpipes and pot plants 
that flicker and jump around 
the screen. I wouldn't bother 
with Gutz If I was you, just 
because it has Special FX on 
the cover, it doesn't mean 
that it's a special game! " 

57% 

J KATI L 
" Hurtling around the arteriat 
passages of an Intergalactic 
mega-being sounds pretty 
disgusting. However, if blood 
and gore is what you're after, 
Gutz is unlikely to match up 
to your wildest, most 
repulsive dreams. The 
network of complex tissue 
ducts turns out to be a very 
ordinary maze with borders 
that look as much like a 
privet hedge as a wall of 
cells. The insectoid 
antibodies pose an equally 
pathetic* looking threat. 
Having said that, Gutz has 
competent, if unexceptional 
graphics. The presentation is 
slick and the scrolling Is 
smooth. It's just that the 
quest isn't particularly 
captivating. You spend ages 
wandering around in an 
aimless sort of fashion 
waiting for the fun to start. 
Gutz Isn't a disaster - it's just 
not as nauseating or exciting 
as it claims to be. " 

69% 

I COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: detailed characters 
and backgrounds, with little 
colour and limited animation 
Sound: above average title 
tune 
Options: tune or spot effects 
during game 
General rating: a just above 
average attempt at a new type 
of arcade adventure 

i 

Presentation 79% 
Graphics 60% 
Playability 64% 
Addictive qualities 61% 
OVERALL 6 2 % 
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To make sure the Atari 520 STFM 
only plays games that are worthy of it, 

Only the Atari Summer Pack gives you the world's best home computer plus the world's best games 
Twenty-two software titles that most people would give their right arms for,are yours absolutely free. 
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© 1 9 8 8 Hanna Barbara Production* Inc. 

Bowl or Bust! Fred and Barney want to go bowling but Wilma has 
other ideas and guess who's left holding the baby? 

Join The Fiintstones in this officially licensed arcade adventure 
based on the famous Hanna Barbara cartoon characters. 

GRANDSLAM ENTERTAINMENTS LTD., 
VICTORY HOUSE, LEICESTER PLACE, LONDON WC2H 7NB. Telephone: 01-439 0666 GRANDSLAM 



Producer: Firebird 
Retail price: £7.95 
Authors: Steve Wetherill and Colin Grunes 

Sidewize had you hatting the 
invasion of nasty Daiiand 
Mutants in a shimmering 

shower of laser fire. Since then the 
galaxy has been pretty quiet - not 
a mutant uprising or intergatactic 
scuffle in sight. You're getting on 
with whatever mercenaries do in 
their spare time when suddenly the 
interstellar communilink bursts 
into life: the planet Luna is under 
attack from unidentified alien 
forces. You immediately rush to 
the shuttle dock, board your craft 
and enter the fray. 

One or two alternating players 
may participate in the combat 
which takes place against a 
horizontally scrolling skyline of 
buildings, factories and Prawn 
hives. Alien formations attack from 
all directions, chimneys belch 
missiles and enemy bullets fly 
through the air. Collision with 
buildings is fatal and results in the 
loss of one of three lives. 

Basic laser fire can be 
temporarily enhanced by moving 
over uniform weaponry installation 
icons which represent four 
different types of improvements 
of: bullet-fire, surround-fire, shield 
and smart bomb. Each weapon 
comes in two forms, weak and 

J PAUL L 
" Crosswize is a tremendous 
improvement over its 
predecessor, Sidewize. The 
graphics are very detailed 
and, unlike Sidewize, contain 
some attractive and 
colourful scenery. But, one 
major fault is that you can't 
turn and fire at the same 
time. Although this may 
sound petty, in certain 
situations it makes the game 
very annoying and almost 
unplayable. It's a pity to see 
the programmers ma king the 
game so hard - I fear that 
most people won't even get 
the chance to load the extra 
levels supplied on the tape, 
thus missing out on some 
great graphics and 
challenges. This isn't a game 
you can sail through: It 
requires great thought and a 
good memory. However, 
hardened arcade addicts will 
find all that they've been 
looking for. Worth the asking 
price. " 

70% 

J NICK L 
" Play Crosswize and become cross-eyed I There's just so much 
going on that you can't keep track of everything! All you can do 
Is cross your fingers and blast away. I fs very similar to Its 
predecessor Sidewize, but the scrolling scenery Is much more 
interesting containing little green houses with chimney pots that 
fire bombs at you! The method of collecting more fire power is 
the same, but the chance of collecting the wrong Icon adds spice 
to the process. As with Sidewize, Crosswize Is basically just a 
difficult shoot 'em up with little else to i t I found the couple of 
lives you are given hardly enough to get anywhere, and this 

Groves frustrating when you die and have to start afresh, 
owever, there's plenty of playability packed Into Crosswize and 

if you like mindless massacres then this is for you. " 
70% 
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• You play Santa Claus delivering presents to the children . . 
(Whoops) Oh, no you don't! 

JKATI L 
" Graphically Crosswize is a definite improvement over its 
predecessor, Sidewize (50%, Issue 44). Aliens, buildings, bullets 
and hero are clearly defined against a detailed and fairty colourfuI 
background. The control method however, takes some getting 
used to. Years of space peace have obviously taken their toll; 
your man Is far less agile than he needs to be and frantic wiggling 
of the joystick meets with a slow, lethargic response. Turning is 
especially difficult; you can't change direction and fire at the 
same time. The size of the playing area doesn't help: hero and 
aliens are crowded on to a skylIne already cramped by hazardous 
aerials and chimney pots. All too soon your space career comes 
to an untimely end in an undignified spray of pixels and some 
unimpressive sound effects. With a little perseverance your 
sprite becomes more manageable and against all odds play can 
get quite addictive. If you're looking for a tougher-than-average 
shoot 'em up this might just be the one. " 

60% 
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• Like a phoenix rising from the ashes 

strong, and since all icons display 
the same symbol you can never be 
sure of picking an improvement. A 
colour-coded status display at the 
base of the screen lights up to 
show the type of weapon currently 
in use as well as its diminishing 
strength. 

As the battle rages on, your 
character's energy decreases and 
he begins to slow down. Picking 
up energy pods restores strength, 
and a colour-coded energy meter 
indicates current status of health. 

Play is divided into three 
multiloaded levels, each of which 
culminates in a confrontation with 
the huge tentacles of a mother 
alien. Dodge her moving arms, 
blast them to pieces and the 
Crosswize mission is one step 
nearer success. 

• 5/dewf'zewas never this much fun 1 
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ICOMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: attractive use of 
colour with detailed scenery, 
but the main character is far too 
large 
Sound: unimpressive effects 
Options: definable keys, one 
or two players 
General rating: a successful 
sequel flawed by a small play 
area and annoying control 

Presentation 67% 
Graphics 68% 
Playability 65% 
Addictive qualities 74% 
OVERALL 69% 
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Producer: GO! 
Retail price: £8.99 cassette, 

£12.99 disk 
Authors: Software Creations 

from a Capcom coin-op 
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h i resh from the arcades, our 
/ ' / bionic commando is all set 
• • to make history on the 

Spectrum. Complete with his 
superhuman grappling arm, he 
must negotiate dangerous enemy 
territory in order to infiltrate the 
opposition's base and deactivate 

" At last, Bionic Commando 
on the Spectrum! Yes that's 
right ladies and gents, 
those kind people at GO! 
have converted one of the 
best arcade games around 
onto your computer - and 
It's not that bad either! The 
graphics are excellently 
drawn, especially on higher 
levels where you have to 
dive under massive fists 
and dodge giant feet. 
Amazingly the characters 
don't merge with the back-
ground to produce a blind 
blur: you can actually see 
them! Each stage has 
something more to offer in 
the shape of extra things to 
do and tougher enemies to 
beat, and each one is as 
addictive as the last. The 
128K music is just fantastic 
with different tunes crop-
ping up all the time. This 
sets the mood for the game 
well, and for a change you 
don't have to load more 
stages as you progress. On 
the 48K however, there are 
just sound effects and the 
usual frustrating multiload 
system that most games 
seem to have these days. 
Bionic Commando is a 
thoroughly enjoyable 
game, miss it and you're 
mad! " 
NICK 92% 

its missiles. 
The mission takes place over 

five levels of four-way scrolling ter-
rain. Each stage is timed and must 
be completed within 200 units. The 
environment, which ranges from 
the jungle, via a fort, a complex of 
pipes and control tower, to the mis-
sile centre itself, consists of a net-
work of platforms patrolled by a 
host of vigilant enemy soldiers. 
The player parachutes into the 
forest and attempts to make his 
way up, along and across these 
platforms using his bionic arm - a 
telescopic extension with a grappl-
ing hook at the end. This clips on 
to nearby branches and enables 
the intrepid commando to swing 
gracefully from tree to tree. 

Enemy soldiers can be struck 
with the all-purpose bionic arm or 
shot using a gun. Extra equipment 
(firepower or faster arm move-
ment) is airlifted in and can be col-
lected by shooting or grappling 
down the parachute from which it 
is suspended. Should he get shot 
before he has a chance to retaliate, 
or fall into a bottomless pit, the 

" Bionic Commando is 
essentially a combination 
of platform game and shoot 
'em up with a little explora-
tion thrown In for good 
measure. What turns this 
mish-mash of ingredients 
into a glowing success is 
the concept of the bionic 
arm. Hurling your hook 
through the air and swing-
ing with athletic poise from 
branch to branch is 
exhilarating, unusual and, 
above all, fun. Giant robots, 
killer bees, parachutes, 
choppers and fatal weeds 
ensure plenty of variety as 
you rush madly towards 
deactivation of the secret 
missile base. Each of the 
five timed levels Is 
extremely challenging and 
designed to keep you going 
back for more. My only 
quibble regards the jerky 
scrolling; you can't always 
see ahead quite as far as 
you need to but in some 
ways this manages to con-
tribute to the tension. 
Graphically, Bionic Com-
mando Is hardly spectacu-
lar but what It lacks in col-
our, it more than makes up 
for with its psychedelic 
128K tune - it's different for 
every level and the best 
music I've ever heard on 
the Spectrum. Even with-
out this extra bonus you 
have a highly addictive and 
playable game; try It and 
you'll buy i t " 
RATI 91% 

commando loses one of his four 
bionic lives. 

Each level has lis own particular 
hazards: killer bees and deadly 
plants in the jungle, missile-belch-
ing cannons in the fort, nasty green 
gremlins chewing away at the 
pipework and "bomb-dropping 
helicopters in the control tower. A 
series of huge foot-stamping 

"When I heard that GO! 
were going to transfer the 
massive arcade might of 
the Bionic Commandos 
coln-op on to the Spectrum 
I laughed. But knock me 
over with a feather, those 
chaps at Software Crea-
tions (Bubble Bobble) have 
done a grand job. So It's no 
longer a two player game, 
who cares? Smart move on 
GOi's part because 
EVERYONE will be wanting 
to get their hand on their 
new game. The best part of 
Bionic Commando has got 
to be the mechanical arm. 
Not only does it help you to 
reach out and avoid most 
confrontations, it also con-
tains deadly fire power. 
Some may say the scrol-
ling's a bit jerky, but that's 
only because it's terrifically 
fast - thus keeping the 
action coming at break-
neck speed. With so much 
content you cant afford to 
miss GO!'s greatest game 
yet! " 
PAUL 92% 

robots bars the way into the final 
level of confrontation. 

A status strip at the base of the 
screen shows score, weapon pre-
sently being used, number of lives 
left, high score, current level and 
time remaining. 

Joysticks: Cursor, Sinclair, 
Kempston 
Graphics: clever mix of col-
our and detail. Lots of vari-
ation 
Sound: fantastic 128K 
throughout game. Atmos-
pheric sound FX on 48K 
Options: definable keys 
General rating: the first suc-
cessful conversion from the 
new GO!/Capcom deal. Let's 
hope it continues! 

Presentation 84% 
Graphics 88% 
Payability 93% 
Addictive qualities 92% 
OVERALL 02% 
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STARRING CHARLIE CHAPLIN 
Producer: US Gold 
Retail price: £8.99 cassette, £12.99 disk 
Authors: Bubble Inc 

Scene One: After making a 
note of his starting balance, 
the prospective director 

chooses a script from the eight 
provided. Each one displays 
production costs and includes a 

J PAUL L 
M Starring Charlie Chaplin 
would be a fantastic game If 
only tt had more variety. 
There's no doubting the 
quality of the graphics - they 
suit the Spectrum computer 
perfectly - and the sound in a 
silent film can hardly be 
Inspirational. But all you have 
to do Is knock people over -
that's It! You'd have thought 
US Gold would given Chaplin 
more violent things to do -
like banging doors In 
people's faces. The game 
requires no directing or 
financial skill at all - all you 
do Is hit people! The more 
times you hit people, the 
more money you get The 
game has so much potential 
Ws a pity the idea hasn't been 
exploited to its full. " 

60% 

Jkati L 
" The slapstick world of 
silent movies is particularly 
suited to the capabilities of 
the Spectrum and US Gold 
certainty exploit the 
possibilities. All the sets are 
finely detailed and the 
presentation of each film, 
from script to final showing, 
is faultless. Chaplin survives 
the translation into machine 
code particularly well, his 
characteristic walk being 
perfectly portrayed. 
Unfortunately the substance 
of the game doesn't match 
up to the high standard set 
by the graphics. Neither 
shooting nor editing provide 
much scope for variety. 
Chaplin's moves are very 
limited: all he can do to show 
affection for his sweetheart 
Is twirl his cane, shrug his 
shoulders or punch her in the 
face. A little more attention 
to content and Chaplin might 
have starred in a completely 
different story. " 

87% 

J MICK t 
" Starnng Charlie Chaplin 
makes a welcome change 
from the usual 'shoot 
alien' or 'rescue the 
medieval monk'-type games 
that a lot of software 
companies have been 
churning out lately. The 
cartoon style characters are 
all well animated and Charlie 
swings his stick In a very 
convincing manner. 
According to the Inlay the 
idea is to do as many whacky 
stunts as possible, but all i 
could seem to do was hit 
everyone! Mind you, t did 
make £10 profit - who said 
you couldn't make money In 
the film business! The game 
includes many neat touches, 
such as the curtain-opening 
sequence, but there just isn't 
enough to keep you 
occupied for long. It's a pity 
because Starring Charlie 
Chaplin had loads of 
potential. " 

63% 

short synopsis together with a list 
of actors and props available. 

Cut to black and white set: 
Against a background of bars, city 
streets, drawing rooms and parks, 
a number of actors are busily 

acting their parts. Taking the role 
of Chaplin, the player attempts to 
turn the scene into an episode of 
slapstick comedy. How efficiently 
Chaplin twirls his cane, shrugs his 
shoulders, worships his 
sweetheart and beats up his rivals 
determines the film's success. 

Pan to cutting room: Here the 
film can be paused or shown at 
twice normal speed. Dissatisfied 
directors can opt to re-shoot a 
scene any number of times but at 
an extra cost. 

Opening Night: Once complete, 
the movie is shown to a cinema 
audience. The response of the 
critics, indicated by the tone of a 
Variety headline, determines how 
much money the film makes. A 
profit and loss sheet displays the 
financial fate of the movie. Make a 
loss and the director's film career 
is over, make a profit and he 
survives to make another Chaplin 
film. 

©mmmmMTB 
Producer: CRL 
Retail price: £7.95 
Authors: RT Smith 

CRL's latest release comes 
from the author of highly 
successful wargames such 

as Amhem, Vulcan and Desert 
Rats. 

The player takes the part of a 
Cyberknight robot (either 
computer or custom-designed) In 
a mission to seek out and destroy 
ten computer controlled 
opponents. In two player mode, 
two Cyberknights battle against 
one another in a fight to the death. 
Although other robots are present, 
they form a significantly weaker 
challenge. 

The flick-screen battle arena 
consists of a series of futuristic 
tunnels connected by gravity-
neutralising lift shafts which allow 
temporary freedom of vertical 
movement. In two player mode the 
screen is split to display the 
position of both Cyberknights 
simultaneously. 

Computer controlled 
opponents prowl the corridors 
waiting to fire lasers and missiles 
at hostile intruders. These can be 
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destroyed only by careful 
shooting, and each Cyberknight is 
equipped with an arsenal of 
different weapons (selected via 
the keyboard) including mines, 
grenade throwers and laserfire. 

Injury inflicted on the player is 
indicated by a number of colour-
coded bar graphs which show 
damage to the head, body and. if 
your robot is charged by a power 
pack or batteries, current energy 
level. 

Bonus points are scored by 
collecting the money icons 
scattered around the environment 
and defeating particularly strong 
opponents. The financial reward 
following the successful 
destruction of target robots can be 
used to increase the power of the 
• No more lonely knights... 
tun it m i s 

Cyberknight or even the number 
of robots controlled in the next 
game. 

The package comes complete 
with a complex design program 
which allows you to create, name, 
arm, load and save your own robot 
designs. 

L CRITICISM 1 
• " Cyberknights comes 
complete with an incredibly fat 
book of complex instructions, but 
it looks like all the effort that should 
have gone into the program has 
been wasted on producing a 
totally unhelpful set of convoluted 
rules. The game itself is no more 
than a fairly standard shoot 'em up 
pretending to the depths of a 
complex strategy game. 
Computer opponents can't be 
blasted head-on, they have to be 
hit from certain angles. The only 
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elements this adds to the game are 
boredom (at best) and extreme 
frustration (at worst); blasting at 
extremely resilient opponents has 
very little to recommend it. Feeble 
gameplay can't be redeemed by 
the simplistic (if colourful) graphics 
or the insignificant sound effects. 
Even with a designer programme 
Cyberknights doesn't have much 
to offer. 
KATI 40% 

• " The instructions for 
Cyberknights are a joke. Just to 
prove where the programmer's 
real interests lie the booklet 
contains more pages explaining 
the use of the superfluous 
design program than the actual 
game itself - whereas surety a 
player would spend more time 
playing the game than using R T 
Smith's beautiful design 
program. The game itself Is very 
simple and unaddtctive, 
requiring very little thought The 
constant sliding about (or 
standing still) and blasting hell 
out of another dopey robot Is 
hardly compelling. The basic 
concept could create little more 
than the programmer has 
produced. Such a tedious and 
tiresome game certainly isn't 
worth £7.95. " 
PAUL 35% 

• " How can CRL charge £7.95 
for this? The game on its own isn't 
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. /ICOMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: totally black and 
white. The detailed characters 
and backgrounds make all the 
scenes atmospheric 
Sound: a few very simple spot 
effects 
Options: choice of eight 
scripts (levels of difficulty) 
General rating: a game with so 
much potential that has been 
ruined by the lack of things to 
do 

Presentation 80% 
Graphics 68% 
Payability 62% 
Addictive qualities 55% 
OVERALL 60% 

worthy of a budget price tag. The 
graphics are amateurish and 
colourless, and the only detail that 
has been put into the game is on 
the Cyberknights logo - and that 
looks overdone. There's no tune 
to be found in the game - just a 
sound effect or two when you fire. 
So, it must be the design 
program on the other side of 
the tape which boosts up the 
price; but once you load it you 
realise that this is also a waste of 
time! Don't waste your money on 
Cyberknights, you'll just be very 
disappointed. 

38% 

L COMMENTS l 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: poorly defined and 
lacking colour 
Sound: no tune with limited sound 
effects 
Options: definable keys. Design 
programme on Side B 
General rating: a game 
concentrating more on the design 
program than the actual game 
itself 
Presentation 48% 
Graphics 43% 
Payability 40% 
Addictive qualities 33% 
OVERALL 38% 

FREEDOM FIGHTER 
Producer: The Power 

House 
Retail price: £1.99 
Author: Jon Paul Eldridge 

All was peace and calm on 
the surface of your tranquil 
planet - until the evening 

sky turned scarlet with the lights of 
enemy ships. You rush to the 
spaceport and take to the skies in 
the people's only weapon - an 
advanced laser equipped 
spacecraft known as the Freedom 
Fighter. 

Combat takes place in deep 
space against a vertically scrolling 
background of stars. Waves of 
aliens swoop down finng a hail of 
fatal bullets. Contact with either 
results in the immediate loss of 
one of three lives. As play 
progresses, the enemy releases 
concussion bombs which make 
their way slowly down the screen. 
The resulting explosion destroys 
the Freedom Fighter, regardless of 
its position on the screen. 
Collection automatically activates 
disarmament of each bomb. 

In the wake of each group of 
alien craft flies a missile-belching 
mothership. To destroy it and gain 
an extra life, persistent volleys of 
laser fire are required. The sky 
clears temporarily and the fighter 
flies on into space, one level closer 
to his ultimate goal: the 

preservation of a serene and 
peaceful world. 

R m o s ^ ^ J j 

• " The most impressive aspect 
of Freedom Fighter is its title 
screen. A finely drawn portrait of 
the hero promises an exciting and 
possibly sophisticated game. A 
single press of the fire button and 
all your illusions crumble. Tiny 
multi-coloured diamonds pass for 
space invaders, purple blotches 
impersonate missile fire, and 
supposedly fatal concussion 
bombs sputter and die in an 
anticlimactic fizzle of flame. 
Collision detection is less than 
accurate and your powerful laser 
dribbles tiny spurts of feeble 
ammunition. With such limited 
weapons, poor payability, and 
primitive graphics there's 
absolutely no compulsion to play 
on. Avoid. " 
KAT1 20% 

• " How could anyone in their 
right mind ever purchase the 
rights to publish such 
tommyrot? The Power House 
are supposed to be relaunching 
their image and so on but 
Freedom Fighter does nothing to 
improve their image in the 

• Haven't we seen this somewhere before? 

market place. How can anyone 
be expected to respect a 
company that constantly 
produces below average 
software? Freedom Fighter is 
another In the long list of games 
with poor graphics, terrible use 
of colour and no playabillty. The 
collision detection is absolutely 
appalling - character collision, 
not pixel. If only the programmer 
had spent as long on the game 
as he did drawing his setf-
portrait on the title screen we 
might have had a fun little 
game. " 
PAUL 18% 

L COMMENTS l 
Joysticks: Kempston 
Graphics: very small and basic -
bad use of colour 
Sound: short synthesised tunes 
and effects 
General rating: a poor game 
lacking in any addictive or playable 
qualities 

Presentation 45% 
Graphics 16% 
Payability 27% 
Addictive qualities 15% 
OVERALL 19% 

A 
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A KALEIDOSCOPE OF/ 
PSYCHOLOGICAL WARMRE! 

I he life forms of three prestigious government o f l t ( 
have been captured hy the dreaded Dream Demon. 
I le now has Ihe vit.ii information to formulate his evil 
plans. Overcome Ihe two Headed Monster, Ihe 
Demi-Demons and the fin.il confrontation with Ihe 
Dre.im Demon himself and then only you, Ihe DKtAM 
WAKKIfJK, can save the world. 

'Combiningstrategy <ind depth of gamcplay with 
f.isl action, OKI AM WAKKtOK is beyond your 
wildest dreams 
ftcctuse your wildest tlrv.ims will become «i 
NIC.l t I MAKF 
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Unfortunately, this month's FORUM has had to be squeezed 
somewhat to make room for the unusually large amount of features 
and specials. Still, rather than take up any more space with my 
rambllngs, on with the show . . . 

SPECTRUM 
R.I.P.? 
Dear Uoyd 
I'm writing in defence of the 16-
bits, first in reply to N igei Parmer's 
drivel which took up half a page of 
CRASH, issue 51. He obviously 
cannot see that technology has 
moved on leaving him behind; not 
only does he compare 16-bit 
computers with 8-bit ones where 

bits have no chance, but also 
suggests that you keep your 
Spectrum so you can play bug* 
ridden games like Match Day II 
with poor sound and graphics. 
Don't worry Nigel, your padded 
cell will be nice and cosy for you 
when you come back in your 
jacket with those men in white 

coats. 
And as for you Lloyd, 'Most 16-

bit games piay like a brick' (I've 
never seen a brick play, maybe I 
saw one playing darts with Nigel in 
his padded cell once). 

First, let's look at the 16-bit 
software industry compared with 
&-bit. The 16-bit industry is in the 
same state as the 8-bit was, two to 
three years ago (and accordingly, 
look how much older the 
Spectrum is now). As the user 
base grows so will the style of the 
games, progressively improving 
all the time (things like graphics, 
sound and PLAYABiUTY). So just 
wait two to three years and 
compare the industries then. I 
think I know which will be the 
better. 

I'm afraid the Spectrum has 
come to the end of its life. It's 

rather like a car after so long it gets 
worn out and becomes 
knackered, so you get rid of it and 
buy a new one. So throw away the 
8-bits and get a 16-bit. I'll be glad 
to see the back of my Spectrum. 

I know I won't get the last word, 
as you will attack my letter at the 
end with your biased comments 
making it sound like the sun shines 
out of the Spectrum's speaker. 
Face it - 16-bit NOW RULES. 
Matthew Wakley, Devon 

When speaking of 16-bit games 
'playing like a brick'. I did not mean 
to be taken so literally. If you wish 
me to use plain English then I can 
only state that of the many 16-bit 
games I have played, the best of 
the bunch is still only comparable 
in playability with the best of the 
current 8-bit games. 

I do agree with you about future 
events, although I have no 
reservations in restating my 
opinions that, at the present 
moment, the decision to upgrade 

to a 16-bit machine, simply 
discarding your old 8-bit, should 
not be taken lightly; frequently, the 
purchase of a new car is an 
economical necessity, but you 
wouldn't throw a working vintage 
car away just because it was 
old.,. Besides which, our sister 
mag, THE GAMES MACHINE 
(Issue 7), carries an article firmly 
suggesting the Spectrum's days 
are hardly numbered yet. 

LM 

DISKORDANT 
PRICING 
Dear Uoyd 
Firstly, before I start whingeing, I'd 
like to commend software 
companies such as Ocean, 
Gremlin Graphics. US Gold. 
Cascade and. to a lesser extent, 
Telecomsoft. Elite, Digital 
Integration, Incentive and Hewson 
on taking the initiative in the +3 

I I 

WORLOWIOE SOFTWARE 
1 Bridge Street 

Galashiels 
T01 1SW 

Tei: 0696 37004 
(24 hour*) 

LOW PRICES 

W O R L D W I D E 
•S0FTH/ /1 RE-

SHCTMMI *3 USK SOFTWAK 
Action force B 10.85 
Advanced Tactical F i l le r 9 45 
A/cede Alley 9.45 
A/cade Force Four 13 50 
ArtcanOK) II Revenge of Ooh 9.45 
B»dsTale 11.99 
Bedlam 9.45 
BaM of Elite lor 2 10.85 
Biker 3 Games 7.25 
Btomc Commandos 10.85 
Black Lamp 9.45 
Blood Brothers ..9.45 
Brian Qough's Footbal ....9.45 
Bubble Borne 9.46 
Carrier Command 10.65 
Colossus Chess 4 10.65 
C r « i y C « . „ — 10,85 
Cyber* r»ghts 10 65 
Cybnsmoid 10 65 
Den Dare II 10.65 
Dwk Side 10.85 
Deluxe Scrabble 11.95 
EagtoaNaM 9.45 
Elite ejection Vol II 10.66 
Elrte 6 Pak 2 or 3 10.86 
Firefly 10.85 
Frigfitmare _...., 10.85 
Game, Set and Match 13.50 
Garfield 10.65 
Gauntlet II 9.45 
GuM of Thieves 11.95 
Gtsishf) 9.45 
Gnwnoke 10.85 
Heroies 9.45 
Ikan Warriors 9 45 

sffcmm CASscm 
Aero Jet 7.25 
Action Force II 5.95 
Advanced Tactical Fighter 7.25 
Al Stars 8.56 
Bantxeaker II . 7.25 
Bards Tele — 7.56 
Battlefield Germany „ „ 9.75 
Beyond the Ice Palace 6.55 
Burife Copmmandos 8.55 
Black Lamp 5.90 
Blood Brothers 5.95 
Buggy Boy 5.95 
Carrier Command 1085 
Charlie Chapiam 8.55 
Colossus Chess 4 7.25 
Corporation ...» 7.25 
Crazy Cars 6.55 
Grosswue 5.95 
CyberknigWs 5.95 
Cybemoid .,._ 5.95 

SKcmmcAsstm 
Halo Jones 6.56 
Hercules 5.95 
Ikarl Warriors 5 95 
impossible Mission II . 6.56 
Kamov 7.25 
Knight Ore 10.95 
Konami Arcade Collection 7.25 
Last Nlnja 7.25 
Live Ammo . — ™ — 7.25 
Magnetron .„,.,„„•,.,•,...„... 5.95 
Magnificent Seven _.. 7.25 
Match Day II 5.95 

m m ^ m t m e.55 Mega Acocotypse 
Mickey Mouse ..... 
MmiPutl 
NlWist 
Northstar 

..„ 595 

.... 7.25 
... 5.95 

5.95 

SrtCTXUH CASSETTE 
PacLand 6.55 
Pegasus Bodge 9.45 
P»* Panther 6.55 
Power Pyramids — 8 . 5 5 
Predator 7.25 
Ramparts — 8.55 
Hasten 5.95 
Ringwars 7,25 
Roadwars ... 6.55 
Rolling Thunder — 6.55 
Shackled 6.55 
Sok*er of Light . . — 7 25 
Solid Gold 7.25 
Sophistry 6.65 
Sorceror Lord , „ . - . 9.45 
Spy vs Spy Trilogy 7.25 
Star Wars 7.25 
Street Fighter 6.55 
Street Sports Basketball ...6.55 
Target Renegade 5.95 

NowGamesS ..7.25 
Operation Wort ..... 5 95 
Overlord 6.55 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
# SffcsfllWyMt SUMMERTIME SPECIAL OFFERS SOp eft Msry tlBa * 
* Just tot ui to wtiicft mtgazJna you ta* our adfSTt * 
it thm Mud 50 pum from our fttfvtfttsw) prict on ncfe 0ttt Out you ordof it 

Jmxlor ...... 
Knight Ore 

Utilities and Business 
Hisoft Pascal 27.95 
Mastsrtile 24 95 
Professor* Adventure Writer 20.95 
Tas-SignPkjs3 .„„ 14 95 
Tas Speil Plus 3 14 95 
TascalcPius3 14 95 
Taspnnt Plus 3 14 95 
Tasw«JePlus3 ,.„... 7.25 
Tasword Plus 3 14.96 

SPECTRUM CASSETTE 
Dark sxle 6.55 
Deluxe Scrabble 11.95 
Desolate* 5.95 
Diamond 6.56 
Dream Warrior .... 6 55 
EarthbgM 5.95 
Site 6 rak 2 or 3 7.25 
Enduro Racer li 8.56 
Firefly 5.95 
FKntstones 8.55 
Football Director 6.66 
Fnghtmare 7.25 
Game. Set & Match 9.75 
Garfield - 6.55 
Gauntlet I and II Pack 7.25 
Gee Bee A» Rally 5.95 
Goth* 5.95 
Gunship 7.25 
Gunsmoka „..„ 6.55 
Gutt _ 5 95 

JOYSTICKS 
Cheetah Mach 1 Plus 12.96 
Cheetah 125 Phis ... 6.95 
CompeMcn Pro 5000 Clear 13 95 
Cornprtrtoi Pro 5000 Extra 14.95 
Competition Pro 5000 12.95 
Cruder 6.99 
Korsx Speedking 10.99 
Magnum 10.50 
PhasorOne 10.99 
Sik Stick 6 50 
Stamghter 8.99 
Toe 2 9-99 
Tac5 11.99 

KMPHBUIS 
Spectrum Power Packs ._. 8.95 
10M»oftCF2 Bur* Dota <•3)22 95 
Plus 3 Cassette Leads 3.99 
Amx Mouse Art 8 Graphics 54.95 
Plus 3 Dot Matrix Printer 
Model 3160 189.95 

SKCTMAIf CASSETTE 
Teiadon 6.55 
Terns 5.95 
Time MYl Magik 10 85 
Top Ten Collection 7,99 
Trai 6.55 
TrMai Pursuit Genus Edition 10.85 
Troll 7.25 
Vampires Empire 6.55 
Venom strikes Back 5.95 
Victory Road 5.95 
Vindicator 5.95 
Vixen 6.55 
We are the Champions .... 7.25 
Where Time Stood StlB ...-5.95 
Wizard W « 6.55 
Yeti 6.55 
lOGreat Games II 7.99 
19 Boot Camp 5.95 

... 7 25 

... 6.55 
4 Smash Hrts (Hewson) 
7 Minutes 10 Midnight _ 

WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE 
49 Stormy Street 

Nottingham 
NOHLX 

Tet 0602 480779 
Fax: 0002 483102 
FAST DELIVERY 

SPfCTKM tj USK SOFTWMt 
Konami ArcadeCo>ection 13.50 
Live Ammo 1085 
Magraftcent Seven 13.50 
Malchday D 10 85 
Mega Apocalypse 10.85 
Mercenary Compendium .. 9.46 
Northstar 10.85 
Outnsi „ 10.65 
PHM Pegasus 1t.99 
Plr* Panther 9.45 
PSlTnlogy 10.85 
Ramparts 9.45 
Rman 10.85 
Riding the RapKbC^smation 5.99 
Ringwars - 10.85 
Rolling Thunder 9.45 
Shackled 10.85 
Shootacul* 5.99 
SlX Qi th® BflSt IH4M4H4HIIHM (<89 
Solid Gold 10 85 
SorcarorLotd - 13.50 
Spy vs Spy Trilogy 10.85 
Take 3 Sports 7.25 
Target Renegade 10.65 
The Pawn 11.95 
Time and Mag* 10.85 
Top Ten Collect*) 9-99 
Traz 9.45 
Troi i i i 9.46 
Unrtrack 10.85 
Vampires Empire 9 45 
Venom Str*es Back 9-45 
Victory Road 10.65 
Vixen 10.85 
We are the Champions .. 13 50 
Where Time Stood St* ... 13.50 
World Class Leaderboerd . 9 .45 
10 Greet Games ll 10.85 
4 Great Games III 5.95 
4 Smash Hrts (Hewson) ... 10.85 

iwflte Thttt 
Acheton 9.95 
Countdown to Doom 9 96 
GianttuOer 14.95 
Kingdom of Harral 9.96 
PhUoshopers Quest 9.95 
RetwhtoDoom 12.95 

Please make cheques or postal order* payable to WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE. Al prices include postage A packing in UK. r cass/disk ft Oversees please add 11M 
Galashiels: 

> par cass/dlsk for AIR MAIL dettvery. Credn card orders accepted by phone or malL 
(0898)57004 (24 hours) Nottingham: (0802) 480779 (24 hours) 
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games market. 
But, having had a +3 since 

Christmas, I still haven't bought a 
game on disk. Why? Because of 
the price of disk software! Most 
disk games for the +3 retail at 
around £14.95 whilst the tape 
equivalent costs around £8. This is 
the reason why I'm still buying tape 
games. 

I don't wholly blame the 
software firms tor the exorbitant 
disk prices - Amstrad called the 
leading leisure software 
publishers to a special 
conference, believing that disk 
software could be reduced to 
under £10, thus Increasing the 
sales of the +3. Many software 
houses have made a cautious 
approach to Spectrum disk 
software as there isn't yet a large 
enough user base. So surely 
Amstrad itself should take the first 
step in increasing + 3 sates by 
reducing the price of the machine. 
Then, with a larger market, 
software companies could bring 
down software prices (perhaps to 
the magical figure of £9.95?). I 
reckon that disk software could 
come down to £12 or £13 now. 
since Mr Alexander of Virgin 
Games said of the pf ice of 
software 'The additional 
manufacturing cost is £1.58. If we 
fell in line with what Amstrad is 
suggesting then we'd make 80 

pence per unit less. The price point 
is difficult until disk prices come 
down'. 

At the present moment though, 
how can a £1.58 increase warrant 
a £7 retail increase? I rest my case. 

Please could CRASH include a 
monthly +3 round-up which tells 
us of recently released disk 
games, forthcoming releases and 
the enhancements the disk has 
over the tape games. 
Philip Wynn, Bedfordshire 

I must agree that the differences in 
production and retail costs of +3 
disks does seem to smack of 
greed on the part of software 
wholesalers. I am informed that 
the disk duplication costs are 
higher than for tape-based games, 
but even so. the additional retail 
prices do appear unjustified. 

At a recent conference. Alan 
Sugar called for ail the major 
software houses to lower the retail 
prices of their disk software. 
Worried that their profit margins 
would be drastically reduced, their 
response was to ask Amstrad to 
lower the price of blank disks: 
neither side acquiesced and a 
stalemate is in force. I'm afraid that 
until one party makes a solid 
move, it would appear tha t the only 
people who are losing out on the 
situation are the customers. 

LM 

FOLLOWING THE BREWSTER 
TRAIL 
Dear Lloyd 
I feel that as both an adventure 
author and player I must put quill 
to parchment and write a note to 
your FORUM which usually deals 
with arcade fans. 

I must point out it is not my intent 
to offend or to sound over-cynical 
but I must speak as I feel and 
indeed in your reply to the letter in 
the April CRASH you offended me 
- a humble adventure author. In 
the said reply you made 
homegrown software houses 
sound tike a bad risk, when we 
care for our customers and write 
for love not money. The fact that 
you said you would have to refund 
a customer if he had a complaint 
against a reviewed game is, I feet, 

fyoul 
then that means 

you would also have to refund 
customers of Romantic Robot, 
Spectrum +3 and a host of arcade 
games. I know the above is going 
a little too far but if you maintain 
this new policy of not reviewing 
homegrown adventures (the 
majority of the market) then you 
will lose yet another reader. 

And now for something 

rubbish, t mean, if you look at the 
reasons you gave t 

jtd 

completely different: since good 
old Derek Brewster left (a man who 
knew his adventures), your 
adventure content has diminished 
and even Sinclair User's 
adventure page is superior to 
yours. The April issue was no 
exception, it now looks like the 
once-inferior helpline in ZZAP'64. 

Come on. we adventurers are 
not such a small minority that you 
can afford to Ignore us. I know it 
may take a while to settle down 
after Derek's departure which will 
be missed, so I'm going to give 
another three issues before I 
cancel CRASH. 

You will be missed. 
GM Dobbs, Nr Porth 

As stated in the reply to Simon 
McGregor's letter in Issue 51. the 
legalities involved in reviewing 
homegrown adventures are 
correct. But never fear: since the 
arrival of the number of 
homegrown adventure reviews is 
once again on the increase. 
Indeed this issue's ADVENTURE 
TRAIL is back up to four pages in 
length, and further changes, both 

TRYBRIDGE SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION 
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CMfcvrttQam« 
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EM 
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Flashpoint 

Fwlbi lDwtv 
FISSMktEagl* 
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in size and content, are in the 
pipeline. 

BACK TO THE 
PRESENT 

Dear Lloyd 
So you have now reached issue 
50. and I'm sure that since you 
have been into computers since 
1984 you all think that you're 
computer veterans and know it all. 
You may be surprised to hear that 
I have been a keen computer 
person since 1980.1 learned to 
program on the ZX81 (yes, people 
did actually program their 
computers in those days rather 
than Just bashing their keyboards 
to death) and have since had not 
inconsiderable experience in the 
programming and use of vanous 
computers, computer controlled 
scientific equipment and 
computer languages. 'So what?' I 
hear you exclaim, 'This is only a 
magazine for hobbyists'. Fine, fair 
enough. It's just that after reading 
YOUR setf-glamorisingly cynical 
reply to Peter Hoar's truthful and 
well-written letter. I assumed that 
you must be a 'btoomin' arrogant 
scientist' like myself, but I suspect 
that this is probably not the case. I 
would like to know however, what 
gives you the right to talk back to 
your correspondents as you did to 
Mr Hoar in Issue 50. The points he 
made are perfectly valid. For 
example: 
1) CRASH, whether you like it or 
not, is a catalogue. How can you 
describe a magazine which gives 

, information on new software as 
| anything else, after all. at least 

75% of CRASH is devoted to 
reviews. 
2) E1.95 was a rip-off for the 
Christmas edition. To say thai it is 
bigger 'to read over the holidays' 
is pathetic! Who wants to read 
numerous covers of past editions 
of CRASH? (Oh. yes I forgot, it's 
teaching people about the old 
days!) 
3) A sizeable number of CRASH 
Smashed software has proven to 
be rubbish. Matchday II is almost 
identical to Matchday I, and as for 
Driller, well I don't know about 
brilliant new graphics techniques, 
I remember very similar ones bei ng 
used in a Psion program called Vu-
30 in 1983 (the old days again). 

A very large proportion of the 
software being released at present 
(and during the past year or two) 
has been garbage. Admittedly 
your reviews declare virtually 
every release a classic, but even 
your reviews are not terribly 
informative for example 'The 
graphics are mostly colourful and 
detailed..." as one of your 
Platoon reviewers said. What the 
hell is' mostly colourful' supposed 
to mean? Come on lads, try to use 
the old CSE English (Sony. I mean 
GCSE, I'm thinking of the old 
days!). 

So all in all I don't think you are 
perfect by any means, just like the 
rest of us. So when a member of 
our vast readership writes in as 
1r Hoar did in issue 50 you don't 

really have any right to sneer and 
snipe as you did. I remind you that 
your readers effectively pay your 
wages, and incidentally, the 
customer should always be right. 
(Blimey! what an old fashioned 
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attitude!) Old fashioned yes. 
Wrong no. 
S Moore, Bristol, Avon 

It would seem that both Mr Hoar's 
letter and its reply has sparked off 
yet another controversy, judging 
by many of this month s letters 
The responses to the points raised 
by that letter still hold true and 
although somewhat terse, were 
written in fairer tone than the 
damning letter itself. 

The comparison of Driller's 
moving, filled-in 3-D graphics to a 
single, static, filled in 3-D graphic 
in Vu-3D is tike comparing the 
Lascaux cave paintings to the 
work of Disney. And as to the 
disagreement with reviewers 
views, I can only repeat (yet again) 
that they are personal opinions 
and not meant to be taken as 
gospel. The short comments in 
evidence a few issues ago have 
now been considerably altered, as 
can be seen by this and last 
months* offerings. 

Further, attempting to prove a 
point by using inaccurate 
information (CRASH certainly 
does not devote 75% of its pages 
to reviews) only undermines all 
your arguments. 

LM 

THE 
UNBEARABLE 
LONGNESS 
OF WAITING 
Dear Uoyd 
I am writing concerning the 
distribution of the Newsfield 
magazines, and how long it takes 
certain shops to get copies, 
especially of CRASH. I have 
CRASH ordered from my local 
village newsagent and find that 
sometimes it is in the shop almost 
one week later than the date 
shown in the previous issue of 
CRASH. Take this month for 
instance (the April issue). This was 
due In the shops on March 31. On 
Saturday March 26,1 went to 
Brighton and visited the Virgin 
Megastore. In the computer 
games department I noticed about 
20 copies of the CRASH April, but 
I did noi have enough money to 
buy it. This was a whole five days 
before that issue was due to hit the 
shops. On March 31,1 went to the 
local newsagent to get my copy of 
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CRASH only to ftnd that it was not 
there. I tried again on Friday April 
1, then Saturday and even Bank 
Holiday Monday, but it was the 
same story. Also on these days, 
the big High Street stores such as 
WH Smith and Martins did not 
have It in. As I write, it is Monday 
April 11 and I still have not got my 
CRASH. If I get it on Tuesday then 
it will be five days late - as many 
days as it was early at Virgin. 

What I want to know is why is it 
that big chal nstores such as virgin 
are given priority of delivery over a 
small independent newsagent? Of 
course the answer is relatively 
obvious: Virgin gets its CRASHes 
before time because they sell 
more copies and you get a larger 
revenue than the small 
independent shops that do not sell 
as many magazines. 

Please do not see this letter as 
being critical of CRASH, but more 
of a criticism of Comag who 
distribute your mags. 
Robert lunn, West Sussex 

Not one single outlet is given 
priority over any other, Robert; all 
copies of an issue are delivered 
from the printer to the wholesalers 
on the same day throughout the 
country. Virgin deal direct from the 
same warehouse. It is a question. 
frien, of the efficiency of local 
wholesalers in deli vering their 
stock to their retailers, who include 
your small independent 
newsagent. As we know, not all 
wholesalers are as efficient as 
others. You should certainly 
complain to your newsagent, even 
his wholesaler, if he will tell you 
who that is. Finally. I can pass on 
your letter to Comag, who will be 
as concerned as you about the 
lateness of CRASH in your local 
shop. A simpler answer might be 
to take out a subscription to 
CRASH, which is both more 
economical and also more 
reliable; many subscribers get 
their copies of CRASH the day 
after it's printed! 

LM 

NEVERMIND 
THE WIDTH, 

THE QUALITY 
Dear Lloyd 
What has happened to CRASH? I 
started buying it regularly at the 
beginning of 1986, and watched 
each month as it grew into a world 
power, shrugging aside the feeble 
opposition to reach the pinnacle of 
excellence. 

Yes, that mouthful does contain 

a touch of nostalgia. Suddenly 
we're now paying £ 1.25 for a 100-
page magazine. Half of this is 
advertisements, leaving very little 
reading matenal indeed. Where 
are the six-page FORUMS, eight-
page ADVENTURE TRAILS and, 
come to that, what happened to 
PBM and FRONTLINE in Issue 52? 

Certainly colour and general 
polish has improved but surely an 
interesting feature-filled magazine 
is more important than this. 
CRASH can be compared to the 
16-bit market: a glossy, attractive 
veneer hiding an unstimulating 
product. 

I can sympathise with money 
problems, because I now have one 
- which magazine to buy. CRASH 
is not offering value for money any 
more; I can nave a better read 
elsewhere. 

Actually I am Still buying CRASH 
because no other magazine offers 
such an excellent review system (it 
HAS improved!) - or Jetman! Also 
I enjoyed the CRASH history, 
which was well written (and drawn) 
and interesting, 

Here's hoping that Jetman 
doesn't follow PBM and 
FRONTLINE. 

Michael Batt, Cardiff 

Now for a start. Michael, there has 
never been a CRASH where 50% 
ot the pages are adverts - never! 
The usual ration is more like 25% 
ads, 75% editorial. Go on. check 
back and count up. please' 

In fact, if it is one of those 
months where there is less-than-
usual advertisements, and to a 
degree, a diminished number of 
games arriving for review. CRASH 
does diminish in size. However. I 
think you 'II agree that this month s 
offering -116 pages plus a FREE 
) 6-page full colour arcade booklet 
- does offer quite substantial value 
for money. 

Issue 52's POSTMARK and 
FRONTLINE features were not 
included because ot diffenng 
reasons: Philippa has had a deficit 
of games to review of late (a 
situation that we hope is only 
temporary) and rather than include 
some personal philosophising or 
general overview of this pastime, 
the editor felt that the space could 
be more usefully used on a 
different feature. Brendan 
Kavanagh was in the process of 
moving home and bang of no-
fixed-abode, was unable to write 
his column! PBM is featured this 
month but. and again for the same 
reasons. FRONfuNEhas had to 
bow out in favour of other features 
which were queueing up at 
CRASH'S door! In fact, this issue 
includes one feature, one new 
regular and the CRASH COURSE 
together with seven regular 
columns plus news of the PC Art 
Show, and a taste of FEAR.,. 

That's all from this month's slightly smaller FORUM. Next month it should 
be back up to full size, bulging with rantings, ravings and general items 
of discourse and discord. If you have anything you want to get off your 
chest, write to LLOYD MAMQRAM, CRASH FORUM, PO BOX 10, 
LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE, SYS 1DB. You could find yourself the 
lucky recipient of a £30 software voucher! 
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Known only to Spectrum owners through their first releases, Gunship, F15 Strike 
Eagle And Silent Service, MicroProse are something of an unknown quantity. 

CRASH visited their UK headquarters for some inside information. 

In the summer of 1982, Sid Meier, systems 
analyst, and Bill Stealey, US Air Force 
Academy graduate, met at a company 

meeting in the MGM Grand hotel in Las Vegas. 
As they both had a keen interest in flying, the two 
hit it off and were soon challenging eacn other in 
aerial combat on a video game called The Red 
Baron; the former fighter-pilot lostl The same 
Red baron machine now sits in a corner of their 
Product Development department in Hunt 
Valley, Maryland: a present from the employees 
to the two co-founders of MicroProse Inc. 

From their early friendship, a huge 
international company has grown: there are 
MicroProse offices in England, France and |apan 
plus a newly-opened site in Germany. The UK 
sector is directed from the Tetbury offices in 
Gloucestershire. Nestling in the centre of this 
historic market town, MicroProse UK looks 
decidedly out of place; a red banner of foot-high 
letters across the large glass frontage emphasises 

• MicroProse UK-Tetbury 

the contrast. 
In addition to UK operations, 40% of their 

world wide transactions are controlled from 
here. The site includes a playtesting section, a 
comprehensive computer-controlled telesales 
department and a 20,000 square foot 
warehouse to back up their distribution service, 
which shifted over a million units last year. 

Although they are the heads of a large 
international company. Bill Stealey and Sid 
Meier still play important roles in the production 
of each MicroProse game. Both are heavily 
involved in design and even playtesling. Bill 
holds a product development meeting three 
times a week and plays their games for around 
two hours every night. It is not unknown for him 
to cancel a project if he does not feel that it is up 
to their usual standards; only a tew months ago, 
a space trading/combat simulator was canned 
after two years development work and a limited 
advertising campaign in Americal 

THE HELICOPTER STMJLCD 
• Gunship 

ii Gunship cost 
four million 
dollars and 

took over 17 
man years to 

develop.. 
• Two of MicroProse's in-house art 

department, displaying the latest 
artwork for Red Storm Rising 

tf 
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• One or two of the Microprose games 
stored in their 20,000 sq ft warehouse 

Although Ihe majority of their products are 
developed in America, MicroProse have 
embarked on an extensive expansion 
programme in Europe. They distribute the 
Suncom range of joysticks and have recently 
joined forces with Origin Systems in order lo 
market their entire range 01 fantasy and role-
playing software in Europe, including the Ultima 
series. The American label Cosmi isalsotocome 
under the MicroProse banner, and while 
MicroProse will continue to distribute new 
American software, they are also looking for 
quality Japanese products to sell. 

The American section has recently taken on 
the services of Gene Lipman - the founding 
President of Atari- who has strong coin-op links. 
Gene is the Vice-President of special projects, 
and it is rumoured within the industry that this is 
the first step on the road to coin-op production. 
They are also continuing research into CD ROM. 

"Silent Service 
deals with 
attacks on 
Japanese 
shipping, yet 
this simulation 
is one of our 
biggest exports 
to Japan. rr 

loser to home, MicroProse promise support 
for the Spec trum for at least the next two years -
that's how long some of their projects take (o 
prepare I They are also behind the +3; all their 
current and forthcoming products are to be 
released on three-inch disk. 

1,000,000+ 

The success of Microprose products - over one 
million multi-format copies of F15 Strike Eagle 
have been sold worldwide - is often attributed to 
the high quality of their games and packaging. 
But criticisms are also levelled at the 
accompanying price. Stewart Bell, managing 
director of the UK operation, justifies the cost 
with some heavy statistics: 'Gunship cost four 
million dollars and took over 17 man years to 
develop (theend product was actually one-and-
a-half years late). The final packaging and 
documentation is of a very high quality and is 
always well researched. 

'Many companies release a product and then 
forget about it. Miaoprose's product 
development is a constantly ongoing process 
which lasts between one and two years. Project 
Stealth f ̂ hlrr is currently in its eighth version, 
utilising faster algorithms and improved 

gameplay, while the latest version of the CBM 64 
Pirates! has animated pictures. 

"The extensive technical support offered to 
customers is also covered by thecost. Customer 
service is an important aspect of MicroProse's 
business: oncea product is finished, a full back-
up service is available to customers who can 
pnone our helpline at any time lo ask for 
information regarding play and equipment. 

'MicroProse ako award certificates to high 
scorers on their games. Winners of the 
Congressional Meda I of honou r on Gunship a re 
to lie presented with a certificate, signed by Bill, 
and treated to a party as well as a flight in Bill's 
T28 fighter plane! 

With such an expensive initial outlay, how do 
they combat piracy? 'We rely on the packaging 
and the targe amount of documentation to put 
off prospective software pirates; no-one wants 
to photocopy a 150-page booklet! We prevent 
early versions of programs from getting out by 
creating the individual components otthe game 
separately. All thecomponentsofeachgameare 
then put together |ust before the last mastering 
before duplication. This way no 'complete' 
game can hit the streets before sales. However, 
the amount of piracy in certain countries has 
limited distribution. Italy and Spain are simply 
not worth exporting to. 

Further critique involves the militaristic and 
often jingoistic tone associated with MicroProse 
games. This is dismissed with equal verve: 
'We're all young boys at heart. Everyone wants 
to fly and tne realism afforded by the combat 
scenarios only helps to heighten the excitement: 
if the simulation was boring you simply wouldn't 
buy it. 

'Bill lost a lot of friends in Vietnam and he is 
careful not to glorify death in our products. 
When you lose a highly decorated pilot in 
Gunship, the loss you feel is real: the experience 
leaches you about life and about yourself. 

Although we do take the American viewpoint 
of freedom and liberty, it is important to stress 
that each program is simply a simulation which 
allows the player to see how he would fare in 
actual events which have, and still are, taking 
place. In fact, there's a strange irony in the 
approach to our products: Silent Service deals 
with the attack of American submarines on 
Japanese shipping, yet this same simulation is 
one of our biggest exports to japan. 

'And to be wir, we do cover both sides of the 
coin our air traffic control program (CBM 64) 
puts the player in the position of saving lives 
rat her tha n the contrary.' • 

We would have spoken to 'Wild' Bill Stealey 
about the matter - but he was at Ihe 
Pentagon . . , 

FORTHCOMING RELEASES 
Airborne Ranger - |uly. 

Times of Lore- |uly. An Origin role-playing 
game, but more instantly accessible than 
previous offerings. 
Programmed by Chris Roberts, sound by 
Sensible Software of CBM64 Wizhalllame. 

Moebius II - Autumn. A simplified version of 
the CBM 64 program, utilising the action 
sequences alone. 

Space Rogue - Autumn. Implemented in a 
similar fashion lo Moebius II 

Project Stealth Fighter - A flight simulation of 
Guns/jjpstandardplus', containing filled-in 3-

D with faster frame updates. Programmed by 
Daryl D. 

Red Storm Rising - Based on Tom Clancy's 
best-selling novel. CBM 64 release planned; 
Spectrum version to follow. 

Pirates/- Not finalised as yet, but MicroProse 
are keen to release a Spectrum version. 
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STROLL OFF WITH A SUPER SPORTS 
HOLDALL AND SMART TRACKSUIT 

IN THIS GREAT MINI-PUTT COMPETITION 
You've played mini-golf in the open air, in 

parks, at the seaside, in Blackpool, 
Brighton and Marbella, but chances are 

you've never played it on your Spectrum. 
Accolade's Mini Put1 is soon to change alt 
that. Featuring several suitably whacky and 
devious courses it gives you the chance to 

savour the pleasure of a mini-golf game 
from the comfort of your softest armchair. 
Forget the biting wind, thedrivingrarn, ihe 
uncomfortably beating sun; sunburn and 
pneumonia, traditional hazards of a mini-

golfer's life, are definitely out. The only 
decision you'll have to make is whether 
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you have the energy to tear open the next 
bag of crisps. 

And after all that inactivity, the very first 
thing you'll wani to do is leap out into the 

fresh air (as soon as the conditions are 
favourable, of course) and try out your 

new-found skills. To siart you off on your 
energetic golfing career, Accolade are 

giving you the chance to win a fabulous, 
high-quality Head sports bag, filled with a 
host of goodies (hard and soft golf balls, 

tees, cap, T-shirt) and an incredibly 
expensive tracksuit. 

All you have to do is design ihe most 

original, exciting, innovative and 
demanding one-hole mini-putt course you 
can Ihink of. Ideas are more important than 
artwork: entries are judged on the basis of 
initiative rather than skill (we're a very fair 

bunch here at CRASH towers). 
20 copies of Mini Putt and 20 T-shirts 

await the runners up. Send your designs to 

ACCOLADE AHEAD COMP, CRASH PO 
Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire, SYS 1DB 

Entries must be received by July 5 and 
the decision of the appointed judges is 

absolutely final in all respects. 



FREE 
CASSETTE 

SINGLE Commodore 6 4 / 1 2 8 Cassette (L9 99)1 
|& DISK (L12 9 9 ) 
ZX Spectrum 4 8 K / 1 2 8 K / + (£8 99 ) 
Mail Order Aftivision (UKj Ltd. 
Units J & 4 Lloyds Close, Finedon Road 
Industrial Estate Wellingborouqh, 
Northampton NN8 4SK 7? (09i3) 76768 

Featuring 
The Company 

She Keeps 

MM 1.1'A1. 
BUl-HC/ 



Spectrum - 3 Disc £14.95 
Spectrum 48/128 Cassette 

Amstrad CPC Cassette £9.99 
Disc £14.99 

Commodore 64/128 Cassette £9.99 
Disc £12.99 

99 

Martech is the registered trade mark of Marteth Games limited. 
Bay, fast Sussex BN24 6EE 
aftecG FAX (0323) 764460 

Martech House. Bay Terrace, Peyensey Bay, East Sussex BN24 6EE 
PHONE <0323) 7684S6 TELEX: 8/8373 Mart' 



Right, I've decided I'm going on a diet. You may not 
believe it, looking at the new CRASH T-shirt ads, but I 
used to be under weight once! A cut down on all those 
little luxuries in life and a bit more exercise should do the 
trick. Talking of exercise, that tip special last month was 
the best I've ever had! All that running up and down stairs, 
doing Scumbalf jigsaws and the pulling out of hair, it's 
enough to make Rambo out of puffl This month 1 have a 
fantastic inside Outing special with maps, tips and the 
most daunting POKE routine that I have ever seen. I hope 
that massive routine works because it has had to be 
tested three times already! I've got a map of Knightmare 
and loads of Multiface POKEs as well as the regular Cheat 
Mode Motel and Flashback sections. Anyway, enough of 
this rambling on just to fill up the box, here are the t ips . . . 

CRACKING 
KARNOV 
Kamov, the sparking new game 
from Electric Dreams, has been 
tipped by the programmers! Yes 
that's right, Mr Micro who 
programmed the game have 
written these tips on how to 
complete each level! 

LEVELt 

To kill the big fish at the end of the 
level... 
1 Plant your ladder at the end of 
the buildings, just as the fish 
comes onto the screen. 
2 Climb up here to get a 
boomerang. 
3 Activate it, run at the fish until 
she moves towards you then fire 
at her and duck. 
4 This will kill her but watch out for 
further shots before she dies. 

LEVEL 2 

To kill the towers at the start. . . 
1 Shoot them as quickly as 
possible. Double or triple fire 
power are better than any icons. 
2 Don't scroll any extra towers on. 
3 Try to kill the head as soon as 
possible. 
4 If you get behind a head it won't 
fire at you. 

To kill the lion and arabs . . . 
11f you are flying, drop bombs on 
them. 

I 2 If you are walking then wait until 

they come into view and duck and 
fire quickly. When you have shot 
the lions the arab may fire at you 
so be careful. 

LEVEL 3 

To kill the birds at the start. . . 
1 Run underneath them firing and 
get to the tree. 
2 Run up the tree firing. 

To avoid the next birds . . . 
1 Jump by the tree and an icon 
should appear ahead of you. 
2 Jump onto this icon and turn 
around, fall off the ledge, 
3 Run left along this ledge. 
4 Jump off left here, back to the 
start of the screen and kill the 
birds. 

To kill the mud men on the 
ledges... 

Run underneath the bottom 
ledge, wait a while and jump and 
duck, then shoot at them quickly. 

To kill T-Rex . . . 
1 Jump on the ledge before you 
get to the T-Rex and you will get a 
boomerang. 
2 Kill the birds when you jump off 
the ledge (there are plenty of 
power pills to help you). 
3 Activate your boomerang and 
fire at the T-Rex when you see it. 

LEVEL 4 

To get past the volcanoes . . . 
1 You can bomb them. 
2 They flash red just before 
exploding so you can time them 

before jumping. 
3 You can always shoot the lava 
balls so fire at them as they come 
towards you. 
4 Remember, practise makes 
perfect! 

To kill the jumping jacks . . . 
1 Shoot with double or triple fire 
power at the top of the stairs. 
2 Activate your kart at the top of 
the stairs (if you have that icon!). 

To kill the Medusa . . . 
1 Run quick and drop a bomb 
under her. 
2 Using a boomerang or multi-fire 
can help. 
3 Shoot the Medusa and when she 
starts to shoot back at you just 
jump up and continue firing 
quickly. 
4 You can run through or jump over 
her to avoid her spit if needed! 

LEVELS 

To kill the underwater men with 
spears . . . 
1 Try to out-swim them. 
2 If this fails then swim to the top 
of the water and fire. 

To kill the clams . . . 
Wait till they open and fire 

quickly. 

LEVELS 

To get past the fish at the 
towers . , , 
1 Try ignoring the fish and running 
up each ladder but jump when you 
reach the top to avoid the last fish. 
2 Kill one fish at a time (fish at base) 
and plant a bomb at base of tower 
to blow the strut. 

To kill the owls.. . 
1 Keep firing at the owl avoiding 
his shots. 
2 On the fourth shot the owl will 
explode (don't get too near!). 

The end of the level... 
1 Trigger the first Medusa and kill 
it. 
2 Jump by the figurehead to get a 
power pill (apple). 
3 Trigger the last Medusa, get the 
power pill and jump backward to 
avoid the figurehead firing. 
4 Kill the last Medusa to finish the 
level. 

jo down 
the steps as far as possible. 
2 You should be able to stand still 
without being shot and jump 
between the hydras bullets and kill 
him (a lot of shots needed), 
3 Watch out for the floor 
disappearing after you have shot 
the hydra. 
4 You can also kill the hydra by 
standing just to the right of the 
spinning floor, but you have to 
jump to miss one of the shots. 

To kill the T-Rex 
1 Trigger the T-Rex. kill the bat and 
fire, trying to avoid the flames. 
2 Go to where the hydra was and 
drop a bomb through the hole just 
before you drop through. 
3 Avoid the T-Rex flames and the 
bat. 

To get past the boulder.,, 
Crouch on the step to avoid 

being hit. 

LEVELS 

To kill the stone figures firing at 
you. . . 

Shoot their eyes jumping or 
crouching to avoid the flames fired 
at you. 

To kill the ents (tree stumps)... 
Fire at them but watch out - they 

fire a streak along the floor 
occasionally. 

LEVEL 9 

To get the wizard . . , 
1 The way to the wizard looks 
sealed but don't be fooled by a 
small illusion. A bomb in the right 
place or closer inspection of the 
ground might prove useful! 
2 Fire quickly at him when he 
appears. 
3 Remember 'Don't be upset 
when you die, iust rewind the tape 
and have another try!' 

A CLASH 
OF 
THUNDER 
Kris Blythe of Penn has sent in 
this quick tip for Elite's 
Thundercats just in case 
anyone has got stuck on the 
last screen. 

If you ever manage to reach the 
last screen, 14, you will see that 
the direction arrow in the bottom 
left hand corner is pointing to the 
left. Ignore this for the moment, 
for if you follow it you will come 
across a tall wall with a small gap 
at the top which you can't jump 
through. Therefore, at the 
beginning of the screen, go in the 
opposite direction until you find 
a hover-scooter. Get into the 
scooter and now you can get 
through the hole in the top of the 
wail. You will see the 
Thundercats symbol and 
complete the game. 
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(D=Diamond) 

D01: Go to the cooker on the right 
and pull the top off. Jump into the 
cooker and pick up the diamond. 
D02: Drop the die in the fire, the 
fire will now be out. Pull the grate 
out of the fireplace. The diamond 
is on the left side of the fireplace. 
DOS: Pot the balls into each 
pocket, the diamond will now 
appear under the table. Push small 
objects under the table until the 
diamond appears at the other side. 
D04: Push objects between the 
two bookcases until the diamond 
appears at the other side. 
DOS: Drop some large objects into 
the hole, then fall into the hole. 
While In the hole search for the 
diamond. Use the objects now in 
the hole to get out. 
006: Jump over the two chairs -
you will find the diamond in the 
corner. 
D07: Move the picture by pushing 
it from one side. The diamond will 
be in the hole behind it. 
DOS: Drop the die in the fire, the 
fire will now go out. Pull the grate 
out of the fireplace. There is a 
secret door in the fireplace. When 
in the new room flush small 
objects behind the bookcase until 
the diamond appears behind it. 
D09: Pull the top off the cooker on 
the right. Let the bird out, now 
jump into the cooker and pick up 
the diamond. 
D10: Stack up objects on top of 
the furniture on the right. Climb on 
top of the objects when the bird is 
near enough you will be able to 
pick up the diamond. 
D11: Move the tables and chairs 
around so you can get into the top 
right hand comer. The diamond is 
in this comer. 
D12: Drop large objects onto the 
bottom floor. Stack the objects 
against the clock, pick up the 
diamond and use the other objects 
to get out. 

EXTRA TIPS 

&lf a rat eats some cheese it stops 
moving for a while. 
6|f you drop the bird cage, the bird 
will keep clear from it. 
£lf you pick up a wh ite glass some 
of your energy will be restored. 

10 REM CHEAT ROUTINE FOR INSIDE 
OUTING BY MARK LAWRENCE 

20 REM RUN PROGRAM THEN PLACE 
INSIDE OUTING TAPE AT START OF 
LARGE BLOCK OF CODE AND 
PRESS PLAY WHEN THE BORDER 
TURNS BLACK 

30 REM DISABLES RATS AND 
CANARIES AND GIVES INFINITE 
ENERGY 

40 LET C=0 
50 FOR N = 64000 TO 64511 
60 READ A: LET C=C+A: POKE N,A 
70 NEXT N 
80 IF C<>57765 THEN CLS: PRINT 

"ERROR IN CODE": STOP 
90 RANDOMIZE USR 64475 
100 DATA 001, 001, 001, 000, 000, 010, 

000,009,032,000,159,000,091,003, 
000,021 

110 DATA 250, 000, 000, 205, 251, 208, 
112,000,000,000,064,243,237,123, 
212, 253 

120 DATA 205, 060, 252, 030, 001, 062, 
008,211,254,038,050,006,156,062, 
022,205 

130 DATA 245, 250, 048, 245, 062, 198, 
184,048,240,037,032,239,006,201, 
205, 249 

140 DATA 250, 048, 230, 120, 254, 212, 
048,244,205,249,250,048,220,062, 
195, 050 

150 DATA 016, 251, 221, 033, 025, 250, 
017,002,000,237,095,006,018,046, 
001,120 

160 DATA 006, 215, 205, 245, 250, 208, 
062,228,184,203,021,062,022,210, 
096, 250 

170 DATA 058, 024, 250, 133, 050, 024, 
250,101,058,056,252,170,171,221, 
172,221 

180 DATA 173, 173, 221, 119, 000, 006, 
010,203,099,040,013,058,056,252, 
198 008 

190 DATA 131, 146, 050, 056, 252, 005, 
005,005,058,056,252,198,088,050, 
056, 252 

200 DATA 221, 035, 027, 122, 179, 194, 
093,250,195,189,250,017,234,250, 
237,083 

210 DATA 169, 250, 129, 006, 002, 209, 
122,179,200,221,225,024,160,042, 
025, 250 

220 DATA 017, 096, 056, 237, 082, 194, 
228,251,033,216,250,034,169,250, 
221,225 

230 DATA 017, 001, 000, 006, 002, 195, 

093,250,209,122,179,202,171,250, ! 
213 221 1 

240 DATA 225, 019, 017, 001, 000, 006, I 
004.195.093.250.006.006.209.122, ! 
179,200 | 

250 DATA 221, 225, 195, 093, 250, 205, « 
009,251,208,195,252,250,123,230, ! 
007,202 

260 DATA 063, 251, 062, 000, 195, 007, ' 
251.062.019.061.032.253.167.004, • 
032,003 ! 

270 DATA 201, 228, 251, 219, 254, 031, J 
200.169.230.032.040.241.121.047, i 
079,062 ! 

280 DATA 000, 246, 008, 211, 254, 055, S 
201.217.005.194.109.251.028.123, J 
254,059 

290 DATA 032, 024, 033, 144, 251, 034, J 
250,250,035,217,062,016,195,009, J 
251,217 

300 DATA 033, 039, 251, 034, 250, 250, 
030,056,024,001,000,022,010,123, | 
214, 056 

310 DATA 079, 006, 000, 033, 057, 252, ! 
009,126,001,128,061,111,038,000, | 
009, 079 

320 DATA 062, 080, 145, 079, 006, 003, » 
122,022,064,217,195,009,251,120, ! 
050 135 ' 

330 DATA 251, 006, 004, 126, 018, 020, ! 
035,013,032,007,033,128,061,016, ! 
244,024 

340 DATA 005, 200, 016, 239, 024, 000, j 
006,000,062,002,203,101,217,195, . 
009,251 | 

350 DATA 217, 033, 057, 252, 006, 002, J 
126.230.007.040.003.053.024.005, i 
030,032 ! 

360 DATA 022, 064, 061, 035, 016, 240, | 
006,003,028,062,008,053,242,195, ' 
251,062 

370 DATA 005, 054, 079, 028, 043, 053, ! 
242,195,251,062,002,054,079,043, ! 
053, 038 

380 DATA 000, 046, 224, 033, 252, 250, ! 
034,250,250,217,195,009,251,062. J 
201,050 

390 DATA 041, 201, 050, 072, 201, 050, ! 
112,205,195,000,091,243,049,035, | 
206, 033 

400 DATA 035, 206, 017, 036, 206, 001, . 
223.043.054.001.237.176.062.048, 
033. 056 

410 DATA 252, 119, 035, 119, 035, 054, i 
024,035,119,195,035,250,032,029, 
038, 000 
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There's no need to have 
nightmares about this game 

any more because it has 
been excellently mapped by 
Michael Turner of Stoke Gab-

riel Nr Totnes. £30 of soft-
ware for this Michael. 
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We're very lucky to still be in 
business here at Cheat Mode, 
the management have been 
closing down motels here, 
there and everywhere! 
Crossroads was one of the 
first to go, but that was 
probably because they didn't 
have any cheat modes! 

SABOTAGE 
The passwords for each level 
are: LEVEL 1: NONE NEEDED; 
LEVEL 2: BUMBLE BEE 2; 
LEVEL 3: HONORARIUM 3; 
LEVEL 4: PHENOMENON 4; 
LEVEL 5: ONOMASTICS 5; 
LEVEL 6: SALMAGUNDI 6; 

'LEVEL 7: PSEUDONYMOUS; 
LEVEL 8 SONOMATOPIEA. 
(occupant: Divi and Carla 
Smith) 

CYBERNOID 

Define your keys as 'YXES' and 
you will hear a little ditty. Rede-
fine your keys again if you wish. 
When you begin the game you 
will now have infinite lives, 
(occupant: Bernard LequayJ 

IMPACT 

The passwords for the levels are 
EGGS, CHIP, LEAD. TICK. 
CASE, FACE and USER 
(occupant: Thistle) 

HYSTERIA 
Go to the redefine keys option 
and type •CHEATS', you should 
now start off with infinite lives, 
(occupant: Steven Bird) 

MULTIFACE ROUND-UP 
I have amassed quite a collection of these quick and easy Mul-
tfface 1/128/3 POKEs over the past few months so I thought it 
was about time I printed a few of them. Below is a collection 
that I've printed In alphabetical order. The hackers of this little 
lot are Steve and Ricki, Stephen Ellis and Alex Higham. 
ANARCHY 

ARKANOID 2 
BLACK LAMP 
DAN DARE II 
DEVIANTS 

DRILLER 

42405,n 
42887,0 lives) 
33054,n (10 maximum) 
33607,n (50 maximum) 
53822,n 
35272,0 (ammo) 
35286,0 (ammo) 
61196,0 (energy) 
26524,0 (auto valves) 
48246,0 (« shield) 
49425,0 & 49022.0 (» dnlling energy) 
34658.X (X coordinate, first two digits) 

,X (X coordinate, second two digits) 

FIREFLY 
GARFIELD 
GRYZOR 
HEAD OVER HEELS 
I, BALL 2 

IKARI WARRIORS 

JOE BLADE 

KARNOV 

MEGA-APOCALYPSE 
NORTHSTAR 
OUTRUN 
RASTAN 
ROCKFORD 
SCOOBYDOO 
SCUMBALL 

SUPER SPRINT 

34659.X ( 
34662!y (Y coordinate, first two digits) 
34663.Y (Y coordinate, second two 
digits) 
34660.Z (Z coordinate, first two digits) 
34661.Z (Z coordinate, second two digits) 
44998,n 
33595,0 (no hunger) 
33015,n 
42195.0 ( * lives) 
43384. n 
41178,n (40 maximum) 
40272.0 (Invincibility) 
37797,0 energy 
42916,0 (ammo) 
31865,0 (bomb count) 
38506,0 (time) 
33341.0 & 34802,0 & 39084,0 & 39133,0 
(no keys) 
32972.0 <» lives) 
2494l.n 
32856,n 
23318,n 
44433,0 (no aliens) 
39204,0 (»time) 
48909,n 
61697,n 
29614,0 (»lives) 
49098,n 
49093,n 
49358,201 (no end) 

NOTE: 'n' 
indicates the 
number of lives. 

Pazazz! Yup, we have sound effects In FLASHBACK as well as 
groovy logos! Thanks for all your older POKEs to fill up this 
section and don't forget, If you want an older game hacked then 
write in, I might be able to help. This month Ian Carter has asked 
for POKEs to Ultimate's Sabre Wutt. I have Included them plus 
Booty and Pyjamarama routines by Mark Flattery and Atic Atac 
from Scott Hulton. 

SABRE WULF 
As written by Robin in issue 11. To be immortal, become faster, 
have no animals and not have to collect the amulet. POKE 44786,0 
just before the PRINT USR command in the loader. Then type RUN 
and load the rest of the program. 

PYJAMARAMA 

J 10 FOR 1=23297 TO 23376 
20 READ A: POKE t,A: NEXT I 

•1 30 PRINT "PLAY TAPE*' 
•1 40 PRINT AT 10.10;: RANDOMIZE USR 

DATAI75,55.221,33 96 234 17 17. 
0,205,86,5,48 242J 7 97,234 1 10. 
0.205. 60. 32. 62.255 55.221 33 
203.92.17.216.1,205 f 5 48 241 

49 0 0.33.166,93.17.22.1213, 
^ 3 ^ 0 237. , 7 6 33 6 3 ^ 0 ^ 6 ! . 

128.195,22,1,28.33.72.91,34,229. 
: i 6 o K 5 7 5 3 ^ 8 8 . 1 9 0 . 1 9 S . 0 . 1 3 0 , 0 

REM INFINITE LIVES 

50 

BOOTY 

10 CLEAR 26000: LOAD ""CODE-LOAD 
""CODE 26880: RANDOMIZE USR 
26880 

I 20 POKE 58294.0: REM INFINITE LIVES' 
' RANDOMIZE USR 52500 

t 
i 

10 R E M ATIC ATAC HACK BY SCOTT 
HULTON 

20 CLEAR 24063 
30 LOAD " "SCREENS 

LOAD ""CODE: LOAD ""CODE 
•I 50 LOAD " "CODE: LOAD " "CODE 

. 40 

60 POKE 36519.0: REM INFINITE LIVES: 
PRINT USR 23424 

Alnght, I made a boob last month with the mention that a Through 
the Trg î Qco* -nap was going to be m the tips special. There 
wasn't enough room to include tt after the section went back 
down to 14 pages but never mind since it will be printed as soon 
as I can fit it in. 

, Please keep on sending In all your POKEa, tips, maps and 
. competition entries to the usual address because it can't be 
done without you. Send them t o . . . NICK ROBERTS,- PLAYING 
TIPS. CRASH. POBOX10. LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRESY8 1DB 
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a Venaeance 
Commodore screens shown. 

Commodore 64/128 
Cassette £ 12.99 ond Disk £ 14.99 

Amstrad CPC Cassette £12.99 
and Disk £14.99 

ZX Spectrum 48K/128KI 
+ Cassette £12.99 

MAIL ORDER — Please m a k e 
all cheques a n d postal 

orders p a y a b l e to: 
System 3 Arcade Software Ltd. at 

2 3 Pond Street, London N W 3 2 P N 
Tel: 01 4 3 5 8 4 4 8 

® 1988 System 3 Software 

Born in a t ime of peace, lived in the t ime of war ; 
the shadow warr ior returns. Leaping the abyss of 

t ime he comes to fulfil his destiny! 

DATELINE: 1988 M a n h a t t a n THE TIME: N o w 
THE QUEST: to destroy the eternal evil . . . KUNITOKI! 



- / / V 
mFm 

• 

Catlltatepuel 
And youf land up nat 
on your back 
n*v Irrternotionai 
Karate the greatest Karate 
beat 'emuovet' (Commodore User) 
And who art we to argue7 

Bui AK n£» MACLEAN nai come 
JO w<th a Uunner A trwd rtghter An 
ama.'rftg animated background. New moves 
{inducing double head-kick and a ipec tacular 
backfkp) Se-mined muUc by ROB HU6EARD 
AndMKl 

Afp«i htoctrai n 1 Srfwwe Ltd 

R A B R A R I A M 

' . G t 

the same where the nice 
guyi don't get ft look m 

Grab your way through Chicago, 
punch up New Voik. and (u-np 

on San rranckco 
Tnree mdttcnbabfy rvnty characters 

wtiien bear a remarkable likeness » King 
Kong. God»«a and Wolf-man. need you to 

tend them on a rampage m an mom mg t50 days 
or destruction, through SO different ert*s 

T M I C N K W R I M M ! W O CO Alr̂ rn ir wr*s 

aemomc guardians B* IT me en win 
tcrdtMcO 
from the wastelands of the North, comes an 
unknown barbarian, a mishty warrior, wielding hn 
deadly «*• 
Can he vanquish the forces of Darkness and free the Pi mew? 
Ofay vou cam SAV. i Mrr trrfliun tW 

teemed from Atari Games original money-spir̂ ng coirwsp. one or two pttyeri 
compete h* ad-to-head tver ergh! grucAng track; and tow levels of game difficulty 
Anoid the hazards andcollect garden spjvnen wtwch can be traded for vehicle 
enhancing custom car features - the key to Super Sprint. With detailed animation 
and sound effects, Super Sprint brings the best dfwmg excitement ever to be 
experienced on nome computer! 
lMtC AHriCorpnMbor>Wte rUIHjtws «*»rr*il 
fCtttrtcDmrM Scfttwr Mt7 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
ON DISK 

Ocean Sottware United6Central StreetManchester M25NSTelephone 061 8326633 Telex 669977OCEANSQ 



A further look at Scetlander's products, including their Basic 
Mathematics and New Community suites 

OF TIME AND SPACE . . . 
Environmental studies is now a 
core area in the curriculum tor the 
10 -12 age range,and 
SCETLANDER's New Community 
programs can form the 
motivational centrepiece for work 
in this area. SCETLANDER tell me 

that since the reviews of their 
software appeared in the last 
CRASH COURSE, they have 
received a number of enquires. 
They can be contacted at 74 
Victoria Crescent Road. Glasgow 
G129JN. 

BASIC 
MATHEMATICS 

Subject: mathematics 
Price: £20 (for the suite of eight programs) 
Age range: 10-13 years (remedial) * 

progrj 
suite - Angle Estimation. Digit 
Addition. Dice Multiplication and 
Fraction Identification - were 
reviewed in the last CRASH 
COURSE, and SCETLANDER tell 
me that a fair amount of interest 
was generated. The final four pro-
grams again cover a range of skills 
in basic mathematics. 

Units: This is a simple drill and 
practice program where the pupil 
has to identify the units, tens and 
hundreds in three-figure numbers. 
The pupil is presented with a series 
of questions and must type in the 
number of units, tens and hun-
dreds. and the program finishes 
when ten questions have been 
answered correctly. A question 
might ask, for instance, how many 
units are in the number 365. If the 
pupil answers 365, he will be told 
that he is correct, but that this 
could also be expressed as three 
hundreds, six tens and five units. 

Three attempts are given at each 
question, and at the end of the pro-
gram the number of questions 
asked is shown, together with the 
percentage correct Although not 
particularly interesting or enter-
taining. this is quite a useful rein-
forcement aid for pupils with learn-
ing difficulties. 

Reading A Scale Another drill 
and practice program, the aim this 
time is to give pupils practice in 
reading a scale which is numbered 
0 to 6 with divisions of 0-1. The 
pupil must first begin by choosing 
the type of questions to practise: 
he can select whether the arrow in 
the question is to point directly at 
one of the whole numbers on the 
scale, to a division such as 2-4 or 
3-5, to have the arrow halfway 
between two of the divisions eg. 
2-35 or 5-15. or to have a mixture 
of these types of question. Ten 
questions are asked and the pupil 
can have up to three attempts at 

each before the correct answer is 
shown. The program ends by dis-
playing a score table thus provid-
ing some feedback on pupil per-
formance. 

This is another uninspiring type 
of program, but it does provide the 
sort ofpractice which some pupils 
need. 

Join The Dots: A much more 
motivational program. Join The 
Dots is in the form of a game for 
two people who take it in turns to 
join the dots on a grid to make 
boxes. The winner is the one who 
makes the most boxes. The aim of 
the game is to provide practice in 
using co-ordinates, and to over-
come a very common problem 
whereby pupils mix up the X and Y 
co-ordinates or fail to see the con-
nection between a point and its 
numerical co-ordinates. The game 
format of this program is a way of 
giving pupils a means of rehears-
ing their knowledge of Cartesian 
co-ordinates (first quadrant only) 
without having to go through end-
less repetitive jotter exercises; it is 
not an attempt to teach co-ordi-
nates from scratch. 

At the start of the game, the 
pupils are presented with a 6 x 6 
dot grid, and then take it in turn to 
join one pair of horizontally or verti-
cally adjacent points with a 
straight line. The pupil specifies 
the end-points of the line to be 
joined by giving their co-ordinates, 
and any attempts to join diagon-

Mo v e 
< -

R n t i 
C l o c k 
- U i se 

Ha nds - > 
C l o c k 
- U i se 

P r e s s <SPflCE; 
to c o n t i n u e 

T ime o f Pay 

T i m e (Rrn /Pm ) : 4- . ®@p rn 
£4 Hour T i m e : I S . 0 ® 1 6 . © 0 
Four o *c Io c b 

l 

by ROSETTA McLEOD 
ally-connected points or non-
adjacent points will be rejected. 
The teacher can change the 
number of boxes required to finish 
the game, from 1 to 25. Pupils 
enjoy playing this game, and the 
program provides a welcome 
alternative to worksheet exer-
cises. 

Time The final program in the 
suite, Time aims to provide prac-
tice in settling the hands of a clock, 
writing times in am/pm notation, 
and using the 24 hour clock. If the 
first of these alternatives is cho-
sen, the pupil is presented with a 
time on the clock face and must 
type in the time am/pm and/or 24 
hour notation as selected by the 
teacher. If the am/pm times option 
is chosen, the pupil is given a 
series of questions in this notation 
and must use the arrow keys to set 
the clock to that time, and then 
specify the time in 24 hour nota-
tion. 

Conversely, using the 24 hour 
times option, the hands of the 
clock must again set before the 
time is converted to the correci 
am/pm equivalent. In the final 
option, the pupil is given a series 
of questions in words (for exam-
ple, half past six) and is required to 
set the clock and specify the time 
in the two different notations. The 
teacher can predetermine the 
number of questions to be asked 
and whether the time intervals are 
15.5 or 1 minute. There is also the 
option for the teacher to check 
pupil results and to print these out. 
This useful little program provides 
both reinforcement Tor pupils, and 
a diagnostic assessment for the 
teacher of areas of weakness. 

I COMMENTS | 

The full suite of eight programs 
represents a useful classroom 
resource for selective use by the 
teacher. Although no attempt is 
made in the drill and practice prog-
rams to Inject a level of entertain-
ment. and though the visual pres-
entation of ail the programs in 
terms of colour and use of 

raphics, is rather uninspiring, the 
'asic Mathematics suite does act 

as a very helpful reinforcement aid 
for the slower learner. 
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THE NEW 
COMMUNITY 

Subject: environmental studies 
Retail price: £40 (for the suite of ten programs) 
Age range: 10 years and over 

THE NEW COMMUNITY suite of 
programs represents an attempt 
to explore certain concepts and 
skills in the area of Environmental 
Studies. The suite encourages 
pupils to develop an awareness of 
their surroundings and focusses 
on six main skill areas: 
researching, recording, 
interpreting, experiencing and 
feeling, relationships, and positive 
attitudes. 

The suite contains ten different 
programs from which a teacher 
would be able to select those most 
suitable for a particular class of 
pupils. The topics covered include 
site selection, finance, water and 
sewage systems, housing sites, 
matching houses to family needs, 
and judging the priorities of a 
family moving to a new 
community. Some of the 
programs are better than others, 
bul overall the suite provides the 
teacher with a very useful resource 
for an increasingly important area 
of the curriculum. 

Housing Sites This first 
program in the suite aims to 
reinforce the pupils' 
understanding of content already 
covered In lessons on direction, 
scale, conventional map symbols 
and contours, and asks them to 
use this knowledge to choose a 
site for house-building. A map 
appears on the screen and a 
flashing arrow indicates the 
feature which the pupils must first 
define: river, road, bridge, and so 
on. 

The next stage involves the 
revision of scale: the scale is 
shown, and the pupils are given up 
to three attempts to answer 
questions such as, 'It is—metres 
to walk from A to the bridge.' 

The following sequence 
reinforces the meaning of contour 
lines, and questions occur 
regarding the relative accessibility 
of access to the various sites. 
Finally, pupils are asked to choose 
a site for house-building and write 
about their choice. The map is 
shown in attractive colours with 
quite good graphics, and the 
program as a whole would provide 
a useful stimulus for group 
discussion. 

New Town Sites-. This program 
attempts to make children aware 
of some of the environmental 
factors which must be considered 
before the selection of an area for 
the site of a new community is 
made. To begin with, the pupils 
have the option of seeing an 
explanation of the map symbols, 
before the map is built up on-

screen one feature at a time. After 
the scale feature is presented, the 
five different places are shown by 
the first letter of the place name 
only, but the full name is shown at 
the bottom of the screen. 

Having read the description of 
each site, the children are then 
asked to make judgements on the 
various sites in terms of space, 
resources, amenities, transport, 
water supply and drainage. At the 
end of the sequence, pupils are 
given a score related to their 
responses, and are then invited to 
go away and write about the site of 
their choice. 

I liked this program very much 
as it encourages a variety of skills 
and could provide the motivational 
centrepiece for a wide range of 
classroom activities. 

New Town Glossary and 
Spellbound-. Both of these are drill 
and practice programs which test 
a pupil's understanding of. and 
ability to spell, vocabulary relevant 
to the New Town project. In the 
Glossary program, a question 
appears on the screen, for 
example. 'What is a residential 
district situated on the outskirts of 
a town called?' The pupil can then 
Choose from three possible 
answers - suburb, subway or 
region - and is allowed three 
attempts to get the correct 
response. Ten questions are 
asked, randomly selected from the 
27 which the program contains, 
and at the end the pupil is given a 
score for his performance. In 
Spellbound, the pupil is asked to 
watch the box at the top of the 
screen in which a word is shown 
for a short time. He then has to 
type the word correctly, while 
keeping an eye on the box at the 
bottom of the screen which shows 
the time taken. If the response is 
incorrect, the word appears again, 
but this time it is split up into 
syllables. If the pupil makes a 
second mistake, the word remains 
on-screen for him to copy. Ten 
words out of a possible 85 are 
selected at random by the 
computer, and the score given at 
the end is based on the pupil's 
ability to spell each word correctly, 
and the time taken to answer. 

I feel that this program would 
have been much more useful if 
there had been a facility for the 
teacher to select the words for 
each pupil, bearing in mind the 
varying abilities of children within 
a class. 

New Town Finance: This 
program is a simulation of a 
simplified budget in which limited 

resources have to be allocated to 
certain priorities. In the teacher's 
notes it is suggested that the 
pupils tackle the task in groups, 
with each group representing a 
building and developing 
corporation. A fixed amount of 
money is allocated on a yearly 
basis, and for each of the three 
years, the pupils must allocate 
money for housing, services, 
factones, roads, shops, leisure, 
education and the health service. 
As each figure is allocated, it is 
deducted from the £100 million in 
the top right hand box. From the 
comments made by the computer 
about their yearly allocations, 
pupils should be getting it 'nearly 
right' by the third year's budget. 

The control options in this 
program allow the teacher to 
change the optimum percentage 
settings for each category of 
spending, check on the progress 
of each group,, and vary the £100 
million figure. This flexibility is 
invaluable in a real classroom 
situation and the teacher notes 
give sensible and useful ideas for 
the integration of the program into 
the overall context of the project. 

This is an excellent simulation 
which really does introduce to the 
pupils the concept of planning 
which lies behind the appearance 
of new housing developments. 

Water Purification System and 
Sewage Works: The main aim of 
each of these programs is to show 
the processes involved in water 
purification and sewage treatment 
and to introduce pupils to the 
specialised vocabulary involved in 
these topics. In the first program, 
the pupils are informed that a 
screen diagram will appear 
showing how water is made safe 
to drink. The flow of water through 
the process is shown by arrows, 
and if the pupil answers a question 
correctly, the arrow moves on to 
the next stage, with a scoring 
system keeping track of progress. 

Sewage Works follows the 
same sort of format, with 
questions based on diagrams. In 
both of these programs the 
diagrams are clear and easy to 
follow, and would be ideal for the 
teacher to use in a full-class lesson 
using a large screen TV. 

House Match 1 and £ These 
two programs simulate a variety of 
different tasks and put the pupils 
in the position of having to think 
about the various problems 
involved in moving to a new 
community. House Match 1 
involves the pupils having to write 
to the Housing Officer to obtain 
accommodation. program 
offers structured help with the 
letter, prompting the user to enter 
the appropriate information such 
as address, date, details of the 
fictional family, number of 
bedrooms required etc. 

These details are then printed 
on the screen in the form of the 
actual letter, and a hard copy of 
this can be obtained. The user then 
leaves the computer to write 
another letter on his own for a 
different imaginary family. 

House Match 2 takes the 
scenario a stage further by putting 

pupils in the situation of being the 
Housing Officer who has received 
a letter requesting the allocation of 
a house for a new family moving 
into the area. The program aims to 
make pupils aware of the various 
factors which have to be 
considered before a house can be 
allocated. Seven types of house 
are available, and six families of 
varying status have to be 
considered. Pupils are asked to 
deal with each family in turn, and, 
after considering the graphic 
representation of the first house 
together with a description of its 
features, they must accept or 
reject it, taking into account a 
series of factors. 

When a suitable house has been 
selected, the program offers the 
pupils the model letter which the 
Housing Officer might write. This 
is one of the best programs in the 
whole suite, providing the focal 
point for a wide range of learning 
activities. If a printer is available, it 
is possible to issue the pupil with a 
print-out of family and house 
details so that they can reach their 
decision through discussion away 
from the computer, before coming 
to the micro to verify their choices. 
Another option allows the large 
size display of family and house 
information, and this would be 
ideal if the teacher wished to 
introduce the program to the 
whole class. This flexibility makes 
the program an extremely useful 
resource. 

Moving To A New Community. 
The aim of this program is to 
develop the pupils' logical thinking 
in the context of moving a family to 
a new house. The screen display 
shows a random list of tasks which 
have to be considered when a 
family is moving house and the 
pupils must put these into an order 
of priority. Each of the 17 tasks 
have to be given a priority on a 
scale of 1 to 6 where 1 is a more 
important job than 2, and so on. 

When the pupils have com-
pleted the assignment, the screen 
shows the chosen order of 
priorities with a tick against each 
correct placing. The pupils can 
have two more tries to get every-
thing correct, and the program 
retains the answers of each group 
so that the pupils can return to 
work on the program at a later 
date. The teacher's page allows 
the teacher to change the ordering 
of priorities, to delete groups, and 
to obtain print-outs. All in ail. this is 
an excellent program which stimu-
lates a tremendous amount of 
group and class discussion. 

L COMMENTS 1 
The New Community package 
represents tremendous value for 
money and covers an area of the 
curriculum which is increasingly 
seen to be important. A whole 
term's work could be planned 
around the software, covering 
skills in language and number 
work as well as many other learn-
ing activities. 
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THE FOLLOW UP TO FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 

Ciciitmwl Ttnuon Action 
151 If 

SM . . Ttcties Strategy O*caioni 

QVJAL1TV STRATEGY GAMES Irom E b J SOFTWARE (Established 19641 

E U R O P E A N C H A M P I O N S • NEW * THE INTERNATIONAL CHALLENGE OF THE EUROPEAN 
NATIONS CUP Genuine Nations Cup Formal with full Random Draw of 32 Seeded Teams - Future 
Lai Return and League Tablet of ALL 8 Groups - Drscijrtne b Medical Reports Squad of 22 Player* 
put Other Players available 17 Month Itinerary of Qualifying Group I Arrange Fnandlml and Finah 
Plus many more Superb Feature* and Options EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS includes E b J's MATCH 
PI AY S y S TIM an imagwutiva and exciting new style of match presentation which captures tha 
ACTION, DRAMA & TENSION of Internabonll Football 

W O R L D C H A M P I O N S A COMPLETE WORLD CUP SIMULATION Select Fnendlies 2S Players 
Qualifying Gioup - 2 In-Match Subs Discipline Table Select Tour Opponents - Eitrs Tims Final 
Roundt Players Gain E.penenro 7 Skill levels - TEXT MATCH SIMULATION including Bookings 
Goal Tunas Named b Recorded Goal Scorers, Injury Time. Corners, Free Kicks, Match Clock. 
Penalties PLUS many mora Features 
P R E M I E R II CAN YOU HANDLE ALL OF THIS' Play all Teamt Home ft A w a y . Unique Transfer 
Market - Teem It Subantute Selection Named b Recorded Goal Scorers Injuries - Transfer Demands 
Continuing Seetnns Squid Listing ALL Team* Financial Problem* 7 Ski* Levels - Offers to Manage 

other Teams - Sackings Managers'! Salary Save Game - Team Styles - Bank Loans AND many 
more Features 
EUROPEAN II THE MOST COMPLETE SIMULATION OF EUROPEAN CLUB FOOTBALL YOU CAN 
BUY Home & Away legs Full Penalty Shoot Out (with SUDDEN DEATH) 2 In Match Sub* Away 
God* coum Double (if Drawn I • Full Team Er Sub Selection Extra T«ne 7 Sk« Levels - Enter your 
own PREMIER II Winrvng Team TEXT MATCH SIMULATION plus Sending Off and Oiwhywed Goal* 

Result* Table - PLUS MUCH MOREt 
CRICKET M A S T E R A SUPERS SIMULATION OF ONE DAY INTERNATIONAL/COUNTY CRICKET 
Waal Tier. Wicket b Outfield Condition* • Batting & Bowling Tactics Team Selection Fast. Medium 

b Spin Bowlers 4 Types of Batsmen Select Field Layout 3 Skill Leva** Wide* Byes No Ban 
Run Out Mwfiekl Dropped Catch** Scoreboard - Batting b Bowling Anatyut Run Rata Smg*a 
Option 3 Game Speed* - STAR FEATURE a complete MATCH OVERVIEW showing Ball try Ball 
Action and Commentary and MUCH MORE' 

TEST MASTER • NEW • A COMPREHENSIVE SIMULATION OF AS OAY TEST MATCH Includes 
most ol the Features of CRICKET MASTER and MATCH OVERVIEW plus Declarations 
Nigh watchmen Light Malar Rain Stops Play - Varying Number of Overs per Day - Follow On Save 
Game New Sail Bad Light Interruptions • TEST MASTER « a True representation of a Complete Test 
Match and offers the ULTIMATE CHALLENGE 10 Alt Cricket Enthusiasts 

CRICKET MASTER El TEST MASTER pnees Include a FREE pad of SCORESHEETS 
Software Spectrum Commodore Amstrad 

CPC 
Tape 3" Die 

availability Any 40 128* 64 T28K availability 
Tape Disc • 3 Tape SK- OlK 

E U R O P E A N c h a m p i o n s C7 9S C11 96 m* n/a 
W O R L D C H A M P I O N S £6 96 C10.» £7.96 £10.46 
P R E M I E R II C696 f 10.96 n 96 £1046 
EUROPEAN H CS 96 E10.96 £7 96 £10.46 
CRICKET MASTER f7 96 £11 96 n7a n/a 
TEST MASTER CS96 £12.96 n.'a n/a 

FANTASTIC VALUE Special Discount of I? 00 for every 
EXTRA game purchased le g buy 2 Garnet deduct C2 00 
from TOTAL buy 3 Games deduct £4 00 from TOTAL 4 

Games C600 etc I 
ALL GAMES are available by MAIL ORDER for 

IMMCOlA TC despatch by 1« data post and include Fid 
instructor** ICKJTSIOE UK please add CI 00 for postage 

and sand payment m Pounds Swing ontyl 
C. PLEASE STATE WHICH MACHINE AND TAPE OR DISC 

Cheques or Postal Orders payable to € & J Software 
Send to: E & J SOFTWARE, Room 3 37 Westmoor Road. ENFIELD, Middleset EN3 ?LE 

COMPUTER REPAIRS 
Fixed Super Low Pricesl 
Inclusive of parts, labour and V A T 

FIRST AID 
FOR 

TECHNOLOGY 

1 w e e k t u r n r o u n d 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
SPECTRUMS £14 inc. + Free Game 
SPECTRUM 128 £16 inc. 
SPECTRUM +2 C18 Inc. • Free Game 
SPECTRUM +3 C24 inc. 
SPECTRUM P.S.U. for M l * C10 Inc. 
SPEC JOYSTICK INTERFACE for sale E6.50 

WC20.C+4 £22 inc. 
AMSTRAD 464 £32 inc. + Free Game 
C64 P.S.U. for sale £20 inc. 
C®4 £22 inc. • Free Game 
C16 £18 inc. 
BBC £32 Inc. 
ELECTRON £10 inc. 

Please endow payment wim item - 3 month warranty on repair 
Please enclose advert witti repair 

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS (CR) 
H Portland Road, Luton. tad* UM MT. T * 0643 4SM7S Tales; 95(71 

A T L A S T ! 

SPECTRUM SPARES 
AT REALISTIC PRICES 

All prices include post/packing, handling a n d VAT 

ULA6COOI £U.99 SPECTRUM K/BOARDMEMBRANE £4.99 
12Hk ROM £1199 SPECTRUM K/BOARIJ MAT £5.49 
ZiSOA £2.99 SPECTRUM K/BOARDTEMPLATE £4.99 
7805 RECt £149 SPECTRUM+MEMBRANE £9.99 
4116 RAM £1.49 MODULATOR £9.99 
SPECPSU £10.49 S/MANUAL £22 99 

Remember all prices include P & P, handling and VAT 
Full spares list available / Trade enquir ies welcome 

Access/Visa. 24-hour T . A . service 

S P E C T R U M R E P A I R S £ 9 . 9 9 + P A R T S 

ELECTRONIC SERVICES 
176 V ICTORIA ROAD WEST, CLEVELEYS. BLACKPOOL KY5 3NE 

TW. (0253) 822708 

+WDM* 
DISC OR TAPE £19.99 

CURRENTLY ONLY AVAILABLE BY MAIL ORDER 
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FOOTBALL DIRECTOR(48K) C=D <O 
WEMBLEY GREYHOUNDS A <=> 
INTERNATIONAL MANAGER CD <=> 
2 PLAYER SUPER LEAGUE CD <=> 
RECORDS FILE CD C=> 

• ^ £9.99 
£7.99 
£7.99 
£7.99 
£3.99 

SPECTRUM 48KCD SPECTRUM 128K C3 COMMODORE 64 • 
AMSTRAD CPC 464 ̂  AMSTRAD CPC 6128 ̂  

PLAYING TIPS FOR ALL OUR GAMES £1.00 
Cheque P.O. made out to D & H Games plus a large S.A.E. with 25p stamp 
attached. Please state clearly which game or games you require & for 
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LOOK OUT COBRA, ACTION FORCE 
ARE BACK! 

A fast paced, action packed 
shoot-'ein-up in which yon, 
as AIRTIGHT matt defend 
QUICK KICK from gang* 

and mercenaries as he 
ascends the slnmland tower 
blocks to rescue innocent citizens held 
hostage in COBRA'S evil grip. 

I 
3 PRODUCED BY GANG OF FIVE 

SPECTRUM CASSETTE £8.95 AND 

+ 3 DISC £14.95 

"AMAZING, COOUCAME LICENCE WHICH COMBINES 

ORIGINALITY WITH GRAPHIC SOPHISTICATION" 

.SINCLAIR UIEA 

Vi/gln G-im**, A Vtrrnon Ydf<i, PojUibclJo I.©ad on Wl l ZL)X 



The summer lull has hit adventures as strongly as 
arcade games. Fortunately the quality of mail-order 
adventures remains high; this month one even fea-
tures a female main character. As there are plenty of 
female adventurers It might be a good Idea if prog-
rammers were to supplement their long list of 
heroes wi th one or two intrepid heroines . . . 

17] 

Last month I reviewed 
Topologika's Countdown 
to Doom, an extended 

(text-only) version of an 
adventure previously released by 
Acornsoft, Acheton, another re-
release didn't need any extending 
- it already had one of the most 
complex and convoluted 
adventure environments ever 
devised. Very much in the style 
of the archetypal Colossal 

Adventure. it combines a 
progressive science fiction 
scenario with the more 
traditional treasure-hunt theme. 

The Ruling Council of 
Acheton issues a monumental 
challenge to sentient life-forms 
everywhere: explore the planet, 
discover the secrets of its magic 
locations and risk death to findas 
much treasure as possible to 
boost your reputation as 
interplanetary challengcr 
supreme. 

The journey begins modestly 
enough outside a farmhouse. 
You enter it and find a set of 
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standard adventuring 
equipment: an empty bottle, a 
bunch of keys and an oil lamp. A 
tittle more exploration reveals a 
massive network of bizarre 
underground caverns. Acheton 
is a planet of many secrets: 
magical laboratories, sccrei 
harbours, complex mazes, 
dangerous dungeons, gardens 
and cliffs are all concealed in a 
complex subterranean 
environment. 

There arc numerous treasures, 
ranging from jewel encrusted 
orbs to antique paintings and 
violins. Unfortunately just 
picking them up isn't good 
enough - you have to take them 
back to a safe near the entrance 
of the labyrinth. This is easier 
said than done - some routes arc 
extremely difficult to negotiate 
while carrying certain onjects. 
Should you try to close the safe 
door before you've collected 
enough, the Ruling Council gives 
sneering voice to its contempt. 

One of the more justifiable 
criticisms levelled at this type of 
game is that long stretches of 
time are spent wandering around 
sets of forbidding but mostly 
empty caverns. Not so Acheton -
budding magicians need to have 
their wits about them all the time. 
Innocuous looking torture 
chambers are more than likely to 
spring into life, the plants in the 
wizard's greenhouse are more 
dangerous than they look and 
gaping chasms are just waiting to 
swallow innocent adventurers 
up. Should you fall prey to a 
sudden and untimely death, you 
are given the option of 
reincarnation. If you choose to 
reject it your journey reaches a 
fitting end in the gloomy jaws of 
hell. 

Experienced adventurers will 
find one or two of the problems 
rather familiar. Inevitably you 
need to fill your bottle with water 
and recharge your lamp after a 
given number of turns. Going on 
to automatic pilot doesn't always 
work though, as some seemingly 
obvious problems have deviously 
hidden depths. The Ruling 
Council has a nasty sense of 
humour and delights in leaving 
misleading clues. The one or two 
puzzles that you may have 
enough experience to solve come 
as a welcomc respite from the 
high difficulty level that 
characterises the others. If you 
really do get hopelessly stuck, 
Topotogika's inbuilt hint system 
is always ready to help . . . 

For an older than average 
game Acheton has an efficient 
parser which responds to 
complex commands, including 
ALL and EXCEPT. There's no 
EXAMINE command (you see 
everything you need to in one go) 
and no RAMSAVE option so it's 
advisable to keep saving to disk. 

All those who fell in love with 

the Jewels of Darkness trilogy 
and adventures of that ilk 
probably won't be able to resist 
it. It's definitely one of the best 
versions of that veteran genre on 
offer. Acheton is available for 

£9.95 direct from Topologika at 
FREE POST, PO Box 39, Stilton. 
Peterborough, Cambridgeshire, 
PE73BR 

OVERALL 87% 

THE JADE 
STONE 
Marlin Games, £2.95 
Author: Linda Wright 

Life is all romance and roses 
for Amora. Daughter of 
Lord Senidea and heiress 

to the kingdom of Nulom, she is 
engaged to her childhood 
sweetheart Amanton. Fiance 
and father haven't exactly been 
on the best of terms so when the 
evil sorceror Mallumo indicates 
that he is about to declare war, 
Amanton rushes off in a valiant 
attempt to sort him out. 
Amanton is no he-man - in fact 
he's a bit of a wimp and it's not 
much of a surprise when the 
ransom note arrives. While the 
enraged Senidea rallies his army 
and charges off, the aged Sajo 
suggests that Amora seek help 
from the magical powers of the 
legendary Jade Stone. 

Amora's journey, which is 
divided into two parts, begins in 
the comparative comfort of her 
father's palace and winds via a 
couple of villages, a forest, a 
marsh and a seemingly 
impassable canyon to the final 
showdown in Mallumo's castle. 
To fit all the text into 48K, only 

some of the locations have 
graphics. Although carefully 
drawn, they're hardly elaborate 
but definitely contribute that 
little extra to the atmosphere of 
thegame. 

Tne descriptions are 
characterised by a wry, 
humorous tone. The EXAMINE 
command is particularly 
rewarding and very often 
initiates a pithy, light-hearted 
response. Your dad turns out to 
be "plump, short-tempered but 
generally harmless and 
extremely thick' while before 
your very eyes, the white-haired 
Sajo is 'getting older by the 
minute', 

Amora encounters many 
travellers on her intrepid quest 
and a little measure of interaction 
is necessary with all of them. This 
is where the casting of a woman 
as the hero becomes particularly 
interesting. Success depends on 
a strange mixture of feminism 
and femininity. Unlike 
Amanton, Amora isn't afraid of 
a little sword-play (she can more 
than hold her own when it comes 
to fighting a battle) but she lives 
in a world where (quite 
realistically) brain is as important 
as brawn: she often has to fall 
back on qualities of intelligence 

and compassion - what some 
people might call feminine 
intuition! Suffice it to say that it's 
a good idea to take a needle as 
well as a sword on your 
travels . . . 

In fact, the puzzles are fairly 
straightforward (with some 
rather complex plot twisting 
towards the end) and very 
suitable for beginners. Typing 
HELP often provides you with a 
useful clue and if you're on the 
right track to a solution but 
haven't got it quite right, the 
program almost always tells you. 
Time and co-operation are of the 
essence. Dither for too long over 
a problem and you may find that 
both lover and dad have been 
crushed before you've even had 
a chance to save them. 

The PAW ed parser accepts 
complex input and responds 
fairly well to different wordings 
of a particular command. There 
are the odd limitations but 
they're hardly the sort to bring 
you to a grinding halt as you 
flounder for the right words. 
Interesting use has been made of 
adverbs. Rush into action 
without a moment's thought and 
you may not succeed; behave 
with a little more care and, who 
knows, all your problems may be 
solved? 

Like Cloud 99. which gained 
75% last month. The Jade Stone 
(which has been around for a 
while now but for various reasons 
never reviewed) is an extremely 
refreshing and plavable 
adventure. Its unusual and light-
hearted tone should appeal to 

• The local down and out In The Jade Stone proves to be a mine of 
information - for a price . . . 
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beginners and veteran 
adventurers alike. At £2.95 it's 
the sort of bargain you can't 
afford to miss. Contact Martin 

Games at 19 Briar Close, Nailsea, 
Bristol, BS191QG 

OVERALL 79% 

KINGDOM OF HAMIL 
Topologika. £9.95 (disk 
only) 
Author: Jonathan 
Partington 

Topologika s second slot this 
month concerns a troubled 
and divided kingdom. As 

the rightful heir to the throne of 
HamiT, you were kidnapped in 
early infancy. As you grow older 
you are able to devise plans for 
escape and, following a long and 
exhausting journey, finally reach 
the shelter of a primitive chapel 
within the confines of your 
disinherited land. It's not Ion 
before you fall into a deep an 
dreamless sleep. 

As you awake you realise that 
the chapel is surrounded by 
enemies on all sides; to leave it 
would mean almost certain 
death. You notice a metal rod, a 
piece of slightly whiffy steak and 
a bicycle lamp. Perhaps there is 
more than one way of getting out 
of the chapel 

The kingdom of Hamil turns 
out to be far from ordinary. In 
addition to the inevitable castle, 
it hides gigantic fountains, a 
bizarre museum and a complex 
system of underground caves. 
Exotic prehistoric time pockets 
are situated only a few steps away 
from treacherous mazes 
concealing untold treasures. 
Avoid sudden deadly rockfalls, 
try not to get cut off in a dead end 
and the crown jewels of Hamil 
may come within your legitimate 
grasp. 

Location descriptions are 
suitably atmospheric and often 
extcasive. Success depends on 
careful mapping and re-mapping 
of the environment; of many 
possible routes only one or two 
will lead you to safety. Being 
buried alive in a chamber of the 
maze of Hamil or failing to 
negotiate prehistoric paths only 
to plunge to your death to 
become a tasty pterodactyl snack 
are occupational hazards. 

Ingenious variations on the 
labyrinth theme are designed to 
delight and frustrate. Maze 
lovers will spend hours mapping, 
saving to disk, checking and re-
checking; lesser dedicatees might 
just take a peek at the inbuilt hint 
system, clues from which come 
in graduated form ranging from 

itic hints to full-blown 

As the future king of Hamil, 
solution. 

you find a host of nostile and 
dangerous subjects. Pause for too 
long in one place and a huge rat, 
crow, aardvark or bat sweeps in 
to gobble you up. This lays 

obvious difficulties in the way of 
making a map but is also one of 
the easier hazards to avoid. As 
long as you keep moving you're 
unlikely to end up on the menu of 
a gigantic mutants' feast. A 
tyrannosaurus trampling towards 
you, a blood-thirsty vampire, a 
vindictive hobgoblin and a 
sobbing hcxapod require a little 
more care. In some cases escape 
is the best (and only viable) 
policy; in others a little devious 
dealing might be of more help. 

Sudden death is obviously a 
constant hazard. RAMSAVE 
would have been a useful facility 
hut on disk it's not thai sorely 
missed. 

Jonathan Partington teaches 
Mathematics in a Cambridge 
college and insists that his 
adventures have an inner logic of 
their own which isn't always 
immediately obvious to the 
player. Kingdom of Hamil 
certainly creates a very bizarre, 
unpredictable atmosphere which 
makes its problems all the more 
challenging to solve. Topologika 
rates the difficulty level as 
medium. Although at first the 
puzzies might seem more baffling 
than that, they become more 
manageable once you've 
mastered the adventure's slightly 
idiosyncratic tone. 

The parser is of standard 
Topologika complexity with the 
usual acccptance of commands 
connected dy A N D or including 
ALL and EXCEPT. This is my 
third Topologika adventure and 
I still haven t got used to the 
abscnce of the EXAMINE 
command. A program that only 
responds with ' I don't 
understand' when you attempt to 
look at an object more closely 
gives a constant reminder of its 
own limitations. All the potential 
for encoding clues in object 
descriptions is lost and there is no 
scope for further development of 
the atmosphere. In an adventure 
filled with bizarre creatures and 
even wilder landscapes, extra 
detail could only have been a 
bonus. 

A maze-based adventure with 
a difference, Kingdom of Hamil 
is bound to appeal to avid map-
makers. Others will be attracted 
by the off-beat scenario, the 
combination of prehistoric and 
magical elements as well as the 
promise of an array of weird and 
wonderful Hamiltonian beings. 
Available from the same address 
as Acheton, Kingdom of Hamil 
retails at £9.95. 

OVERALL 78% 

ENTER AT 
YOUR OWN 
RISK 
Teenware, £2.95 (cassette), 
£5.95 (disk) 
Author: Stephen Flint 

You were just spending a 
quiet evening at home 
when suddenly your uncle 

stumbled in mumblin 
something about the oli 
abandoned cottage where he 
spent his childhood. You're 
inclined lo dismiss his story -
until you notice he has a 
crossbow bolt protruding from 
his back . . . 

On the way back from the 
hospital you stop at the cottage 
to investigate. A little 
exploration proves that your 
uncle's ravings about a secret 
portal to another world were 
based on fact. Beyond an 
innocuous looking door lies an 
ancient land of magic and 
mystery encompassing 
mountains, forests, deserts ana 
curiously old-fashioned towns. 

The environment of this two-
part adventure, particularly in 
the cottage itself, is carefully 
described. The walls of the 
nursery, for instance, 'are 
covered in faded, peeling 
wallpaper. Broken toys are 
strewn across the flower. An old 
yellowed poster on the wall lists 
the alphabet.' 

The world beyond the magic 
portal is inhabited by a medley of 
helpful and hostile characters. To 
progress, a little social 
interaction is required; a good 
turn usually transforms a 
disinterested stranger into a 
helpful friend. Completing a 
senes of tasks for (among others) 
a surly gardener, a puzzled 
herbalist and an injured wizard 
allows you to advance further in 
your initially mysterious quest. 
The more tasks you complete the 
clearer the purpose of your 
mission becomes. 

The potential for limited 
conversation is treated very 
realistically; people are much 
more keen to gossip about each 
other than to reveal facts about 
themselves. Once you've 

betrayed their trust, by 
attempting to attack for example, 
any chance of co-operation has, 
quite naturally, been forfeited. 
Occasionally people aren't sure 
exactly what it is that you want; 
ask and you might just be lucky 
enough to receive. 

Puzzles are mostly logical 
although by no means always 
straightforward. The fact that the 
adventure consists of a fairly 
sequential series of tasks makes 
it easier to define immediate 
objectives. If you really do get 
stuck, typing HELP provides you 
with one or two clues. It's 
important to note that your 
ability to perform certain actions 
depends on the status of your 
health. Fighting and eating 
reduce and increase strength 
respectively. Typing ME or 
STRENGTH will inform you of 
your present physical state. 

Enter at your own Risk was 
written using Gilsoft's PA W and 
exploits most of its excellent 
facilities. The parser accepts 
complex commands, X for 
EXAMINE and recogniscs 
RAMSAVE. It's occasionally 
fussy about the exact input to 
complete a particular action and 
on one or two occasions you find 
yourself fumbling desperately for 
the precise words. Most actions 
can only be phrased in one way 
and more often than not there's 
no indication of exactly how that 
should be, A few more clues in 
the object descriptions or a 
VOCAB command, to prevent 
verbal deadlock, would have 
been helpful. 

Despite these relatively minor, 
but occasionally very annoying 
hitches, Enter At Your Own Risk 
is a competently presented and, 
on the whole, enjoyable 
adventure with one or two 
strikingly innovative features. It 
doesn't exploit the potential of 
the PA W to its full but. as long as 
you're prepared to put up with a 
slightly pedantic parser, £2.95 is 
a small price to pay for a few 
hours of entertainment. Enter At 
Your Own Risk is available from 
Stephen Flint, 5 Harrison Road, 
Staple ford, Nottingham, NG9 
8GP. The disk version, which has 
no extra features, costs £5.95. 

OVERALL 60% 

VIRUS 
S.A.E.C., £2.99 

The 
ad 
th< 

adventure games hangs in 
future of Spectrum 

hangs 
the balance. Mr X, a 

renegade Time Lord plans to 
infect all of them with a deadly 
character-killing virus. Doctor 
Goo leaps into nis time machine 
and travels to the planet Alinam 
in a desperate attempt to stop the 

dastardly plot. 
Alinam has two contrasting 

climate zones and a several 
amenities open to locals and 
tourists alike. Unfortunately 
they all require a certain amount 
of money - a commodity which 
the eccentric doctor patently 
lacks. A little exploration and 
careful searching provides him 
with a small number of coins -
just enough to help him a little 
further in his auest. As long as he 
makes careful use of them and 
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A D V E N T U R E T R A I L 

doesn't squander away his new-
found wealth in the amusement 
arcade he should be able to travel 
all over the planet, discover the 
secrets of the housing estate, 
learn of the sorrows of Tony, the 
chip shop owner and finally reach 
the nerve-centre of the virus 
operation itself. 

A little interaction wilh 
Alinam's inhabitants, from witch 
to mechanoid droid, is definitely 
called for. There is ample 
opportunity for conversation 
although the violent approach 
can be as effective as a more 
concerned and compassionate 
one. The only language most 
traders understand, however, is 
the language of money. 

Whereas characters are likely 
to respond in a rational, if 
sometimes idiosyncratic manner, 
object-orientated puzzles are far 
less logical. You're likely to hit 
on certain solutions by accident 
rather than design although 
occasional clues, given In 
response to the EXAMINE 
command or by other characters, 
should stop you from getting 
completely stuck. In moments of 
uncertainty it's best to rely on a 
combination of imagination and 
the list of acceptable vocabulary 
called up by a WORDS 
command. Doctor Goo's 
response to successful 
completion of a puzzle, in 
characteristically eccentric and 
scatterbrained terms, makes up 
for the trouble you might have 
experienced in attempting to 

solve it. 
Sudden death, claim S.A.E.C, 

is not a feature of this game. They 
speak with their tongue lodged 
(irmly in their collective check. 
As evcryon^knows. Time Lords 
never die - they simply undergo 
a continuous round of bodily 
transformations. If he's caught, a 
particularly nasty 
metamorphosis is forced on the 
good Doctor Goo. Death is an 
impossibility but what could be 
worse tlian an eternity of living 
death? 

Virus, like The Jade Stone and 
Enter At Your Own Risk, was 
written using the PA W. As usual, 
the program accepts complex 
sentences (not including 
adverbs) and RAMSAVE. 
There is little allowance for 
alternative wordings of a 
necessary command but the 
vocabulary list usually helps you 
out on those occasions when 
you're really stuck for words. 

Another example of a 
competent and slickly presented 
PAW cd adventure. Virus 
doesn't exactly stand head and 
shoulders above the crowd. It 
docs present a perfectly playable, 
light-hearted and enjoyable 
challenge, though, and as long as 
you're not too fussy, is unlikely 
io leave you feeling cheated of 
your £2.99. Virus is available 
direct from S.A.E.C at 4 
Kilmanin Lane, Carluke, 
Lanarkshire ML85RT. 

OVERALL 65% 

zzzz 
MARK GOODALL is stuck in 
his nightmare. He can't get into 
the pit near the beginning of the 
game or on to the bus. 

CLIMB DOWN into the pit. 
CLIMB DOWN the well, 
examine the ashes and use the sign 
you find there to stop the hits. 

HEROES OF 
KARN 

More questions from Mark. This 
time he wantstoknow how to get 
past the swamp lizard and how to 
deal with the dungeon guard. 

LIGHT GAS with the linderhox. 
Use the bible to kill the harrow-
wight. Take the money and use ii 
to bribe the guard. 
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DRACULA 

Homeless and hungry. D A V I D 
ELLISisstill tryingtoget a room 
and a meat at the inn. 

Examine the desk and ring the bell 
- when the man arrives sign the 
register. Go east to the dining 
room and order lamb and wine. 

MATT LUCAS 
TOBY BEN and LEE 
BEAVERSTOCK are both 
stuck in different places. Toby 
wants to know where and how to 
get the keys. Lee doesn't know 
what password to give when he 
taps the gravestone. 

Knock on the door to enter Joe's 
Place. Turn the picture. 

Say OUT 

GREMLINS 
Liverpudlian JAMES DUFFY 
has run into problems in the gar-
age. 

OPEN VALVE, LIGHT 
TORCH, WELD SNOW, 
TAKE LADDER. You don't 
need the snowplough, 

IMAGINATION 
G R A H A M ALLISON from 
Stoke-on-Trent has sent in a very 
long list of questions: 
1 What's the bucket of coal for? 
2 Where are the chips? 
3 How do I fill the oil can? 
4 What do I need to move the 
rocks? 

killing Urgas until you find the 
one that is carrying the small key. 
Use it to open the chest. 

THE PAWN 
RINO A ROSENVINGE from 
as far away as Norway has scored 
35 points so far and wants to 
know: 
1 Where do I find the water? 
2 How do I pass the guards? 
3 Where can 1 find alight? 

/ From the guru's hut go S, E, 
NW. WW. Climb to the top of the 
plateau and put some snow in the 
bowl. 
2 Give the note that Kronos gives 
you to the guards. 
3 Search the stump for a pouch. 
Mix the colours together. 

SUPERHEROES 
' I finished The Guild Of Thieves 
at 1.32 am on Sunday. 3rd April .* 
claims Mr S R Law son from 
Cumbria. The final message 
runs: The Master thief inspects the 
items you have 'obtained and 
savs' Excellent - you got every-
thing. This is a most impressive 
performance, worthy of the 
Guildmasier himself. Slav I be the 

5 What do 1 do with the pyjama 
cord? 
6 Where do I find the food for the 
bat? 
7 How can I persuade the child to 
give me the yoyo? 

1 Drop the coals near the forest to 
melt lite snow. You can also use 
them to attract the hull. 
2 In the dispenser. 
3 Fill the can when you strike oil. 
4 Use the pickaxe from the cell to 
smash the rocks. 
5 Paint it with the tin of black paint 
to get past the Japanese guard. 
6 Give her the icicle. 

(With thanks to JEFFREY 
WALKER) 

KENTILLA 
NATILIE RIPSHER has several 
questions: 
1 How do you carry the sword 
across the river? 
2 Is the black knife of any use? 
3 How do you enter the castle? 
4 Where do you find the rope? 
5 Where can I find the key to the 
treasure room? 
1 Say KENTILLA to teleport the 
sword. 
2 Give the black knife to FJva. 
3 Rescue Timandra from the 
swamp and return her to Zelda. 
She'll give you a lift. 
4 Give the Chief Cavezat a pre-
sent. 
5 Wait for the Urga Maul to attack 
you in the dungeon. EXAMINE 
him twice to find the key. Keep 

first to congratulate you and offi-
cially welcome vow lo the ranks of 
the Guild of Thieves.' 
Congratulations, Mr Lawson, 
The Guild of Thieves Superhero! 
I wonder how long it will take 
before we feature a Jinxter 
Superhero in Adventure 
Trail . . . 

WITH 
REGRET . . . 

Last month I failed to mention 
that Haggisoft's adventure 
Monster is available only on 12SK 
cassette. (Put a witty comment 
here, Steve. Sorry, Sam -
couldn't think of one - Ed.) 

CLUBBING 
TOGETHER 

The Speclrum Adventure Club 
has asked me to give them a men-
tion. They seek to brin^ together 
artists, designers and Spectrum 
programmers so (hat they can 
benefit from each others* talents. 
Membership is 50p per quarter 
and newsletters are issued every 
two or three months. Anyone 
who's interested should contact 
t he club at 21 Winchester A venue, 
Cardiff; CF3 7BT 

Bamboozled? Successful? 
Smug? Bemused? Send 
your tips, queries and com-
ments on adventures oid 
and new to SAMARA'S 
S1GNSTUMPS, CRASH. 
PO BOX 10, LUDLOW, 
SHROPSHIRE SYS IDB. 

The most interesting are 
published but I'm afraid 
that personal replies aren't 
really possible. 
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SEND YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS TODAY FOR YOUR FREE TRIAL OF 
IT'S A CRIME THE WORLDS MOST POPULAR PLAY-BY-MAIL GAME 

Write to: — 
KJC GAMES, PO BOX 11, GLEVELEYS, BLACKPOOL LANCS FYS 2UL. 
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CRISIS? 
WHAT 

CRISIS? 
BRENDON KAVANAGH presents some more 
readers' reviews and reports on the progress 
of Avaion's inhabitants . . . 

READERS' REVIEWS 
Flaming June already. How time 
flies when you're having fun, eh? 
The PBM hobby is swelling - 1 have 
so many offers, news items and 
letters coming in that I don't know 
what to do with theml Not that I'm 

those letters 
>ace to fit them 
tyway, there's 

plenty of good stuff here for you 
this month: the long awaited 
review of Crisis is here at last, as is 
a report of the goings on in Avalon. 
And let's not forget the generous 
offer from Spellbinder Games: 
FREE start-ups to all CRASH 
readers who write to Spellbinder; 
an offer unlike any other! 
Crisis is a low priced and, shall we 
say, not over-complicated PBM 

strategy game. For some time now 
CRASH reader reviewers Mark 
England and Graham Rogers 
have been giving the game a good 
hard play. Graham has kept in 
touch with me on a regular basis 
since his start-up and It would not 
be true to say that he has 
encountered no GM problems. At 
one point he was dropped from a 
game for 'running out of credit' 
(which he didn't exactly do) but 
after a while good old Colin (Colin 
Filburn of Mystery And Adventure 
Games - the GM!) came to his 
rescue and got Graham started up 
once more. I understand that his 
second attempt was fairly 
successful! 

Now then, on to the End Of 

CREEPHOUSE 
y l v 

THE PLAY BY MAIL GAME ^ 
Become a creep, slime or wulf & try to be the first to escape fte^Bj 
most darkest, meanest haunted house in America You will 

i'competing against 40 other players & 60 computer controlled^ 
_ monsters 

Greenhouse is a new play by mail game & uses '30 Adventure-
Vision' which allows you to push & stack all the Creephouse fur-
niture. fight other players & 9 different types of monster, and 
move north, south, east, west, up and dowrr. featuring; 
Trapdoors, blood barrels, garlic, stakes, gobble plants, vampire 
women, skeleton keys, locked doors, and much much more. 

Turns are 90p each. The RULEBOOK. FOUR 30 FLOOR PLANS OF 
THE HAUNTED HOUSE, ENTRY CARD 4 TWO FREE TURNS an 
free. Just send your name & address to Protect Basilisk (Crash),' 
P0 BOX 24, Sheemess. Kent We will return a free Creephouse 
starter pack within 8 days. 

.FREE OFFER. 

Game report. Sadly I do not have 
enough space to print both reports 
this month, but here Is Mark 
England's view of Crisis for your 
reading: 

A common complaint of postal 
gaming is that PBM games can 
often be slow to develop at the 
start of the game. In Crisis I found 
no such problem I The player is 
thrown into battle from the word 
Got, and for the rest of the game 
there is little break from the 
bedlam of war. I'm sure that 
players rarely have more than one 
turn in a game of Crisis without 
action on at least one of their battle 
lines. By turn 20 in the game I 
played, only three players 
(including myself) out ot the initial 
nine had survived. 

Despite the excitement and 
speed of development. I do feel 
that Crisis has several 
shortcomings. Although it makes 
no pretence of being a complex 
strategy game, gameplay is still a 
little shallow and limited. The 
whole plot of the game could be 
simplified to the general elements 
of moving your troops around the 

map (too small in my game but 
now improved and enlarged), 
'nuking' your opponents and 
building factories to raise more 
money to recruit more troops, 
manufacture more missiles and 
more factories... Quite simple 
really. 

The turnsheet is nothing 
spectacular but it conveys the 
information required with 
accuracy. It lets you know where 
the action is. who is firing missiles 
at whom, who owns what fit you 
know what I mean), and how your 
own position stands. 

Each turn, all players receives a 
newsletter containing general 
news and news specific to their 
own game. The best section of this 
small organ is The Rumour Board. 
This is where player interaction 
takes place. (Slanging matches 
are a regular occurrance here I can 
assure you! But all in good 
humour, of course.) 

To conclude, I have enjoyed 
playing Crisis (mainly because of 
the speed of play). However, I do 
find it a touch simple when 
creating strategies and I'm not 
sureiflwouldptaythe game again. 
However, I do believe that the 
game makes an ideal start into the 
world of postal gaming, mainly 
because it's cheap and not over-
complicated. But I doubt that the 
serious gamer would enjoy Crisis. 

So there vou have it. Crisis finally 
covered IA new developed version 
of Crisis is on its way with a larger 
map and revised rules - effectively 
a new game by all accounts. I 
eagerly await receipt of further 
information... 

SPECIAL 
START-
UP 
OFFERS 
Chris Dempsey of Spellbinder 
Games has been kind enough to 
offer MAILBOX readers free start-
ups in a selection of the 
Spellbinder Games. To be quite 
honest, Chris offered these 
niceties many moons ago. Still, 
here they are now: 

Spiral Arm is a low(ish) priced 
strategic science fiction wargame, 
very popular in the Flagship 
ratings. I have never played this 
game but every now and then 
somebody says something kind 
about the mixture of economics. 

warfare, strategy and diplomacy 
involved. Spiral Arm is a game 
involving exploration, the 
colonisation of other worlds, a bit 
of scrapping and a fair amount of 
imperialism on a galactic scale. 
Flayers who do not like fiddling 
with numbers should perhaps 
avoid this one. otherwise the offer 
of free start-up. rules and first 
three turns is a good one. 

Keys Of Bled is an old but 
much-enjoyed fantasy game. The 
plot? You were the captain of an 
interstellar colony ship. You have 
since been forced to crash-land on 
a dubious world - all that survived 
the crash was yourself, 200 
colonists and some livestock. It 
comes to your attention that 
intelligent life exists on the planet, 
that you will not be rescued (no 
SOS was made), and that you have 
the resources to survive on the 
new world. Here, the game starts. 
You decide upon your own 
objectives and play the game with 
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the aim of developing your 
character as you wish. The game 
mechanism is very flexible to allow 
you to do this. Keys Of Bled is a 
very well established game with a 
good following. FRP fanatics may 
enjoy this one. Again, the offer is 
free start-up, rules and three turns. 

Worlds In Conflict was 
featured in my write-up of this 
year's PBM Convention. Anyone 
who tried to write to the address 
will have realised that it was 
incorrect. Oops! Anyway, Worlds 
In Conflict was described to me at 
the convention as a Play By Mail 
form of the TV science fiction soap 
opera 'V'. Factionalised alien 
invaders battle It out against 
factionalised human defenders of 
the planet Earth. There are 22 
player positions in the game; 14 
nations (USSR, USA and so on) 
and eight alien ships. The game 
strikes me as being a very complex 
one - a lot of economics and 
diplomacy is required just to 
survive, let alone attempt to win. 

Combat is split into nine sections 
{these involve different types of fi re 
and manoeuvres) and so must be 
carefully thought out. This is not a 
simple game of the bang-bang-
you're-dead style: it's one for the 
thinkers amongst us - whoever 
they are. Once more, the offer is a 
free start-up, rulebook and first 
three turns. Not bad at all. 

Right then, there you have it. 
Games there for all tastes, I 
reckon. Ah yes - 1 mustn't forget to 
let you know that Spellbinder have 
a new season of Phil Shulklnd's 
Kickabout football game starting 
In June. There you are, I 
remembered. If you wish to take 
advantage of any of these offers 
then you can write to Spellbinder 
at PO Box 60. Wath-Upon-
Deame, Rotherham. South Yorks 
S63 7PR. Don't forget to send an 
SSAE if you are wanting further 
information on any of the above 
games! 

CHRONICLES OF 
THE KNIGHTS 
OF AVALON 
Finally, here it is. An almost up-to-
date report on what's going on In 
the world of Avalon. All live special 
CRASH games are going well, 
although the earlier games are a 
little more active than the later 
editions. Approximately 300 
players are left in the running for 
Jade Games' prize to the winner -
that elusive castle soon to be 
pictured within these very pages. 
Speculation could be made, but I 
feel it is too early yet to point out a 
possible victor. Unconfirmed 
reports have reached my ears that 
in April several young Squires 
were promoted to Knights. 
Congratulations! Your glory will be 
shared with the public next issue. 
As at turn number seven the top 
four placings were as follows: 

1 COGAN LISTER 
(Squire - Game One) 897 

points 
2 BORAGO THE BIBULOUS 

(Squire - Game Three) 863 
points 
3 FRIKKON FIVE FINGERS 

(Squire - Game Two) 844 

points 
4 KING D'SUSIUS MARAU 

(Squire - Game Four) 
points 

Well done, keep it up! 

761 

I was interested to note that 
BORAGO THE BIBULOUS In 
Game Three was 200 points ahead 
of his nearest rival in the same 
game (TELTRABB OF 
ULDARLAN). Keep trying, guys, 
that castle could be yours yet I 

Let us eagerly look forward to 
next month's update. Has COGAN 
LISTER been made a Knight Of 
Avalon? Arggh!, the suspense is 
killing me . . . 

COMING SOON: 
KJC GAMES 
SPECIAL 
MAILBOX pays a visit to the KJC 
Offices at Cleveleys, centre ot 
the Universe (alternatively, the 
middle of nowhere . . .7) 

DARK BLADES 
PLAY- BY- MAI L 

ALivm „ 
Advent 

Over 25,000 mapable positions; Unique line of sight vision; Over 20 different 
types of armour and weapons to choose from and dozens of different items to 
trade with; Play a mon-oger or human; 1000's of individual npc characters to 

hire, trade with, fight, speak to or learn from. 
There are thousands of creatures within the land of Dark Blades, all are different and 
even ihe lowliest has OVER 70 elements built into its make-up to make it a true 
individual, with Its own reactions and. dare we say. LIFE? Using the unique Gamma 
Operating system to control the game has created a living world inside a computer, 
where the game could go on even without players. You complete 10 tasks before being 
given your final quest' and the first player to complete their quest wins their game and 
receives free game play in another game, as well as a chance to become the Champion 
of Champions!* 

Don't delay the exciting experience 
of playing a LIVING ADVENTURE — 
send for your start-up package now!! 
The start-up package costs £5.00 and for this you get a rule 
book, full colour A2 poster-size map and two free turns, all 
enclosed in a full colour box to help you keep your turn sheets 
tidy. Further turns are £ 1.25 each - and we mean £ 1.25, there 
are no "HIDDEN" extras. 

DARK BLADES! 
p l a y ^ B Y ^ m a i l 

I St Vrize 
HACKER 

the Golden Dragon 

Dark Blades Play by Mall 
prixe for rhe Champion of 
Champions. Hacker Is 
22ct Gold Plated and 
valued at OVER El.OOOt 
S4«r Approximate tang span of 13" 
and measures II" In length. 

Send your £5.00 (cheque/cash/postal order, no coins 
please) 10: STANDARD GAMES PBM. Arion House. 
Station Road. Kings Langley. Herts WD4 8LF . or if 
you're STILL noi convinced send a stamped addressed 
envelope tor more details. A 

h u
N 



COMMUNICATIONS 
THE FUTURE'S SO 
BRIGHT . . . 
PAUL EVANS finally manages to go M.U.D. 
wrestling 

tf I went up to someone in the 
street and said 'I like M.U.D.-, then 
they would probably think I was 
nuts - and I'd agree with them! 
However, if I said the same thing to 
someone on a Prestel chatline (or 
any other chatline for that matter), 
they would say 'Oh, that's nice', or 
something equally boring. Street-
cred chatters might say 'Great! 
See you on Shades in two 
minutes!'. This is because Shades 
has become the only decent 
M.U.D. to be seen in. 

'Ah, but what has Prestel or 
Shades got to do with a solution of 
soil and water?', I hear you cry. The 
answer is: absolutely nothing, as 
In this case M.U.D. stands (or 
Multi-User Dungeon. A Multi-User 
Dungeon is an adventure with a 
difference. For one thing, you need 
a modem to play it. Got it yet? You 
also need lots of friends with their 
own computers and modems. 
Taken the hint? For the denser life 
forms among you, the idea is that 
you all play the same adventure at 
the same time. You can interact 
with each other, try and come up 
with a solution or just wander 
around spoiling everybody else's 
fun. As you have probably gues-
sed. M.U.D.s have potential for 
great growth and exploitation. 

Once you have linked people 
together to play a game, your 
imagination can run wild! The first 
M.U.D. (called M.U.D., amazingly 
enough) was set up in the early 
eighties. At the time everyone was 
very enthusiastic and M.U.D. 
achieved cult status amongst 
comms users. It allows particip-
ants to take on different per-
sonalities, which I think is a great 
advantage; all your innermost feel-
ings can be released through man-
ipulation of your character. If you 
have a particularly nasty streak, 
then create a barbarian and 
slaughter people just for fun! How-
ever, the adventure side of the 
original M.U.D. was. in my opinion, 
very limited and hardly matched 
the standards of games such as 
The Pawn or even The Hobbit. 

No other M.U.D.s appeared for 
a long time after the original until 
Micronet took interest in what a 
certain programmer in Greater 
London was up to . . . 

THE ARCH-WIZARD 

In a small cave near Gatwick air-
port, a mystical arch-wizard was 
hard at work. As a final tribute to 
himself, he decided to transfer his 
great epic on to a computer. His 
journey into the land of Shades 
would take some time to chronicle; 
suffice it to say. he worked long 
and hard, As the days passed, he 
fed more and more information 
into his advanced abacus until his 
task at last came to an end. All his 
memories of the land and its 
inhabitants had been entered Into 
his PDP11. The adventurers of this 
earth could finally gaze upon the 
product of his wisdom and try to 
solve the puzzles that it had taken 
him ages to create. At last they 
would see the magical land of 
Shades! 

Micronet purchased the 
wizard's knowledge from him and 
granted many users access to his 
computerised wonderland. The 
wizard was allowed to retain all his 
original power and became known 
as mighty Hazeii, the Arch-Wizard, 
who has complete control over the 
system and its users. 

So now all you 'netters have 
access to Shades, I'd better tell 
you a bit about it. Shades is a large 
improvement on the original 
M.U.D. and integrates a complex 
adventure with the multi-user facil-
ity. Its presentation is very similar 
to Teletalk's. A few years ago, 
even to think of being able to scroll 
text on a Viewdata screen was a 
sign of madness. However, follow-
ing extensive study, Hazeii finally 
came up with the goods. His 
method is quite simple; the text 
makes its way down the screen 
and, when it reaches the bottom, 
goes back up to the top. It's not 
perfect scrolling, but for Viewdata 
it's quite good! Shades is pre-
sented in this format with a line 
reserved at the bottom for entering 
text. Just type your line, press 
enter and the result is printed in 
the scrolling box. From now on just 
treat it like an ordinary adventure. 

Your initial task, when entering 
Shades for the first time, is to 
create a new persona. This 
involves choosing your name, sex 

and password. You use this pass-
word to gain entry to the system 
every time you play. Once in the 
playing area, you are free to roam 
as you please. You can move 
around trying to earn points and it 
won't be long before someone or 
something grabs your attention. 

The aim of the game is to win 
points by collecting treasures and 
putting them to interesting use! I 
won't say exactly how as this is 
obviously part of the game. The 
more points you accumulate, the 
higher your rank goes. You start at 
novice and can climb up the very 
long promotional ladder to wizard. 
There are about 18 different 
categories which have a variety of 
different names. Once you have 
attained the rank of wizard (for 
which you need 50,000+ points) 
you become all-powerful and can 
kill any player with a flick of your 
little finger. Fun, eh? It's a long 
route to the top, though, and the 
almighty category of arch-wizard 
(a 'god) can only be awarded by 
Hazeii himself. To my knowledge 
only two arch-wizards. Including 
Hazeii, exist. 

SHADISTS 

The game is set in the land of 
Shades, a typical fantasy adven-
ture environment. There's the 
inevitable ruined city, the river, the 
mystical wood and the castle. Get-
ting into this fortress requires a 
slightly more indirect approach 
than just lowering the drawbridge. 

It's feels as H the world actually 
exists because wherever you go, 
there are REAL people to talk to! 
Interaction between players takes 
up a lot of game time. You can kill, 
steal or do equally unpleasant 
things to other players who can 
then do nasty things to you. If 
you're feeling sociable then you 
can converse with other particip-
ants. If these players are very nice 
people they might help you; quite 
possibly they'll be asking for 
advice themselves. 

You can go for a chat in the vil-
lage pub where I found out just 
how much Shades has become a 
way of life for its users. Whilst talk-
ing to a Shadist about the fact that 

Genesis was the only group worth 
listening to. I was approached by 
another player who had used his 
fighting power to become a 
mercenary and was trading points 
for contracts on anyone lower than 
his rank! I think this sums up the 
way Shades works; it has created 
its own universe and has many 
groups that work together, as well 
as independently of each other, to 
try and beat the system (warning; 
not all groups should be trusted -
some are keen to seize your 
powerl). 

I think by now you should have a 
good idea of how Shades works. 
Its parser is fairly basic but some 
of the interaction commands are 
very good. All the commands for 
TeleTalk (such as 'POGO' or 
' SMILE') are available and a full list 
is given in the on-line Instruction 
manual. My favourite is the 
EMOTE facility. This enables you 
to perform actions that will be dis-
played to their users. For example. 
When you type "EMOTE bashes 
his head against the wall', the 
others see 'Paul bashes his head 
against the wall'. Loadsa fun! 

If you dislike the Viewdata scrol-
ling facility then you can switch to 
the normal scrolling format but this 
requires scrolling software (availa-
ble on VTX Editor). The display is 
much better and easier to keep 
track of. 

The price of this pleasure is 
1 62p per minute (£1 an hour) if you 
are a member of Micronet, or 3p 
per minute if you are only sub-
scribed to Prestel. It's worth every 
penny. 

It's almost impossible to sum-
marise this journey into the 
unknown. All I can say is that it is 
the only real goal for the adven-
turer looking for a bigger chal-
lenge. Instead of interacting with 
standard computer characters 
(whose reactions are predeter-
mined) you are faced with real 
people whose actions will be dif-
ferent in every game you play. 
Some will stop at nothing to rob 
you of your treasure or power and 
really nasty Shadists won't hesi-
tate to take pot-shots at you' You 
have to play it to sample the sense 
of reality. If this is only the begin-
ning of M.U.D.s then we're in for a 
good time!! 

The bottom line is: When on Pre-
stel, type *SHADES$ ' 

NEXT MONTH 

I'm hoping to get a bit of an exclu-
sive for next month, so to keep it 
that way I'm not going to tell you 
what it is! If there is room left after 
that. I'll hBve a look at home-shop-
ping on Prestel. See you next 
month! 

54 CRASH June 1988 
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CBM64 128 9 . 9 9 c 1 1 . 9 9 d 

SPECTRUM 8 . 9 9 c 

AMSTRAD 9 . 9 9 c 1 4 . 9 9 d 

ATARI ST 1 9 . 9 9 d 

AMIGA 2 4 . 9 9 d 

ISM PC 1 9 . 9 9 d 

GIANTS OF THE VIDEO GAMES INDUSTRY 

Te n y ( M l h a v e p a t t e d t l n c e e h * d e v o u r i n g 
w w w h r n t h e e n e m l e t n e w 7 a r g o n 

m l t i l l c t d e i t r o y r d Our t i v J I I l j l l o r v 

T h e o n l y h o p * « r e h m o t r e g a i n i n g out h o m e 
w o r l d a n d tr b u i l d i n g o u r l l v e i l l e i I n t h * 
l u r a h o f o u r e l i t e t o r e * o f B i o n i c C o m n u n d o i 
W i t h I h c l r t e l e u o p t t U n U . t e p h l t t l c a l e d 
w e a p o n r y a n d b i o n i c p o a w t h e y m u t t 
I n f i l t r a t e t h e e n e m y b « n , d e s t r o y t h e d e a d l y 
f o e a n d n e u t r a l i t y I h c l r d o o t m d j y w e a p o m . 
y o u r t * III a n d their M o n t e p o w e n a r e o u r only 

zh • r 
J 
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44-95 or £49-95 
TOR THE SPECTRUM + 3 

o m H I face 3 
"THE PLUS 3 DISC SOLUTION' (Sinclair I sir) 

"If you want lo use commercial Spectrum software with the Plus :t you MlrST I 
buy a Romantic Robot Muliifare :(, or AmMrad s disk drive will hel 

useless with commercial software. The Multifile :l is the ONLY n-liable wa\J 
to copy Spectrum programs to disk." (Computer Shopper) 

"Any 12#K+:I owner wil 

A GOOD REASON TO 
BlTfSPE(TRL*M + 3" 

(Crash) 

find it a wonderful device, Indispensable even." 
(Sinclair I'xer) 

MUl.iH'llINi 
THE ULTIMATE SPECTRUM 

PARALLEL PRINTER I N T E R F A C E . 
NSTANTL"* usat*- (Software f1 RO ĥ lrK \ j 
rtfCCP* j t.fvqw 'Rkt.l BUTTON tosrev 
•vtMrim Jr>d en phnting ̂ jrjWfcf i rv' COP> 
> •• tree- L<NE teed a-dsn. sptn^g. j mtrgmi etc • ' ..> I., . PKOOHAM'-tARU " BASIC 
v-.-fnHS it« J)0* TO L6t Bi. t tn MULTi TOOLKIT 

• 4 Wtf/i I Jrr- ,-yinttl i.i!U 

OMltifacc* Ofjfj +~4'/?j 
MUl I If-ACL cjn stop ANY progr.uv At ANY pent and 
COP) it to d'ik cartridge wafe* Sfjpt' It w ^ every ,s 

fli; Y jutonxttn menu dwn. user-tnendly. id<ot piooi 
Absolutely f ASY to use ust load a game, push a txitton to 
I K i t / I « and let MUl lit AC I COPY it Option to SAVI 
ndCOPY server* Mosi efficient COMPRISING flu f m 

unique NUi U TOOLKII essentdi for poking, fucking, eti 
BK l*AM ester,on vital for GENIE LIFEGUARD. etc 
MlA TffAct I I I " • n»i ki- ,w> > <1-W modi: 

• 
H H U H H H 

Screens can be copied to printer, saved to tape/mdnve/disk. 
I incorporated into other programmes, animated (6 different 
I screens can be held by VIDEOFACE and changed as you wish 

| VIDEOFACE ss menu-driven, fast and very easy to use ail you 
need is a Spectrum, COMPOSITE VIDEO signal and a lead 
You can even adjust the gram (the black and white ratio) and 
create special ejects' VIDEOFACE is a unique, most useful and 
powerful add-on and it is also SO much fun and |0y 

""•"""•"'MJiiiijuiii'juiiiiiiiium — 

AN print vaiu itnctty by mulwltf I.5.I9M - JO 4 19W 

5 
/ 

I enclose a cheque /PO for C j + 

or debit my F " ^ No 

Name ... 

Address 

THE Y€ftR DF THE RDBQT B£ FftRT D f IT 

_ . rMULTIFACE THREE C 
Card expiry ' 

MULTIPRIN1 C 
LIFEGUARD E 
SPECTRUM + 3 DISCS C 

r ^ J W l l C P ^ J ^ I I T ® 54 Deanscroft Ave. London NW 9 BEN ^ f f 24 hrs C 3 H 5 I 0 1 " 2 0 0 8 8 7 0 [CR 
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fear n 1 an unpleasant often strong 

emotion caused by anticipation or 

^ awareness of danger 2 anxiety, 

solicitude 3 profound reverence 

and awe, esp towards God 4 reason 

for alarm; danger 

fear vt 1 to have a reverential awe of 

< God > 2 to be afraid of; 

consider or expect with alarm ~ vi •K* ' f* 

to be afraid or apprehensive 

it 
f: \ / y f e I 
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THE WORLD 
OF 
FANTASY 
AND 
HORROR . . . 

• H f \ ts a stunning runs 
1 rfXlM B ^magazine. A puhlica-
tion th.it will chart a wondrous 
course througli the thrill of Fantasy, the 
dark dread of Horror and the mindblast 
of Science Fiction. These three related 
genres make up today's biggest single 
interest area in fiction, films and video, 
and now the essential reading 
companion to this absorbing world is 
here at last, A magazine created to 
reflect the atmosphere and colour, the 
frisson and savagery of the imagination 
of the world's gre.il writers and 
directors. 

In Close Encounter> Of The Third Kind, 
when the gathered scientists all stare 

FILMS - VIDEO 

skywards as the vast mothership regal I v 
descends, the emotion writ large upon 
all their faces is one of fear. And yet, 
dearly, they are not terrorised, horrified 
or even frightened - they are in awe; 
and later, their state ol awe turns to one 
of reverence at the astonishing event 
they are witnessing. 

Yes, fear does mean the stale of mind 
traditionally associated with the word, 
but it also implies awe, reverence and 
most importantly - wonder. 

FEAR is a publication that will keep 
you informed, is hound to make you 
think - and will definitely chill vour 
bones. It will be Britain's glossiest and 
must stylish Fantasy and Horror 
magazine ever - so let it gnaw its way 
into your life ; . . 

STEP! IE\ 
C A L L A C I I E R 

Fantasy films for the cinema have been big box-office since 
Star Wars, and with the advent of the video player, hire 
cassettes and masterpieces such as Halloween and Hellraiscr, 
it has grown into a multi-billion dollar affair. 

With special correspondents already in position in the 
United States, FEAR will bring you the very latest 
production news, interviews, profiles and - most 
importantly - review® on films well before they are available 
in the UK, with the emphasis on plots, implementation, 
special effects and the creative drive of the directors and 
actors behind them. And that's not forgetting the many 
productions which never even reach the cinema, intended 
as they are for direct video 
distribution - another 
crucial area in which you 
will be relying on FEAR to 
let you know what's 
happening, when, how it 
was done and by whom. 

BOOK REVIEWS L l M i] 
Films may be the most 
obviously visual outward 
expression of the Science 
Fiction, Fantasy and 
Horror genres, but the 
heart and core is its 
literature. Hundreds of 
titles are released every 
year, forming one of the 
largest slices of the book 
market - yet there has been 
almost nowhere for you to 
read reviews - until now. 
FEAR will be in the 
forefront of bringing you 
authoritative reviews of 
the very latest fiction from 
both sides of the Atlantic, 
often using well-known 
novelists as critics. And 
FEAR won't be ignoring 
the news element, letting 
you know what to expect 
and look out for in the 
world of books. 

Slf-J'l Ir 

r 



FICTION 
One unique aspect to 
FEAR will be immediately 
apparent: fiction. For 
the first time in years, 
FEAR will represent a vital 
outlet for short stories. 
We are commissioning internationally 
famous, best-selling novelists from the 
Fantasy, Horror and Science Fiction fields 
to write short stories for FEAR. Most of 
these authors love writing short 
stories, yet have very few publishing 
outlets for them and there is a huge 
readership begging for them. You can 
certainly expect to read stories from the 
pens of writers such as Shaun Hutson, 
Clive Barker and Ramsey Campbell in 
the first few issues. Not oniy the 
famous are catered for though, FEAR 
will also be looking for contributions 
from outstanding young writers who 
have not yet had the opportunity to 
publish-a chance, perhaps, foryou to 
shine as well! 

CLASSIFIEDS 
You will want to contact thousands of 
other like-minded readers with low-
cost small ads, whether you want to 
buy, swap or sell something, find pen-
pals, discover access to private 
collections of knowledge for research 
purposes, advise others of club and 
society activities or let them know 
about your fanzines. FEAR's reader 
classified section will probably be the 
best way of doing it, and you can place 
a small ad for as little as £3.00 for 35 
words (and a better deal exists for 
FEAR subscribers). The Personal 
classifieds are not open to trade 
advertising, but small ad semi-display 
rates are available on request. 
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1 -4 f \ is a not-to-be-
A . J ^ f X m J L m missed exper-
ience in terror and awe, wonder and 
excitement, and it starts on June 16, 
priced £2.50 - with extra special sub-
scriber discounts - see the details! 

In your first issue: 
THEY LIVE! 
him maker John Car^nUM- on his latest 
offering PRJNt'F. Oh DARKNESS 
SKIPP and SPECTOR 
Brilliant new writing duo from the Stales, 
tell all on their new book Tl II- SCREAM, and 
their collaboration with CUVE BARKER on 
the forthcoming film THE BRIDGE 
OKTOBER 
Best-selling author STEPHEN 
GAI LAG!IFRqut//ed on he* new hardback 
offering and VALLF.Y OF LIGHTS out in 
paperback 
NEIL JORDAN 
1 he creator of COMPANY OF WOl VES on 
his latest offering 
CUT! 
We find out how the British Board of film 
Censors decides on what we are allowed to 
mx* - and vour chance to air your views! 

FEAR FICTION! 
When little girls want revenge, teachers 
should beware 
THE EYE OF CHILDHOOD 
Ramsey Campbell paints in blood . . . 

Time-telling can go wrong tor 
THE DANDELYON WOMAN 
SF terror from Nicholas Rovlc 

And a mystery story (he won't tell) from 
Shaun Hutson 

AND THEN THERE'S: 
PAGES Ol REVIEWS covering the latest 
film and video releases and book launches 
NEWS AND PREVIEWS from both Britain 
and the States on novels and films we can 
expert to see Idler this year 
HOW TO MAKE A MOVIE 
COMPETITIONS galore, with some very 
strange and exciting prizes 
FAN CLU B profiles, news and events guide 
and introducing: 
THE PEAR FACTOR start of a regular 
series where famous people tell of their 
terrors 

f 
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I H E W O R I . D O F F A N T A S Y A N D H O R R O R 

T H E P R I N C E 
O F D A R K N E S S 
John Carpenter says 
T H E Y L I V E ! 

T H E S C R E A M -
Meet America 's answer to Clivc Barker -
S K I P P & S P E C T O R 

Original Fiction 
from 
S H A U N 
H U T S O N ! ^yJJF 
T H E / 
F A N T A S Y 
F A C T O R Y f ? # 
Spcvial I 'X from 
I fell raiser 2 1 .V >.tf 
The Unholy 
Pumpkin Head 
Prinee ( ) l Darkness 
O F G O R E 
A N O G R L ' E 
Clivc Barker .V 
R.imstvt impbtll 3 
tell tall talcs of research 

C E N S O R S H I P -
T H E P E T I T I O N 

Make your views count! 

^ S P L U S 
SI- , Hor ror St I .int.i>v 
Honk, f i l m , VitR-o Reviews 

t 

mk 
V ^ f 

V / * - .C 
WkWm 

Please note: the conltniv vhnwo 

on the Issue 1 cover above are t 
to coovey an impression and i 
not he the same a» the < 
published in the &r« issue 

SEND NOW FOR YOUR FIRST COPY! 

I HAVE KNOWN NO FEAR AND 
WOULD LIKE TO TASTE SOME! 
Please send me a copy of Issue 1 of FEAR, Britain's most exciting new 
Fantasy magazine, price£2.50 (post+packing included.) 

Name ... 
Address 

M» 
I enclose £2.50 cheque 
de payable to Newsfield Ltd please. 

Postcode 
O I enclose £2.50 postal order 

On the other hand, I'm so excited by the prospect of FEAR that I would like 
to subscribe, and (understand that'there is a subscribers' discount plan and 
some amazing special offers. Please send me the details immediately , . . 
Please tick this box if you would like subscription details: [ J 

Send form to: 
FEAR OPENING OFFER, NEWSFIELD, PO BOX 20, 
LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB /Q . 
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JON BATES discards 
his blood-stained 
Marigold gloves in 
favour of a DX 
programmer and an 
equally blood-
stained letter-
opener . . . ; 

r « ' ' \ « AH files and voices tan besaved IE i f i l 

t F - I : 1 . 7 8 

' " 1 

I . C C : ( t J 
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I I'm beginning to like 
igazine - they've even got hold 
pictures ol my. soiry, ourhouse 
my articles. 
Vhilst hunting through the 
ste bins in some of the cabins 

motel, I found wrapped up in 
a frcee-day old copy of the Los 
A p k c I ^ Times the most 

" rvellousDX21/27/100 
jrammer. It's the one released 

rn Quasar software and in 
parison with some of the 

pposedly upmarket software for 
-bit machines it takes quite a bit 

•accidental) of beating; jo •-•-
f it was better. AwJ-you get a 

Jri: ^hote load ot ne«.$6unds to boot 
-'about 150 in all.;. 

Quasar have taken a very visual 

X 

78 -3 

88 

xQGSb6 

main vkotk area pops up. Oown the 
left band side of the screen appear 
graphic wave displays of the 
envelopes for the tour operators (I 
moke no apologias for not going 
through an FM syhth primer as 

Sherexia time and place for 
"verything - and this ain't either, 
iorry.) Underneath that <s a 
croiling windowihrough which 

;ess can be gained to all the 
cttarts - basically either editing 

r transferring to'ind from the 
fjlibrary, tape or the synth. JuSt to 
left of centre, a set of four vertical 
bars show you ttoretative outputs 
of each operator^ the form of bar 
jraphs of the levels which are 
essential to .the final sound. Thia 

nciplefotiowe through in. the 
alter areSB'.on the right tuiu 

side of the screen. Adisplay at 1 
screen shows tho 

» si 

C f » 3 ; 2 . 6 2 - 3 

[ U I T V C l C t 

algorithm deftr^ 
configuration cfl 
currently in use. ftieft 
figure to it" sright is ir " 
of feedback set on c 
and not, as I though^ 
number. At the topoj 
the name ascribed* 

In edit mode you <J 
around the different j 
each' being t^hlic 
whenaclivati 
here is that1) 
the screen ! HH 
since editing & usu 
fine tunicig.juet a fev/.f 
dodging between tvsT 
alternately, tolSe jtfj 
proved aiittltfcor 

| U I H T I L L 
f t t l T 

1 SB 

to tape, but Quasar have noi 
srnply stopped there. You find, on 
consulting the handbook, (which 
although tacky and rather quaintly 
• fl ie very straightforward) that 

program is adaptable to a large 
ae- H can be obtained in.fcrad 
- o f pemwtatior*: wfa-o* 

XRQ Interfaced 28 ot & 
1 network and will store 

fle. Microdrive, OPUS 
Discovery, Disciple, MGT PlueO 
or the fi&flo pay yer money and 
take yer choice; ft'sa snip at E9.99. 

Quasar are perns to letyou 
know that they have been on the 
move and can now be sent lots of 
money at their new address listed 

wondered' were tbet 
arrows be 
joystick, cflnffol?-/.-;^ 

However, Jh's l$<y>iy 
hiccup ih wH«t i 
utility. I partiC^iatly* 

62 CRASH June 1988 
jwe^H has at copious and very 

• send me a DX7 programmer 
for review arid the results of 
exhaustive testing by myself and 
motbfciriwijl be revealed at ft later 

j e ^Kft.Tlp$TQpe. now 
<»teiiabwit £5 95fcee last ? , 
^ M ' M & f r & W 1 details). fo 
, contairt&Some pretty nttty routines 

"2 by Sirrwn whfeh convert progr ams 
tor on^ interface J(o another, sudi 

from Quasar's Yamaha OX 100/27/21 
d file manage®5BBE^HBRff! 

Y H I r H n H 
1 > Z' i w L' -

VERSION i . l 
vv ) FOF: TAPE 

r » I A M D ! » . T £ C F k : E 

1 

If 
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Music Machine 
releasing details Of ioterfa^'ptmSi 
that should enable any MIDI ; 
program to run on any MIDI 
interface when subjected to the 
conversion program*', 

I p c j 

MOTEL MAIL BOX 

? 

| 

is 

Bg 

And no w to the tottem 
mail. Soma-
forcing $1 
by fair m< 
programs! _ • • 1 J 
through thfc MMalrr.ail t x » o H Q 
all the mosK times and tapes that 
have been sent, I th. nk the pnze for 
the best goes to Michael M.irtin 
from Cwmbran In Gwent. He has 
woffced overtime to present a 
decentfy displayed arwt ordered 
music program that telects toads 
of aome nice W c b ^ W ^ 
effects, plusattstfogOf ho*tO 
achieve some of the effects,oo Vte 
128. He also asks mefora fe&ttK' 
• 'I Oiijs'cflflbgrammirift. Basicity 
the ojrtfy hiccups that occur in fi" 
pro gram a re one ot note timraE 
Michael, i would suggest thai9 
take a good look at a gbod 5 . 
arrangement of the song you want 
the 12810 perform and then work 
it out sothat yau can do it in two or 
three simultaneous parts, again 
working from a printed 
arrangement II you are not sum £ 

begin, see if you can gel 
someone who can play wed 1o 

• #ttho tapes sent I 
The other problem is thai sortie:'; 

combination® of voices cause jj 
additional unwanted harmonies to I 
be generated when the parts are .3 
too close together. Although this ' 
can be turned to your advantage 
to create effects, it is genera lly -
unwanted when playing tunes.. X 
Any»Vay. I shall be offering our.new 
editor the choice of staying a few |f 

at the motel or shoving 
| " tip® ta^wwf-

haven't got 365 days a week 
write in each tune individual 
Send your tape, marked tipi clqii . 
with your name, aho also send a 
listing, preferably printed, of your 
best tune. I 'm afraid that uttlitios or 
tunes that are not do da ta or audio 
tape cannot be considered. 

no universal 
IbG pre-MlDf era than 

^ge^yov, | 
Isorrtd o l M l ~ 
. ..hs do hayo;MlDl - 9 

ion kttsayatfabte trom 
Bsma^fumptvies. « « 1 

P 4 Gay wood from Tilbury In & 
wants toknow several ? 
frrst of all. he Sikes I laving 3 

- notation On screen; for this t' 
I yel to see aprogram to better 

Music Typewrite? from Romantic 
Rototf-gw was first reviewed 

by me in issue 16 and Is 9 
' display around w 
ffTuns in 

'Would like some 
iVisea program thai; 

ousetheqwefj | to| | | 

H • oukln't be too a 
hard to ach e v t ^ f w there's a I 

fot sowone to 
program up and aond^n. AH. iv 
successful programs get (feted. 

iV.AMlrjM' pham from L or,don is 
. t-r oo§» and routines for the 

lie MaChme Roger alao 
o DQ20 keyboard and a 

| 8lZton*modute--the I 
jatt»>s»pidly gaining ft £ j 
KpjWtxariftt over the F0O1, Now by 
u- and uncajp^' 

e. I a m i 
a atrofic 

tbftl>($lZ t o d i p B j 
letter box. It <s cbnfiourod lor the 
XRl interface but a wore or two to 
r >j -RAMM' Club shoufdprovide 
you with pokes andlhe conversion j 
routines for the Music Machine A 

S review of the TX812 program wOl 
next rtjooth'a 

how toMerfsce 
l-Machineitooe--

key board tO'"1" 

retther 
H i . iturd 
y<>ureetf6r • 

' Several hundred pounds 
vamaha MEP4,f 

i 1/WCuW think that 
be^leto send the 

Ofor 

esitseH-̂  
K i BMPM! 

UsS 

WffiR' 
uSBC PROBLEMS? -
WHAT PROBLEMS? 

w . - . w 

David Johnvxtfrbi* l i f tcfci 
Devon, wants to know if there 
way of connecting an ordina 
synth without MIDI to a MIDI 
interface. This is a fairly copnmoh 
query and so to yo\; ail I say: Jell ma 
S(ACTLYwh.it the Synth festndfll 
then be able toti f tou if there are 
kits available to conv^t them. 
Some symhs caab® corow^ad to 
send and receive.i 

hirwaid 
I S f l S W * J M 

CRUCIAL ADDRESSES 

Phillip Rees; FREEPOST 

?S5J 5? U s f ' C , u b address): 1 Hill Crest Court, Shoot Up Hill 
London NW23PG. Tel 01452 ' 

Quasar (new address): 60 
Bowsprit Point, Melish Street 
LggonEUBNU. Tel 01 987 
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SPRING 
SURPRISES 

Spring has been fruitful 
for the Spectrum market 
this year, with a flood of 
new +3 utilities, a 
conversion of ZX BASIC 
for the Amstrad CPC 
range, and signs of 
Amstrad's long-forecast 
shift into the computer-
music market. SIMON N 
GOODWIN reports 

ORIGINAL SOFTWARE for the Spectrum + 3 is flooding onto the market 
at last. In the last few days I've received three new serious programs from 
Tasman Software, a clutch of utilities from ZX Guaranteed, and news of 
the latest +3 titles from Lerm, Betasoft and HiSoft. 

Most importantly, Locomotive Software have at last put the CP/M Plus 
operating system on the Spectrum. This move has been predicted since 
1982, although it was not technically feasible until the launch of the +3. 
CP/M doubles the size of the Spectrum's software-base at a stroke, and 
changes the +3 from a specialist games box into a bargain-priced 
general-purpose computer. 

At last it looks as if the +3 is here to stay, despite its high price, 
technical quirksandlackof compatibility with older Spectrums. Software 
houses are breaking away from the' toy market' image, taking advantage 
of the +3's standard ports, and bringing Spectrum users 'serious' 
applications software. 

It's not yet clear how this will affect the main Spectrum market. 
Machine-specific games will always dominate Spectrum software sales 
by volume, because - as publishers know well - they are disposable 
products in an ever-changing fashion market. 

The + 3 is a valuable part of Amstrad's range, but it's a hybrid product: 
a CPC/Spectrum clone rather than a true Spectrum. At least for the time 
being, if you only want to use Spectrum-specific hardware and software, 
you're better off with a +2 and a Plus D or Swift Disk - but the +3 is 
gaining a unique character. 

It's interesting that Amstrad have put the price of the PCW 6256 range 
up to around twice that of the -i-3; they seem to be protecting the 
Spectrum's status on the borderline between games and serious 
computing. 

There are strong signs that Amstrad have chosen a new direction for 
their mass-market entertainment products. If you've been paying 
attention over the last three years you will not be surprised to hear that 
they're moving into music-making. DIY music is going to be a very, very 
big hobby, and an extension of home computing as distinct and popular 
as game playing or word processing. 

After the + 2A - the +3 with cassette - it looks as if the +4 will have 
add-on music hardware, probably similar to the RAM Music Machine 
hardware designed by ex-Sinclair staff at Flare Technology. No-one -
even at Amstrad - knows when this will appear as I write, and the first 
Amstrad home-made music product is not a computer. 

The Studio 100 started to get TV advertising in April, when it reached 
a few high-street shops. It's a four track tape recorder, which lets you 
build up a stereo recording from up to 10 parts, recorded separately. It 
also includes a six channel mixer, to combine sounds and effects, four 
grotty microphones, speakers, uncomfortable headphones, an echo 
generator and a complete music centre - including a second tape deck, 
turntable and a three-band stereo tuner. 

There's an ominous' DATA' connector on the back, and the manual -
by +2 manual editor Ivor Spital - just hints that it is 'reserved for future 
Amstrad add-on products' - believe it! 

The Studio 100 is a fabulous peripheral for a sampler or SpecDrum. At 
E300 it's an expensive toy. but excellent value. The sound quality is not 
brilliant, but tolerable, as you'd expect from Amstrad. 

At first, the Studio 100 is sure to sell well lor other reasons. Staff In my 
local Curryscynically reckon most punters won't know what It'sfor, but 
they'll buy it because it has more knobs and switches than anything else 
in the shop: 33 knobs, 7 faders, 22 switches, 21 buttons. 17 sockets and 
a lever! 

Once people have got it, they won't be disappointed, as long as they 
can find time to play with it. We can expect a steady stream of interactive 
music products from Amstrad within the next few years. 
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DESPITE ITS SUCCESS in the 
specialist games market, the 
Spectrum has always been a 
general-purpose computer. Until 
recently it has been handicapped 
by an obscure operating system, 
no standard disks and a limited 
home TV display resolution. 
Locomotive Software have 
addressed all three of these 
problems with the launch of CP/M 
Plus for the +3. 

CP/M HISTORY 
When micros first appeared, 
models were all totally 
incompatible, like game machines 
today. After a while people 
decided it was a waste to rewrite 
programs tor every new machine, 
so tney dug out a program written 
in 1974 that would control disks 
and a simple display on ANY 
computer with an 8080 processor, 
or Its souped-up successor the 
Z80. The program was called 
Control Program/Monitor, or CP/ 
M for short. 

CP/M was important because It 
mean that programs could be 
written once and work on lots of 
different machines without 
changes. All the machine-specific 
bits were handled by calling the 
control program. This was a bit 
slow and restrictive - it ruled out 
graphics and sound - but it was 
worth it. because thousands of 
CP/M programs were written -
programming tools, business 
software, and text games like 
adventures. Many programs are 
available at just the cost of a disk 
and duplication - just a few 
pounds-from legal "public 
domain' software libraries like PD-
SIG (Tel: 0896 63298). 

SPECTRUM CP/M 
Spectrum CP/M only runs on the 
+3. It consists of a single three 
Inch disk, brimful with 346K of files 
on both sides, and a hefty manual. 
It loads from the +3 'loader' 
option In about ten seconds, plus 
another ten while rt automatically 
configures the serial port and an 
11K RAM disk (drive C). 
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Once CP/M is loaded you have 
about 61K of fast memory free for 
programs, with no need for 
' paging'. Usually on a +3 the 
screen and ROM mean you only 
have about 40K free in one space, 
plus a 64K RAM disk. In CP/M up 
to 15K of otherwise unused 
memory can work as a fast but 
small simulated disk - useful when 
copying small files with only one 
drive, me rest of the 128K 
contains the code of CP/M. which 
runs entirety independently of the 
Spectrum ROM. 

CP/M COMMANDS 
Spectrum CP/M Plus has 37 
standard commands, but there's 
no maximum - the package 
includes facilities to make your 
own commands, in BASIC, 
machine code or by chaining 
together existing ones. If you type 
a word CP/M doesn't know, it 
automatically looks for a file of that 
name and either executes it - if it's 
a program - or reads commands 
from it as if you typed them - if the 
file contains text. This simple 
scheme is very powerful. 

+3 CP/M initially recognises 15 
housekeeping' commands. The 

simplest is TYPE, which shows a 
named file on the screen, waiting 
for a key between pages. 

You enter Dl R to find the names 
of disk files. DIR takes about 3-5 
seconds to read and display a 
directory of 27 files - plus an extra 
eight seconds if you've Just 
changed the disk, and the 
computer needs to update its 
record of Ihe disk structure. 

DIR (SIZE) uses the separate 
DIR utility program, and takes nine 
seconds to load that 15K program. 
read the same directory, sort it into 
alphabetical order and display it 
over 31 lines. 

DIR work on +3 DOS disks, but 
TYPE - like most commands - can 
only decipher the data on CP/M 
disks. It just plaintively prints 
PLUS3D0S if you ask it to look at 
a file created by +3 BASIC. 

SHOW tells you the amount of 
space in a drive. DATE lets you 
read and set the date and time. 

used to mark files. The rather 
rudimentary +3 hardware means 
that the clock loses time when the 
disk is accessed. The date reverts 
to Chnstmas 1982 whenever you 
reset the system. 

ERASE and RENAME let you 
remove files from a disk or change 
their names. SET can protect a f i le 
from ERASE. Names can include 
'wildcard' characters, as in +3 
DOS, so you can use one 
command to process several files 
with similar names. 

DISCKIT copies disks. It takes 
about two m inutes to copy a 173K 
disk on a single drive computer- a 
minute to read and write the data, 
plus another minute for you to 
swap the disks back and forth 
eight times. 

PIP is the rather clumsy 
'Peripheral Interchange Program'. 
It lets you copy files back and forth 
between disks, the screen, serial 
and parallel ports - but not MIDI, 
which did not exist when CP/M 
was designed. 

OTHER COMMANDS 
There are ten configuration com-
mands. For example, the PAL-
LETTE command lets you set the 
foreground and background col-
ours; the default is white on blue. 
The other 12 commands are only 
briefly mentioned in the manual -
they are 'advanced programming 
tools' - well, they were when CP/ 
M was invented, but today they 
seem a bit crude. 

ED is the standard CP/M line 
editor, and is horrible; not much 
better is RPED, a screen-editor for 
up to 200 lines of text, written by 
Amstrad in protected BASIC. It's 
simple to use but very rudimen-
tary. and won't let you copy or 
move information between lines. 
RPED is alright if you just want to 
write a few command-files, but it's 
not much good for programming. 

You get two assemblers - for 
the 8080 processor rather than the 
Z80 - and can try them out by 
assembling the well-commented 
RAM disk source code provided. 
All the 8080 instructions run on the 
Z80, but they have different 
mnemonic names so the source 

looks pretty odd! To make things 
even stranger, the program uses 
Z80 codes which the 8080 
couldn't handle, and these are 
' defined' as bytes an d words in the 
program. Even so. it's an interest-
ing example. 

KEYBOARD 
Like ZX BASIC. CP/M is usually 
controlled by typing commands at 
the keyboard. However. C P/M lets 
you change the characters pro-
duced by every key. and there's a 
massive character set, including 
foreign accents and loads of weird 
squiggles. 

Some commands use the 
square and curly brackets, which 
Amstrad didn't mark on the 
keyboard. Locomotive have 
positioned these sensibly on 
unused pairs of symbol-shifted 
keys. BREAK is the equivalent of 
CP/M's 'Escape', and EDIT use-
fully recalls the last list entered for 
editing - try doing that in GEM or 
on an Apple MacT 

EXTEND works BS a ' control' 
key so, for example, Control S and 
Control Q stop and start scrolling; 
the TRUE and INVERSE VIDEO 
keys give the same effect more 
conveniently. 

You can divert input and output 
to any device with commands. If 
you've got a printer connected. 
Extend P is a convenient way to 
copy all display output to it. 

Keys repeat, without over-run-
ning, when you hold them down for 
a while, but there's no key-dlck, 
and on this early review version the 
cursor disappeared annoyingly 
when the arrow keys were held 
down. At first. Locomotive Soft-
ware excused this on the grounds 
that they tried to make the screen 
display fast, and no-one com-
plained about this bug on earlier 
Amstrad CP/M machines. Since 
then. Locomotive have relented 
and the latest versions of CP/M do 
not have this cursor problem 

You can 'type ahead' while 
commands are running. Some-
times the characters you enter get 
lost. but usually they appear on the 
next command-line. The effect 
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depends on what the computer is 
doing, but it's a useful feature 
when you get used to its quirks. 

The line editor lets you move 
back and forth through up to 239 
characters of command and 
•parameters', adding and deleting 
at will. Unfortunately you can't edit 
characters unless they're on the 
same display line as the cursor. 

MALLARD BASIC 
Mallard BASIC is a 28K code file. It 
loads from the CP/M command 
level in about 5-5 seconds, leaving 
lust over 30K (or file-buffers, vari-
ables and your program. 

Mallard BASIC is aimed at seri-
ous programmers, and is very like 
IBM'S GW BASIC or Microsoft's 
MBASIC. You enter program lines 
of up to 255 characters, but the 
syntax isn't checked at once, as it 
would be in ZX BASIC. If a mistake 
is found when the line is executed, 
you are then thrown into the line 
editor. 

The BASIC editor works like the 
CP/M command editor, with extra 
tricks to move up and down betw-
een screen lines, search for a 
specific character, and delete or 
overwrite chunks of text. You must 
tell it the width of the screen line 
with the WIDTH command before 
it will work in 32-column or 80-col-
umn mode, or strange things can 
happen! 

In BASIC, the keyboard func-
tions are sadly inconsistent with 
the CP/M command level - a com-
mon problem with early operating 
systems where every program has 
its own conventions. EXTEND A 
works like EDIT in CP/M, recalling 
the last line as long as you have not 
yet started to enter a new com-
mand. BREAK is Ignored, but 
EXTEND C will stop your program 
unless you've protected against it. 

Control G is the only way to 
make a sound, unless you resort 
to OUT instructions to control the 
speaker directly. Type Control G 
in BASIC, to hear a simple 'beep' 
sound. In CP/M this only makes a 
sound when you print the charac-
ter - not when you type it. 

Display control is rudimentary, 
with no graphics commands at all. 

You have to print control charac-
ters to change colours, move the 
cursor or clear the screen. In ZX 
BASIC you'd type CLS, but In 
Locomotive BASIC you must use 
terminal control codes: PRINT 
CHR$(27);"H ";CHR$(27);"J". 
This gibberish means your prog-
rams will work on most other CP/M 
machines, and suits the IBM PC or 
Amstrad PCW, both of which run 
Mallard BASIC and use the same 
control codes 

Mallard BASIC allows four dif-
ferent data-types. Integers -
whole numbers between -32768 
and 32767 - are more concise and 
slightly faster than other numeric 
types and are particularly useful 
for array subscripts. Maths func-
tions like SIN and LOG use the 
default seven-digit floating point 
'single precision , and real 
number-crunchers can add, sub-
tract. multiply and divide 16-digit 
'double precision' numbers. You 
pay for the precision in time and 
memory. 

Variable names can be as long 
as you like, but strings are limited 
to 255 characters, unlike ZX 
BASIC. Locomotive BASIC has 
the big advantage that you don't 
have to tell the system the 
maximum length of string array 
variables. 

Like Microsoft and ZX BASIC, 
but unlike more modern BASICS, 
Mallard BASIC is not well-suited to 
structured programming. There's 
IF. . THEN . . ELSE, which can 
be nested but must be on one line, 
and WHILE . . . WEND (or loops 
that start with a test. 

Unlike +3 BASIC. Mallard has 
proper file-handling and lets you 
trap errors, mask the bits of integer 
values, search strings and trace 
the current line-number. Overall 
it's much more like Fortran than 
Pascal, although when it comes to 
program development it has the 
edge over both tnose languages In 
that it is interpreted, and you can 
edit and test the code very quickly. 

Sadly, there's no compiler avail-
able. Locomotive say, unconvinc-
ingly, that their interpreter is as fast 
as other people's compilers. 
Methinks they expect people to 
use other languages if they need 
the speed of compiled code. 

Three file-handling schemes 
give you most of the traditional 
data-processing options, includ-
ing sophisticated ISAM (Indexed 
Sequential Access Method) files, 
usually only found on big multi-
user systems. 

You can manipulate normal text 
files, printing lines then reading 
them back, one by one, in order. 
Alternatively you can use' random 
access', dividing a preset file 
space into fixed-sized sections, 
called 'records*. Later you can tell 
the system to GET or PUT collec-
tions of text and numbers in any 
section in the file, just by supplying 
the appropriate record number. 

ISAM flies come in two parts -
one file contains the data, as in a 
random file, and another file, the 
'Index', contains labels or 'keys' 
used to access the data. You no 
longer need slot numbers, as you 
can associate any number of keys 

- strings of up to 31 characters -
with any record in the data file. You 
can use up to eight independent 
indices with one file. ISAM files can 
save a lot of work, but it takes a 
while to get the hang of them and 
they tend to be wasteful of disk 
space. 

You can't wnte a shoot 'em up in 
Mallard BASIC, but it's still a valu-
able addition to the Spectrum 
programmer's armoury. 

CAN IT BE TRUE? 
CP/M is no use unless the 
implementation is genuinely com-
patible with the thousands of pro-
grams available (or the system. 
Spectrum CP/M has quirks, as you 
might expect, but it runs most CP/ 
M programs. 

The disks, at 173K. are small by 
modern standards, but many CP/ 
M machines had even smaller 
drives - 88K was not unknown! 
CP/M software is often sold on 
5-25 inch disks, but conversion is 
not too much of a problem, as lots 
of firms and interest groups can 
convert CP/M stuff for CPC and 
PCW computer users with three 
inch drives. 
Spectrum CP/M seems to work 
fine with 173K Amstrad disks. Pro 
Pascal and Pro Fortran, for the 
PCW 8256, just plugged in and 
worked, although they were short 
of space for files on my single-
drive +3. 

Most CP/M systems had two 
drives. The +3 can run a plug-in 
drive B, but most people won't 
want to spend that much. 
Locomotive provide useful two-
drive emulation on drive A - the 
system lets you use two disks in 
one drive, telling you when to swap 
them. But beware: this can get 
very tedious if the program is 
copying a file, one line at a time, 
from one disk to another! An 
optional status line, at the bottom 
of the screen, says which disk 
should be in the drive at any time. 

Spectrum CP/M can display a 
maximum of 51 characters per 
line, or 32 per line with full colour 
control. Most CP/M packages 
expect an 80-column display. To 
get around this. Locomotive pro-
vide a simulated 80- cotum n mode, 
showing 80 columns in two over-
lapping 51-column sections. 
There' s a marker on the status line 
to show which side you're on. 
Flicking back and forth can follow 
the cursor, or be manually control-
led. En her way it works with most 
packages, but makes some very 
hard to use. 

Text output is slow: screen 
updates are about a third the 
speed o( ZX BASIC, in both sizes: 
scrolling is about 60% ot ZX 
BASIC speed in 51 -column mode, 
but - bizarrely - only 44% of 
Sinclair's speed when scrolling a 
32-column display. 

CP/M uses two characters to 
mark the end of a line. Some print-
ers only expect one, and give dou-
ble-space output when you use 
them from CP/M. You can cure 
this by adjusting a switch inside 
your printer, unless you've got a 

really cheap and nasty model. You 
must use the serial or parallel ports 
-ZX and Alphacom printers won't 
work at all from CP/M. 

DOCUMENTATION 
The manual is in three sections: 
the first 100 A5 pages explain how 
you use the system - entering and 
editing commands, performing 
'housekeeping' tasks such as 
copying and editing files and 
disks, and 'configuration' - cus-
tomising the system to your fav-
ourite keHayout, language or 
printer, this part of the manual 
shows the benefits of CP/M's 14-
year life and Locomotive's long 
experience of the system. It's 
clearly written, alt hough a long and 
wordy read for anyone who 
doesn't like books. It's packed 
with little comments that show that 
the authors have actually done 
what they are writing about. 

The next section, 160 pages 
long, covers Mallard BASIC. It's a 
tutorial introduction to the lan-
guage - Incomplete but quite a 
good 'taster'. 

The tutorial is no substitute for a 
proper reference guide, so the £10 
Mallard BASIC Reference Manual 
is probably a vital purchase if 
you're serious. It starts with a simi-
lar tutorial, followed by an extra 
300-odd pages - methinks there's 
a frustrated blockbuster novelist at 
Locomotive Software. 

The CP/M manual ends with 
over 100 pages of appendices, 
covering disk contents, keywords, 
machine code system calls, 
detailed device specifications and 
error messages. My pre-release 
copy lacked an Index, which 
Locomotive will add in the final 
version. They recommend that 
techies buy the Digital Research 
CP/M Plus Manual, for further 
information about the program-
ming tools and the design of the 
system. 

VERDICT 
At £30 for CP/M Plus, utilities, and 
Locomotive BASIC, this package 
is a bargain if you're at all 
interested in computers for their 
own sake. 

CP/M Plus transforms the +3 
from an ingenious but ageing 
games machine into an old-
fashioned but useful non-specific 
computer SYSTEM Like many 
others, I've found such systems a 
fascinating kind of general-pur-
pose tool and toy to have around 
the house. It's fun. but it takes hun-
dreds of hours to leam your way 
around such a system, and not 
everyone can be bothered. 

Even if you don't want to be a 
hacker, you can be a 'power user' 
with CP/M. using whatever parts 
of it appear to run a customised 
computer system for work, busi-
ness or fun. Suddenly there's more 
to be read in computer magazines, 
because you can run all the CP/M 
packages reviewed in CRASH, 
Amstrad magazines and multi-for-
mat titles like Computer Shopper. 
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+3 
PLETHORA 
IN THE JULY Issue I plan to survey 
lots of the +3 software previewed 
In this issue, concentrating on 
' new' serious software - trie 
business and programming tools 
that have been denied to 
Spectrum owners for the last five 
years. This will be good reading 
whether you've already got a + 3. 
are thinking of upgrading, or just 
want to know what the new 
machine can do that the old 
Spectrum could not. 

Don't be put off if you're still 
among the majority with a 46K 
system. I'll continue to cover the 
original Spectrum models, and 
cassette 128s, in this column. Next 
month I hope to announce some 
Tech Tape enhancements, and 
news of Lerm's cheap but 
powerful 280 programming tape, 
set to break the monopoly of 
HiSoft's DevPac. Don't miss 
CRASH 54! 

CPC 
EMULATION 
BETASOFT (Tel: 021 443 4620) 
hope to have +3 BetaBASIC 
finished in the next few weeks 
They've been waylaid for a while 
by an experimental project -
converting the ZX BASIC language 
to run on the Amstrad CPC range! 

The resultant £9.95 program 
starts by loading a copy of the 
Spectrum's 16K ROM from tape. 
To avoid.copynght problems, it's 
up to you to save the copy from 
your own Spectrum, by typing: 
SAVE ZX 48K ROM'CODE 
0,16384 

Betasoft's code can load and 
save Spectrum-format tape files 
on the CPC. ZX BASIC programs 
work fine, although slightly slower 
than they run on the Spectrum. 
PEEKs and POKEs are 
compatible, as are most ROM 
calls, but few machine code 

games will run because IN and 
OUT cannot find the Spectrum's 
keyboard and display ports. COPY 
drives any Epson printer. 

There are two display modes. 
One lets you use four colours 
anywhere on the screen, with NO 
attribute clash. The other emulates 
the Spectrum display; again it only 
allows four colours with BRIGHT 
or FLASH but this time it simulates 
the effects of attribute clash, so 
that even POKEs to the display 
area work! 

The CPC display uses 16K of 
memory, so it's not as fast as the 
Spectrum's 6-75K. 16K is taken 
from the program area on a 64K 
computer, so you can only get 
about 2OK for ZX BASIC, but you 
get the full 41K Spectrum program 
are on a CPC 6128. 

Please send me a CRASH Tech Tape. 
I enclose a cheque or postal order for £5.95 (£7.95 if my address 

Is outside the mainland UK) made payable to NEWSFIELD LTD, or 
1 am paying by VISA or Access with the special form below. 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

PLEASE DEBIT MY VISA/ACCESS ACCOUNT £ 
(delete as applicable) 

EXPIRY DATE 

CARDHOLDER'S ADDRESS (if different from above) 

ADDRESS 
POSTCODE 

SEND THIS FORM AND YOUR PAYMENT TO: TECH 
TAPE. CRASH, PO BOX 20, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE 
SY81DB 

SUMMER-TEC 
I'VE RECEIVED LOTS of new and 
revised + 3 programs recently, so 
I'm planning an in-depth survey 
next month. For the moment, 
here's a taster . . . 

HiSoft (Tel: 0525 718181) have 
new Pascal and C compilers, in 
two version. The +3 DOS versions 
support Spectrum colour and 
sound and cost E35. The CP/M 
compilers cost £50, but come with 
a screen editor and let you develop 
programs for other CP/M 
machines. 

Ai the same high price they offer 
CP/M DevPac. that's the 
assembler they use to wnte their 
own programs, and has few of the 
annoying restrictions I found when 
I reviewed the Spectrum version in 
the March issue. 

HiSoft also distribute CP/M 
compilers from other firms. Now 
you can run Astec standard C. 
Nevada Fortran and even Cobol 
on a Spectrum! Astec C is big, 
costs £80. and includes floating-
point maths and a built-in 
assembler, unlike HiSoft C. The 
Nevada compilers are aimed at 
students and cost £40 each. 

Tasman Software (Tel: 0532 
438301), authors of the best-
selling word processor Tasword, 
are taxing the +3 senously. 
They've a new version of Tasword 
on three-inch disk, and TasSpell-
a computerised spelling-checker 
with a 70.000-word English 
dictionary. 

Those two programs run on the 
-i-3 only, but TasCa/c is a new 
spreadsheet calculating package 
for any 128K Spectrum; it's the 
only Sinclair spreadsheet that 
takes advantage of the extra 
memory on a Spectrum 128. 
TasCalc costs £ 18 on tape, or £20 
-like the other Tasman +3 titles-
on three-inch disk. 

Lerm Software (Tel: 091 253 
3615) are working on a +3 disk 
management package, and I've 
just received a bundle of disks 
from ZX Guaranteed (Tel: 061 766 
5712). These included a rather 
limited disk doctor, file transfer 
utilities and simple database 
programs. Most interesting is '007 
Menu', which lets you keep Irack 
of up to 2300 files in a" directory of 
directories' on one disk. 

TECH TASTER 
The Tech Tape « a compendium 

ot useful BASIC and machine code 
routines, put together by CRASH 
readers and writers, aimed at 
everyone interested in Spectrum 
technicalities - there's lots of 
interest, whether you're a 
programmer, musician or user. 

oocumentation supplied with each 
tape. 

If you've got one of the cheap 
Sena! 8056 printers IBM dumped 
onto the UK market a year or so ago. 
you need our relocatable screen 
COPY routine, whtch produces 
small or large (tull-width) graphics 
screen shots from any Spectrum 

Programmers get ZIP2, a 
machine code BASIC compiler that 
can translate ZX BASIC to make it 
200 times faster, and easy-to-use 
Turbo tape routines that let you 
LOAD AND SAVE headerless files 
at your choice of speed. The tape 
includes STAR BASE FOUR, B 
demonstration game that shows 
the speed of compiled code. 

Also on the tape there's ZIP. 
BREAK, whtch lets you break into 
machine code programs, a clear 
new character set. and a routine 
that redirects BREAK and all ZX 
BASIC errors to your own error-
trapping routine, helping you to 
produce reliable, professional 48K 
or 128K programs 

Apart Irom ZIP, ai! the routines 
can be stored anywhere in memory 
and easily configured to suit your 
system. Files are unprotected, with 
comments in the source code and 
20 pages ol detailed 

Three in One' to run three different 
16K BASIC or machine code 
programs on one 48K Spectrum, 
swapping between them at the 
press of the magic butt on I 

The Tech Tape music routines 
are ideal tor anyone with a Sampler 
or SpecDrum. The tape includes 
four excellent new percussion 
sounds, contributed by Cheetah 
Marketing, plus utilities toedrt, hear 
and graph sampled sounds and 
convert SpecDrum samples to 
work with the RAM Music Machine. 

There's full source and object 
code for ZX-FX, a utility that turns 
ANY Spectrum sampler into a real-
time sound processor, with on-
screen metering and three distinct 
effects. 

The Tech Tape is only available 
from CRASH, and supplies are 
limited - so order yours today* 
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IT'S HOT! 
Red hot from the arcades, this official Taito coin-op conversion is 

the greatest blast around! 
Xaln, your mixtion is to rid the galaxy of all the Federation's 

enemies! 
Planet after planet of the greatest action you've ever 

experienced, and the most bril l iant graphics you've ever seen! 
ACE: the new name for the best In coln-opsl 

Tel: 01 831 1801 Fax: 01 836 172S 
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Elite's Buggy Boy features some of the 
wildest, whackiest races ever run. 
Success over five different courses 
depends on a hair-raising combination 
of one-wheeled manouevres and split-
second decisions at break-neck speed. 
You hurtle over precarious bridges, 
slalom through a series of hazardous 
gates and try to negotiate deep, dark 
tunnels without crashing your Baja Bug 
into the damp, forbidding walls. 

The journey is risky, unreliable and 
definitely unsafe, but the rewards for 
the successful driver are great. His 
popularity soars, his buggy is crowned 
with glory and adoring onlookers go 
wild with appreciative joy. 

This sort of madness is contagious, 
and Elite have certainty caught the bug. 
In an incredible, completely 
unrestrained fit of unbelievably 
magnanimous generosity they have 
agreed to give away an astonishingly 
valuable prize in return for the answers 
to a few triflingly easy questions. 

Have you ever sat in front of the box 
wishing there was more to the ageing 
tube tnan four channels? Have you 
heard about satellite TV, its multiple 
stations, 24 hours of films and pop 
videos and wondered wistfully what all 

the fuss was about? Well the time has 
come to wonder no more - just take a 
look at the questions below, scribble 
down the answers and within a few 
weeks you could be the proud owner of 
a Zeta Satellite Dish and TV tuner. As if 
that isn't enough Elite are also 
throwing in one year's subscription to 
What Satellite magazine, a copy of 
Buggy Boy, a T-shirt, mug and poster. 
25 extra games, T-shirts, mugs and 
posters await the runners up. 

1 What does the term satellite mean in 
astronomy? 
2 What was the name of the first artificial 
Earth Satellite? 
3 Who invented the communications 
satellite? 
4 In what year was the first British 
satellite launched? 

Write your answers on a postcard or on 
the back of a sealed envelope, 
remembering to enclose your name 
and address, and send it to SAT-ELITE 
COMP, CRASH, PO Box 10, Ludlow, 
Shropshire SYS 1DB. All entries must be 
received by July 5. The decision of the 
appointed judges is final in all respects. 
So there. 
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Out of the arcade into the computer... a fury of havoc 
and destruction straight from the Halls of Kairos. 

CBM 64/128 £9.99c £ l4 .99d 
Amstrad £9.99c £ l4 .99d 

Spectrum 48/I28K £8.99c + 3 £ l 2 . 9 9 d 
Atari ST £ l9 .99d 

U.S. Gold Ltd.. Units 2/3 Holfbrd Way, Holford. Birmingham B6 7AX. Tel: 021 356 3388 



After only one month looking at your 
pixelated pictures the unfortunate MARK 
•Leonardo' CASWELL has fallen ill (although 
we don't think the two events are in any way 
connected - Ed). Holding the fort until Mark 
returns is DOMINIC HANDY . . . 

* d o n t 9 o o u t 4 
wtti m >. iro i: w i 

noMT n n 
m r r 

T O N T H IT 

• Ed Campbell sent in a great collection ot SCREENSs, all joined together by an 
impressive animated title page. In his Don't Go Out picture, Ed creates an 
extremely atmospheric piece of artwork and his Smash It Up SCREENS 
combines humour and colour, resulting in a very lively picture. 

• There's nothing more risky than 
trying to convert a super screen 

trom a 16-bit computer to the 
humble Spectrum. But as 15-year-
old David Coles of Thringstone In 
Leicestershire proves. the 
Spectrum is not so humble after 
all. His superb picture of the castle 
In the game Defender Of 1he 
Crown (yet to reach the Spectrum} 
gains him this month's £40 worth 
of software. His screen not only 
shows a clever mix ot colour and 
detail, but also creates a 
tremendous 3-0 perspective. 

Well, as our erstwhile editor Steve Jarratt always 
says, keep up the good work, and you might see 
yourself in ON THE SCREEN next month. Don't 
forget to include with your tape/disk a list of 
software that you'd like if your screen gets printed. 
Remember the new software prize? It's £40 worth of 
software for the best entry, and £10 worth for 
everyone else featured. And If you don't want me to 
keep your entries, you must send an SAE! 

Keep your ego happy and your software 
collection bulging: send your screen dumps to 
MARK 'LEONARDO' CASWELL, ON THE SCREEN, 
CRASH, PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB. 
Read on for news of another tremendous art 
competition... 

T There's nothing more risky than trying to convert a super screen from a 16-bit 
computer to the humble Spectrum. But as 15-year-old David Coles of 
Thringstone in Leicestershire proves, the Spectrum is not so humble after all. 
His superb picture of the castle in the game Defender Of The Crown (yet to 
reach the Spectrum) gains him this month's £40 worth of software. His 
screen not only shows a clever mix of colour and detail, but also creates a 
tremendous 3-0 perspective. 

OLD WINNERS The following people have as yel not received t w poles All Issue SO's 
winners ' that's Frin^oli 8frtid Hnkon Strom Anthony Henri and Mark Otway, plus 
SI MAC (Issue 45) and Ed Campbell (from This issue). Could Itiey aU send their nam« and 
addresses to Frances Mable at the usual adcfraas . Many manka 



Open to everyone . . . at the PC Show 
Sponsored & Organised by CRASH, ZZAP! 64 and THE GAMES MACHINE 

YOU ARE A 
:CTFUM, AMIGA 

AMSTRAD CPC, IBM PC 
COMMODORE 64/128 OR 
ATARISTOWNER, 
WHETHER YOUREA 
PROFESSIONAL ARTIST 

RAN AMATEUR, 
E AUTUMN COMPUTER 

SHOW IS OPEN 
YOUI 

E FIRST PUBLIC 
IBtTION OF ART 

ENERATED ON 
OME MICROS 

AKES PLACE ON 
16-18 SEPTEMBER 
AT EARLS COURT 
DURING THE 1988 
PERSONAL COMPUTER SHOW 
START GETTING YOUR 
WORK READY NOW! 

THE FORM IS BELOW (AND REPEATED NEXT MONTH) - DETAILS OVER THE PAGE . . . ! 

| PERSONAL COMPUTER SHOW AUTUMN ART EXHIBITION 1988 
| I would like my computer art to be considered for entry Newsfield's Autumn Computer Art Exhibition at the PC Show, Earls Court. 

I Name „ „„., . . „..„..„..,„ Q I am over 18 
Ao^ess Q I am under 18, and my legal guardian has signed below 

1 have read the conditions of entry printed overleaf and agree to abide by them 

J 

• 
I 
I 
I 

Postcode Entrant's signature (or legal guardian) 
Phone Number , 
Number of pieces submitted and computer: 

1 machine; Q 2 machine • 3 machine: ....— 
Please state the titles of your submitted pieces (delete disk/cass as inapplicable), followed by the FILENAME and Utility used. Any special instructions tor loading or 
use of self-designed utilities should be written out on a separate sheet. 

Title 1: (dlsk/cass) Filename: Utility: 

Title 2: (disk/cass) Filename: Utility: — 

Title 3: (disk/cass) Filename: Utility: — -
• I have enclosed a stamped addressed envelope for the return of disk/cassette 
• I enclose extra payment for return package to be sent recorded/registered 
P l u u ensure the form Is correctly filled out, that your cassattos/dlsks are all labelled correotty aa par Instruction, on the reverse of this form, 
and that you have signed the form. Then send It, together with any separate enclosures, disfc(s) or easaatta(s) to: 

^ A U T U M N COMPUTER ART SHOW, NEWSHELO PUBLICATIONS, P O B O X 1 0 , LUDLOW^ SHROPSHIRE SYS 1DB 

» 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I « 
I 
I 
I 

J 



M A R T SHOW 
Open to everyone... at the PC Show 
Sponsored & Organised by CRASH, ZZAP! 64 and THE GAMES MACHINE 

\ k l u IF YOU ARE A 
SPECTRUM, AMIGA 
AMSTRAD CPC, IBM PC 
COMMODORE 64/128 OR 
ATARI ST OWNER, 
WHETHER YOUREA 
PROFESSIONAL ARTIST 
OR AN AMATEUR, 
THE AUTUMN COMPUTER 
ART SHOW IS OPEN 
TO YOUI THIS WILL BE 
THE FIRST LARGE f 
PUBLIC EXHIBITION OF 
COMPUTER ARTEVER 
MOUNTED IN BRITAIN, 
SO DONTMISS THIS 
OPPORTUNITY OF A 
CHANCE TO SHOW YOUR 
BEST WORK TO AN 
ADMIRING PUBLIC! 
CLOSING DATE FOR 
ENTRIES IS MONDAY 
AUGUST 8. 

From the entries received, approximately 30 works of art will be 
selected across all the formats by a panel of experts for exhibition at 
the 1988 Personal Computer Show at Earls Court. There, between 
September 16-18, over 60,000 people will visit the show and see your 
work if it is selected. And added to that thrill you will be able to sell your 
work to the public and there are prizes for the top entrants. So get to 
work now, read the small print below very carefully, please, and get 
your submissions in to us before the closing date. 

| PERSONAL COMPUTER SHOW AUTUMN ART EXHIBITION 1988 
I 
I 
I 
4 
I 
I 
I < 
I 
I 

CONDITIONS OF ENTRY 
t The Personal Computer Show Exhibition sponsored 

and organised by News field Publications is open to 
professionals andamatei**. The Professional Category 
includes persona who earn a Irvmg from designing 
computer-generated graphics for an purposes, 
television, advertisements, games or any form of 
commercial display 

2 A1 entrants must be over 18, or if under 18. must have 
the consent of tfie» legal guardian and their entry form 
signed by their legal guardian 

3 Submitting work for the exhibition and returning a 
signed copy of I he entry form will be deemed as 
acceptance of all of these conditions ot entry contained 
herein. 

4 Any art/graphics utility, whether commercially available 
or specially devised, may be used. But all submitted 
works must be static - animations will not bo 
acceptable 

5 AN work must be submitted on a surtabfe disk or 
cassette tape. In the event of a failure to load, entrants 
win be contacted and requested for a replacement 
Where supplied data can only be loaded withm a 
commercially available utility program, the utility used 
must be stipulated on the entry form at me appropriate 
point. Where non-available utilities have been used 
(such as sort-devised programs), entries will not be 
accepted intess also accompanied by suitable loading 
programs and detailed matructions on their use. 

10 

11 

Submitted work may not have been used before tor any 
commercial processes, nor have appeared in printed 
form in any publication, nor be allowed to appear in 
printed lorrp (n any pubfacatwn until after September tfl 
1968 without the poor consent of the Exhibition 
organisers 
Submitted work must, in the v w i of the fudges, be 
original and not merely copies of existing media images, 
commensurate with artistic freedom to draw on raaoy-
made images for msprttion. 
All program data entered for consideration must run on 
One of the fo*owng computers Spectrum 48K. 
Spectrum 128K ( + 2 and 3). Amstrad CPC 664/6128. 
Commodore W/128. IBM PC. Alan ST, Amiga (any 
model) Works running on other machines wi* not be 
accepted. 
The judges wi* consider submitted work within the 
context of each computer's capabilities and make every 
possible attempt to see that the final exhibition reflects 
the ranges of machines encompassed in point S above 
Entrants may submit up to a maximum of three works 
each. A* cassettes and disks must be labelled clearly 
with the entrant's name, address and titles of works 
contained therein. 
The Anal selection of works to be exhibited, and those 
chosen as prizewinners, win be at the sole discretion erf 
the judges, end no correspondence may be entered 
into on tins ma tier Acceptances and rejections wal be 
notified to aH entrants by September 6 latest 

12 The orgaresers cannot be held responsible tor the safe 
arrival of disks/cassettes. You are advised to despatch 
data by either registered pout or recorded delivery and 
mark the packaging clearly as containing " MAGNETIC 
MEDIA" Disks/cassettes will only be returned if the 
entry lorm • accompanied by a suitably stamped 
addressed envelope If you wish rehxn to be by 
recorded delivery, than extra payment to cover the cosi 
must be included 

13 Any submitted work carries an acceptance of f»st 
publishing rights free of charge in Newstield 
Publications magazines. Exhibitors' work will be made 
available for sale to the pufihe at the Personal Computer 
Show >n suitably printed form on an order basts, ellher 
framed or unframed (prices at ihe discretion of the 
organisers). Receipts ot sales less a 20% commission 
will bo Iho property of the artel 

14 AR exhibitors will be provided with tree entry to the 
Personal Computer Show on the public days 
(September 18-18) Though not a condition, it is 
desirable thai exhibitors should be available for any 
attendant public relations exposure of the exhibition 
either before, during or after the show. 

» * 
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LURKING ABOUT ARE 
THE HIDEOUS CREATU 
FROM OUTER SPACE 

CG4/AMSTRAD ATARI ST 
l \ £ \ £ \ AMIGA 

I P E I T I U I M U. m 

I 
TjI 

hugger 

COIN-OP SENSATION OF THE YEAR! 
Genera l ly received as the graphical ly most awesome coin-

op g a m e of the past year, Sega's A l i e n Syndrome is also o n e 
of t h e most imag ina t i ve coin-ops ever! Voted Coin-op of 

t h e M o n t h by Sinclair User (August 1987), they said, 
" . . . br i l l iant ly conceived . . . for exc i tement a n d playabi l i ty 

I'd g ive it t en out of t en . . . awesome." 

Sega's most a w e s o m e c o i n - o p ever ! 

* Amstrad/Spectrum + 3 disc £14.99 C64 disc £11.99 
ACE: t h e n e w n a m e for t h e best I n coln-opsl 

Tel: 01 831 1801 Fax: 01 8 3 6 172S 
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GO SKATE 
CRAZY AND 
GET STREET 
CRED! 
Gremlin's Skate Crazy, on 
outdoor sports simulation with o 
difference, is set for imminent 
release Equipped only with a 
pair of roller skates you are set 
the difficult task of increasing 
your street cred' among 
followers and friends Only the 
posiest, most daredevil stunts 
impress, leaping with 
calculated aplomb from 45° 
ramps, negotiating dazzhngly 
swift 360° turns, jumping barriers 
and skating backwards with 
ever-sharpening turns As long 
os you're confident you're 
bound to succeed 
Unfortunately confidence 
comes with practice and at first 
you're unlikely to have much of 
that To save you from the 
embarrassment of landing 
grocetessfy. red-focea and 
awkward on a hard, 
uncomfortable pavement, 
Gremlin are giving you the 
chance to enjoy the privilege of 
a irttie private practice Two 
pairs of high-class, booted 
roller skates, are up for grabs -
your street cred' win never be 
in doubt ogam 

All you have to do is spol the 
etght differences between the 
two pctures shown 
Grcie the differences on the 
right-hand drawing, cut out the 
ponei and send it. together with 
your name and address, to GO 
CRAZY WITH GREMLIN COMP. 
CRASH. PO Box 10, Ludlow, 
Shropshire SY8 1DB 

Two first prize winners WIN 
receive a pai r of rol ler skates, a 
T-shirt and o Skate Oozy oop 
Additional T-shirts and caps go 
to 30 runners - up, and a furtner 
50 runners-up will receive a 
copy of the game 

Entries must be receded by 
July 5 and, as usual, the 
deos*on of CRASH'S appointed 
judges is final in all respects 
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Following the success of his latest masterpiece, Cybernoic), Rafaelle Cecco has been 
kind enough to let us in on the trials and tribulations that occur during the programming 
of his next game. Over the coming months he'll be relating his day-to-day problems 
and triumphs as he battles against attributes, software sprites and Z80 machine code 
in a binary journey into the future . . . • • 

L * r 

M' in 11few seconds. . t fier thl program furs been 
^ssttnMed. it i tin he tin it nlotuled in the Spectrum• 
via a parallel link. ready for t'estmg. 

Tlu graphics tire all designed on an Atari SI 
using the Nduinci'd \rt Sitidiit Hus pat kage 
tprogwuimarby my good friend ( ltri\ "S-bits 
art1 trap Hinsley) also features a map editor' 
ilm enables all the w reens in a game jo be 
chopped and changed very tpuckly The ST 
format graphics 'are converted to Spectrum 
format data i*tulv to he incorporated into the 
ntam program. 

Tiny type i>1 set-up has many advantage* over 
developing the progrSn on the Spectrum itself. 
For a start you never have to worry about the 
Spectrum < wilting as the program it 
permanently sorted on the. PC's Jtard-difk. The 
•program \ development 'time if cut down b\ a 
httge'amoiuu. lite same set/ftp 'can be used to 

.program virtually am mierfl -the Annirad t l'( 
conversion n at completed ill less ihani»mdays 
after'tlie Spectrum true.. 4 

The aim ctj this diary ft u< document all the 

Stardate: 15 Apr i l 1988 

Ju\t when I thought it was safe to come out of 
hibernation after rlie completion of C'yhcrnoid, 
the dreaded phone rings and I am greeted In 
Andrew Hewson's dulcet tonet 'Hello Haf. 
lanes doing this diary thing for CRASH?'. To 
which I reply. Still wiping the deep from my 
eyes.'Well , er . urn . , I 

(ireal stuff Haf, I knew \ou wouldn't let me 
down - bye! 

Sever being one to turn down such a challenge 
(especially when it's been rammed down my 
thioatt. I tlet itie that it would he an interesting 
task after all 

•I may as well start by gelling the boring stufl 
out of the nay. ie—me. I come from Tottenham 
m ,\ortli London tor \orf London as iw s,i\ 

in that neck of the wtiods). 1 m 2t>years oldaud 
started programming on a /..\'SI' Isurmnc. 
surprise). (iumes that I have programnwil m the 
past inchule Equinox, (jopoul, Solomon's K«\, 
Exofori. and most recent!) fyht-rnoid 

After leaving school with a handful of useless 
qualifications. I slai ed nt er a hot terminal ut th'e 
/i(ii»' defunct Uikro-Cien for a year hut stum 
became tired of the 'in'house' atmosphere. I 
it en t freelance after leading a violent and bloody 
programmers' rc\ olntion. I sttll bear the mental 
scars and personality disorders to tfa day as I 
mk/v only n-n-nineteen at the time. | 

,-1t voir can see from the photographs, a lot 
more eauipn[enl is used in developing Spectrum 
games than a single Spei irum and t asselte-based 
assembler.' The Spectrum is uctually developed 
on an IHM compatible l't which runt a fast /HO* 
cross-assembler that can compile a 2(Mik tourca 

T In a short moment of relaxation Raffaele blow dries his hair 

p 
TTvLI 

sucivsses. failures and. mixed enfotlons iluy are 
partMndparcel of developbtg new games. Just to i 
•syhet \'onr appetite. the protect tas yeiybihoui a 1 
namet lUat.-you'U he wimrtsirlto is iiilytded to A 

. develop tnjotifuirtoUfftr. scrollmg.-'blast urrri {A 
flunk' Jwitli the ehtphitsis,on blast!! type of 
game. t There are siune.new ami exciti/ig ulvas 
that Andrew lle\*soir and I. have discussedjor 
inclusion i(i the programf more about rhesi+Oi 
ilicwnthsJo come' . . • . 

Stardate: 18 Apri,l 198? * 

I am graced ofrnnous prgsetif?of \nd*\s 
I lew son and m\' bosom buddy/ Commodore (W 
progmimmer. Sick J one ft»#' wtfl he doing thy 
CO-i conversion) tV«* discuss (prgue aboutl the 
game and I am given a sample contract to stud\ 
ives. I actually get paid for doutf this sort of 
/tnng). '• • ' 

After many cups of tea and a few bouts'of arm' 
twisting and Chi/pie burns, we decide that a 
fanhmy/fairy tale setting would• imike an . 
interesting departure* from- the usual-science. , 
fiction ambience that my past gqptes have tended 
to carry, t his woultt also allow great scope for 
\on^\na::y graphics and let mv imagination 
runnot, ' 

7 
Stardate: Apr i l 1988 

I ponder over the significance of yesterday's 
meeting and decide that a long spell in bed mil 
help me get over it. 

Stardate: 20 Apr i l 1988 * 

Knowing that the game is n> he scrolling. I have 
a fiddle on the PC. trying to weigh up the 
problems of horizontal scrolling on a Spectrum. 
Ilminin. this is going to he a little harder than I 
thought. for it start the attributes will have to he 
deviously . arranged to avoid colour-clash 
problems. I think that monochrome games are 
undesirable 'on a computer which can support 
eight colours. 

* w 

Stardate: 21 Apr i l 1988 

I spent most of today trying to decode the 
contract which has obviously been written in 
solicitor-speak I double-dutch). It's amazing just 
how horrendously professional this business has 
become; a single game in volt es not only-
programmers and programming but advertising. 
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distributors. release schedules /mhht relations, 
artists musicians and all manner of weird ami 
w onderful people 

Slardate: 22 A p r i l 1988 

I discuss the liner points of the lorittad with 
Andreh on the 'plume. 

Stardate: 23 A p r i l 1988 

Andrew / / i '»«xi utrns up set {/gam -waxing tin 
contrai l ai m\ face (on u Satin day morning t>n 
(mil \ sake'). I preieiul thai I w thanked an 
maul uhout the' whole thing hut \tidtcw 
manages in see through m\ pathetn facade and 
hc hoth sign on tin dotted lm> Vi'ith torque 
firmly in cheek. m\ girlfriend takf * photograph\ 
j'I this InstorU ( e< col Hew son i > rnirtu i 

Stardate: 25 A p r i l 1988 • 
I dei ide to spring-1 lean nts idlu e read\ lot som> 
hard i ore programming in\t week rhew ' I wo 
tna\wu' v«( kIills of ruhhislt. program h\ting\ 
mhl idd'mifvaziitef are thrown out J he amount 

. of-nu-u t t >cole dining tin ileielopmcAl of a 
program can he ipnte alarnu^i at times 

•Stardate: 26 April 1988 
* • 

# 

i audi />«;ip\ • loseh as this is tin tunc that I 
irniudi-r in htn, the moxt-outsttlhdim; rolling 
mi tin Sjh'itrum .Someiihtes it s diffnnlt to 
Miese thin the.' Spectrum hiis no hardwar• 
assurance. It s alwtixs txilrtli checking oat other 
gitrnrs'b' geihjate a'hit nf luijifteiitivc cat 

*« 

V v.-

a -

A The setup as Rat sees i M l to R) Atari 1040 ST.PhilipsCP MSystem, 
Citizen 120D printer and Olivetti PC 

Stardate: 27 Apr i l 1988 

/ ii hegttn rewriting m\ graphus ionverhi 
utilities to noik on tin Spoi'um ii^<li rathei 
than on m\ wrathci heaten I'hilip-1 I'M s\stern 
/ used this old four , to de\elop nil on aamrs 
light up In t \i>lim It h,i< now />.-. n \iipi n , dcd 
h^the faster IHM lornpntihh l'( I II pridtahh 
use the I'hilips11\ 11 Mintdoo/ \titf><it sotnethint( 
Im offer* for th, old Ih ust will he gtcatlx 

apprn uited 

2 £ i f 

"rif riffff r t^t' 

T S c e f " ; 

0 3 

Slardate : 28 Apr i l 1988 

/ am fn mg pestered to t Ins diary i ompletcd 
Wic em an inch ami tlu \ II take a mth \n k 
loiu \ *ugi(e\ix a terrtfu "urn of improving the 
s< rolling routine It imposes a fPw limitations on 
how I i an arrange th> uraphus, hut it s well 
worth the vm itin e tm the > \tra sjiml 

Stardatc: 29 A p r i l 1988 

lVeil that s it lot this month Xext issue I'll be 
ami i-ntraung mon on tin piogrum ttsrlf and 
all hem g well mil Inn can up-and-i uniting duno 
to show off. 

A i - 4 * 

M " 4 3 

u v v v w v ^ * * 

lew? 

• f S S R . 
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NOW 
TAKEN 

DEPT CR 
CASTLE HOUSE 

11 NEWCASTLE STREET 
BURSLEM 

STOKE ON TRENT 

TEL: 0782 575043 

SPECTRUM SPECIAL 
OFFERS 

liar Warriors SJO 
PrMUtnr KOO 
CybemqiC SJO 
Bards Tale .... 7J0 
Roamg Thunder SJO 
Ad» Tec Fighter .... 6.99 
Ace 2 650 
Targtt RanegMe SJO 
Sack Lamp 5-50 
Magnetron SJO 
Rastan „... 5J0 
720" SJO 
Nigel M Giand Pni 7J0 
Ckrtnjr 6.50 
Ptatow . ... 6.99 
toth Star 6.50 
Dan Dare II . .„—.. ,_ SJO 
Crazy Cars 6.50 
baterinr 699 

Mask t 2.99 
Mask 2 299 
Mask 3 [Venom S.8.I „ SJO 
Auf W'seher Monty 2.99 
death Wtsr. 3 ™ 2 99 
Thing Boincss Back ,„, 2.99 
DrWef 10 JO 
yankee 6.96 
Comsat School SJO 
Gary Ur Super Soccer S-50 
Ooflo 2.99 
Over & Smart 2.99 
Ch*noonsfup Baseball . 2-98 
Minja Hamster 2.99 
Mystery ol the Nile . .. 2.M 

SALE 
SPECTRUM SPECIAL 

OFFERS 
Bartartan _ 
Bnde of Frankenstein 
aftmw* 
(Xwtord „,„ 
Bttitmig 
VUcai _„ 
Desert Rah 
Napoleon At War .... 
6a*po4l . 
World War I 
Zulu War 

6.50 
1.99 
6.99 
6.99 
6.99 
6.99 

BuMfeBobt* 
Legions ol Death 
Cluedo 
Challenge ol GoDott 
Gauntlet 
Gauntlet 11 
GunsNp 
Guadalcanal 
Sorceroi Lord _... 
Come Stack Absorber 
Masters UK The Wow 
Stvercyde .„. 
DWIO 
Dragons Lak PI 2 
hfixv 
Future Knight 
{twiing SUr 
F15 Strike Eagle 
Winter Olympiad W 
Foottafl Manager 
Xaru 
Ramparts 
Ctamprtmshf) Sprril 
Nodes of Yesod 

SALE 

ISO 
6-50 
4.95 
6.99 
5 50 
4.96 
6 50 
2.99 
2.99 
199 
699 
I N 
9.50 
1.70 
2.99 
2-9B 
2.99 
2.99 
1 98 
1.99 
S.SO 
6.99 
6.99 
6 99 
2.50 
650 
6.99 
1.99 

SPECTRUM SPECIAL 
OFFERS 

Freddy Hardest SJO 
AflemWortJ Games 5.50 
Giy/Of WO 
Temmen ISO 
Gi*uunnar 1.99 
GreyWI 1.99 
Hive 1.99 
HyMd ._. 1.50 
HotRimeStone 1.99 

125 
I.C.U.PS. 
Wet! Untt Dead . 
Kung Fu Waster 
KoronsRm 

1J0 
6.50 
2.25 
1.99 
199 

Out of This Worta 1.99 
Rasputin 1.99 
D*Wy - 199 
TesPnmaMnsttr 2.99 
Outcast 2.99 
BookotgwOMd 2.99 
Mn|a HampAff 2.99 
Oink (3 Garnet) 2.99 
Lewathar .... 2.99 
UrtstfMUmgftt 2.99 
Star Raiders! 2-99 
Grand Pit* Tennis 150 
Day m theUh ol Ttwig .1.70 
Crceiwut 5.50 
1.0 (Fnbrdl 5 50 
Hunt tor Heo October 10 50 
Go to I M 1.99 
UilMtsswo 2.99 
Suvivor 2 99 

SALE 

JUST 
ARRIVED 

BASIL THE GREAT 
MOUSE DETECTIVE 

OUR PRICE £2.99 
COMBATSCHOOL 

OUR PRICE £3.95 
FIREFLY 

OUR PRICE £3.95 
QRYZOR 

OUR PRICE £3.95 
RAMPARTS 

OUR PRICE £2.99 
KILLED UNTIL 

DEAD 

NOW ONLY £3.95 
RRP £8,95 

SALE 

Armageddon Man 

Indoor Sports 
KnucMebusMis 
Hacfcerl 

Wag Wan 

Orta tht Tentxtiall 
PS15 Trading Co 
Puhato 
Pegasus Bodge 
Ranaranta 
TeWdon 
Gunsmoke . 
Live Ammo ..... 
Man Sport 
TirKihog 
Shadow Skimmer _ 
Last Mcflckan 
SkJeWlw 
Orwd2 
Red Led 

SALE 
SPECTRUM SPECIAL 

OFFERS 
Nether Earth „ 2.99 
The LMng Dayttghts 3.99 
Dai* Sceptre 5 JO 
(Me 7 JO 
Blood Valley . ..5.96 

4J6 
2 99 

SPECTRUM SPECIAL 
OFFERS 

Roundheads 
Ky9« 
RastanSaga 
Strangeioop 
Sorcery 

5-95 
6J0 
SJO 
0.99 
0J9 

3-96 
2-99 
2.99 

1.99 
1.99 
2.50 
1.75 
6J6 

Grange mil 2.99 
Enc Phantom ot Open 199 
Doc ol Vie Oeshoyei 2.99 
Bulch Hard Guy 1.99 
GrowngPans A Mol* ... 2.99 
Star Paws „ . 2 J 0 

6.99 
... 5.25 

550 
. . . 1-50 

199 
1.75 
9.50 
2.99 
6.50 
SJO 
6.99 
1.JO 
1.70 
2-99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.M 

Sky ftunn* 
Staniess Steel 
Sorodons Shadow 
Shoe* way Rider 
S t » W « 
StargHder . 1050 
Work) Class L Board SJO 
Xarq 1-99 
Through thaTrapdooc ,_„ 625 
Thundercats SJO 
Super Hangon 6.99 
Trmos ..1.99 
They Stole t MiUior |J9 
Where Time Stood SW SJO 

Trol 
Mega Apocalypse 
Ring wan 
Wind Wan 
Matthoay > 
The FUntstones 
ArkanoM 2 
m _ 

699 
1.75 
6.99 
SJO 
SJO 
6.50 
SJO 
6.50 

Vixen 
Power Pyramids 
Shackled ... 

6.50 
SJO 
SJO 
SJO 

Acton Fora 2 
Spitfire 40 
Ooeswue 

699 
3J6 
SJO 

WE NOW OFFER AN EVEN FASTER SERVICE THAN EVER BEFORE! 
TRY US, YOU WON'T BE DISAPPOINTED. 
P&P 50p on all order under £5. Over £5 P&P is free. Overseas £2 per tape. 
Please state SPECTRUM when ordering — Please state CRASH when ordering 

SALE SALE SAL E SALE SALE 

JUST 
ARRIVED 

TARGET 
RENEGADE 

OUR PRICE £5.50 

SUPER SPRINT 

OUR PRICE £2.99 

GALACTIC GAMES 

OUR PRICE £2.99 

SUPER CYCLE 

OUR PRICE £ 1 . 9 9 

MUST GO HENCE 
THE SILLY PfUCEtl 

QUARTET 
RRP £9 95 

OUR PRICE £2.99 

TO 
CLEAR 

PSYCHO SOLDIER 
NOW £3.99 

ROAD RUNNER 
LAST FEW AT C2.99 

BASKET 
MASTER 

£3.95 

NOW REDUCED TOC1.70 
ARE ALL THE 
FOLLOWING 

POPEYE 
SWAT. 
AGENT X 

NOSFERATU 
ATV 

LEAGUE CHALLENGE 
SOCCER BOSS 

DEV1ENCE 
SEA SURFER 

PARK PATROL 
STRIKE FORCE COBRA 

KICKS TAfTT II 
AGENT XII 

PRO SKI SIMULATOR 
POOTBAU. FREN7V 

JOE BLADE 
INDOOR SOCCER 

GRAND PRIX 
SIMULATOR 

RED ARROWS 
MNJA MASTER 

COMPILATIONS TO 
CLEAR 

WE ARE THE 
CHAMPIONS 

Supersprint. Renegade. 
Ftampage, International 

Karate + Barbarian 
SUPER VALUE AT Eft.99 

HIT PACK 9 VOL 3 
Paperboy, Ghost* & 

Goblins. Enduo Ftocer 
The Living Daylights, 
Dragons La*. Escape 

Singes Castle 
THE BEST YET AT C7.2S 

COMPILATIONS 

ARCADE FORCE FOUR 
Gauntlet. Deeper 

Dungeons. Road Runner, 
Metrocross. Indiana 

Jones & Temple of Doom 
ALL THESE FOR C6.99 

TEN GREAT GAMES 
VOL 2 

Samurt Trilogy. Thing 
Bounces Back, Convoy 

Raider. Jack the Upper II, 
Deatfiwish 3. Bean Great 

Mouse Detective, Auf 
Wsahen Monty, The Duct, 

The Final Malrut 
ALL THESE FOR ONLY 

C7.2S 

4 SMASH HITS 
(Exoton, Zynaps. Ranarama, 

Undum ») 
TA.96 

SPORTS PACK 
Olympics. Snooker, Golf, On 

the Oche. Derby Day. 
Work) Cup 

REDUCED TO ONLY C3.99 
SUMMER QOU> 

10th Frame, Damtousters. 
Bruce Lee. Beach Head II. 
Rebel Planet, Impossible 

Mission 
AH these lor only £4.99 

NOW GAMES * 
(Mission Omega. Hacker. Dan 

Dare. Back to the Future. J 

COMPILATIONS 
TO CLEAR 

COIN-OP CONNECTION 
BMMhnugt Expree* 
Raider. Metro Cross, 

Crystal Castles 
For only £2 .99 

10 GREAT GAMES 
Avenger. Krakout, Future 

Kmghl. Bounder. 
Footballer ol the yew, 

Trailbluer. Hiway 
Encounter, Monty on the 
Run, West bank. Jack the 

Nipper. 
Al these games lor only 

£6.95 
L « t t than TOp per gam* 

Barnngton'a Squash) 
- Pocket Money F"rice - £3. L99 

MAGNIFICENT T 
(Head Over Heels. Wizbel. 
Arkanotd. Great Escape. 

Frankie, Cobrs. Short Circuit, 
Yie Ar Kung Fu) 

CFT.96 

PACK OF ACES 
Who Dares Wins It, Nexus, 
Boulderdash. international 

Karate 
FOUR GREAT GAMES C4.9Q 

UNBELIEVABLE 
ULTIMATE 

Trans Am. Jet Pack. Uriar 
Jet Man. Pssss 

To clear now only 
£1.99 

129K GAMES 
Sprthre 40 e.96 
The Pawn ....„..._.... 10.96 
UtOe Computer Pwplt .4.96 
Elite 7 JO 
Ghost Buster ..„._. 2.99 
Ball Bluer 2.99 
MAIL OftOCft PWCCS ONLY 

SPECTRUM 
+ 3 DISCS 

California Games _.. 9.50 
Gunshtp 9.50 
Live Ammo 10.95 
Magnificent 7 12.95 
Thunder cats . 10.95 
World Class L board 9.50 
Tomahiwfc 9.50 
Tai Pan 10.95 
30 Game Maker 12 95 
Oracula 12.95 
Phantom ot the Opera 6.95 
SorcerorLort 13.95 
The Boggit 12.95 
Outcast price ait ... 4.95 
Bait Breaker 4.95 
Book ol me Dead 4.95 
Jack the Ripper 4.96 

COMPILATION 4 TOP GAMES 
Puteatof. Memesis the War-
lock. Catch 23, Slatne 
ON OFFER £5.99 
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CANT GET ON THE HIGH-SCORE TABLE? LOST ALL 
YOUR GAMES-PLAYING CONFIDENCE? WELL, DONT 
DESPAIR - EVEN THE HUMBLE ARE EXALTED IN 
ROBIN CANDY'S 

SCORES Is THE monthly game-ty-game Kit showing a 
whole range of scores on the very LATEST games |no more 
JtfSerieay records!] 

Each month there's the top score received so far, plus a 
couple of others so you can measure yourself agamst mere 
mortals as wefl as the Mbon-port bunch. 

From all the entries - irrespective of whether they're 
printed or not - there are five winners picked at random The 
first prize winner receives £40 of software plus a CRASH cap 
and T-sfwt, while four rumers-up receive CRASH caps and 
T-shirts. So don't forget to tell us on the form what software 
and T-shirt you'd like - should lady luck smite upon you! 

Edward AnyaeJI. London SE1 
Spencer King, Wlncanton 

2113121 Robert Irvine, Belfast 
1732490 Jamie Wlllmott. Liverpool 

96300 
57000 

SCORES Is THE monthly game-ty-game Kit showing a 
whole range of scores on the very LATEST games |no more 
JtfSerieay records!] 

Each month there's the top score received so far, plus a 
couple of others so you can measure yourself agamst mere 
mortals as wefl as the Mbon-port bunch. 

From all the entries - irrespective of whether they're 
printed or not - there are five winners picked at random The 
first prize winner receives £40 of software plus a CRASH cap 
and T-sfwt, while four rumers-up receive CRASH caps and 
T-shirts. So don't forget to tell us on the form what software 
and T-shirt you'd like - should lady luck smite upon you! 

ENDURO RACER 
M Needs. Telford 
Kevin Sambrldge Broxbourne 
Dominic Carter. Cleethorpes 

Acuvtsioo 
6602523 
1746012 
711754 

RAMPAGE 
Jeremy Scott. Inverurie 
Andrew Tate. Aylesbury 
Howard T Brugge. Paignton 

ActMsion 
159654 
9S520 
32870 

SCORES Is THE monthly game-ty-game Kit showing a 
whole range of scores on the very LATEST games |no more 
JtfSerieay records!] 

Each month there's the top score received so far, plus a 
couple of others so you can measure yourself agamst mere 
mortals as wefl as the Mbon-port bunch. 

From all the entries - irrespective of whether they're 
printed or not - there are five winners picked at random The 
first prize winner receives £40 of software plus a CRASH cap 
and T-sfwt, while four rumers-up receive CRASH caps and 
T-shirts. So don't forget to tell us on the form what software 
and T-shirt you'd like - should lady luck smite upon you! 

EXOLON 
Kathryn Waldocfc. Bishop Auckland 
Kevin Odgert Hartlepool 
Robert Miller. Portadown 

Hewson 
2374150 

80150 
75250 

RENEGADE 
Stuart Ridge. Maraaon 
Tony Murphy Ktfamey 
David Carter, Stoke-on-Trent 

Imagine 
15273921 
1418550 
1472S0 

ARKANOID - REVENGE OF DOH 
Andrew Wilson. Glldea Park 
James Dawson Chatteris 
Jeremy Hyde. Portadown 

Imagine 
811770 
630130 
379890 

FIREFLY 
John Wheate, Birmingham 
Wayne Morledge. Ilkeston 
Stuart Bagley. Sarrow-in-Fumess 

OcearVSpecal FX 
521350 
482710 
303021 

STAR WARS 
Paul Hadfleld Bolton 
Andrew Young Fareham 
Christian Priestman, Hut 

Domark 
100570050 

3151652 
372769 

ATF Digital Integration 
KathrynWaldocfc. Bishop Auckland 15450 
Cltve Nevlll Exeter 10842 
Ronnie Rylatt. Porchester 7835 

FLYING SHARK 
James Sammon. Bradford 
Richard * Nard Elmei. Tanfcerton 
Lindsay Abery. Bradfield 

Firebird 
627260 
601230 
132490 

SUPER HANG-ON 
Richard Feltbower Stoke-on-Trent 
Andrew Fox. Thetford 
Raymond Punchard. Oldham 

Electric Dreams 
60908324 
15090850 

715700 

BASKET MASTER 
Steven Cooper, Cleveland 
Alex Darion. Plymouth 
Gregor King ferkaldy 

Imagine 
83-0 

83-24 
48-36 

GRYZOR 
Gerald McCay. Belfast 
Daniel Hulbert, Newport Gwent 
Colin Hill Uiddlesborough 

Imagine 
240100 
69410 
36800 

THUNDERCATS 
Matthew McEvaddy, Claregafway 
Gavyn Lewis. Stourbridge 
Nell Screaton, Athersone 

Elite 
350000 
2S4650 
128850 

BUBBLE BOBBLE 
Damlan Collier, Leeds 
Andre Vivian. Oxford 
James Elliot Glossop 

Firetwd 
10253530 

763400 
238770 

IK r 
J M Fhher. Gedbng 
Brian Al lan. Glasgow 
J Counsell. Blackbtxn 

System 3 
254120 
213683 
175600 

ZYNAPS 
Alan Lothian Wallasey 
Wayne Parsons. Fareham 
Alex Ng Cofwyn Bay 

Hewson 
232470 
197200 
42125 

COBRA Ocean IKARI WARRIORS Elite 
Andrew Piatt Stockport 
Matthew Clarke Bamsley 
Gareth Wills, Bristol 

592800 
127000 
100050 

Stephen Sanderson. Reading 
David Guest. Swanley 
Andrew Henrys, South Wirrai 

3306700 
86500 
67500 

WINNERS 
ft* Iry prvr <vr«*t & trn morns ICO*ll - »UttJ»«w G*rr»»v«n i 
W«rmgeonnTf«mdWr* rtictawolstfivMrrconttniwnart^tj 
r, S.<wr mng-O^m) Mrtuw - rm ir*y 1Wy noui d 
in Ukt tx Itifcwng lour v Jhc tthvh 8* oMutory 
CRASH up rO CHASH Tirin n* Vrjnom !at *t Andy Klnf * 
ChKfiim. Staphm Rtdf* from Wiruw> n ComMtAlK McGragor 

»vn r, hrcortvl rc itmh Mm bnott / ML̂ n n U*rp<# 
PV«UC tffvta ANNOUNCE**W You iwy M rtxrrC EhM mr 

r̂ rcicarrorOnin-hiicnjngHi ThssaueioWprtvKuiKorf &e»ig 
au*f Al I so njfity rtarwrt Cry ircrmivr 11*1 .1n 
ur«cwt* to mew (Tun JSOOOOO on Dn*t Mn nxKn ycu get 
txryffm) Sa WON TOWBB£Y. fcarWmnl mmcri oI totxn 
monymowl «w«Ji our'AWKXMCrufAli ENDS 

Don't lorgtl - SCOff vpru in to SCOMJ tjnww you 1 prat, rvmlf 

COMBAT SCHOOL 
Paul Creasey, Fareham 
Daniel Worf. Belvedere 
Mark Roberts Yeovil 

Ocean 
281300 
95060 
36400 

NORTHSTAR 
Chris Joseph. Bury St Edmunds 
Andrew Smith. Coiwyn Bay 
Kleth Nettleshlp, Lowestoft 

Gremlin Graphics 
797260 
325050 
62100 

WINNERS 
ft* Iry prvr <vr«*t & trn morns ICO*ll - »UttJ»«w G*rr»»v«n i 
W«rmgeonnTf«mdWr* rtictawolstfivMrrconttniwnart^tj 
r, S.<wr mng-O^m) Mrtuw - rm ir*y 1Wy noui d 
in Ukt tx Itifcwng lour v Jhc tthvh 8* oMutory 
CRASH up rO CHASH Tirin n* Vrjnom !at *t Andy Klnf * 
ChKfiim. Staphm Rtdf* from Wiruw> n ComMtAlK McGragor 

»vn r, hrcortvl rc itmh Mm bnott / ML̂ n n U*rp<# 
PV«UC tffvta ANNOUNCE**W You iwy M rtxrrC EhM mr 

r̂ rcicarrorOnin-hiicnjngHi ThssaueioWprtvKuiKorf &e»ig 
au*f Al I so njfity rtarwrt Cry ircrmivr 11*1 .1n 
ur«cwt* to mew (Tun JSOOOOO on Dn*t Mn nxKn ycu get 
txryffm) Sa WON TOWBB£Y. fcarWmnl mmcri oI totxn 
monymowl «w«Ji our'AWKXMCrufAli ENDS 

Don't lorgtl - SCOff vpru in to SCOMJ tjnww you 1 prat, rvmlf 

CYBERNOIO 
Keith Pulltn Fareham 
Brian Stringer. High Utycombe 
Peter Hewttson. Sutton CoWfieM 

Hewson 
95027 
65238 
28901 

OUTRUN 
Timothy Goodchild, Ipswich 
Anthony Underwood. Bolton 
Stephen Murphy, Sutton CoWfieKJ 

US Gold 
94120600 
20056705 

1420010 

WINNERS 
ft* Iry prvr <vr«*t & trn morns ICO*ll - »UttJ»«w G*rr»»v«n i 
W«rmgeonnTf«mdWr* rtictawolstfivMrrconttniwnart^tj 
r, S.<wr mng-O^m) Mrtuw - rm ir*y 1Wy noui d 
in Ukt tx Itifcwng lour v Jhc tthvh 8* oMutory 
CRASH up rO CHASH Tirin n* Vrjnom !at *t Andy Klnf * 
ChKfiim. Staphm Rtdf* from Wiruw> n ComMtAlK McGragor 

»vn r, hrcortvl rc itmh Mm bnott / ML̂ n n U*rp<# 
PV«UC tffvta ANNOUNCE**W You iwy M rtxrrC EhM mr 

r̂ rcicarrorOnin-hiicnjngHi ThssaueioWprtvKuiKorf &e»ig 
au*f Al I so njfity rtarwrt Cry ircrmivr 11*1 .1n 
ur«cwt* to mew (Tun JSOOOOO on Dn*t Mn nxKn ycu get 
txryffm) Sa WON TOWBB£Y. fcarWmnl mmcri oI totxn 
monymowl «w«Ji our'AWKXMCrufAli ENDS 

Don't lorgtl - SCOff vpru in to SCOMJ tjnww you 1 prat, rvmlf 
DRIUER 
Michael Tumer. Stoke Gabriel 

Incentive 
2118020 

PLATOON 
Alex Higham. Southsea 

Ocean 
129800 

*\net pnrsrt - tu *vod puOK rumour dun̂  cf»*' |l» nol 10 vt 
joaji tru! Ixî t Slot* Sow* KOff Wir | 

SEND ME YOUR SCORES Send this fomi|or a copy! with your scorn for up to three games to ROBIN CANDY'S SCORES, CRASH. PO Box 10, 

Ludlow, Shropshire SYS IDS ONLY GENUINE SCORES Will BE ACCEPTED; any improbably huge stores will be immedutefy tunned and the sender wi» be forced to share 
a desk with Richard Eddy - a (ate worse than listening to him on me phone 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

IF A WIN TOP PRIZE I WOULD UKE THIS £40 WORTH OF 
SO^^^RAMm 

POSTCODE ... 

MY SCORES ARE: 
GAME 

1 

2 

3 

SCORE DATE ACHIEVED 

AND IF I WIN ANY PRIZE I WOULD UKE THIS CRASH T SHIRT, 
CHOSEN FROM THOSE ADVERTISED IN THE CRASH 
HYPER M AR KETs „.„ — — 

The decision of CRASH 'S omnipotent, all-seeing judges is absolutely final in 
all respects; so don t even think about cheating -you don 't stand a chance! 



L BEYOND THE ICE PALACE 
Producer: Elite 
Retail price: £7.99 

cassette, 
£11.99 disk 
Software 

Authors: Paradise 

eyond the Ice Palace there 
lies a mystical land caught 
up in a bitter battle between 

good and evil. Dark spirits are 
setting alight the forests, 
destroying the homes and 
livelihood of simple woodcutters. 
In desperation the ancient and 
wise spirits ot the woods shoot a 
sacred arrow into the air. Whoever 
finds it is bound to destroy the 
powers of darkness or die in the 
attempt... 

Running and jumping along a 
horizontally scrolling landscape Of 
rocky caverns, moving platforms 
and precarious ladders, the 
chosen warrior attempts to 
penetrate the darker regions of his 
troubled land. Occasionally 
organic boulders block his path 
while walls raise themselves 
mysteriously behind him. 
Grotesquely shaped creatures 
emerge from the shadows: 
ghoulish monsters. gigantic 
caterpillars. zombies and 
butterflies bearing a deadly sting. 
Burly ogres hurl axes and fluttering 
insects belch out firebolts. 

• You meet the strangest people 

lives. 
Weapons, varying in strength 

and ranging from knife to firebolt, 
can be collected on the way. They 
have individual effects on different 
aliens, some of which need to be 
shot several times, A ducking 
action gives the player extra 
mobility when dealing with 

Contact with any of these results 
in the immediate loss of one of nine 

JNICK L 
" Beyond The Ice Palace is yet another great game from Elite. It 
has the basic makings of a shoot-"em-up but the arcade 
adventure aspects make it much more interesting than your 
average blaster. All the characters in the game are excellently 
drawn and animated, and colour is also used well. There are 
some decent sound effects and a tune at the beginning (even on 
the 48K version!). Some of the baddies can get really frustrating, 
especially when they just refuse to die on the sixth shot! All you 
can do is keep firing and dodging them until they give up. The 
option to call a spirit comes in useful and saves on the old finger 
work In sticky situations. Beyond The Ice Palace has plenty of 
content so you won't get fed up easily. Weil worth the money. " 

81% 

• Better put your woolly jumpers on for this one 

B O T D 
i h b / v ^ r t t i i H v b 

00013100 

mfmf^K^e 

h 

• Your soul returns to heaven 

J PAUL L 

" It just goes to prove that you don't need to lash out thousands 
of pounds getting a cool 'n' trendy arcade licence to produce a 
cool 'n' trendy arcade-like game. Beyond The Ice Palace is 
undoubtedly the best game to come from Elite for quite a while -
much more fun than the likes of Buggy Boy and Ikari Warriors. The 
game could easily have been called Ghosts 'n" Goblins II as it's 
just like the arcade game, but on a larger scale. The baddies 
contain a whole range of rough 'n* tough characters - each 
requiring a different killing technique - making it very addictive. 
But where Beyond The Ice Palace scores over other games of this 
large genre is in its clever use of colour. There's just enough to 
create varied scenery but not an overuse creating scrolling 
problems. I suggest you carefully consider purchasing it - an old 
genre, well done. " 

85% 
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particularly persistent enemies. 
Two Spirits of the Forest 

accompany the warrior on his 
journey. When activated via the 
keyboard they sacrifice 
themselves in order to reduce the 
power of the enemies currently on 
screen; some are weakened while 
others are completely destroyed. 
Extra spirits and bonus icons, 
which boost points, are scattered 
around the hostile land. 

A status display shows number 
of lives remaining, current score 
and number of spirits left. Should 
the hero succeed, the land to the 
north is saved; should he fail, there 
will be nothing but death, fire and 
destruction in the mystical 
kingdom beyond the legendary 
palace of ice. 

J KATI I 
" Considering it's so far 
north, the land beyond the 
Ice Palace is surprisingly 
colourful. Vibrant reds 
contrast boldly with the 
green skin colouring of most 
aliens creating a spooky, 
supernatural atmosphere to 
which even the inevitable 
moments of colour clash 
contribute. The main sprite is 
precisely drawn and well 
animated; even his flowing 
hair bobs up and down as he 
runs. In terms of gameplay 
the legendary land of 
'goblins and ghosts' Is rather 
like a sophisticated version 
of Ghosts 'n* Goblins. The 
number of weapons, the 
complexity of the landscape 
(which can usually be 
negotiated in several ways) 
and the variety of different 
enemies have been carefully 
designed to keep you on the 
edge of your seat The sound, 
which is confined to one or 
two squirty effects, could 
have been improved and 
collision detection can be 
slightly Inaccurate. Apart 
from that Beyond The ice 
Palace makes for a slick, 
playable and extremely 
compelling fantasy arcade 
adventure. " 

82% 

ICOMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston. 
Sinclair 
Graphics: a clever mix of 
detailed characters and colour 
backgrounds 
Sound: jolly title tune with 
many varied and inventive 
effects 
Options: definable keys 
General rating: Ghosts 'n' 
Goblins on a larger scale. 
Challenging and addictive, at a 
reasonable price 

Presentation 80% 
Graphics 87% 
Payability 80% 
Addictive qualities 83% 
OVERALL 83% 
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Producer: Zeppelin Games 
Retail price: £2.99 
Authors: Spike & Michael Owens 

Atop class mercenary has 
penetrated maximum 
security headquarters in an 

attempt to get his hands on the 
secret missile plans housed in the 
laboratory. Taking the part of this 
highly trained, heavily equipped, 
super-fit Tighter, the player battles 
through several multi-directionally 
scrolling levels in an attempt to 
locate the coveted blueprints. 

• Derek Brewster's revenge 

The enemy camp is brimming 
with soldiers, armoured tanks, 
motorbikes and jeeps. Pillboxes 
and trenches belch out a constant 
stream of bullets and enemy 
grenades hurtle through the air. 
The mercenary's initial arsenal of 
grenades, mines and bullets can 
be improved by collecting the 
additional supplies scattered 
around each part of the camp. 

Although major injury is 
immediately fatal, the player can 

" Frontline is extremely well presented with a colourful title 
screen, scrolling hint messages and a sophisticated status 
display. Unfortunately the central graphics don't quite match up 
to the promise of the front end: the sprites are blocky and despite 
a few splashes of colour, most of the combat zone has been 
dipped in an unpleasant shade of yellow. Although gameplay is 
very reminiscent of Ikari Warriors, the search and find element 
just saves it from total obscurity. Charging through the 
undergrowth at breakneck speed is initially quite addictive but 
the lastability of the appeal is doubtful. " 

54% 

withstand a limited number of 
bullets. His decreasing energy rate 
is indicated on a status display 

J PAUL L 
" I can't say that this is the 
sort of game that I'd have 
chosen for releasing as my 
first game on the Spectrum, 
but Zeppelin have done it -
and I dare say they'll sell a 
fair few despite its poor 
quality. Everything about 
Frontline is just not up to the 
mark. The graphics are 
acceptable, but could have 
been improved - the sound 
likewise. In fact the only 
impressive part of Frontline Is 
the presentation, which is 
colourful and informative. 
There are many better shoot 
'em ups at a budget price 
(U.C.M. for example), 
Frontline is just more run-of-
the-mill stuff. " 

45% 

which also shows current score, 
number of lives left and amount of 
ammunition remaining. 

Each level hides an access 
pass. Once found, this gives 
admission to the laboratory which 
in turn provides information for 
entry to the next round and 
another step towards the much-
needed plans. 

I COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: small characters on 
a simple and colourless 
background 
Sound: simple spot effects 
General rating: a simple start 
for Zeppelin Games 

Presentation 70% 
Graphics 40% 
Payability 50% 
Addictive qualities 48% 
OVERALL 50% 

Producer: Zeppelin Games 
Retail price: £2.99 
Author: Nicky Rutter 

The eight sectors of your 
planet are under alien 
attack. As a trained 

mercenary you do not hesitate in 
volunteering to clear each sector 
of enemy craft and hunt out the 
vital pieces of a blueprint which, 
when assembled, allow your 
ship's weapon computer to lock 
on to the alien leader's 
mothercraft. 

The player hurtles through 
space over a vertically scrolling 
background of futuristic 
structures, bridges and platforms. 
Hostile enemy craft appear in 
various formations from above, 
and collision with any of these 
causes instant death. 

• It's all a {Ughfifarce 

Collectable lettered icons 
temporarily improve the defensive 
equipment of the player's craft. 
Forcefields provide a few 
moments of invulnerability, and 
pockets of gravitational 
acceleration increase speed. 

Following a climactic 
confrontation with the sector's 
mothership, the player's vessel 
automatically lands in the alien 
camp. The player is transported 
into a maze of passages viewed 
from above. Carefully avoiding the 
flight of deadly birds, the complex 
is negotiated in order to collect a 
section of blueprint and return 
safely to the ship. 

Successful completion of a level 
rewards the player with a 
password to the next, and the 

BBSWBO 

J KATI L 
" Sabotage is an attractive and competent rendering of the 
ageing shoot 'em up theme with a couple of small variations: the 
password system (an effective antidote against the boring 
repetition of levels you already know back to front) and the maze 
element which comes as a welcome break from bombing and 
blasting. Although sound is virtually non-existent, the 
monochrome backdrops are suitably atmospheric, difficulty is 
nicely graded and the scrolling is smooth. Alt the elements of a 
compelling (H unspectacular) game are present; whether you 
take up Zeppelin's challenge ultimately depends on just how 
addicted to quick-fire blasting you are. " 

60% 

J PAUL L 
" Why can't people come out 
with something even slightly 
original in the budget market 
nowadays? The first stage of 
Sabotage is very reminiscent 
of FTL's Ughtforce, except In 
monochrome, negating the 
whole point of Lightforce, 
which was its clever use of 
colour. The bonus stage is 
hardly worth mentioning: it 
contains crude characters 
and presents very little 
challenge to the average 
player (ie Nick Roberts!). If 
you're after a simple and 
cheap Lightforce clone then 
Sabotage may appeal to you; 
I detested It though. " 

35% 

appropriate password allows 
access to any level at the 
beginning of the game. Once all 
the blueprints have been collected 
the alien leader's fate is sealed. 

I COMMENTS 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: oversized 
monochrome graphics on first 
stage - tiny and colourful on 
second! 
Sound: mediocre sound 
effects 
General rating: a low starting 
point for a new company 

Presentation 50% 
Qraphics 50% 
Play ability 53% 
Addictive qualities 55% 
OVERALL 53% 
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CBM 64128 
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BLOOD BROTHERS 
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Son of the Gods, curse of his 

fellow men, Hercules is set 12 

awesome tasks to exonerate the 

sin of murdering his children. 

Armed by his divine fathers he 

sets forth to face the hideous 

skeleton hordes and ultimately 

overcome the evil minotaur. 

To slay the damned is his only 

saviour in repenting his sins. 

''Our blood is mixed, 
We arc as one, 
Let no man or beast come 

between us, 
And let nothing deter us from 

our aim, 
To avenge the deaths of our 

parents. 
And destroy the Scorpians, 

DEATH TO THE 
SCORPIANS" 
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SINCLAIR COnPUTERh 

QUALITY APPROVED REPAIR CENTRE SPBRES -w 
HOW TO GET YOUR 48K SPECTRUM REPAIRED FOR ONLY £19.95Vc>: 

m NOW AVAILABLE - the official spectrum upgrade! 

STurn your Spectrum into 
la Spectrum + for just £24.95 
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TEN • REPAIR SERVICE 
while YOU watt repairs £22 50 4SK spectrum 
£25.00 Spectrum • 2 
All computers fully overhauled and fully 
tested Before return. 
Fully Insured for the return journey 
Fixed tow pnee of £19.99 including post 
packing, parts labour Spectrum *2 repairs 
only £25.00 fully inclusive 
Discounts for schools and colleges 

BEST SERVICE -

Six top flames worth £59.00 free with every \ l Q o n N 
Spectrum repair Now includes FREE memory/1 K i u m j n 
keyboard test 
we also repair commodore 64 s, VIC 20, 
Commodore 16 - 4. Spectrum • 2 and • j 
The most up to date test equipment developed Dy 
us to locate faults within your computer 
Rubber keyboard repair (replacement membrane 
only) Just £10 00 Including p * p 
J montn written guarantee on all repairs 

seway ribbon 
cable to extend 
your ports for 
your peripherals 
£10.95 plus £1 75 p&p 
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B E S T P R I C E S ! Lz 

ARE YOU ANOTHER CUSTOMER - fed up 
waiting weeks for your estimate? 
Need your computer repaired fast ' Then send it now to the Number One Repair 
Company in the U.K . or call in and see us at our fully equipped 2 SOOsquare foot workshop 
with all the latest test equipment available YOU are more than welcome 
we wilt repair your computer while you wait and netp you with an • of your technical problems 
Commodore computers repaired for only CSS 00 Please note we gove you a 100% low fixed 
price of £19 95 which includes return post ana packing VAT not a between price like some 
other Repair Companies offer we don task you tosend a cheque in for the maximum amount and 
shock you with repair bills £J0 upwards Don t forget we are Amstrad aproved for quality and 
speed don t risk your computer to any other unauthorised repair centre We dontiust repair the 
fault and send your computer back we give your computer a • 

OVERHAUL WITH EVERY REPAIR WE DO:-
w e cor rec t colour, sound, k e y b o a r d , check t h e load ing a n d saving chip, e v e n 

n e w f e e t o n t h e base If requi red . Check for ful l m e m o r y , check all sockets 
Including e a r / m l k e a n d rep lace w h e r e n e e d e d , All f o r an inclusive pr ice o f £19.95 
w h i c h Includes VAT, par ts A labour , r e t u r n post , pack ing & Insurance. No h i d d e n 
ex t ras w h a t s o e v e r 
I Should a computer be cussed as unrepairable due to.umpering we may be able to offer a 
replacement circuit board at additional charge i 

URGENT NOTICE o o n ' t be mis led by adver ts s h o w i n g b e t w e e n prices. A recen 
compla in t against a M a n c h e s t e r repair f i rm, M a n c o m p , was u p h e l d by t h e Advert is ing 
s tandards Author i t y o n t w o counts . "It had s ta ted BBC repairs b e t w e e n e m ana E45 
t h e n c h a r g e d t h e c u s t o m e r E85." Their g u a r a n t e e policy was misleading as I t d id n o t 

m a k e clear t h a t all repairs w e r e n o t c o v e r e d 

THE VIDEOVAULTCOMPUT 
COMPANION 

i 

n » c i r n n i i is • Rapid Rft 
Joystick and Rjm Dull Port 
Turbo interface 
Recommended retnl prtce EI0$0| 
special offer price £18.95 
item canoe purchased 
separately. Ram Dual Port Turbo 
interface £12.95 * £1 75 p i p 
125-Joystick £7.95 Ei.75pip 

"Developed py u s - I s ""A 
size of convent iona l 
p o w e r supplies Just 
£29 00 + 1 75 p + p 

SPECTRUM REPl̂ CEWENT 
p o w e r s y p p y L ® - w w 

design 
Power supply for your 

spectrum doesn't 
even need a plug, 

only n o 95+ 1.75 p+p 

rX 
*es 

m k e y b o a r d 
m e m b r a n e s 

I ES 50 Plus £1 75 p&p 
Spectrum Plus spare keyboard 

| membranes £1290 Dius £175 D&D | 

ON-OFF SWITCHES 
FOR THE SPECTRUM 
AND SPECTRUM + 
ORDER No 
1067 SPECTRUM 
I0G7A SPECTRUM+ 

£3 .95 + l.TSp + p 

[ E D I T I O N N O W H O T O F 

LOAD YOUR CASSEHE 
SOFTWARE INTO YOUR 

+3USINC THESE 
LEADS 

ONl£4.50 
£ r 7 5 p & p 

New bigger catalogue now available containing over 2,500 Items Including software for all computers, joysticks, 
spare parts, business software, books, plus many more, Just send 3x isp stamps for yourfree copy. Over 20 pages 
full of top quality products delivered to your door by return post 

U S E A N Y ^ 
JOYSTICK Wl 
YOURSPECTRUM 
SINCLAIR JOYSTICK ADAPTOR FOR 
CONNECTING SPECTRUM +2 > 
COMPUTERS TO MOST JOYSTICKS 

POST + PACKING 
CHARGES UK ONLY 
OVERSEAS 
POST + PACKING 
CHARGES PLEASE 
WRITE FOR 
0 U 0 T E 

Otd Kingsmoor School, Railway street Hadftekl. Hyde, Cheshire SK14 8AA 
Tel 04574 66555/67761/69499 Main Office, enquiries and orders only 

Manchester telephone 061-2 J6 0176 while you wait centre only, 
we regret me Manchester Branch cannot take mail order orders, 

lease use main office number 

C O P Y R I G H T V I D E O V A U L T NO. 8 8 5 0 5 0 FAX NO.0457a 68946 
a vw' 



t BUGGY BOY 
Producer: Elite 
Retail price: £7.99 cassette, £11.99 disk 
Author: Maz Spork from a Taito coin-op 

l 
uggy Boy. a great success 

I on the Commodore 64. has 
finally made it to the 

Spectrum. Leap into your race-
tuned. customised Baja Bug and 
get ready to hurtle over five of the 
toughest, roughest, meanest and 
hardest race tracks ever devised. 
Select your course from the title 
screen, fasten your seat bett and 
get ready to race against the clock! 

Each track is divided into four 
individual stages. The difficult 
cross-country terrain is punctured 
by black tunnels, narrow bridges 
and a forbidding array of 
obstacles. Successful drivers 
dodge, dart and swerve through 
complex formations of boulders, 
brick walls, lamp posts and trees. 
Particularly tough bamers are 
avoided by hitting one of the many 
logs that lie across the track: your 
buggy flies through the air, soars 
over the offending boulder or wall 

and lands with the greatest of ease 
on the other side. Driving over tree 
stumps and small rocks tilts the 
car on to two wheels, making it 
especially manoeuvrable when it 
comes to negotiating small gaps. 

Falling off bridges, crashing into 
the edge of tunnels, or colliding 
with trees, boulders and walls 
cause the buggy to explode. A new 
vehicle promptly takes its place 
but the resulting delay may 
seriously impair your chances of 
completing a track. Driving 
through time gales increases the 
amount of time allotted to the next 
stage of the course by two 
seconds per gate. 

Bonus points are scored by 
weaving through the score gates 
and collecting flags which gain 
extra points for every sequence of 
five. Status displays show current 
speed, score, leg, number of flags 
m the sequence collected and a 

J KATI L 
" To expect Buggy Boy to match up to the high standards of the 
coin-op is completely unrealistic. Some resemblance In terms of 
payability and control isn't too much to ask for, though, and Elite 
certainly provide you with that. It's just that 'some' doesn't turn 
out to be quite enough. The graphics are Just about as good as 
they can be on the Spectrum and the programmers have 
managed to include a lot of the original features. Unfortunately, 
the buggy is slightly too slow and just too large. Unless you're 
going uphill you can't always see where you're going; successful 
manoeuvring is more a matter of luck than skill. When the vehicle 
tips to one side you might as well be playing with a blindfold over 
your head. Mind you, judging from the success of Out Run this 
isn't going to put anyone off. A lot of people are going to have a 
wild and wicked time speeding around the tracks - with a bit 
more effort they could have had a super-sensational ride. " 

71% 

Looks like Cameron's passed his 
miniature map showing your 
position on the overall track. 
Complete each course with record 
points and your achievement is 
displayed as the ultimate 
highscore. 

J NICK L 
" Buggy Boy, that fantastic 
three-screen arcade game 
has at last arrived on the 
Spectrum, with all the 
graphics, colour and sound 
of the coin-op machine . . . 
Well not quite! The graphics 
look good from afar, but up 
close they're just a mess of 
chunky blocks! Some levels 
are fun to play, especially the 
sections where you go over 
bridges and through tunnels. 
The courses dont seem to 
be all that different on the 
Spectrum, though: no 
footballs or slopes (as there 
are on all other versions), just 
a differently coloured 
background. I must say that I 
was disappointed with Buggy 
Boy, it just cant be happy on 
the 8-bit Spectrum. " 

71% 

driving test! 

I PAUL I 
" Elite's latest arcade tie-in 
suffers from all the problems 
of the infamous Out Run -
and, like the US Gold top-
seller, you'll either love it or 
hate it. For those that want 
something that looks like the 
arcade machine there'll be 
plenty to be happy about. 
Visually the game is very 
similar to Super Hang-On, 
using lots of blocky colour on 
the main buggy - which Is 
very large, often hiding most 
of the scenery - but leaving 
the rest of the objects 
colourless. However, due to 
the vast array of gates, trees, 
rocks and stones on the 
track, the game suffers 
terribly from locking up when 
too much appears on the 
screen - thus making It quite 
unplayable. If only the 
programmers had 
concentrated on making the 
game playable and addictive 
while ignoring the 
impressive visual aspects 
they'd have had an Out Run 
challenger on their hands. 
Sadly H suffers from all the 
same flaws as US Gold's 
product " 

72% 

I COMMENTS 
Joysticks: Cursor. Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: the cluttered, but 
colourful, display creates 
strong visual problems when 
jumping over rocks and hills 
Sound: above average 128K 
ditties, with restricted - but 
similar - tunes on the 48K 
Options: choice of five tracks 
General rating: visually a good 
conversion, but lacking 
payability and addictiveness 
to make it a real winner 

Presentation 62% 
Graphics 66% 
Playability 72% 
Addictive qualities 68% 
OVERALL 71% 
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Producer: Gremlin Graphics 
Retail price: £8.99 cassette, 

£12.99 disk 
Author: programmed by Mark 

Rogers and Colin Dooley, 
graphics by Steve and 
Marcos 
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I M l att Tracker's third 
/ • / appearance on the 

Gremlin label is fraught 
with personal anxiety. Miles 
Mayhem has kidnapped his son 
Scott and is holding him to ransom 
on the moon. Unless MASK'S 
entire forces are surrendered to 
VENOM. Scott is doomed. Matt's 
dilemma is a public as well as a 
private one: if he gives in, VENOM 
gains total control over the Peace-
ful Nations Alliance but if he holds 
out. his son may not survive. The 
only possible course of action is to 
orchestrate a clandestine rescue 
attempt; equipped only with his 
spacesuit. Matt resolves to under-
take the dangerous mission on his 
own. 

Teleporting onto the moon's sur-
face he beg ms the perilous journey 
which is set against a horizontally 
scrolling lunar landscape of hills, 
depressions and vast stretches of 
deadly sea. Purple mountain 
ranges pucker the horizon while 
doors occasionally allow entry into 
inhabited (but mostly deserted) 
parts ol the moon base. 

VENOM'S defence systems are 
on lull alert: blockbusters, death-
spheres, serpents and angels ol 
death belch out ammunition while 
surplus projectiles hurtle through 
the air. Too much contact with 
enemy (ire and Matt's energy level 

is radically decreased- Should his 
energy counter fall to zero his mis-
sion is prematurely aborted. 

As he approaches the nerve 

Every game In the MASK 
series is an improvement 
over the last - and VENOM 
Strikes Back is definitely the 
best of the cartoon-based 
series. What's most impres-
sive to me is the way that 
each game differs tremend-
ously from every other -
unlike, for example, the 
Renegade series - but each 
still ties in strongly with the 
base subject of the TV prog-
ramme. The latest in the 
series Is superbly pre-
sented but also contains a 
playable and addictive 
game. The graphics are, 
without a doubt, the most 
impressive part of the 
game. Apart from being 
amazingly colourful and 
Intricately detailed they're 
also superbly animated -
which, when you take a 
look at the amount that's 
moving, is pretty impres-
sive. But there's more to it 
than that: it requires a great 
deal of thought, planning 
and strategy if you're to get 
anywhere with I t The 
MASK series must be a real 
collector's pack now - all 
three are well worth getting 
- but VENOM Strikes Back is 
simply the icing on the 
cake." 
PAUL 91% 

centre ol VENOM'S base and 
attempts to gain control of an 
enemy craft. Matt encounters 
supplies of four different types of 
protective mask which are acces-
sed via the keyboard. Selective 
use ol each of their properties 
dramatically improves his chances 
of success. The Penetrator tem-
porarily dematenalises the body, 
allowing it to pass through solid 
objects, while the bouyant qual-
ities of the Jackrabbit mask are 
particularly useful when negotiat-
ing long stretches of sea. Masks 
are collected in boxes of 99 units 
which count down as they are 
used. 

Status displays show score, 
energy meter and current status ol 
masks, while a scrolling message 
provides extra information where 
necessary. 

As each level is completed. Matt 
decodes the password to the next. 
Typing this in at the beginning of a 
game unlocks the teteport gate to 
the appropriate level and another 
desperate attempt to rescue 
Scott. 

" Gremlin strike back with 
a vengeance! Graphically, 
MASK II was a definite 
improvement on MASK I; 
the sequel to the sequel 
goes one further in its 
excellent use of colour and 
detail. Matt TVacker is 
cutely animated, even 
down to the rhythmic turn-
ing of his head as he 
bounds along the moon's 
bright surface. Gameplay, 
very much in the style of 
Exolon and Yeti has the 
added bonus of freedom of 
movement; you can usually 
jump back into the screen 
you've just left, avoiding a 
VENOMous onslaught of 
enemy fire. The complexity 
of the unfamiliar lunar ter-
rain and the properties of 
the different masks 
ensure plentiful variety. 
Learning when and where 
to use each mask is an 
addictive process of trial 
and error; there's nothing 
like a premature plunge 
into the sea or a sudden 
untimely re-materialisation 
to keep you going back for 
more. Scrolling is smooth, 
collision detection is accu-
rate and control is surpris-
ingly fast, ft all contributes 
to a polished, sophisti-
cated and extremely com-
pelling arcade adventure. 
Ignore it at your peril! " 
KAT1 90% 

" VENOM is definitely strik-
ing back with this great 
new addictive game from 
Gremlin. It's basically just a 
horizontally scrolling shoot 
'em up but it's just packed 
full of detailed graphics and 
challenging puzzles that 
will have you glued to your 
screen for hours. Right 
from the start of the game 
you're confronted a variety 
of nasties that all have their 
own way of destroying you. 
Once you've memorised 
the attack patterns then the 
game does get a bit easier 
and you can get further. 1 
loved the way that once you 
enter a password you can 
go to that level through one 
of the four transporters. It 
saves a lot of time and 
stops the first few levelsget-
ting monotonous. Every 
screen is full of excellently 
designed objects and 
characters, all on an atmos-
pheric background of 
moons and mountains. The 
animation on each screen 
adds a dimension of 
realism with rippling water 
and pretty detail! Brilliant 
colour, fantastic sound and 
there's even a good game 
in there somewhere. 
VENOM Strikes Back is 
another great game in the 
MASK series. " 
NICK 91% 

COMMENTS 

Joysticks: Cursor, 
Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: a superb range of 
colourful and detailed 
characters with a wide range 
of realistic and animated 
backgrounds 
Sound: great title tune from 
Benn, with above average 
spot effects 
Options: definable keys 
General rating: the superb 
presentation enhances a very 

^omsS^BSST6 

appeal to adventure and 
shoot 'em up fans alike 

Presentation 93% 
Graphics 93% 
Payability 90% 
Addictive qualities 91% 
OVERALL 91% 



FASTER... EIRTIIER... BETTER 
\ou arc compelin^ against lite world's ^n .iU'st 
in //«*{treat est <ni(l toughest series ol winter 
shirts vet devised. Seven events to test youi >kill 
.did nerve to Ihe utmost: each one Willi its 
own individtial demands Practice, pallenre 
and more [trad In* are rr«|uirnl in stand a 

am chance ol a medal Vni can do II, you 
u/Z/do it' \nd what"s more you'll have 
,i great llinc iryiny! J 

N 

Cross l ounln Skiing - one of 
the stlffest tests of pure physical 
prowess ever devised. You will 
battle with time, terrain and 
winter Itself Hen1 nothing is 
on your side save (he occasional 
surge of gravity on a downhill 
section. Muster all the 
spirit and strength 
you can for this Is 
the ultimate 
test of 
endurance! 

Speed Skating 
-The fastest 

self propelled spon 
on earth A lest of 

strength and rhythm 
where speeds of 30 mpli 

arc reached In Lhe 
quest for gold 

Ml sown Mxrti from Ibe 
ComnKHkirr 64 wskwi 

Manuf jiturvd and diMnbutnt 
imdrr llrfacr from Ep>\ lac 
by I S liuld Urnlird. 
2/3 lloltort V>ay 
IMford. 
Biraiinciiam. 
B6 7AX 

Spectrum + 3 Disk 
( 1968 Epyx Inc AH thgf<6 toswvocl 
Epyx o a FteQSiefed Tradamarti No 1196270 

EPYX 



Ski Jumping - Daredevil bravery. 
* nerves of steel and lotal control 
f are compulsory' In this thrilling 

7'*1 _ and rnosi dangerous 
sport when- both 

distance and 
style count 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ lowards 
J S f i B u f f ^ ^ L 
k J Q D k v l ^ A score. 

siiilum - > 
Speed. conirol 
and split second liming makes the 
jftalom thr most difficult of all skiing ^ 
rlenls Choose from dlfferrm courses 

vary ing in thehr difficulty 

Domnblll Skiing- A free 1 
jt fall In white .Using gravity * 

aayour power source and v<wr 
poles for balance, you'll 

k attain speeds of 70 mph 
^ as you hurtle towards 

gold and a place In 
Ihe record books! 

Luge - Daring: 
a touch of winter madness! 
Lying prone, feet first on a sled technologically 
designed to assault time you'll use every muscle 
In your body to make the most of each straight and 

curve on a 
choice of 

^ ^ courses 



GET A 
TASTE FOR 
THE 
STRONG 
S T U F F . . . 
WIN A 
CASE OF 
IRN-
BRU! 
Made m Scotland from girders, consumed 
in England by giants, Im-Bru is the secret 
formula behind cotossal Caledonian bite 
and brawn. A glass of the orange nectar and 
you'll be performing extraordinary feats of 
athletic, musdebound strength and 

LOW CAlOftlt 

garnishing your meal ol iron bars with a 
casual sprinkle of savoury aluminium tacks. 
Fortunately Im- Bru goes down equally wefl 
with more traditional tare; haggis, tatties 
and neeps', salted pomdge, scotch 
broth... A prize of sophistication - you'd 
be a fool to give this competitor a m«ss. 

As we've already mentioned, Im-Bnj's 
incredible powers can only be attributed to 
a potion of secret magical ingredients. 
Devise a suitably irotHC (ha!), imaginative, 
strapping, sturdy list ol powerful contents, 
and you could be well on your way to 
winning a case of the magic essence. 

Just stick your list (as exotic, homely or 
far-fetched as you like) into an envelope 
and send it. together with your name and 
address, to SECRET FORMULA COMP, 
CRASH, PO Box 10. Ludlow, Shropshire, 
SY81DB. 

Each of the six most original entries will 
be rewarded with a case of Im-Bru 
containing 24 cans. CRASH accepts no 
responsibility lor any damage which may 
be caused by winners unaware of the 
potential of their new-found strength and, 
as always, the decision of the magaztnes's 

| appointed judges is final. 

Producer: Players 
Retail price: £1.99 
Authors: Kevin Parker and Jabba Severn 

The Changchun Academy, 
which based its disciplines 
on the secret karate scrolls, 

was the most famous karate 
school in northern China. A failed 
former pupil. Wang Chen bore a 
terrible grudge and massacred 
both masters and students in one 
terrible night of carnage. Only Lo 
Yin survived to make a desperate 
(and ultimately successful) 
attempt to transport the precious 
scrolls to the safety of Shanghai. 
Mission accomplished, Lo was 
lured into a dangerous dragon 
temple and never seen again." 

The player takes the part of Lo 
Yin (player two can take the part of 
Wang) in an attempt to relive the 
six levels of his journey to 
Shanghai. In an underground cave 
and on the Great Wall Lo meets 
one of Wang's men in single 
combat. Using 16 different moves 
he attempts to chop, kick, sweep 
and block his way to success by 
reducing his opponent's energy to 
zero tour times. 

Following a battle with Wang's 
men on the shores of the Yangtze 
river, Lo reaches Shanghai. The 

quickly dispelled by the slow 
movement of the fighters. When 
Lo Yin jumps, for example, he 
floats in slow motion through the 
Shanghai sky - a nasty experience 
and one, on the whole, that is best 
avoided. " 
KA71 41% 

• " Players have a great gift of 
producing a product with super 
presentation, clear concise 
instructions and great sound 
(very much like Code Masters) -
but, yet again, a game which is 
only mildly addictive. Like most 
games of its genre Shanghai 
Karate requires little skill - just 
constant use of one or two 
moves to defeat the computer 
opponent. The graphics and 
sound are the only real drawing 
points of the game. However, 
the overall attraction of 
Shanghai Karate diminishes after 
a few games due to the vapid 
gameplay. One plus point 
though: the gong sound on the 
128K is sheer brilliance (but not 
realty worth £1.99). " 
PAUL 48% 

enemy attempts to defeat him 
twice more (in the harbour and the 
crty sewers) before Lo enters the 
dragon temple and enacts the 
ending of his unfinished tale. 

L CRITICISM 1 
• " Another budget offering fails 
to hit the mark. The backdrops are 
colourful, the sound is 
atmospheric - it's just the 
gameplay that leaves a lot to be 
desired. Wang's men aren't 
particularly hard to defeat: a few 
well-placed kicks and you're well 
on your way to mediocre success. 
Unfortunately you have to beat 
each opponent four times. With 
the sixtieth consecutive punch 
your interest begins to wane . . . 
Any remaining excitement is 

• Nice graphics, shame about 
the gameplay . . . 

L COMMENTS 1 
Joysticks: Sinclair, Kempston 
Graphics: attractive backgrounds 
with slowly animated, but detailed, 
main characters 
Sound: great gong sound, with 
white noise effects 
Options: sound on/off 
General rating: visually appealing 
but lacking payability due to bad 
animation 

Presentation 57% 
Graphics 60% 
Payability 41% 
Addictive qualities 40% 
OVERALL 45% 



CERIUS 

«<3 

Producer: Atlantis 
Retail price: £1.99 
Authors: Graham, David and Adrian Shaw 

The evil leader Rogorf is 
causing havoc on the planet 
Cerius. In a dastardly 

attempt to get the necessary iron 
ore to make his army of 
Phibiatrons even more powerful, 
he has enslaved the planet's 

J PAUL L 
" If I ever imagined an 
Exolon-looking budget game 
then this would be it. Just like 
Exolon, Cerius is very 
attractive (although contains 
less variation) and smartly 
presented, initially the game 
is quite puzzling, but after a 
few games, with a bit of 
planning, you can easily 
complete the first few levels. 
It's sad to see such a small 
play area but the scrolling is 
smooth and the graphics 
colourful. After a rest, 
Atlantis have come back to 
the market with a great little 
game. " 

70% 

peaceful people and has forced 
them into the mines. Not 

KATI 
" Apart from the fact that the 
playing area only takes up 
about a quarter of the 
screen, Cenus Is enjoyable 
and competently presented. 
The graphics are colourful, 
the Phibiatrons are carefully 
drawn and the gameplay is 
complicated enough to keep 
you playing for more than a 
couple of hours. In the end, 
though, it probably won't be 
much longer than that. Very 
much like a watered down 
version of Exolon, Cerius 
doesn't present that high a 
challenge and your initial 
enthusiasm is more likely to 
be wooed away by one of the 
faster, more demanding 
games on your shelf. Still -
it's fun while it lasts and, for 
£1.99, definitely worth a try. " 

68% 
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surprisingly, you are the planet's 
only hope. 

You enter your armoured 
Avenger V4 and set off on your 
journey through Rogorf's 
complex. The series of flick-
screen platforms and walkways is 
divided into different sections 
each of which is guarded by a 
particularly fierce Phibiatron. 
These guards must be defeated to 
gain a letter of the scrambled code 
which gives access to the next 
level. Meanwhile other Phibiatrons 
fly in from the left, firing missiles. 
Each direct hit or collision reduces 
power points. Once power 
reaches zero the game is lost. 

The player's tank is equipped 
with an initial armoury of 40 
missiles and one bomb. Entering 
ammunition pods boosts weapon 
supplies while other pods increase 
the tank's equipment or provide 
extra energy. 

At the end of each level, which 
must be completed within a given 

time limit, the screen prompts you 
to enter the appropriate code. 
Unscramble the letters you have 
collected, type them in and you're 
well on your way to Rogorf's lair. 

I COMMENTS! 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: very colourful with 
intricate detail on all characters 
and scenery 
Sound: above average title 
tune and spot effects 
General rating: a smart 
Exolon clone at a cheap price 

Presentation 80% 
Graphics 75% 
Playability 74% 
Addictive qualities 68% 
OVERALL 70% 

Producer: Mastertronic 
Retail price: £1.99 
Authors: Icon Design 

The outpost planet Ferantoo 
is under attack from a 
wicked force of alien 

Peradusians. Taking control of 
Prowler, the Northall Q15-C 
assault craft, the player can 
choose from a selection of ten 
different missions and five 
difficulty levels (Rookie to Top 
Gun) as he attempts to protect his 
planet from the invading alien 

ships. 
The mission is viewed from the 

cockpit of the Prowler aircraft, 
looking over a 3-D environment of 
mountains and sky. Complex 
instruments, including an 
altimeter, vertical velocity and 
ground speed indicators are at the 
pilot's disposal, plus full control 
over the craft's height, speed and 
direction. 

The position of the enemy is 
indicated on an adjustable radar 
screen. Once alien craft come 
within visible range they can be 
eliminated via a tar getting system 

' ill . T . T. 1, | . i 
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using five different types of 
missiles. Shields provide extra 
protection: a status display shows 
their current strength. 

L CRITICISM 1 
• " At its best Prowler is a very 
bad simulation of an aircraft 
simulator, it certainly doesn't 
create any real sense of flight. 
Although the instruments indicate 
that you're hurtling through the sky 
at incredible speeds, the ground 
below doesn't move a single inch. 
The complex dials on the 
instrument panel are largely 
useless and there, presumably, 
just for show. There's not much 
action to speak of since it takes 
ages for the aliens to arrive 
(perhaps the attack was a false 
alarm!). As for exhilaration and a 
sense of achievement - forget it. 
The only thing you're likely to get 
from this game is a headache. 
Either that or a burning sense of 
loss as you think of all the goodies 
you could have spent your money 
on. " 
KATI 13% 

• " This must be the most 
confusing £1.99 anyone could 
ever spend. The instructions do 
little to help the player, just 
listing the numerous key 
functions, and reciting a 
pathetic tittle story of Ursa 
Minor Delta-V. The main screen 
display is much like Infiltrator, 

containing many gauges and 
scanners, but outside the shell 
of the craft is a bleak wilderness 
in which very little happens. My 
main criticism of Prowler is that 
it gives you no feeling of speed. 
There are plenty of power and 
thrust keys but none of them 
make what little scenery there is 
move at all. The various 
weapons available should also 
make the game a challenge to 
play, but they all have the same 
feeble effect on the alien ships. 
Overall Prowler is a very poor 
attempt at an earthbound 3-D 
Starfighter (itself a very simple 
game). Uneventful 
unimpressive. 
PAUL 

and 

20% 

L COMMENTS i 
Joysticks: none 
Graphics: appalling. No 
animation on a poorly drawn 
landscape 
Sound: simple blips 
Options: five difficulty levels and 
ten different missions 
General rating: a terrible flight sim 
lacking atmosphere and 
addictiveness 

Presentation 40% 
Graphics 25% 
Playability 10% 
Addictive qualities 08% 
OVERALL 14% 
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PSYCHO PIG UXB 

Producer: US Gold 
Retail price: £8.99 cassette, £12.99 disk 
Authors: Software Creations from the Jaleco Pigs And 

Bombers coin-op 

The crowds are cheering, the 
players walk oul on to the 
screen, the whistle goes 

and, amidst squeals of snuffling 
excitement, the porkiest match of 
the season is about to beginl 

The basic rules of this porcine 
me are taken from the coin-op, 

'igs and Bombers, yet to be 
released in the arcades. One or 
two players join a group of intrepid 
piglets on a playing area marked 
out by a series of numbered, black 
time bombs. When the referee 
blows his whistle, all the pigs 
attempt to pick up the bombs and 
throw them at each other. Once 
dispatched, a bomb begins its 
countdown to explosion. Any pigs 
in the immediate vicinity of the 
blast die a sudden, untimely death. 
(Unlike their opponents, players 
have four chances to survive a 
fatal blast.) Particularly accurate or 
amorous pigs are in with an 
advantage. A direct hit kills an 
opponent immediately: stealing 
up on unsuspecting piglets to give 
them a kiss embarrasses them into 
a useful fit of momentary 
disorientation. 

Different pigs react differently to 
being kissed or attacked. Before 
play commences the program 
gives a run-down of your 
opponents, including their name 
and characteristics. Metal pigs are 
particularly hard to defeat and 
require two or three hits before 
they blow up. 

Some pigs leave behind bonus 
icons when they explode. 
Collecting these can increase 
throwing power, gas other pigs 
(while providing you with a useful 
gas mask) or boost running ability. 

Jnick l 
" Yeah, blow up them cute 
little pigs and save your 
bacon (groan!). Psycho Pig 
UXB may not be a 
fantastically brilliant game 
and it may not have a super-
human hero in it, but I like it. 
All you have to do is run 
around the screen blowing 
up your opponents, 
collecting bonus objects and 
rescuing little piglets (ahhh). 
There are a variety of piggy 
pals to blow up, some 
wearing their cooi shades 
and some almost in their 
birthday suits! Tim Follin's 
128K music really gets the 
foot tapping and makes 
every pig look like he's doing 
a jig. Psycho Pig UXB is full of 
surprises and has some very 
nice graphics here and there, 
so dont hog all those 
blockbuster games, play 
with the pigsl , r 

70% 

Other extras include a blast suit 
(protection against one direct hit), 
smart bombs (to clear the whole 
screen) and extra carrying power. 

Play is divided into a series of 
rounds interspersed with a bonus 
level. Pigs pop up from craters in 
the ground inviting you to kiss 
them before they shyly pop down 
again. Kiss as many pigs as 
possible to see your bonus rating 
and your status as porky psycho 
rise. 
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JPAULL 
" Well if this is the sort of 
arcade game that Jaleco 
produce then perhaps 
they're wise to keep their 
machines in Japan. The 
transfer to the Spectrum is 
not the problem - In fact. 
Software Creations have 
done a fine job - the fault lies 
with the arcade machine in 
the first place. Games like 
this are only suited to the 
arcade atmosphere. They'll 
keep you addicted for five or 
six goes, but any more and 
you're bored! Such a game 
should never have been 
licensed by US Gold in the 
first place. Psycho Pig UXB 
won't keep any computer 
owner hooked for more than 
a few days. The options 
screen is about the best part 
of the game - at least It's not 
cluttered up with farmyard 
creatures. Psycho Pig UXB 
isnt even funny! With such 
bad material the 
programmers could do little 
better. " 

S0% 

J KATI L 
" Having got their hands on a 
real porker of a game, US 
Gold have taken almost 
every chance they've got to 
ham it up. The object Is 
surprisingly simple and 
incredibly silly; a prime 
recipe for excellently 
addictive play. As it stands, 
Psycho Pig UXB is quite good 
fun - it would have been even 
better if a bit ot colour had 
been Included. The piggy 
parade at the beginning of 
each game gives a 
tantalising list of colour-
coded names (obviously left 
over from the coin-op). 
Unfortunately as there are no 
colours on this conversion, 
none of them are in the least 
bit relevant. All the pigs look 
exactly the same, so in the 
scuffling, snuffling fray you 
can't really tell them or their 
particular traits of character 
apart. The arena which could 
have been bursting with 
humorous activity just looks 
pale, tired and wan. It doesn't 
spoil the pleasure of 
bombing porky piglets but It 
doesn't mean that this is one 
of those conversion which is 
unlikety to hog the limelight 
for very long. '" 

79% 

COMMENT$l_^ 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston. 
Sinclair 
Graphics: porky characters 
with no backgrounds 
Sound: goodol' country bam 
dance music on the 128K 
playing throughout the game 
Options: continue play option 
when dead, definable keys 
General rating: initially 
addictive, but lacking any long-
lasting appeal 

Presentation 70% 
Graphics 50% 
Playability 69% 
Addictive qualities 71% 
OVERALL 70% 
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Feel you deserve another piece of the action? Bothered about having to travel 
far for software? Bored by the limited choice available on the high street? Fed 
up with being charged full retail price? Well, don't! Whether top games soft-
ware, high-tech joysticks or designer T-Shirts or just simply dustprotective 
keyboard covers, CRASH HYPERMARKET will despatch at special discount 
prices, efficiently and fast. The incredibly low deals include VAT, postage & 
packing. 

UNMISSABLE 
COMPILATION 
OFFER! 
Fill up the missing gaps i n y our games library with the top hits of the (recent!) past with these 
incredible compilation packages. To twist your arm, we've added our very own nudging 
discount to the supervalue recommended package prices. If you don't want to be tempted 
close your eyes, skip the page and regret forever more! 

LIVE AMMO cams Ocean 
OFFER 6.99, RRP 9.95, C032C 
featuring: 
ARMY MOVES, GREEN BERET, THE OREAT ESCAPE, 
RAMBO FIRST BLOOD PART II, TOP GUN 

f • * * » J -ft 

6 PAK VOL.2 cats Elite 
OFFER 6.99. RRP 9.99, C033C 
featuring: 
INTO THE EAGLES NEST, BATTY, ACE, SHOCK WAY 
RIDER, INTERNATIONAL KARATE, LIGHT FORCE 

1 S ^ ^ x 

.COMPUTER GAMES. 

KONAMI ARCADE COLLECTION CMS. Imagine 
OFFER 6.99, RRP 9.95. C034C 
featuring: 
MIKIE, JAIL BREAK, GREEN BERET, Y1E AR KUNG-FU II, 
SHAO-LIN'S ROAD, NEMESIS, HYPER SPORTS, PING 
PONG, JACKAL, YIE AR KUNG-FU 

TOP 10 COLLECTION c«ts. Elite 
OFFER 6.99, RRP 9,99, C031C 
featuring: 
SABOTEUR, SABOTEUR II, SIGMA 7, CRITICAL MASS, 
AIRWOLF, DEEP STRIKE, COMBAT LYNX. TURBO 
ESPRIT, THANATOS, BOMB JACK II 

I 

s 



CRASH 
COMPUTER 
COVERS 
PHOUO . . . of your untouched, virgin-
new keyboard? Don't let It bite the 
duet, protect it from coffee, biscuit nib-
bles, screen fnH>out or Just simple plsin 
home-variety dust, 
ASHAMED ...ol your grotty, cofloe-
stained, dust-cloaked keyboard? 
Cover the mesa up and protect your 
Habitat environment with a CRASH 
keyboard cover. 

RUBBER-KEYED SPECTRUM 
COVER 
OFFER 3.OO C001H 
SPECTRUM + COVER 
OFFER 3.28 COO?H 
SPECTRUM 128 COVER 
OFFER 3.78. COCOH 
SPECTRUM+ 2 COVER 

14.00 C004H 

HYPERMARKET 

Have a SINOing relationship with your 
favourite mag! Strap those (we've 
CRASHes into our detoous looking blue 
binder with silver logos Each binder 
comes with plastic year stickers 

OFFER 4 JO. C009H 

The Great Cover Up! 
Stop running around naked! CRASH-cover yourself with our Medium and XX Large T-
Shirts (50% cotton and 50% polyester). Choose from SURFER (Issue 19). RED MOON 
(Issue 20) and EVIL EMPEROR (Issue 39). Go for that undercover look! 

CRASH SURFER MEDIUM T SHIRT OFFER 8.80 C006M C R A M SURFER XX LARGE T-SHIRT OFFER 8.80 COOSX 
CRASH RED MOOH MEDIUM T-SHIRT OFFER 8.80 C006M CRASH RED MOON XX LARGE T-SHIRT OFFER 8.80 COOBX 
CRASH EVIL EMPEROR MEDIUM T-SHIRT OFFER 8.80. C007M CRASH EVIL EMPEROR XX LARGE T-SHIRT OFFER 8.80 C007X 

If you don't consider yourself to be 
cover material... 
Hide behind the vast expanse of KING GRUB! Experience the Splat, 
Slob and Slime. Yes, we've fitted KING GRUB on a Medium sized 
shirt, and no problems with XX Large, of course. The T-Shirts are 
50% cotton and 50% polyester. 
CRASH KIHO GRUB MEDIUM T-SHIRT. COOBM 
CRASH KIHO GRIM XX LARGE T-SHIRT. COOSX 

Steve does it, 
he protects his thinkdrome from the glaring heat and bitter cold wind 
with our1 baseball' style CAP with white embossed CRASH logo. The 
adjustable strap makes it fit any head, big or small. 
CRASH CAP OFFER 3.98 C010H 

% 
Don't let those aliens get 
at you - arm yourself with 
a brand new Joystick and 
save the galaxy 
KOMX 

The joystick that actually (its your hand, 
with a fire button an^ed tor your trigger 
finger to ensure accurate high-speed 
action. Solid steel breakproor shaft with 
neat clicking sound for every precision 
move you make. 
K O N I X S P E E D K I N G 
O F F E R 1 0 . W . B R P I I 9 9 . C O U H 

EUROMAX PROFESSIONAL 

High durability, rapO response and ultra 
sensitive movement accuracy from this 
advanced ergonomc design ideal for teft 
or nghi hand play. 1.5m cord 
E U R O M A X P R O F E S S I O N A L 
OF PER 15.95 C012H 

DYNAMICS COMPETITION PRO 
8000 (Normal) 

Features arcade quality rmcroswrtches. 
dual Are buttons, robust steel Shaft and 
rubber roturn for smooth control and 
longer kfe. Extra long 1,5m cord 
DYNAMICS COMPETITION PRO S000 
{Normal) 
OFFER 1180.RRP 14 96. C013H 

DYNAMICS COMPETITION PRO 
BOOO (Clew) 

The designer joystick has arrived' At the 
features ol the Normal PRO 5000 but with 
the added thrtfl ol its unique see- through 
casing which offers a tantalising peek at 
the high tech mnards and guarantees no 
aliens in the works 
DYNAMICS COMPETITION PRO 5000 
(Cteer) 

O F F E R 1 4 . 0 0 . H W 1 S & . C 0 1 4 H 

RAM DELTA 
The unusual 'deAa'shape allows for 
either tablet op or handheld alien tapping. 
Smooth, accurate action, two fire buttons 
and Auto-Fire sho«4d prevent any ahen 
force from taking over the universe. RAM 
is ao impt eased with its reliability, they wW 
provide a two year warranty taken force 
damage excluded . .). 
WARNING Auto-Fire require* special 
joystick interlace 
RAM OELTA OFFER 1 W C015H 
SPECTRUM + 3 CASSETTE LEADS 

Unk your SPECTRUM +3 to your cas-
sette recorder and gain access to your 
large collection ol Spectrum 48 tape 

ECTRUM - 3 CASSETTE LEADS 
OFFER 3.98. C03SH 



HIGHLY RECOMMENDED SOFTWARE 
Order any of the highly recommended 
games below or any other fabulous, cur-
rent software with our MEGACHOICE 
special offer facility (details in box!). 

ACTIOHFORCE II CM, Viru*i Games 
OFFER 6.40, RRP 7 95, C036C 
ACTIONFORCE II dlak, V»gai Games 
OFFER 10.40. RRP 12.95. C036D 
BALLBREAKER II S M I CRL 
OFFER 6.40. RRP 7 95, C022C 
BASKET MASTER c m Imagine 
OFFER 6.40. RRP 7 95, C030C 
BEDLAM (12SK ONLY) CM* . GO1 

OFFER 7.24, RRP 8 99, C029C 
BEDLAM {128K ONLY) dlak. GO1 

OFFER 10.44. RRP 12 99. C029D 
BEYOND THE ICE PALACE c u t Elite 
OFFER 6.44. RRP 7 99, C037C 
BEYOND THE ICE PALACE disk. f We 
OFFER 9,99 RRP 11 99, C037D 
BIONIC COMMANDO cma, GO> 
OFFER 7.24. RRP 899. C038C 
BIONIC COMMANDO disk GO1 

OFFER 10.44, RRP 12.99. C0380 

BLACK LAMP c n i Firebvd 
OFFER 6.40, RRP 7.95, C02SC 
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BUOOY BOY oaaa. Elite 
OFFER 6.44. RRP 7 99, C039C 
BUOOY BOY disk. EMe 
OFFER 9.99 RRP 11 99. C0390 
CRAZY C A M c m THUS 
OFFER 7.99, RRP 9.95. C019C 
CROSSW1ZE caaa Firob.rO 
OFFER 6.40. RRP 7.95. C040C 

CYBERNOID c m Hewson 
OFFER 6.44. RRP 7 .99, C026C 
CYBERNOID dlak Howaon 
OFFER 11.99. RRP 14.99, C026D 

EARTHLIQHT c m i , FtreOvd 
OFFER 6.40. RRP 7.95. C041C 
GEEBEE AIR RALLY c u t AdtrvBUor 
OFFER 6.44, RRP 7.99. C021C 

wmiSY 
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IKARI WARRIORS c a n . Elite 
OFFER 7.24 RRP 8 99, C024C 
IKARI WARRIORS dlak. Eite 
OFFER 10.44, RRP 12.99, C024D 
KARNOV C M I . Electric Dreams 
OfFER 7.99. RRP9 99.C016C 
LEE ENFIELD IS 
SPACE ACE caaa Inlogromes 
OFFER 10.44, RRP 12.99, CC200 

PREDATOR caaa Activision 
OFFER 7.99. RRP 9 99, C028C 

RAMPARTS CMS. GO1 

OFFER 7.24, RRP 8 99. C020C 

RAMPARTS dlak. G O 
OFFER 6.40, RHP 7.96, C023C 

SHACKLED caaa US Gold 
OFFER 7.24. RRP 8 99. C027C 

SHACKLED dlak. US Gold 
OFFER 10.44. RRP 12.99. C027D 
SOPHISTRY caaa CRL 
OFFER 6.40, RRP 7,95. C042C 

STARRING CHARLIE CHAPLIN CMI 
US Gold 
OFFER 7.24 RRP 8.99. C043C 

STARRIHO CHARLIE CHAPLIN tfiak 
US Gold 
OFFER 10.44. RRP 12.99. C0430 

4 * 

TARGET RENEQAOE caaa imagine 
OFFER 6.40 RRP 7 95. C044C 

TARGET RENEGADE dlak Imagne 
OFFER 11.95. RRP 14.95, C0440 

VENOM STRIKES BACK caaa Grem-
lin 
OFFER 7.24 RRPB99.C045C 

VENOM STRIKES BACK dlak. Gremlin 
OFFER 10.44. RRP 12 99 C0450 

a. Destiny 
OFFER 7.20 RRP 8 95, C046C 

BUDGET 
RANGE 
ORDER FOUR GAMES IN THE C1.99 
RANGE AND PAY FOR THREE (C5.97 
PAYMENT TOTAL)-A SAVING OF 
CI, 901 
ORDER FOUR GAMES IN THE £2.99 
RANGE AND PA Y FOR THREE (£8.97 
PAYMENT TOTAL) - A SAVING OF 
CZ99! 
JUST FILL IN THE NAME AND PUB-
LISHER OF THE FOUR GAMES 
REQUIRED AND THE PAYMENT 
TOTAL OF CS.97/E0.97 (DON'T USE 
THE OFFER PRICE TABLE) 

THE MEGA 
CHOICE: 
APART FROM OUR HIGHL Y RECOM-
MENDED GAMES LIST, YOU CAN 
ORDER AMY QAME REL EASED B Y 
THE MAJOR SOFTWARE HOUSES TO 
DATE ON CASSETTE,CARTRIDGE OR 
DISH. 

OUR OFFER PRICES ARE VALID FOR 
ANY FULL -PRICED GAMES AND 
INCL UDE FIRST CLASS POSTAGE 
AND PACKING - NO 0 THER EXTRA 
CHARGES 
LOOK UP THE PRICE OF EACH QAME 
IN THE OFFER TABLE, ENTER THE 
OFFER PRICES ON THE ORDER 
COUPON, THEN ADD THEM UP. 
ORDERS FOR TITLES WHICH ARE NO 
LONGER IN DISTRIBUTION WILL BE 
RETURNED. 
YOU WILL BE REGULARLY NOTIFIED 
OF ANY DELA YS CAUSED BY LATE 

SOFTWARE OFFER 
PRICE TABLE 
RRP OFFER SAVE 
4.99 3.99 1.00 
5.95 4.74 1.20 
7.95 6.40 1.55 
7.99 6.44 1,55 
8.95 7.20 1.75 
8.99 7.24 1.75 
9.95 7.95 2.00 
9.99 7.99 2.00 

11.99 9.99 2.00 
12.95 10.40 2.55 
12.99 10.44 2.55 
14.95 11.95 3.00 
14.99 11.99 3.00 
19.95 15.95 4.00 
19.99 15.99 4.00 
23.00 18.40 4.60 
24.95 19.95 5.00 
28.95 23.15 5.80 
29.95 23.95 6.00 
34.95 27.95 7.00 

HOW TO ORDER: 
WRITE REQUIRED GAME(S) ON 
ORDER UST. INCLUDING MEDIA 
TYPE, COMPUTER AND ORDER CODE 
(WHERE LISTED). 
IF OFFER PRICE NOT INDI 
CATED.CHECK IN AD OR REVIEW FOR 
CORRECT RECOMMENDED RETAIL 
PRICE (RRP). 
LOOK UP SPECIAL OFFER PRICE AND 
WRITE ON ORDER FORM. 
ADD UP TOTAL AND ENCLOSE 
CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER OR 
AL TERNATIVEL Y USE ACCESSMSA 
FACILITY (DONT FORGET TO INDI-
CATE EXPIRY OATEl). 
REMEMBER 
GAMES ORDERS REQUIRE ORDER 
CODE OR MEDIA TYPE AND COM-
PUTER, GARMENT ORDERS ORDER 
CODE OR GARMENT SIZE, HARD-
WARE ORDERS ORDER CODE. 
INCOMPLETE ORDER FORMS WILL 
BE RETURNED 

PLEASE RING (0364) 0620 IF IN 
DOUBT! 

PRICKS VALID FOR UK/KIR*/ 
EUROPE ONLY. 
FOR OVERSEAS ORDERS PLEASE 
ADD K2.00 PER ITEM FOR AIR MAIL 
DELIVERY 

DELIVERY: 
NOT ALL LISTED PRODUCTS WILL 
HAVE BEEN RELEASED AT PRESS 
TIME. 
GOODS WILL BE DESPA TCHED AS 
SOON AS POSSIBLE. CUSTOMERS 
WILL BE INFORMED CF ANY LONG 
DELAYS. 



SUBS OFFER 
JOIN THE ELITE CLUB . . . 
Now there are thirteen good reasons to be part ot 
the illustrous society of CRASH subscribers. Not 
only will you get twelve addictive doses of Spec-
trum software news, reviews and excitement all 
delicately packaged in the inimitable, colourful 
and cram-packed CRASH style, but you will also 
receive one of five addictive, action-packed ELITE 
games as an extra stimulant for your Spectrum 
affliction. 

I KAftl WARRIORS 
Join the IKAfti WARRIORS >n tha rescue 
of US general Bonner and bottle through 
the jungle wa/ zone infestated with aeaOy 
guenllas. shot-firing tanks and bullet-
spewing heiicoplergunshtps1 . . . enjoy-
able mindless tuasbng-a constant action 
shoot'envup of the highest order. 

BUOOYBOY 
Fasten your seel belt for the ride of your 
We Drive your Bat* Bug along the race 
track, jumping obstacles, running over 
motehlls and tree stumps, passing 
through gates and cofteebng the flags ri 
the specified order Master the art ol 
balancing your Bug on two wheels' Voul 
gel bugged for the rest of your Me. 

Mnftsti 

M Y O N D TM1 I C t PALACK 
Beyond the Ice Palace and to the North, 
legend tells of a mystical tend where 
strange creatures dwell Recently, the 
balance of good and ev* has been upset 
and destruction and misery has set in. The 
ancient and wise spirits decide lo appoint 
a single person to be responsible tor 
returning the balance. They bless a 
sacred arrow and shoot it into the air, 
whoever finds It will be faced with an adv-
enture of fantastic Importance and 
CRASH smashing proportion , , . 
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TNUNDCRCAT* 
Programmed by the GARGOYLE GAMES 
team, THUNOERCATS talis the tale of 
LiorvO, who has to retrieve The Eye Of 
Tbwxlera from tha castle Plun-dar to save 
the Third Earth Uorv-O runs, jumps from 
ledge to ledge, swings his sword and free 
energy bolts m this horizontally scrolling 
edventixe over 14 levels Including the fer-
tile plain, the caves of the Molemen. the 
hunting pi ems and eventually Ihe final 
battle 

BOMSJACtl/OHOSrM'OOW.INS 
Bombjac* is a super powered hero who 
has dedteated his life to defusing bombs. 
Each of five locations contain ?4 bombs 
and the caped Crusader must turbo leap 
over platforms and defuse the situation. 
BOMBJACK is one of the best arcade 

conversions I've seen on the Spectrum 
for along time!' 
Of couse. m GHOST NG06UNS the 
knight sets out to rescue the beautiful 
damsel from the dutches of a salivating 
demon. The rescue takes him through the 
monster tittered graveyard, cross a lethal 
lake, through a dark wood, rto the plat-
form Ice Palace, the ghost town and 
finely the Monster's dan followed by the 
Cavern system. 'Elite have come up with 
another winner' 

BACK NUMBERS BACKISSUES 'BACKISSUES *BA;K 
BACKISSUES*BACKISSUES*BA*KI 
BACKISSUES *BACKISSUES *BA»KI 

No 3 April 1 M 4 
Sinclair lata to CRASH! Stack Light Rifle! 
Run it Again: Mtssie command games! 
CRASHtionneire results! The earliest surviv-
ing back number! 

No 4 May 1 M 4 
The Quill analysed! The fabled ZX Micro-
dive appears! Run II Again: Pengo games! 
Graphics utMies! Living Guide: 
boardgames, simulations, strategy, adven-
ture'The second-earliest 
surviving back number* 

No 17 June l » U 
Denton Designs! Sinclair Story 3! Maps 
Krwght Lore, Underwurlde! Leonardo 
grapfucsl Datel sound sampler! Artist: David 
Thorpe! 

No 1B July I B M 
Gremhn Graphics profile? Artist Bob Wake-
In' Map: Gyron Atrium! 

No I B August I B M 
CRL profile1 Obposter* Round-up of Basic 
compilers' Artist: Rich Shonfiekfl Maps 
Dynamite Dan. Shadowfire! 

No 30 September 1 BBS 
Electronic Pencil Company profile! Maps 
A*en 8, Dun Darach' 

No 21 October I B M 
Hotografi* profile' Holograms! Map: Nodes 
Of Yesod' Platinum Productions proNe! 

No 22 November 1 B M 
Fanzine File! Microdrive tips' Artist: Susan 
Rowe1 Fantasy gamesbooks' 

No 23 December 1 B M 
Melbourne House'Computer graphics! Art-
ist DaveBeeson' 

No 24 Xmaa 1SSS/M 
Artist: Oliver Freyl Gargoyle Games profile' 
Lloyd's Lookback! Hewson profile! 

No 25 February I B M 
DureK profile! Microsphere1 FORTH and 
extensions to ZX BASIC' 

N o M March 1 B M 
St Bride's profile' Spectrum 128! Meronet 
900' Multiface 11 

Mo 27 April 1 B M 
Playing Tips supplement I Met Crouchert 
Imagine profile' PBM convention! 

N o M May I B M 
Fanzines! Martech profile! Composite Video 
Interface! SpecOum! 

No 2B June 1 BBS 
First PBM Mailbox! Homegrown software' 
Realtime profile! Maps: Cyki. Sir Fred 
Saboteur. Tantalus' 

No 90 July 1 B M 
Birth Of AGama' Laser Genius! Maps: Tan-
talus. Movie! 

No 21 August I B M 
Software Projects' Word Processing! Maps: 
Pentagram, Heavy On The Magick! 

No 22 September I B M 
Programmer. Dave Perry! GACI Maps: 
Core. Ghosts n' Goblins. Bobby Bearing' 
Echo Synthesizer! 

No M October I B M 
Programmers: Jon Rrtman. Costa Panayi! 
Maps: Dan Dare, Cauldron II! Spec Drum-

No 34 PIOVMlbtf 1 
Programmer: Don Priestley* Genesis 
Update* Maps: Dynamite Dan II. Equinox. 
Universal Hero! Music Machine' 

Designer Dan M stone' Computer Advertis-
ing! Maps: Glider Rider. Thrust. Ughtforoe! 
MIDI! 

No M Xmae 1 8 M / B 7 
Lloyd's Lookback! Spectrum Music' Maps. 
Scooby Doo. Heeruand. Druid! 

No 27 February 1 M 7 
John Richardson: Jet man1 CRASH Review-
ers revealed! Match Day Challenge! Maps 
Fawlight II. Ftreiotd, Avenger. Dandy! 

1 1 M 7 
Fanzines! Designer Bemle Drummond! 
Maps: Cdbra. impossaball. Uridmm! MIDI' 

No 3B April 1 M 7 
Arcades Update! The Z88! Programmer 
Sieve Taylor! Maps Nosterstu. Double 
Take, Future Knight. Feud! 

No 40 Hay 1 M 7 
Terminal Man rehxns! Playing Tips supple-
ment' Maps Short Ctcut. Antinad. Con-
quest. Into The Eagle's Nest. Sceptre Of 
Bagdad, Dragon'sLairH, Thrust H. Fat Worm 
Blows A Sparky. Tarcan. Aliens' 

No 41 June 1 M 7 
Programmer Mike Singleton' Industry 
Today! Advent!*e Trail supplement' Maps: 
$atXKetS II, Head Over Heels! Mult (trackers' 
128 Bogs' 

No 42 July 1 M 7 
16-page OINK! pull-out' Living Daylights 
film FX! Programmer Pete Cooke' Maps 
Auf Wkedersehn Monty, Hydrolool. Ras-
teracan! 

No 49 August 1 M 7 
The +3 arrives! Run It Agam runs the 
Gauntlet clones' Big trouble at THE BUG" 
CRASHlionryii'O results! CRL's 30 
Gamemaker! Maps: Enduro Racer. Flash 
Gordon' 

No 44 September 1 M 7 
Programmer: David Aubrey-Jones on 
Mercenary The Sega Master System' Is 
Homegrown Software Healthy?1 Tech Tips: 
mat Swift Doc' Forum. Baibanwi backlash 
continues! The CRASH Chatonge' Maps 
Vampire, The Curse Of Sherwood' Tips 
galore for Kitted Until Dead' 

No M October 1 M 7 
Run It Agam: the kick-em-ups'The CRASH 
History Part One! In The Arcades! The 
Budget Boooooom' How stars are bom: sal-
ling your game1 On The Screen logo win-
ners' Maps: Gams Over. Wonder Boy4 

N o M November IBB7 
18-page 30 taction and glasses'The 3D 
Story' Ths CRASH History Part Two' News 
from the PCW Showl The CRASH Chri-
lenge'Graphics Bnd Soind Speaakttsl The 
Fanzine File* Maps: Exolon. Panzadrome. 
Mutants! 

No 47 December 1 M 7 
16-page Judge Death puR-out! 2000AD's 
Odyssey' Every Tie-in Ever Made! Copying 
games the legal way Run It Again: Those 
Raong Games' The Christmas List! Maps: 
Indiana Jones. Dizzy! 

Mo Xmae 1 M 7 / M (January 1 M S ) 
Pull-out poster! A Sally Down Arcade Away 
- Arcade Actionl Tie Me m - P * t Two of ttte 
Tie-ins feature" The CRASH History Pari 
Three & Fourt UOyd Mangram's Lookback! 
The CRASH Drectory! Gong To Bed Wrth 
CRASH! The CRASH Challenge! CRUNCH 
- The CRASH F anzine! A second hetp^fl ot 
30! Maps Yogi Bear. Msrcensry. T»-Pwi! 



ORDER FORM 
I want to subscribe to 12 issues of CRASH and receive 
my free ELITE game. 
If I've already got a CRASH subscription, and it is run-
ning out soon I extend tt for a further twelve issues - and 
stilt get a free cassette. 
If I am a current subscriber, but do not wish to extend 
my subscription, I can still get a cassette for an amaz-
ing £4.95 - a special subscribers discount price. 

Please tick the appropriate box: 
• I enclose £18.00 for a new CRASH subscription 
mainland UK 
n I enclose £25.00for a new CRASH subscription out-
side mainland UK - surface mail 
• I enclose £38.00 tor a new C RASH subsc ri ption out-
side Europe - Air mail 
Q I enclose £4.95 for the special subscnber cassette 
offer. 

I am a new subscriber 
I am an existing subscriber. My subscription 

number is 
B 

Please send me: 
BEYONO THE ICE PALACE 
BUGGY BOY 
IKARI WARRIORS 
THUNDERCATS 
BOMBJACK/GHOSTS'N'GOBLINS 

EARLY WARNING: 

If you wish your sub to commence with Issue 54, we 
must receive your coupon no later than 8th June 1988. 

Please allow 28 days for your free gift. 

TISSUES *BA CKISSUES "BACKISSUES 'BACKIS 
« ISSUES 'BACKISSUES 'BACKISSUES 'BACKIS 
^ TISSUES *BA CKISSUES 'BACKISSUES *BA CKlS 

Ho 49 February 1 M 8 
LevelS prolyl Lost Part ol CRASH History1 

Flying Torugm - British Airways' fltght 
simulators' More On The Screen! Maps 
WSzbaii. Thundercats, Athena' 

No SO March 1 M B 
16-page Tech Nicfie supplement locusmg 
on hardware and utilities' The CRASH Chal-
lenge' Write Your Own Adventures - GAC 
versus PAW! Fanzine Fie! Maps Platoon, 
Andy Capp Handy, GarlMd. Dn«ar< 

Ho 61 April isaa 
The Best Ut Bmtsn - Ultimate' blraiey, 
Special' CRASH 196/ Reader A»ar» 
results' Hun It Again - the world ot JU 
games'Mai« Liar* Stieptre. Ptatot*. |l«*v<*s 
2 & 3)! Mure MIDI' 

Hoe 1 ,2 and ft-16 now out oi stock. 
Sorry! 

NORMAL BACK ISSUES £1.45 (inclusive PAP) 
XMAS ISSUES £2.15 (Inclusive PAP) 

OVERSEAS PLEASE ADD £0.80 TO ABOVE PRICES 

SPECIAL QUANTITY DISCOUNT: 
Order FOUR Issues and pay for THREE. 

Please supply the following BACK N U M B E R S (Circle required 
Items): 

3 4 17 18 19 20 21 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
29 30 31 32 33 34 35 
36 37 38 39 40 41 42 
43 44 45 46 47 48 49 
50 51 

The Special Software Discount Offer pnces only apply to 
recommended retail prices for software, not to already high-
lighted, discounted special offers, hardware and other 
goodies. No other discounts may be applied. 

CODE ITEM MEDIA PRICE 

TOTAL 

SUBS TOTAL 

BACKISSUES TOTAL 

ORDER TOTAL 

TOTAL 

SUBS TOTAL 

BACKISSUES TOTAL 

ORDER TOTAL 

TOTAL 

SUBS TOTAL 

BACKISSUES TOTAL 

ORDER TOTAL 

TOTAL 

SUBS TOTAL 

BACKISSUES TOTAL 

ORDER TOTAL 

MY COMPUTER IS: 
Please use BLOCK CAPITALS 

IjlWlk 
AdcfebiA 

Ketwxfcr 

i-teatee M id*t cneuutv utraiai oroei h fxtyaoiu IG CRASH II is cwst to <IWM) b«< > 
i>*J Cd»h peyinvrtts P«A«ieDO NU) >»oow> ANY omJm wilfi nvw lo the 
KOTGHiAi.silbij?irwnteijtuineaitfu;,wttrti',uH* iGfeLAVb 

[W- dUd'fcivb 

j i t ddnjot tTp L i tor t 

t'y VISA/ACCESS {!> it^ 

i.y \tSA/AGU:SSACCUUNI c 

HiiMiseC'idivjeiii, 'KCun'itNo 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
CRASH HYPERMARKET, PO BOX 20, 
LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB S 



ZX SPECTRUM 

THECLASSIFIEDS 
CRASH 
BACK 

NUMBERS 
CRASH ISSUES 4-Sl. EXCEPT 9 and 2® WW M l 
rx*Ytdu«0r or a a group Time CRASH Mndwt win 
grow. Halt dfltr secures Mr 3 Win . 96 
OUCTrtrOLPOP* 
WANTED CHASM MACS wflfi ( b m t r t s fewnge 
map a . pan t and 2 tomctrta «oK*fxn ot taxtw r?v 
Mnpandmap Contact Tarry Newport, Jfflajyflcwd 
£ » f t * Sn»W8S3 

COMPLETE SET OF CRASH 0MUM 1-49) Pltont 031 
6641771 Mter 6pm ariihrMMRaDlcofltn AMtorNM 

FANZINES 

» rou WAXT • ctwv C SMtn. a twnna on tap* Mod 
£1 lo StWhw. E t w . Good SOIwrt. * Orty Oom. 
fradtoy. BMor WVU SPP 

Ow inwtr lo 
and fwiti, Mnd 

Btftfwtunjn, 
• • 1 3 1 

UKT AMD FOUND 
problems MAfiy 
itvnp to Artftw 
»iMk.smn*snjn4i 
CASH/SOFT* AJtf PRIZES I f m i M l 
previews, new features, charts sflon Ifs tw 
megaton bargain ol the year For detail phone 0537 
563271 For foutne sent) 45p to Oawd auwrsy. « 
BcGmourt Hew, (fram»y Leeas LS13 3JO 
WfBlOBt IHAh RORSCHACH! mora attractive Wan 
ituo .tones' Tht new improved 503 wtv Mow your 
anwtt and oDend your tena&Mes. <0p pkn Amp 
WW BfooMrm too WtedIt*. wjowch. LonAn SES 
SJL 
SPECOIK new ton*** lor Speccy Renews pmem. 
Mint), attadH Seed SA£ (AS envMopti to Pete 
Franc* SO Htngint HHi Isnt. Hitton. Bnntmxx). 
bmCUUM 

S P E C T R U M TAPE TAPE TAPF UTILITY 
Yes TUb win bac* up most of your TAPE based software, including most ot the recent 
lerky loaders and Ihose programs with a counter - converts for reliable loading. Can 
measure speed ol faster loaders, manages 100% accurately many blocks Over 5th, 
etc. etc Unrivalled. On tape at E7.60. 

S P E C T R U M T A P E T O D R I V E - T P S 

A complete software package (includes TUbl to translw hundreds of programs to 
your drive - manages some that hardware devices can not reach! Jerxy and counter 
loaders managed eas>iy. but program not lor ihe novice Only C12 (»f 1 man 
CVl) INFOR 
£2.50 extra with TPS. 

ageo eas>jy, but program not lor the novice. Only £12 (»£1 on m/dnve 
IMATION BOOK covering over 400 transfer*, including many top 20 hits 

M / D R I V E O W N E R S - M I C R O M A T E 

The only complete package (or nvdnve owners and it pays lor itself! These ere |usi 
some ol its features Format (up to appro* 104k), Clone, sector editor, reconditions 
cartridges. rep»rs and gives condition ol Hies, boot' program multiple ERASE. 

• CAT C. 
my feati 

A M/DRIVE! £13.99 on m/drlve cartridge 

rename. (rue CAT Copies tape to drive (unsecured). dove to drive. drive to tape, n nas 
so many leatures and is unique YOU MUST HAVE THIS PROGRAM IF YOU HAVE 

C O D E C O M P R E S S O R . Z 8 0 T O O L K I T 

Code compressor - compresses mach me code - many uses, but ideal with hardware 
devices thai don't comp-ess code Only C4.50. ZOO Toolkit - An superb assembler 
(lull screen edrtor). last disassembler single step to see how rrvc works, loader, 
hex/dec toggle, tutorial - Ideal lor ALL particularly beginners - only £7,99. Stale 
TYPE ol SPECTRUM • drive system when ordering E g PLUS 3 or 128 ?8k with Opus :CTRUM * drive system when ordering E g PLUS 3 or ' 
disc drive M/dr i v e c a r t r i d g e s CI . 7 5 e a c h (min 4) , 
A L L P R O O R A M S C A R R Y O U R M O N E Y B A C K G U A R A N T E E mot u p d a t e s - p h o n e 
lor prices ol these) Alt pnees inclusive except add £1 Europe. C2 others. SAE for lull 

d e l s K L f lHI OEPTCR. 11 BEACONSFCID CLOSE.MOnfr MY. IC2S WW (M. o t i -OMMS) 

THUNDER ORC teuton and Magi 
phaseo. Dm ultimate aiMnliire lanitne A world M ol 
jcMtona. SOp + SOp W . to CoHfl McGWty, A•* 
Hevi Houstay*. 16 WO WMrtw. 

COMPUTER FAMINE Ior M computon 
C o m & t l p u OHtXv Gal if near' Sand *n AS SAE 
pfea 30p to Jonathan Worm W PvrrshM ftoan 
Chmturt HtrtsSMOTL 

HARDWARE 
SALES 

ft 
UuMaca On* hwtee. SPECTRUM W 

KamptW Jojstck. 72 games. 31 CRASH magwnw 
and 2 Docks M tor £250 ono Tel Si Mxarci 59608 and 
ask tor B lequey 

SPECTRUM m e £100 recent garnet. twitcfaue 
gpysK* anartace, mag* and 2 manual! C'OOor jwap 
tor Commodon 64 and drtaccrfer Tel Bromaywe 
7UI1 and aafc tor A Painter 

FOR SALE; SPECTRUM < 2 £200 0* software raudna 
Ostfw. Outtu Smmt King* and SAC. £200 (ha 
lot TM'011735161 (Room5)andMkfwYAMoBKtl 

SEGA LIGHT PHASOR tnmes with a J gam* cartridge 
Ikiwantad competibon prtze worth £45 new and un 
opened n w r O O U Uxad and as new TM 07S3 
42792 and aak tor FMRaMi 

a nrratf ACE 1 tor late £10. ne*rt|f new PleMe T« 
Cambridge 66252 and ajk tor PT*p Chapman 

SPECTRUM 4 } «Mh 2 MsKlo. £350 01 gams. £40 
Olmagt.£t4ot(wowandmcr* Smonthjcad MMtel 
tor C390 Tel 0795 3433 SM under guarantee, easily 
worth oner £450 

SPECTRUM win apt itoomar, 21 gamM,joflKekand 
magaimea Very gcod amditon £90 one Tal 
0671 3260 MM 6pm and ask tor J Ncfiokon Buyir 
IMBI pay pottage 

FOR SALERotrcncs WMadm* am)S l26KwMt'ttoi 
£40 Hooflait. TM:06425S6021 and set tor Gary altor 
5pm 

4BK SPECTRUM prcfttKnM hejtwarO, pyack 
mMtaoa. Clwetali icecOmm. (200 of soflMr* and 
much more OVy £190 for U detBH contact Chm 
Jackmtn, 3Aitwn Tmrtee Lmfmm A w l «ng> ijirm 
tor**K3?20Q 

SEGA MASTER SYSTEM tor sale with gamts mcuang: 
Htng fa Out flUT, sptcr Namtr and Wbnttortey 
worth (170 win m* kv £HOono Aanewanduud 
TM 0277 655900 and ask tor Daren 

CHEETAH RAT £700 Cimh Speech £700 SffCMir 
LOGO E10 47 copes Ol CRASH £10 Buf« Cotecta 
48K Spectrum with EMeKeytwanl £70 Phone 01 387 
1224 and ask tor Mikr 

SPECTRUM pbi £300 worth cT jofTwart 100 
SMtor£ISOon.o TM 0454416i06*(ktor JonMhan 
Enana 

AMSTRA0 CPC464 with mono monitor. toKmre 
(rrovtty gwnaci. inagar jr.i DOUIU Ow £350WP, 
w* mt tor JUM £150 Contact Lan Jarosen Jt 
ManAaf A M U . / î ll̂ AryV W^MO/rfut 
HJT6B8 

Cem mn 

SPECTRUM 4M( with 2 loyttcks. interlace 80 games 
Eoote magi. e« Vary aondltton (100 one Tel 
0533 673330 

FOR SALE Spectrum . 2 sM 
ChHOh 175 joystick and £370 Mmtware Wtialtor 
£200 ono TM' 01 390 786} and ask tor Alex AdMnd 

HARDWARE 
SWAP 

fwuwwt, wfvare. ctth Ooni b* to wtfr 
offer* lo Itaftm 0 Co*ww ATviwytyi Ml, Okf 
•IMOf^to". ChtstKfhkl, D&ttfftfwt $4 f 9HA 

HARDWARE 
WANTED 

WANTED PRINTER A INTUV ACE to suil *W O. 
Spectrumtnoithermal rypet Wnhto Oav<jCr<w 3\ 
S w a o s Mm«wtaMry. Co Artrm. Northern 
iflPMed 6736 6M. 

WANTED BROKEN OR FAULTY Speccy 176s tor (part) 
etc Write staling price and condition tor tut off*r 
Sieve Teytor. No 1 SMKMMIf House 77mm. 
Gnthow® KW14 SOW 
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HOMEGROWN 
SOFTWARE 

MAZE MACHINE GAMS' Super 3-D 
mslruettons Send El 49 <* 1iSO wtlh i twnk tape 
fcdudet P&P) to: Tar Harts. ZZ TZ Software. * 
trtanwwf Awno». Bury St fdmato, SWARIXr 

12-PACK a derot unique garnet tor to 4$k Spectrum 
tor trnlf (2.99 Fret demo If you send tope and SAE 
Contact Dtvtd Shaw. Pi fletMood Amuf. ftoyscnn 
flWmtoy, $ n»tahrre57J 0= 
S O N W A M Ftf LISTS dKigmet. alphabsKaty 
sorts your software vie keeps S running total of fut 
coilKfloni value All lor £3 B9 Sand cheque payable 
to I Spence 23 Satan Rom. Burtar immtr HNI5 
M 

SOFTWARE 
WANTED 

WAHTTO SECOND KAHO raffwwa. ongnals crty 
{tease Wntt to- Anthony Ma«)ha* 41 Lodors Green. 
Eafffitto. Scj/tKKBugH. N Yarlshrr YOII 3LB 
WANTED Omnt rumugh Urn annum Glass. flafum 
or rfta Joysxk Bond Of Hw ftmffj and Hsttn W 
Stwtae* tS each Contact bin lielogh. 45 Sandenllt 
Ram Grantham Lines NC3I 3fW 

WANTED fononrk A Italy swap (M ton ttamptgt. 
Tup Door vUrttimm •+ Please wrtto to: Martin Ctron, 
ros Soul S(rert ftiwrwetoe*, 09 flown. #ft<ins 
9W AU Plow 0396 3*34 ater 4pm 

PS/W 
GOAL CAA/Y computer moderated soccer POM Player 
ratings (In each game and abfflfesi lactic*, cupa, goal 
aesenptens. intomahonati For detail; send SAE to 
George CroMr, Hmtmown. Pint Osmtty. 
Stvvpftvt SYlO 900 
SAT CONG Vlatam P6U 1 you r* 15 or <7re> and 
otarestw In playing peat* send • lip stamp to 
Spencer Wakeiam. iQUuMtom, ft* M M I t t 
4X? Or Phone 061 648 5418 altar 6pm 
I AM STARTING a P8M Octtnary J you wood uha yw 
oame to be taduded. « « detail <* nw game to 
Man: CM, 21 Farmer* Chw«sltf.flwa 12 Ait 

PEN PALS 

GAMES, GAMLS. GAMES Wartlad pen pal to amp 
games Send ynr itti lor mine M letters win be 
anvwered WHe to: Timo Pwtata. PtpnisMj M>ft 
33X0 ramjare, fmbnd 

WANTED PEN PAL patently mat*, aged IS-23 and 
Uvtng In the USA. Canada or Australia I am 18. enjoy 
nwt spoils and muat - especiaBy A lia Wr*a to: Brtt 
Conacfter. 70 flames flaad High***. Sutton] ST)7 
W 

it YEAR-OIB LAO rterssted In trawl, rmwc am) 
sports Wotfd Wit a pen pal preferably European 
Please enckae pfwto Write to Matthew Macanou 4 
mnstn Grm. FarteW, Burton 0er0y»*»SKt77HP 
PI* PAL WANTED male agadovar Utovwaptpesnc 
»ms Sera) your telle Graham Finney, 14 ftwrW 
hood binge Mr Mpet. Ltna ma TIC 

WANTED Amencar AuctaAan or Scandinawan Pan 
Pal laopymuaic,PBM.computetoimeteto Wnteto. 
Scott WrOiru; 20Nene ftr*, k»p kemm>s Morfnans 
NNI43LD 

GREETINGS It there anyone out there ana own a 
Speccy -3 or who U aitamted « oomputtr 
advenrurn.PeUmiwFnPGHi»drppaHneto Robin 
AfKMton 9 Urn At***. SMnton. JUtoKAasWr M?7 
JFl 

WANTtO ATTRACTIVE FEMALE t̂ n pal Aged i S to 
17, MerMtod In fftma, muac and con̂ i'̂ o naaae 
eocKMe recent phuto ttlB to Simon Metrmrom 
Cwvtror K<np EM Stint, aarmoun C.^rvoa 
U4t MA 
PEN PAL WANTED about 16 or 17 to talk aCout rfe the 
unhma and awerylhtrig write to. Peter Ĉ Taii, J 
Chipel Una. Carnar. Btmslty, SKortj S7I i f 
Sertaua people ntad not apply 

M, ANE TOU toMresUd at Fantasy, iwror. Judga Drtdd 
He? If so than contact 0*» Stephens ?4$*Keam 
PtrK Upprr B4tohti Rom, B0M BTI4 6JN 
16 GUI MALI arauU «a a toman pan pai. aged 
between IS and 18.1 am Interested IT computori and 
sport Please send a photo Wnteto M*eKem«dy. 19 
OmttrttU Rota, fctftm Mr*. Mersey*** IS? 
MX 
I AM 20 YtAAS OU) and aitonatad to haanng Irom any 
lamile OM user. I pronwa to reply to M letters HMto 
to Derek Scor. 149 GnWr) Dose Bnstot RM Sort. 

831 iUS 
I AM A LONELT 17 y«ar old ma* Who IS HHP 
oompiAeTTi. fashion, in̂ hop write. KSo-contrnfled 
can. dtocoa and squuh I'm lootong for a pan pai with 
the same interests Wnte to Arthcmy Svwvt. 27 Wcra/i 
Ltne. Higlain. Hi Roctmttr. KtntU£3 7tW 
PEN PAL CLUB tor Spaocy owners for mm detwli 
contact Pw Pal Oub. Paul Urn. 2? Stitton Ortw 
PWf fihdpe. W/gta Lanes HN7 sm 

PEN PALS WANTED iwaie 15-16 in enjoy spon 
coAecttod thtogj. compears and poprtoc* mutoc Wraa 
to Kan Stokaa, 5 farm Horn CMt Citm BnOgtm, 
tM-QUnwowCfVOM 
IS TEAA-OLD tomato 126*2 owner acafc* mw 
tornalt Iton Pil around the same IM OIW 300 rnoMly 
Maa gair«s to swap Write to: 0»MI Thrower. 68 
Hsutoc* Ram Gnat KarmoulTi. MrtoA MtOO 3W 
17 TEAM OLD mato Speccy user would tota tontato, 
Whoaa into The Cwe. Cut. Smahs etc Please send 
photo. Write to Stephen Hardy. J> ftin*Mto Rom. 
Msus m SSlffcrt sn 7 9fY 
HELLO, I WOULD Me a pan pal to snap gamm wtth I 
nm toMb d gama to swap. Phone: Lye e&TS and ask 
lor Darren I took torward to your caAs 
FEMALE PEN PAL WANTED between 10 and 12, this 
computers and must Please indude photo Wrlto to 
Coin Corbetl. 167 Hvtrgtwrtom IWton. Uverpa* 
14 9SR 
BROTHERS SEEK TWQitMctnrtlamatoi 16. Inter 
r̂ xyt. pop. computors ftsise scr̂  p/oroft Write to 
The Brothf'5 LukftChris He»oy. 9/kk pn Obse mas 

nun. /tout) Humttmat hus as? rn ow 
78l«6 after 4pm 
it TEA*-OLD MALE WWA tomaN aged 15 to 20, who 
Mtaa muse and general Ha Send photo II pĉ tw fo 
Ka/i tMchei, J J Mawn Qbae, MartOcli Samtnrt TA17 
H 
ff TOU WANT someone witty, bnglri, aged IS nto 
computer games muAc and larite. tuen sototte to 
Colm McGwiey, Art Ham Ibustiye. 161410 Waterloo 
Brtgium Malsrienvale, iwd buckets 
wouU) TOU UKE i pan pal (i «tt country ot high toxai. 
Submarine*, fljom 8org. AbOl. Europe, (ompuiers in] 
map games'Wrtto to: Jtonmy Jcnsson SlaharsHtden 
B.S3143 Vtmano. Smtden 
PEN PALS WANTE0 im or fern* to Speccy 
teenager ownar tram V M I W I in toe world Write to 
Andrew Finch. 7Sfv.r Cap. SefOygam. ICngswgnian 
Union AtOfti, Octal TQ123TF 
PEN FBBffi WANTED hom anywlwa. Tm 18 and Into 
mudc and ( w ust got a *» Spactiwn | 
apprecittd Write to Matthew Macaitou 4 
One, FxrfiM Button, Oerftw SKI 7 TRP 
WANTED FT MALE PEN PAL around IS 
MgresM in Spectrum from anywhere *i Eiropa 
America or Aostraia. fictpl Iirtay fngtsh must be 
spoken Send photo and hst ot oamas rl potsiM to 
Gotomund feeiy, Ounpwutown, KSnUt. Co. mkkm. 
RrciMc Of irtttrt 
PEN PAL WANTED to awap games l here mer Sja 
games Write to Simon Mouncher 23 tUnr Oct* 
PtdQitr Itomnfldyi Cnesftw WA20HL 
POIP AL WANTED preferably from outUde the UK. I air 
15 Wnie to Stephen Ovmatoa, Ftoop Cottage 
Ptnodht At*n»eii*»riA6S sfe 

TWO ATTRACTIVE GUTS seek two attrartve gHto 
Send photo Ck* interests mouse sport, compuien and 
mute What ate you wading tor girts1 Git writing' 
Stephen and Davd, 7 Akordn Omant ftmSer** 
Waaa Lanes tnsAJP 
PEN PALS WANTED I tow computers cncM and toOar 
wnfling So get writing to me, OK? Iw WNura. 30 
Mmkto Park. Btrgoad. UU fltenorgwi CPS M 
MALE, 20, WANTS tots <1 pan pwa Mb Unas and 
irusic eapeaaRy Fleetwood Mac and Lawt42 Anyone 
at at anna to Sir™ Bolton, ilffffw Dot* toocm, 
Oavetarm rsto 4Pf 
WANTED PEN PAL any aoe arrywhera 0*r 800 
gvrm M tellers wet be 'tptted to flnugftt owiy lam 
16 years-old Stephen Scon 69 Start* Omt 

Est. Apttn. Co. AflPPn. Nofthttn awtostf 
bui j«r 
M T . 12. SFBCS GM. f«a N James Botfi equal, to 
jusl scnttxe to James Bond. If The ftfttpi 
Benytaccs. Sortrtar. Swrtf KT5 BHC Piesse be at 
toaal 12 yaart <*) and anctoae photo 
PEN PAL WANTEO to swap games Mate or tomato, any 
age Ptoasa writo to Sanon Quy. S4 Stactr Horn 
frtfuvr rn mpan NWS 7HP Phone 0744 892468 
•fur aQfn 
MI AM 12 )«rt-otd nd woi*! HIM a pen pal. male or 
lemaJa to awnp W names and I I m toads ol pokn 
Wnie now to Henry rtoMnd 170 Cumtm Ovstm. 
SHtmhorvMAnaanpn, ScoOm* GM SAR 

PEN PALS WANTED to m«C 0H1M Wma to: Gvy 
Fiflon.Jf DaanSfeet wVtrtro. Cfv&n CW7 ihC 
H to Ancy. Jm and Andy (Usa ol it Gary yoo'l be 
starting »trends 

OTHERS 
I HAVE Out Nun. Undun imtM and a n Looking 
to' Ptiswi and mortf Also tom«)e pen pal 14- IS Send 
photo Contact Gerard Tyrrell, Par* Mm0*0. Turnn, 
Co G^eay. tafcnd 
DMW MAMCS on yoi« computer 9tsPt> Than buy a 
aw* mat (or oont drlr* to much!), only 1 Go «act> pim 
)3p P4P Designs. Ojmo. Gmness Castaway Fwt 
GrWWi ftlfton IS UttMen Low Felt Tyne & Writ 
NC95AF 
A CATALOGUE Of mapa pofcr; sotobona. help 
CttifftiWn lie Alao'OVUW Mnewndaortrirttw 
magazine For fuflhw Matt contact Mar* Cairn, 
(Bents*? HUH*. ?46 OootmRom. Latum. Co Aptnm 
8T776XZ 
BrrtRNATYMAL acif AST SPfCTWJM and per pal 
club, as seen on BSC Caafan. join now, free Mentoen 
acmu Europe totoresa acnas worki Sand SAE u 
George Si C-w-Gî n.fff l a i M S»a« Scr»aw fj •«. . ... ai i...f FtorTwn ewaro 

If your ad isn't featured this month, don't despair! We'll do our best to get 
it in ASAP ono (as they say in classifieds), and if the worst comes to the 
worst (which it hasn't for two months now, but we're stift waiting) you can 
always send the ad in again. Don't forget to fill out the whole form, give 
unflinching obedience to the small print below, and USE BLOCK CAP-
ITALS! (Otherwise the worst coulo come to the worst.) 

1 individuals and small orMnaationa auch at laiwrsea and homegrown-aoftwereputohater^are 
welcome to use the CRASH classifieds, but professional businesses cannot Paid lor 
claurfieds lor businesses will probably be introduced soon 

2 Classified ads should not be more than X words long (numbers, postcodes etc count as one 
word each' and should be written m the boxes provided: there « no box-number service so 
YOUR AD COPY MUST INCLUDE YOUR ADORESS AHO/OR PHONE NUMBER 

3 CtMaihed ads must be submitted on a CRASH classifieds lorm. or a photocopy ol the form 
4 Absolutely no ads for se&ng or »wipp«-ig pirated software or wt»cfi eocouage software P<r»cy 

wit be accepted. 
6 CRASH reservea the rights to ectt. publish and not pubktn classified ads without reference to 

the adver s«», and Ihe magurne is not liable lor Any loss caused to advertisers through their 
own word<ng of ad copy or the appearance or nonappearance of ads 

6 It you send an ad m PLEASE don't nng us up «s*ung when its going to be published- we'll gust 
print as many in each issue as we can (the worst coming to the worst notwithstanding) 

WRITE YOUR AD COPY IN THE BOXES, 
CHOOSE A HEADING, AND SEND THIS 
FORM (OR A PHOTOCOPY) TO: THE 
CLASSIFIEDS, CRASH, PO BOX 10, LUD-
LOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB 
WRITE AD COPY HERE . . . 

I WANT A FREE CRASH CLASSIFIED! 

NAME 

ADDRESS ••••••••••••••••a** 
i i i m m i i m i w i i i M H M i M n n n i n n u m m n u m m i 

POSTCODE 

TELEPHONE NUMBER 

HEADINGS (TICK ONE) 
CRASH BACK NUMBERS lHOMEGROWN SOFTWi 
(OFFERED OR WANTED) PBM J I 
FANZINES • 
HARDWARE SALES • • 
HARDWARE SWAP 
HARDWARE WANTED ] 

PEN PALS 
SOFTWARE SALES " T 
SOFTWARE SWAP _T 
SOFTWARE WANTED OTHER • 
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JUN 
HOTLINE TOP 20 

Si 

1 (1) MATCH PAY II 
a w 
3 (3) EXOLON 

OCEAN 
IMAGINE 
HEWSON 

4 (10) HEAD OVER HEELS 
8 (6) DRILLER 
6 (12} GAUNTLET 
1 &[ 
8(4) COMMANDO 
0 (0) OUT RUN 

10 (14) THUNDERCATS 
11 (131 BUBBLE BOBBLE 
12 [7J ENDURO RACER 
13 (6J ELITE 
14 (11) WATCH PAY 

CYBERNOID 
it (16) FLYING SHARK 
17 (19) COBRA 
18 117) STARQUPER 
19 (IB) PAPERBOY 
20 (•) WIZBALL 

OCEAN 
INCENTIVE 

US GOLD 
HEWSON 

ELITE 
US GOLD 

ELITE 
HREBIRO 

ACTIVISION 
RREBIRD 

OCEAN 
HEWSON 
FIREBIRD 
FIREBIRD 
FIREBIRD 

ELITE 
OCEAN 

ADVENTURE TOP 10 
1 (V VULCAN CCS 
2(2) LORDS OF MIDNIGHT BEYOND 
3 (3} ARNHEM CCS 
4(0) DESERT RATS CCS 
8 (4) DOOMDARK'S REVENGE BEYOND 

• m REBELSTAR RAIDERS FIREBIRD 

7 m THEATRE EUROPE PSS 
8 (6) TOBRUK PSS 
9(7) BATTLE OF BRITAIN PSS 

10 (10) THEIR FINEST HOUR CENTURY HUTCHINSON 

STRATEGYTOP10 
1 (11 T H E H O B B I T MELBOURNE HOUSE II 
2 (3) SPELLBOUND M A D 
3 (St) STORMBRINGER M A O 
4(0) KNIGHT TYME MAO . 
8 (4) LORDS OF MIDNIGHT BEYOND 
8 (10) KILLED UNTIL DEAD US GOLD 
7 18) THE PAWN RAINBIRD 
9(9) DOOMDARK'S REVENGE BEYONO 
9 (11) HEAVY ON THE MAGICK GARGOYLE GAMES 

10 KNIGHT ORC RAINBIRD 

VIDEO TOP 10 
1 [ > ] ROXANNE RCA/COLUMBIA 

1 2 ( > ) RADIO DAYS RCA/COLUMBIA 
3 f * J HELLRAISER NEW WORLD 
4 ( > ) LETHAL WEAPON WARNER 
0 ( > ) ANGEL HEART GUILD 

THE LIVING DAYLIGHTS WARNER 
7 PLATOON RCA/COLUMBIA 
8 ( » A NIGHTMARE ON ELM ST 3 WARNER 1 
9(H ALIENS CBS/FOX I 

10 / • J CHILDREN OF A LESSER GOD CIC 
1 1 

WINNERS 
The winner of the HOTLINE chart s £40 
worth ol software comes from north 
Yorkshire... he's... J R Major 
Runners-up are Andrew Kwaan of 
Windlesham; Carl Foufkea from Tetford; 
Andrew Daly of Goole and G Baker from 
Bilston 

Another £40 worth of software (and a 
CRASH Hat and T-shirt, of course) goes to 
Alex Ng from Cofwyn Bay for being the 

ADVENTURE chart winner. His four 
runnets-up are Jim Shine Of Dungarvan; 
Alex Campbell from London NW6; 
Raymond Dovey ol Halstead and R A 
Morrell from Shipley 

The strategical winner of this month $ 
STRATEGY chart software is David 
Hodgson of Shlldon The next tour out of 
the bag (who each get a CRASH Hat and 
T-shirt) are Jonathan BeH from Ashtead. 
Surrey; Simon Merrick of Preston. Mark 
Brennan from Limerick and Fergal 
Keenan of Camck-on-Suir in Eire. VIDEO 
chart winners next month... 

• B P k 



WINNERS pRIZES 
COME TELL 
HEWSON 
Issue 51 
We had thousands of entries (Or the Cybomad 
competition. They ranged from the most 
complex and detailed pirate ships to comical 
and colourful creations The best two came 
from Stephen Ward from County Clare in Eire 
and Vernon Chaldecott in Hants P09 2HR 
They'll each gel a fabulous Commtel 628 
cordless telephone - ideal when on those 
intergalactic poumeys around the universe. 
Five second prize winners get a trendy 
CybemoKl sweat Vwt They are . 
Alexander Herbrand, Germany, C Btythe, 
Bucks HP10 8J A; Mark Byrne. Surrey: Chris 
Joiwt, PrHton PR2 4PR; Mark Thontpton, 
Bristol BS20 8HF. 
And 25 runners-up get a copy ol Haffaele 
Cecco's great game 
Wlm Castermans, Belguim; Paul Dossts, 
Cheshire CW7 2HG: Robert Joyce. Essex 
CM1 5BJ Derek Jenkins, Cardiff CF4 5PU. 
Devld Mete art. Tyne & Wear DM3 2JB; 
Daniel Ingley, West Midlands DY8 SNO; 
Richard Ban it Notts NG19 OCX; James 
Glee ion. Co.Tipperary, Ireland: Martin 
Lawless, Lanes BL8 4QA; Edward Anyaeii, 
London SE1 SED; R Keeling, Cheshire 
CW11 0OT; Michael Preedy. Avon BS12 
2MX; Martin McKMney. Dorset BH8 4DO; 
Mr A D Gel lop. Avon BS9 4QP; Steven Nijs. 
Meiseyside L44 4EH; Benjamin Tan, 
Cheshire WA13 ONP; Andrew Bolton, 
Manchester M30 ORA; David Edge, 
Shropshire TF7 SRX; Mr A J Stokes. Co. 
Durham DL14 6UJ; Paul Hilton. Lines PE11 
2EN; Richard Cheney. N.Kumbs HU107DZ; 
Dean Roberts, Birmingham B33 OHT; Alan 
Charles, Banbury, Ox on; Ross Burton, 
Essex CMC 1BZ; Neal Parkas, Herts ENS 
1PR. 

CRASHTIONNAIRE 
Issue 51 

wet have the results ol the CRASHiionnaire 
in the next issue. But ti« then here's the winner 
Ol the E50 software prize, plus a CRASH Hal 
and T-shirt for sending us your views on 
CRASH It 's Paul Holfick from Hants SO* 
2DB. The tour rtxiners-ixi each gel C20 worth 
of software, plus a CRASH Hal and T-shirt 
They are.. DCMuncaster, Lanes BB2 
SAL: Peter Robinson, Kent CT9 4NA; Ross 
McDonald, Uncs PE9 3RS; Jason Bees, 
Bath BA1 TAS. 

CUSTOM ROVER 
Issue 51 

It's custom around here lor everyone to have 
a say m the iiidging of art competitions, and 
we had a tembly difficult time picking out Ihe 
lucky three winners who'll each have a day out 
at Land Rover Anyway, they are Jonathan 
Bass ol Essex CM3 4DZ. Kevin Shaw trom 
Kent ME I 20E and David Reed from 
Northampton NNS 6HG Those three will also 
receive an Skgr Wamars T-shirt and the game 
Not unlike the following 30 rwmers-up who'll 
also get a T-shrt and the game 
David Forsyth®, London SE23 2JL; Alex 
Griffiths, Kent CT3 4ND: Malcolm Moore, 
Birmingham B14 4JU; Justin Ayten, Mid 
Glamorgan CF31 40T; Anders Dunkler, 
Sweden: John Sandy, London N1S 5HF; 
Gary Hyde. Berks RG14 SLA: Stephen 
Ward, Co.Clare, Eke; James Culyer, 
Norwich NR11 8LJ; Peter Daley, 
Merseyside L37 2JY; Mark Coates, 
N.Humberside HU10 BET; Steven Nils, 
Merseyside L44 4EH; Darren Ridge, Kent 
BR8 7OH; Richard Conn, Wilts SN3 4DP; 
James 8ownass, Surrey CR3 3HG; Andrew 
Nixon, Staffs ST4 7JU; Karl Bamford. Lanes 
OL11 3BU; Matthew Wilkinson, N-Yorks 
LS25 6BP; Christopher Blythe, Bucks HP10 
8JA, Martin Birkett. S.Humbs ON 18 SLU; 
Conan Friel, Coventry CV2 1 AG; Gary Marr, 
Sheffield SS 8RP; Jonathan Pittock, 
v'.Yorks BD20 8SN; Michael Brown. 
W.Yorks WF13 4LQ; Mark Rimmer, 
Merseyside PR8 4RE; Robert Wainwright. 
Leicestershire LE17 4RJ; Matthew 
Tread well, Surrey KT18 9PF; Martin 
Mclnemey, Northampton NN2 7JG; Paul 
Wakeling, Laics LE6 ODE; AHstak Prins-
Moore, London N1 3NJ. 

3-DIY 
Issue 46 

When our Art Director, Markie Kendnck finally 
decided lo give us some Ol his precious time 
and judge you're 3-D entnes it revealed some 
exciting results The overall winner is Uoyd 
Naytor Irom Leeds LSI 4 2DJ He receives a 
Una Slabrio pens (as used by Markie himself1). 
12 months tree subscription lo CRASH and a 
CRASH T-shrt. The two runners-up each gel 
a 12 months free subscription to CRASH and 
a T-shirt. They are Philip Corbett Irom Warks 
CVS 1DJ and Richard Woods of Lines LN12 
1BQ 

GHAFFLEBETTE 
GOODIES 
UP FOR GRABS 
Issue 47 

Ten winners came up with wonderfully out-of-
this-world 200040 words lo describe 
Piranha's new Judoe Oeafh game - and they 
each receive 200QAD books, a T-shirt and a 
copy of the game, all courtesy of Pranha. 
Douglas Bryson, Wigtownshire, Scotland 
DG9 7BS, Stephen Jordan, Saffron Walden, 
Essex; NeH Griffin, Dartford, Kent OA1 3BH; 
Peter Hutchison, Hebden Bridge. West 
Yorkshire HX7 SOP; Paul Norton, Willeiby, 
Hull HU10 8AA, Pierre Scotney, Portishead, 
Bristol BS20 8SO; Robert Newall, Shipley, 
West Yorkshire B017 SAG; David North. 
Chard. Somerset TA20 3JN; Darren 
Leatherbarrow, Lawton, near Warnngton 
WA3 2HY; Jonathan Grebby, Wardley, 
Gateshead NE108YH. 
And 20 rtxwiervup receive oopies of Judge 
Death 
Matthew Welsh, Chlppefield. Herts WD4 
9DO; Christian Jones. Mllford Haven. Dyfed 
SA73 3JR; Alistan Gentry. Felixstowe, 
Suffolk IP11 SAN; R Kunlkowski, 
Walsgrave, Coventry CV2 2AH; Olivia Jane 
Brown, Osaett, West Yorkshire WF5 OOO; 
Ian Putnam, Luton, Beds LU4 9NF; Paul 
Marchant. Guildford. Surrey GLM 8ET; Tony 
Anderson, near Pontefract. West Yorkshire 
WF7 7JO; Matthew Edwards, Barrow-On-
Trent. Derby DE7 1HP; Chris Gorman, 
Ayrshire. Scotland KA13 7PN; Lee Reveley, 
Coventry, West Midlands CV3 6HT; Russell 
Pratt, Plymouth, Devon PL8 1HG; Malcolm 
Young, Seeford, East Sussex BN2S 1BQ; 
Darren Cunon, Maulden, Beds MK4S 2AE; 
Andrew Shedweli, Bicknacre, Essex CM3 
4EU; Robin Sivyer, East Grinstead, West 
Sussex RH19 3DU; Thomas Greenan, 
Ayrshire, Scotland KA12 9NE; Neil Firth. 
Hemel Hempstead Herts HP1 1RH; Daniel 
Bill, Stanwtx, Carlisle CA3 9MS; Lasse 
Eldrup, 2850 Hvtdovere, Denmark. 

ROMANTICALLY 
MINE 
Issue 50 
One ot the very few people who aci uaiiy solved 
our romantic wardsquare of two issues ago 
was Vincent Mllrier of Nottinghamshire NG13 
8HQ. He also said that, Roman!*; Robot are 
so old they think +3a are worn by midget 
golfers"' He gets a Romantic Robot Videotace 
Digitiser lor his troubles. In our 'designer' 
competition, second prize winners coiM 
choose their prizes from one or Romantic 
Robot's lamous Muitiface series or a 
Multipnnt printer interface The fortunate five 
wtio come second are D Beach from 
Oxfordshire 0X17 3LU. John Clifton from 
down m Kent OA3 8GY Joseph Leiperupm 
Aberdeen AB1 5QM. M Winwood across m 
Sheffield SI l and P T Ebtxrtt ot 
Cambridgeshire PE1 4DN. Ttwty more 
designer runners-up who get a choice of 
Wnggttt Music Typewriter. Utoguarc) or 
Genie software are . 
James MecPhereon, Herts AL10 OPR; Colin 
Townsend, Staffs WS7 BUB: Trefor Thorpe, 
Dyfed SA31 1TS; Jon Sender, Sheffield S8 
SOU; Ian Porter. N.Humbs HUS SHW; Keith 
Roberts, Devon PL5 4CT; Kevan Fagan. 
Liverpool L11 S8B; Alan Henderson. Tyne « 
Wear DK4 8EF Anthony Graham. 
Gloucester GL2 OON; Matthew Tebbutt. 
Bristol BS208DG, David Green, S.Yorks S8 
OBA: Chris Davit. Staffs ST2 782: Robert 
Dinsdale, Kent ME16 OBS; Paul Jones. 
Cardiff CF4 BEG; Stephanie Gamett. 
Northampton NN3 2SS; Paul Preston. 
Essex IG8 2NW; R Marsden. Sheffield S2 
4DA; Matthew Poddlesden, Suffolk IP14 
3HB: Marcus Bryant, Surrey GLM 7EL; Peter 
Wilson. Cleveland TS20 2EL; S D King. 
Somerset BA9 9HR. Peter Simpson. 
W.Sussex BN12 6BB; A J Mllhench. Lanes 
OL4 3NH; David Taylor. Newcastle Upon 
Tyne; Andrew Gner. Bucks MK19 7AG: 
Tony Voon. London W12 88Y; David Gary 
Walters, West Midlands WS3 2RF; Steven 
Streeting, Guernsey, Channel islands; 
Geoffrey HHt, Cheshire CW12 3JF; Rob 
Darke, Hereford HR4 000. 

Frances as she has enough trouble reading through all your entries as it 
is. 

VOTING 
FORMS 

EACH MONTH WE PICK OUT FIVE WINNERS FOR 
EACH CHART. THE ONLY WAY TO WIN IS TO ENTER. 

THE IS YOUR CHANCE TO INFLUENCE THE 
CRASH CHARTS AND STAND A CHANCE OF 

WINNING £40 WORTH OF SOFTWARE. WE NEED 
YOUR VOTES. 
VOTE NOW! 

Cut out your voting forms and send them off to CRASH 
VIDEO CHART, CRASH ADVENTURE CHART, CRASH 
HOTLINE CHART and CRASH STRATEGY CHART PO 
Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SYS 1DB 

VIDEO 
CHART 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Name 
Address 

Postcode 

HOTLINE 
CHART 

MMMMMMM 

Name 
Address „ 

Postcode. 

ADVENTURE 
CHART 

! = = = 
3 [ 

i 
Name I 
Address I 

I 
... Postcode | 

I a 

STRATEGY 
CHART 

1 
2 
3 

5 ee««eeseeee*e»»»eeeeeee»e*ee*eeeeai 

Name 
Address 

Postcode..,. 



ACTION FORCE D 
ALTERNATIVE WORLD GAMES 
AJRSOURNE RANGER 
ARC OF TtSOO (IJSyiWQ 
ADVANCED ART STUDIO + 12BK 
ALIEN SYNOROME 
ARKENOID M - REVENGE OF OOH 
A.T.F. 
AVENGER 

BARRY McGUIGAN'S BOXING (12BK) 
BUGGY M Y (Ol»e C9.9S) 
BLACK LAMP 
BLOOO BROTHERS (DISK £999) 
BLOOO VALLEY 
BOOT CAMP (IB) 
BHMK COMMANDOS 
BLITZKRIEG 
BUBBLE BOULE 
CALIFORNIA GAMES 
CHAIN REACTION <Ota£ 9 99) 
CHAMPIONSHIP SPWNT 
CHOLO 
COLOUR OF MAGIC 
CRAZY CARS 
CftOSSWIZE 
CYBERMOIO 
CYBER KMGHTS (DISK £990) 
DMUER 
DARIUS 
DARK SCEPTRE 
DARK SIDE (OCKCMB) 
DESOLATOfl 
DYNAMITE DAN 
DftEAM WAflHIOH 
ORUIDII OR DRUM) 
EARTHUGHT 
ELITE 
ENDURO RACER II OR BHMIO RACER 
EQUINOX 
FIREFLY 
HJNTSTONES 
FLYING SHARK 
F15 STRIKE EA6Lf 
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 
FOOTBALL MANAGER N 
FAJRUGHTII 
FRIGMTMARE 
GAUNTLET 
GAUNTLET 2 
GEE BEE AIR RALLY 
GHOSTBUSTERS (128X) 
GOTHIC 
GRAND PRIX 
GRYZOR 
6 UNEKIR S SUPERSOCCER 
GUNSHIP (Drtt £9.90) 
GURSMOKE 
GtfTZ 
HERCULES (DISK £B J0) 
HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER 
HEARTLAND 
KAM WARRIORS 
IMPACT 
IMPLOSION 
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION I 
JNXT1R (DISK ONLY) 
KARNOV 
KATTRAP 
KMGHTMARE 
KNIGHT ORC 

6.50 
15.96 11.50 
9.96 6.70 
BJ0 399 
9.90 6,50 

14 96 I I .20 

SORCEROR LORD {WtcEIJ.901 
SPY *» SPY TRILOGY 
STAR WARS 
SUPER HANG ON 
SIDE ARMS 
720 
SOLDIER OF LIGHT 
SPUTHM IMAGES 
S.OS. 
SIRttIHGHTER 
TARGET RENEGADE 
THUNOERCATS (DKc £9.99) 
T1ME8MAGK 
TRAXTOR 
TELADON 
TERRAMEX 
TRA2 
THAMATOS 
TOYBUARRI 
T1NDER60X 
TROLL 
VAMPIRES EMPIRE (Utc f9.99) 
VENOM 
VICTORY ROAD (DKf £9 99) 
VIXEN 
WHERE TIME STOOO STILL (WtC C11 JO) 
WIZARD WARZ 
WIWTIR OLYMPIAD '88 
WORLD CLASS UADER80ARD 
WORLD GAMES 
YFF1 
ZENJI 

OUR 
RRP PRICE 

699 650 
9 95 67S 
9.96 3-99 
7.96 SJO 
7 J 9 2JB 
7,96 2 90 
7.96 1 JB 
7.95 SJO 
BJB 2.99 
7.96 5.99 
7.96 S.90 
7.90 SJO 
8-96 2-99 
7JS 2.99 
7.96 5J0 
8.90 6 50 
1 ( 6 745 
698 2.10 
7.90 2 99 
I N 650 
699 B.S0 
9.(6 675 
7.99 199 
• J B 7.48 
699 3J9 
999 6.50 
9.99 6.78 
8.90 6.25 
BJB 660 
899 8 50 
999 840 
796 SJO 
BJB M B 
BJB 4-25 
9.96 8.70 
B.BB 2JB 
7.96 2 99 
7J0 5.50 

12.96 9.90 
B.BB «.ra 
BJB ISO 
9.9B 6.45 
8.99 6.50 
8.BB BJO 
7J6 SJO 
(.SB 4-25 
7JB 1.BB 
BJB 625 
7J6 SJO 
7JB SJO 

14-96 11 JO 
BJB 6.50 
BJB L2S 
7.98 SJO 
BJB 6 6 0 
8.99 190 
7J0 7 J 9 
4 99 1.90 
9.99 8.70 
8.99 B.W 
7J6 5.50 
7J0 4.(0 
8.99 BJS 
7J6 SJO 
699 M O 
7J6 5.50 
8.99 B.S0 
B.BB 6.50 
8.96 6.50 
8JB .TS 

K 
BARGAIN SOFTWARE ORDER FORM 
Please send me the following titles. BLOCK CAPITALS please! 
Type of computer 

CRASH/MAY ISSUE 

Title 

Amount 

Total enclosed C 

Date 

Name ... 

Address 

Tel. no. 

Please make cheques or postal orders payable to BARGAIN SOFTWARE. 
Prices include P & P within the U.K: Europe please add C0.75 per tape: 

Elsewhere please add £1.00 extra per tape 
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FiAAlty, ih#n 11 iporioftN odn̂MHf tM W Only MtMB prouwm • oflw OMpuiM, but liM n̂ Ml tha on* problem dial ornm computer! IM CMM tHwiUMit, Sikca Shop an pwm lo HI fill Ihe ST range of penonottwftmaee computet Irom «un Tha ST MA deaignad uawnng DM moat m l brMfcttvouorta In HaKondudoi lachnoiogy. producing a P V H M I oomputer that paiona lull wtth taw parti WMch Mara * coeta laae u> Mta And lee* ID buy The lalaM ST OTapulet now btobde buM«ipowMl|lli«MM*ifiMI*iMi The T06 opemetg ayatewi and GEM wtndow P W N M I an now OA BOM cmpa >tacri an already intitia *t me 3T keyboard TMa anatlai automatic «ui booting wftan you awwcit on Mice Shoo m elm 13 lo plter the mntplm nan ST range Our mall order department • atluated in Sucup and we Km 3 mail outlaH al Smcie. Oon Houh fToaertnem Court Rd) and 9aandgte lOalord Street) We have eight yean eapertence ot Alan produr.lt, longer than any Mha< — company, and an won eeiaManed aa uia IHta Ho l Alan unpawn With a group turnover ol na C» itceea ot SO italt we oflar row ixibaaUWa eentce and tuppon we piwM I M U I tecvMiee oruch you a* Una iwnlnaWa during your Alan conpubng Ma and moat ol ttma I ICMH are evmtaMe OHtT mow SILICA Wa auggeel tMr you read through what wa nana lo ortar before you decide whan to purcheeo yew Attn ST 
FREE STARTER KIT - Only From Silica 
Whan you purchaaa any Atari ST fceyOoent. you wdf nol onty leudie the Ha l value tar money r nttpiaar 
on tha eiartat. bul you will m o r a c a n tha loilowing from Alan Corporation aa pan ol ma package 

• OASJC language Oar -BASICHKU* ' ST O a w i Uanref • TO&Qtl*on HOti 
it you toy your ST Inwi S k a Shoo, you wU aiao recent 

' WfOonroma 5aetpief • potcvf gr^htct pngnm ' It! Htortf - WyO rim aan> 
eddeton we al Silica would tea to aee you get o*t lo a »yi«g i ian wrth your nww u n p u w . I toflait* a apactel ST STAHTU m l worth over HOC which wa ara giving away I M 1 0 

wtm awy ST consular purcheeed al our nonaal faun pneaa Tha kit la atratleM* ONLT FROM SILICA 
and la airnad al pnMoeig ueert with a vetuebie ainoouction lo me world ol computing W i are conbnueOy 
upgrading m* 31 8tartar Ait. wti<clt conuana putttc domain and other bcenead to It were, aa ww» aa booka. 

II'ieaannaa all ulevwil to ST compuang Return Via coupon below tor 

DEDICATED SERVICING - Only From Silica 
Al Sdice Shop wa nana a mmoaiai) aaorca aaoarMnaw o( aaran X Sma Alan tmnad la 
Th,i taam a KKaay dadicawd to aamdng Atari computer producta Thaw a c u i n M M inowMga^ a l 
and axparlanca maaaa inaaa aaoand to nona « man You can ba aura lhal any worli camad out by 
mam ta ot tha highaal alandard A uandard ol aanuing whxn a a t i l a n you will tmd OMtr r*OK 
(HJCA Hi addition lo pmnOng tun aanrkjng t acMaa tor Alan ST m w y i l a u CboUl m and out o l 
aaiianry) our laaai • aaao atia lo onar atanwy and nodulaaor upgradaa 10 ST cowipulan 
1 M b R A M U P O H A D E : Our uggrada on Via Mandaid Alan MOST-W or SKST fM UyOoard wiU 
mcraaaa lha maaiQi'j hom SlTK to a aiaaaiva KS4K It haa a l u l t yaar warranty and la avaNabia tram 
SrSoa at an additional rataM prlca c* only CSSSS (»VAT * tlOO^ 

TV MOOULATOR UPORAOCr M o t can upgrada ma IWOST-f to t n cMa • TV modtMor h 
m you can man uaa 1 wWi your TV aa< Tun a an mama ! upgrada and doaa not imeAm any uwdy 
aaiamai boraa A caota lo connact your ST lo any ooraaaoc TV 1a ick idad m ma pnea ol lha i « g n d a j 
whtch m only CAS fine VAT) Tha upgrada la alao avaSabaa lor aarly UOST contpulara al tlta aarna prloa 

THE FULL STOCK RANGE - Only From Silica 
Wa a m io Mao atoclti ol an Alan ma iad producn and our wwahouaa carrtaa a Modi pi otar i n at Mar 
Wa anoon many aotwara Htaa «ract Horn lha USA and yon wM hnd thai wa nava naw raiaaaaa in I 
atfranoa ol many o l ow oonpatdon unaaa oaawn who may only aloe* ina t i ad aOaa. w a l i a v a t h a M 
ranga. In addition, wa cany a comoMa Una ol m boo»» wtacti tiava baan nrtnao about tha Alan ST A 
ranga aa aada aa Quo a lamaming you wH laid » aval ibl l OMLT raoaa SUJCA. 

AFTER SALES SUPPORT - Only From Silica 
Aaal — i n ail inaa whan you buy your ST trom Sana Shop, you win ba tuty aupponad. O w iraa ma<anga I 
giranawa ol raaaaaaa and danalopaaMa Tltaa will hatfr lb baag you 10 lb data wuh rww aaltwara raaaaaaa 
aa wall aa wlial'a happanmg in lha Alan market And In addition, our aaiaa Hell ara al the eno at • 
l a taphonatna toaamcaaso lyour Atari raqwiramarm II you Punhaaa an ST Irom Sltica and would Ilka 
any ladwucal adnc*. wa have a M l time tecimcai auppon leam to halp you gal ma baal Iroen your 

tea wa hart both ma iiaw and lha tyaiama i^ieciiiceiiy dadlcalad lo pr^tdmg altar taiaa 
on Atart ST ooaapuiaia. wa ara corrfloent '.net our uaan enioy an ansapoonaCy lugh lavw o> 

aupport Thla can ba racanad 0M.T FMOii M I C A 

FREE CATALOGUES - Only From Silica 
Al S e n snog, wa moognm thai aanoua uaan raqtara an m-daplh aitormabon aamca. which a why we | 
mail haa . amte l i e i i and pr >ce Mia to our ST ownart Thaaa ara t « to » pagaa long a 
a w lachmcai M a b aa awn aa ipaciai oWara and product O n r u t a o a II you h a a airaa 
ST and wmdd Haa to nana yaw name added lo ota mean a bat, piaaaa tensiiaia lha coupon ft ratum it lo I 
ua TIM mlprmalton tarvtoe • erniahU OWftT rwoaa SWJCA 
FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY From Silica I p'OCMMd OU OOMpUH' ((Ww W hMI o' Vwn Uolt I I 

by ma ovamgnt OftOuP 4 courier aannoa FWE O f OIAOOE lo 
UK Thla mathod halpa to anauia atinlnaim delay and maaimui* protection 

PRICE MATCH - Only From Silica 
m hope mat lHa combination or our low pneaa. FREE UK delivery aarnca. FACE Slartai KN and FREE 
attar aaa t Hwpon. wai ba enough io make you buy your Amn anulptam front M c a Shop H however 
mere • aomatiung you wtah lo purtnaaa, and you tktd one or our companion ollanng n at a tower prtca. 

SO MUCH FOR SO LITTLE! 
There is nothing that can compare with the Incredible value tor money ottered by Atari's 
520ST-FM. For only £260 (+VAT=£299), you can purchase a powerful 512K RAM computer, 
with a 95 key keyboard (including numeric keypad). MIDI Interlace. GEM, a palette ot 512 
colours, mouse controller, and s 512K built-in disk drive. The 520ST-FM has a TV modulator 
built-in, and comes with a lead to sllow you to plug it straight into any domestic colour 
television set. The mains transformer is also built-in to the keyboard, so there are no messy 
external boxes. You couldn't wish tor a more compact, powerful and stylish unit. Atari ST 
computers are now firmly established in the UK, there are nearly 500 software titles already 
available for a wide variety of applications and tha list is growing all the time. And that's not 
all When you buy your new S20ST-FM (or any Atari ST computer) from Silica Shop, you will 
get a lot more, including « FREE Silica ST Starter Kit worth over £100. Read the ONLY FROM 
SILICA section on Ihe left, to see why you should buy your new high power, low price 520ST-
FM from Silica Shop, the UK's No1 Atari Specialists. For further details of the range of Atari 
ST computers and the FREE Silica ST Starter Kit. complete and return the reply coupon below 

ATARI 520ST-FM NOW ONLY £260 (+VAT=£299) 
520STFH wtth S12K RAM t mono monitor £3M line VAT) Upgrade from S12K Mil to 1034K RAH OMlincVAT 

ATARI 1040ST F - NEW PRICE Wa ars pHand to announce a new reducer} pnee point on Oia IMOST f which a now available lor only CAM line VAT) The 1040II a [.'-•Hul computer witMUb ot RAM and alao include* ft built-in 1Mb double lined 3V dtak drive The <0*0 rtai baan detuned tor uaa on buarnea* and proiaaaion«i application! moat ol which require a high naokition monochrome or oolotx monitor II Don not theratore ham an Rf modulator In uaa wim a domeelic TV eat Moduialort can bo titled lor £49 |mc WAT) •Mttl-r (eytnan w t u n i i i um <** Karj WffT f byrtitvo • f+g* 4w iu\t Uw IftmTI* cm/rt HATI Hyeu BOuM lile tunheui lam el me IQWST̂. muntetaat" *1aw 
MEGA STs NOW IN STOCK For I ha uaar who retjv n even mora RAM than tha HO or 1040 ST11 otter, tha naw MEGA ST computers ara now available There are two MEGA STi, one with Mtib of RAM and tha otnar with a maaam 4Mb. Both new computer* ara Mty compeMne with aiating STi and run currantly evailatna ST totrware The MEGA STi an atyted at an aipanoabla Central Pioneeeing Unit with opan architactura and ft dauchabta rayOoard They ara tuppuea with OEM. a Iraa mouea contnoar and all aims aa wtth the 530 oi 1040 Pncae era at kmowa 
taf&nraonayeatnr'mf omitwtetr; 
Mfaj .sr.-teni^uwri' cvswtaitoHaaMtor n m r i M n ueon fTJU* tryhwtf' CfV ' imKlrtMTI 
W04 rraab *#>coeitf Sarvt iawv Mkwrtv romi t mr) » you M lea w«ar taaata m «w MtOA ST*, raftaa aw en> 

ATARI 

Mephena number It our competitor itaa ma goodft in alocl. wa wtl Aoraiaey math tha o«ei (on ft W ptodud - tame pnca baeie) end ab* provide you wah our normal Iraa demary Wa naaue thai wa are me only company who win match a compeeeof! pnea However. * you COM IO ua tor a price match, you am alao ba enttoed to oia altar taiea aennoa, including tree newaieflan and technical mppnrt T̂ia laaee Our price match prom tee rather tpaclal, eometfwig you wilt receive ONLY FAOM SILICA We donT | aant you to go anywhwra tftae lor your Alan producta So moo M Silica. Ihe UK'ft Hot Atari SpedalM 

f To: Silica Shop Ltd, Oept CR 06/88 , V4 The Mews, hWhertoy Road, Sldcup, Kant, DAM 40X % 

I PLEASE SEND M E FREE L I T E M T U R E ON THE ATARI ST | 
Mr/Mn/Ms 
Addrtti; 

Initials: Surname: 

SIDCUP (& Mail Order) 0 1 - 3 0 0 1111 
1-4 Tha Mows. Hathefiey Road, Stdcup, Kant. DAI4 4DX 

| LONDON 0 1 - 5 8 0 4 8 3 9 
Hon House (Tst floor). 227 Tottenham Court Rd, London. W1P OHX 

| LONDON 0 1 - 6 2 9 1234 ext 3914 1 
Sellridg&a (tat floor). Oxford Street, London. W1A 1A8 

Postcode: 

i do you own? 
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HOT STUFF 
SUMMER is now upon 

us, and with the hot 
summer nights come 
some hot games 
Games that wilt blow 

your mind or possibly your 

BEST MATES 
Forget Little & Large and The Two 
Ronnies. For the greatest mates 
around look out for Hark and Kren, 
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• Chubby Gristle says, '8tg is beautiful'. But is it? 

• Can you reach The fury from Martech 

Spectrum. These games are so 
fantastic they've actually been 
banned on Earth. So until they 
start filtering back down through 
the intergalactic pipelines we'll 
have to take a look at the current 

in development from our 
>ndly, local software houses! 
Martech have two games ready 

for release, and both are looking 
pretty hot! Vixen should currently 
be prowling the streets near you 
now. Take the part of page 3 pin-
up Cornne Russell (The Sun) who 
then takes the part of the foxy lady 
from the planet Granath. We've 
just received the finished version, 
and it all looks like quite good fun. 
Full review in next month s issue. 

Martech are also planning to 
release The Fury. Set in the future, 
you drive a supercar - ten are 
available, all at different prices - In 
battle against various Mad Max-
like creatures in their own 
customised vehicles. Things 
aren't too bad though: you're 
equipped with missiles on either 
side of your mean machine and a 
strong set of side panels for 
bumping people off the Rollerball-
like track. If things get a bit too hot 
to handle you can always just put 
your fool down and speed off out 
of trouble. But careful how you 
drive, though. If you go for too long 
at such incredible speeds you 
could reach The Fury - a state 
beyond alt comprehension . . . 
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the stars of Gremlin's Blood 
Brothers A whole planet's 
livel ihood rests in the hands of the 
two characters. In recent times 
their planet of Sylonia has been 
plundered and ravaged by hostile 
aliens, known colloquially as the 
Scorpians. It's up to Hark and Kren 
to jump on their jet-bikes (with 
laser bolt weapon units fitted as 
standard) and get the stolen gems 
back from the planet Scorpia. Its 

sophisticated defence systems try 
to destroy you but with your 
thrust packs and hand-held laser 
guns you must enter the mine and 
regain the ill-gotten treasure. 
Sylonia's future rest in your hands. 

June should also see the release 
of Skate Crazy - a streetwise 
roller skating game - and 
Hercules- a gory beat 'em up. All 
from Gremlin, as is GaryLineker's 
Super Skills. The game is played 
In two parts: in the gym where you 
must exercise and generally get fit. 
and out on the training pitch where 
you must prove your skills by, 
among other things, dribbling 
around cones. 
Skate Crazy competition 

page 79 

• Teamwork's the name of the game for the brothers. Hark and 
Kren 
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FOOTBALL CRAZY 
Grand Slam also have a 
footballing game in the way of 
Pefer Beardsley's International 
Football- although that won't be 
out for a whi le y ei. Also from Grand 
Slam we've Chubby Gristle and 
Power Pyramids. The latter is a 
game of skill and dexterity. Simitar 
to a pinball machine, you must use 
a pair of flippers to control a ball 
which must be hit against various 
power points situated on levels 
within the pyramid, Chubby Gristle 
and Power Pyramids should be 
available now. 

Accolade's latest release takes 
a less serious look at the sport of 
golf. Mini-Putt is based on those 
miniature' crazy' golf courses that 



titter the promenades of seaside 
holiday resortB. The game 
contains four courses, each 
depicting a certain theme, famous 
movies, countries around the 
world, sports and classic video 
arcade sequences Each course 
contains nine holes. The direction, 
force and angle of each shot can 
be adiusted, but you have to be 
quick otherwise your golfer will get 
impatient Play the shot nght and 
he'll be over the moon, but one 
bad shot and he gets very angry I 
Three types of obstacles must be 
overcome: paths, requiring 
accuracy, windmills, demanding 
precise timing, and various 
objects that pop up out of the 
ground. Once a course is 
completed you get an overall 
score. 
Mini-Putt competition .... page 32 

WORTH THE RISK? 
The board game genre has been a 
bit quiet of late, but Virgin Games 
are soon to change all that. In 
October we should be able to play 
their latest Kenner Parker licence. 
R.I.S.K. The game features a 
scrolling map and all the features 
of the popular board game. And in 
January '89 Virgin will have 
Cluedo Master Detective, a 
version of the classic board game 
to be found in The States but not 
well known over here yet, 

Cascade's 19 Part 1 - Boot 
Camp was scheduled for release 
a couple Of months back, but they 
promise us it'll be out by the time 
you read this. Mind you. Ring 
Wars was chalked in for a March 
22 release and where's that! Not 
to worry though - that'll also be out 
for June. Ring Wars is based 
around the aclivity of Ring Worlds 
- whose sole purpose was to 
locate uninhabited worlds and 
bleed them dry of all life, but 
something has gone dangerously 
wrong„.. Now the Ring Worlds 
are invading our solar system, 
absorbing everything In their path, 
and only you can stop them. The 
game contains complex and 
• Mini-Putt - a great 

improvement over Skoda-
Putt 

styles, and even a player 
suspension facility (just shows 
how up-to-date it is)! 

REBEL RETURNS 
Finally, this month sees a new 
company to the Spectrum market 
Target Games was founded <n 
March by Julian Gollop, who you 
may remember programmed the 
Firebird games Rebeistar Raiden 
and Chaos. The first release from 
Target Games is Laser Squad - a 
strategy game requiring arcade 
reflexes - in Auqust. 
• It's time to get your 

chopper o u t . . . 
detailed 3-D vector graphics, 
through which you must move with 
your sophisticated intelligence 
gathenng devices and enter the 
heart of the Ring World - lo kill it 
for ever. But can you also escape 
before H kills YOU? 

THE HIGH LIFE 
CRL. the publishers of last 
month's 90% CRASH Smash 
Sopfirsfry, had trouble in naming 
their next game, so who better to 
contact than the il I iterate bunch of 
reviewers at CRASH Towers, and 
this is what we came up with (well, 
almost). Their next game is to be 
called Hi-Rise Scaffold 
Construction Set. and is basically 
a platforms and ladders designer. 
Using this sophisticated program 
it is possible to design your own 
platform arcade game from 
scratch - without any 
programming knowledge 
whatsoever. As well as being able 
to design all the graphics and 
define where objects appear, you 
can make your own sound effects, 
write a scrolling message for each 
screen and program the height of 
jumps e t c . . . 

War game fans will be happy to 
hear that the follow-up to CCS's 
Overlord is soon on its way. It's 
called Stalingrad, and is again 
written by Ken Wright. It should be 
ava i (able at the beginning of Ju ne. 

Hew son, the company that 
some people are now calling the 
new Ultimate because of their 
consistently high standards and 
success, have Battle Valley as 
their next release. Some terrorists 
have captured two medium range 
nuclear missiles and you've got 30 
minutes to stop the annihilation of 
the planet. You have control over 
either a tank or a helicopter which 
moves over the horizontally 
scrolling landscape and attempts 
to blow up the two missile silos. If 
the preview version is anything to 
go by we've another great game in 
store. 

Much has been said about 
Football Manager clones over the 
years. But now we'll really find out 
how good they all were, for 
Addictive Games are about to 
release Football Manager 2. 
Apparently, it contains realistic 
graphics, an animated 
scoreboard, various playing 

SUMMIT CHEAP 
LAST MONTH it was Zeppelin Games and this month it's Summit Software, the latest 
budget label to be formed. This new label is an extension of Alternative Software 
and all releases will be £2.99 The new label will be a mixture of onginal products 
and re-releases of old games The first four releases are Cannibals From Outer 
Space 1999 Gateway To Hell and Batttecars (66%. Issue 13) 

Fans ol the Orewfs TV series will be happy to hear that the cartoon versions of R2-
02 and C-3P0 have been snapped up by M.A.O. who say that Drokts is aimed at 
the under- 14s. However, we' re sure that the lucasfilm stars of the Star Wars trilogy 
will appeal to all - especially Steve Jarratl. our exalted editor, who's loopy about the 
Star Wars films. A dastardly gang have escaped from a high security pnson and for 
some strange reason the robotic twosome have been captured by these evil 
characters You take control of C-3P0 (the tall, golden robot) who must escape from 
his captures and kill off the ever-increasing number of opponent droids. 



GOGGLE! 
REWIND TO THE PAST 
DOMINIC HANDY on video 

AFTER last month's lull in 
MFHOR VKIPO film releases, 
you'll be happy to hear that 
there s many a good film to 
watch over the next couple of 

months Warner Home Video S major 
release of May is undoubtedly Full 
Metal Jacket (Warner. 18) Stanley 
Kubrick - who's acclaimed credits 

film? Full MPtal Jacket thankfi iilv 
unglonfyirig m its approach to a 
distasteful subiect A startlingly 
different telling of the Vietnam sl-vv 
as good as, if not better, than Platoon 

but. as with every Kubrick film, 
tackling the subject from a completely 
different angle 

• Stanley Kubrick's Full Metal Jacket 

include such cult films as Lohta. A 
Clockwork Orange. 2001 A Space 
Odysseysnd TheShmng directs the 
action loosely based around the novel 
The Short Timers by Vietnam veteran 
Gustav Hasford Matthew Modine 
(Birdy) plays an 18-year-old marine 
recruit. Private Joker The story 
contains two distinct sections - Joker's 
harrowing basic training on Parns 
Island and his real lile combat 
experiences out in the Vietnam 
wastelands (superbly shot in London's 
docklands) The first part is so realistic 
and involving that as a result the 
second half suffers As with all Kubrick 
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M>nrt yer harks, folks' Harry's 
coming through Yes, Bigfoot And 
The Hendersons (CIC Video, PG) 
originally called Harry And The 
Hendersons in the US - finally makes 
its way to the video shelves on InneS 
The terrific John LUhgow (Twilight 
Zone - The Movie POlOi stars as thp 
father of an all-Amprican family who 
collides with a sasauatch-type hairy 
beast while on a shooting holiday As 
anyone in such a situation would do. 
they derided to load it up on their 
station wagon and take it back home 
01 course, a dormant eight-foot tali 
hairy creature isn't something you 

want to show to thp neighbours, but 
when Harry awakens he runs riot 
throughout the Henderson's 
household knocking chunks out of 
walls and demolishing rhairs 
However it turns out that Harry's really 
a lovable rharacters and no-one wants 
to see him hurt Bigfoot is guaranteed 
fun for all ages' 

Something VW/rf(RCA/Columbia, 18). 
When the sexy Lulu (Griffith) bumps 
into the conventional Charles (Daniels) 
things are bound to change for one of 
them. Lulu turns Charles' life upside 
down but he becomes enchanted by 
her crazy approach to life, and slowly 
falls in love. Meanwhile, her 
psychopathic ex-husband blames her 

A 'So long as I'm back for teal' 

With Roxanne currently ndmg high 
10 the Video rharts. RCA/Co'umbia 
announce Best Seller 118) as their 
next blockbuster on June 3 Brian 
Dennehy i First Blnod. F/X Murder 
By Illusion. Coconri\ plays a cop/writer 
whose police exploits provide rich 
content for his best selling novels As 
hp moves up The Force his creative 
juices stari to njn dry so when, with the 
promise of a best seder, he's 
app'iarhed by a professional hit man 
(James Woods Sla Wor) he 
cautiously joins forces with him 
Victoria Tennant (offscreen wifp of 
Steve Martin) plays thp role of 
Denpehy's agent and lover who also 
feels the violent hit of Woods This has 
got to bp THF thnller of the month 
James Woods plays the hit man with 
steely eyed determination to get his 
story in print, while Dennehy treads 
cautiously around Woods past Saying 
anymore would sooil the film Don't 
miss It1 

Two weeks later RCA/Columbia 
release Jeff Daniels and Melanie 
Griffith in the ofheat comedy 

for the way he's turned out, and Is 
hunting her down. All this excitement 
provides solid entertainment for those 
with a kooky sense of humour (me 
included)! 

Sean Connery s been in the news 
lately for his Oscar-winning 
performance in The Untouchables 
(CIC Video, 18). and at the end of June 
you'll be able to see what all the (well 
deserved) fuss has been about. 
Viewers of the successfully re run TV 
senes will have quite a good idea about 
the content of the film Kevin Costner 
(No Way Out\ plays Eliot Ness 
(onginally played by Robert Stack in 
the 1959-62 series), a naive but 
persistent Federal Treasury agent. 
Jimmy M alone (Connery) teac hes Ness 
the harsh reality of dealing with the 
mobs of prohibition Chicago in 1931. 
Ness and his gang of untouchables' 
must put everything on the line to put 
AI Capone (frigidly played by Robert 
De Niro) behind bars Brian 
DePalma (Carrie, Dressed To Kill) 
directs with Oscar-winning Ennio 
Morricone (TheMission) 



providing a chilling soundtrack. 
Compulsive viewing for all who 
can stomach the Sean Connery 
shooting scene and the nail biting 
pram sequence (I'll say no more)! 

Joe Dante s (Gremlin^ 
Innerspace (Warner, PG) is available 
from June 6. Martin Short [The Three 
Amigo$ stars as a supermarket 

© The Waft Dltnay Company 

assistant who is suddenly injected with 
the result of a scientific experiment. 
Not any ordinary experiment, though, 
this one ts a miniaturised Navy vessel 
containing a human test pilot (Dennis 
Quaid -The Big Easy, Enemy Mine)* 
Meg Ryan (Top Gun) also stars in this 
update of the 1966 classic. Fantastic 
Voyage. Its fast-moving script and 
• Only 8 Million Ways To Die 

A Emily Lloyd says, 'Up yer bum!' 
comical sequences mustn't be missed. 
Short, as the hyperchondnac hero, is 
delightfully superb, 

Talking of vessels (and why not?) we 
come to Disney's Flight Of The 
Navigator (CBS/Fox, U). A 12-year-
old. played by Joey Cramer, is 
suddenly whisked off by a high-tech 
spacecraft of which he promptly 
becomes the navigator. The ship is 
equipped with all types of aliens - a 
robotic creature named Max (whose 
voice is credited to Paul Mall, but 
actually belongs to Paul Rubens aka 
Pee Wee Hermen of the appalling Pee 
Wee 's Big Adventure - strange, but 
true!) and a veritable range of weird 
creatures. Eight years later the boy 
returns home, still aged 12! And I 
thought I had problems explaining a 
long lunch hour to our inexplicable Ed. 
Steve J. 

Those of you who love watching the 
trailers more than the actual film itself 

will be interested to hear that 8 
Million Ways To Die (CBS/Fox) is to 
be released at the end of June. It was 
brilliantly trailed on CBS/Fox hire 
videos almost a year ago. It sounded 
and looked like a real winner! Has it 
been worth the wait7 Probably not, 
even though it stars such successful 
actors as Jeff Bridges (Tron, Jagged 

TWISTED CIRCUITS 
Edited by Mick Gowar 
Beaver Books £1.75.143pp 

I NCE. computers made 
cameo appearances -
rarely starring roles - in 
anthologies of short 
science fiction stones. In 

pre-Apollo shutdown days, all eyes 
and hearts were on deep space and 
SF abounded; m the more cynical 
Eighties, sword-and-sorcery - the 
struggle for Middle Earth and inner 
mind - is the tendency, and so 
computers star as gateways to 
strange worlds. 

Twisted Circuits - Hi-Tech 
Tales From Tomorrow contains 
eight shorts written with the younger 
reader' in mind. Mercifully, most of 
them lack the Janet-And-John 
reading book mentality of Sixties SF 
stories for boys', opting for a more 
modem cynicism, which helps make 
them all readable; most of the 
authors even seem to understand 
computers... 

To pick three: Love Bytes 
(Nicholas Fisk) concerns a wacky 
teenager (of tomorrow) and the way 
she seduces her computer with 
notions of love so it marries another 
computer and has a baby. No living 

Edge, Thunderbolt And Li0itfoot\ and 
Rosanna Arquette [Desperately 
Seeking Susatf. An ex-cop (Bndges) 
hits the bottle and gets involved with a 
lady of the streets (Arquette) and her 
dangerous associates. The overlong 
film, like the characters it contains, is 
unpleasant and uninteresting, 

More news for trailer fans The 
Empire Strikes Back and Return Of 
The Jedi (both CBS/Fox. U) have 
finally been released on budget video 
at £14.99 each. Don't miss the trailer 
- it's the same on both - which 
contains by far and away the best 
editing ever seen on video! Loads of 
dips from unrelated films stunningly 
cut together to the Star Wan theme 
music. The unsung video (or film -1 
suspect the latter) editor responsible 
should receive an Oscar! 

Emily Up yer bum! Uoyd received 
worldwide acclaim for her film debut in 
Wish You Were Here (Palace 
Pictures. 15), and now you - the 
discerning video viewer - will be able 
to judge for yourself from its imminent 
video release. It's loosely based on the 
childhood of Cynthia Payne (in fact 
David Leiand co-wrote Personal 
Services - Cynthia Payne's adult 
exploits). It not only tells of the sexual 
awakening of Lynda, but also of her life 
in a seaside town of The Fifties and the 
numerous jobs which she loses 
through her outrageous behaviour. A 
delightfully fresh approach to a seaside 
comedy! 

So many videos and so little time! 
(You've been watching too many Tom 
Selleck films - Ed). 

happily ever after though - baby's a 
number-crunching monster prodigy 
with an unbelievable temper. Krarg 
Enters (Dennis Hamley) centres 
around a witty Middle Earth rewrite 
(The Mabbut by RPP Blenkiron), 
whose computer game horror comes 
to effective life, but does the 
unexpected; while - possibly the 
best in the anthology - The 
Computer Game (Phil Cartwright< 
sees some sinister aspect in airliner 
flight simulations when reality 
intrudes through the game's manual 

These are the best computer 
stories, but all would improve with 
some tighter plotting and writing 
Only User Fnendly(John Gordon | -
a nastily trendy little girt with a cuddly 
computer-intelligent toy doggie gets 
her comeuppance - manages to rise 
to the level of Roald Dahl and give full 
satisfaction. Still, Twtsted Circuits 
avoids talking down and. at a low 
cost provides light relief between 
senous blasting 

ROGER KEAN 



NEAI m u m ti 
COVER MOUNT 

CASSETTE! 
Issue 54 of CRASH has a specialty-commissioned double A-side demo cassette on the front of the mag. Featuring 
a playable demo of System 3's forthcoming LAST NIN JAII and a small, but fully playable game of DARKSIDE from 
Incentive, it promises to be one of the best ever! 

To cover the cost of such extravagance, the cover price will increase for this one issue by 25p to £1.50 - a small price 
to pay for quality approaching excellence! 

DARKSIDE LAST NIN JA 
FROM II - FROM 

INCENTIVE SYSTEM 3 
Dare you enter the twilight world of the Darkside? Featuring a complete 
playable game specifically designed for CRASH, Incentive's incredible 
Freescape routine allows you to move with complete freedom in three 
dimensions. 

EXTRA! Solve the mystery of the Darkside demo and win yoursetf a 
home laser kit! 

The legendary Ninja warrior has been transported to modern day New 
York. Are his ancient weapons and martial arts enough to conquer the 
tough pips of the Big Apple? Try this playable demo and see for 
yourself. 

This special taster includes numerous locations and animated 
sprites from the finished game. Get a taste of the action - FIRST! 

• 
CRASHTIONNAIRE 
RESULTS 
What YOU specifically think about the magazine! What your 
personal likes and dislikes are - just WHAT the avergae 
CRASH reader wants in life. Check out the facts-next month 

MONITOR 
Mei Croucher returns to i! te pages of CRASH with the first in 
an occasional series touching on the farther reaching effects 
that computers have had on the human community. Next 
month's column looks at computer addiction - you aren't 
addicted to computer games - or are you? Tune in to 
MONITOR and see just what these digital demons can do to 
your mind! 

ALL THIS - Plus the usual NEWS. PREVIEWS, REGULARS. 
IRREGULARS and hard-hitting, straight-talking REVIEWS from the 

people in the know. CRASH - the Spectrum mag with its finger on the 
pulse! GET NEXT MONTH'S 

CECCO'S LOG 
Rafaelle cecco continues his revealing day-by-day account 
of the ups and downs of Spectrum programming 

- ON SALE JUNE 30 



SPECTRUM 
COMMODORE AMSTRAD 

SPECTRUM 
COMMODORE AMSTRAD 

1966 M«m04 ̂  F'fh Co'po-ai on 
AJI B̂ rts aesjf.-ec A computer product from Ocean. ® 

Ocean Software bmited Ocean House 6 Central Street Manchester M2 5NS Telephone 061 8326633 Telex 669977 OceansG 

The first casualty of war is innocence. 



Torget Renegade is hugely entertaining ^ ^ B 
Wf and ample justification for a sequel 

, V ...it develops the theme and develops t h e ^ 
& game play no end on the original...Each man 
j f c is four sprites ...all beautifully drawn w i t h ^ 

K . great comic touches. The dog is q u i t e ^ f l 
wonderful. Commodore User Jgk 

rPCV\H 
GAME 
OF THE 
LWEEIO 

Target Renegode has the 
added essence of variety, 
which is nol to be found on other 
games of this kind. Fear not, this J 

is well worth the readies. I 
PCW Game of the week yv 


